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PREFACE

President Wilson, in the memories of thinking men, is the only

enduring leader of those statesmen who conducted the First World

War and its aftermath of peacemaking. I served under him in those

times. I was a witness to the ordeal and tragedy of Woodrow Wilson.

I had some background and a point of vantage from which to

evaluate his endeavor to serve mankind.

It may be recalled that for eighteen years before the First

World War I had been an administrative engineer, managing large

industries in Russia, China, India, Australia, New Zealand, South

Africa, Canada, Britain, Belgium, Mexico and the United States.

These projects required for their successful conduct some knowledge
of their governments, their economics and their history. My rela-

tions with their peoples were not as a tourist or a diplomat. I par-

ticipated in their daily life and work.

With the coming of the First World War, I directed the relief

of 10,000,000 people in Belgium and Northern France who were

victims of occupation by the German Army and were blockaded

by the Allies. To accomplish this purpose I had to obtain agreements
with the Germans for protection of our supplies, and with the

British and French for permission to pass through their blockade.

In these negotiations I had the patronage of the American, Spanish
and Dutch Ambassadors or their Ministers in London, Paris, Berlin

and Brussels. I was probably the only American civilian allowed to

pass freely between these cities. The administration of this huge

[v]
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enterprise required frequent contact with the British, French and

German Prime Ministers, their Cabinet members and their military

authorities. And in that period I had need for support from President

Wilson and members of his Cabinet.

Shortly after we entered the war in April, 1917, 1 was appointed
United States Food Administrator, acting directly under President

Wilson. I served upon the President's "American War Council"

throughout our participation in the war.

During the peacemaking, and some time after, I administered

the Relief and Reconstruction of Europe directly under the Presi-

dent, but on behalf of all the victorious governments. That work re-

quired an organization in more than thirty countries with constant

dealings with the Prime Ministers and high officials of each of

the governments in Europe. Our organization included about 4,000

able Americans and many more thousands of local assistants. 1

Because this organization was the best equipped to furnish

information useful to the peacemakers in Paris and had the only

telegraph system connecting those countries, during the Armistice I

was called to many sessions of the "Council of Ten," and the later

created "Supreme Council," colloquially called the "Big Four." I

served on many political missions on their behalf apart from my
regular job. And during the Peace Conference I served on President

Wilson's "Committee of Economic Advisers."

Why do I recite all this? Because I hope the reader will believe

that I am informed and hope he will credit me with objectivity in

analysis of President Wilson's high endeavors, his evangelistic ideal-

ism, his successes, his difficulties, the purpose of his compromises,
and the consequences of the Treaty of Versailles.

With thirty-nine years of contacts with world affairs since

that Treaty, and the aid of the mass of subsequent information

and disclosures, I can possibly contribute to an understanding of

the gigantic tragedy which enveloped Woodrow Wilson and the

whole world.

This book is not a life of Woodrow Wilson. It includes no part
of his scholastic or political activities prior to the looming of Amer-
ican involvement in the war.

i-I have prepared an extensive memoir of the Belgian Relief, the Food Adminis-
tration and the Relief and Reconstruction organizations with complete documentation
too extensive for elaboration in this text except in their relation to Mr. Wilson.
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Writing this memoir some four decades after that war has

one advantage. There were many discussions, minutes of meetings,

agreements and reasons for decisions and compromises which were

only disclosed gradually over years long after. In fact, some impor-
tant items are now available for the first time. Literally tens of thou-

sands of articles and hundreds of volumes have been published on

these events and actions. My own files alone relating to the period
when I served with Mr. Wilson exceed a million items. The docu-

mentation in other libraries comprise several million more. And the

task has been to sort the material from the immaterial.

As I have gone over thousands of these musty papers, memories

have sprung vividly to life and often have attested "the amount of

error and misrepresentation in what has been written about

Woodrow Wilson.

My association with him was such that I necessarily formed

convictions as to his philosophy of life, his character and his abilities

which have deepened during these four decades. My appraisal of

him is based solely on my own experiences with him and my knowl-

edge of the forces with which he had to deal.

I have no need to speak of his great scholarly attainments.

They were built into a superior mind. He possessed great clarity of

thought, with an ability quickly to reduce problems to their bare

bones. His public addresses were often clothed with great eloquence.
As a Jeffersonian Democrat, he was a "liberal" of the nineteenth-

century cast. His training in history and economics rejected every
scintilla of socialism, which today connotes a liberal.

His philosophy of American living was based upon free enter-

prise, both in social and in economic systems. He held that the eco-

nomic system must be regulated to prevent monopoly and unfair

practices. He believed that Federal intervention in the economic

or social life of our people was justified only when the task was

greater than the states or individuals could perform for themselves.

He yielded with great reluctance to the partial and temporary
abandonment of our principles of life during the war, because of the

multitude of tasks with which the citizen or the states could not

cope. But he often expressed to me the hope that our methods of

doing so were such that they could be quickly reversed and free

enterprise restored.

Coming from an academic ivory tower with only a brief political
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career, lie at times stumbled badly in the thicket of politics. Some

of the appointments to which he was persuaded by politicians were

bad. However, of the men whom he selected for the conduct of

major war activities few were political appointees and all were

men of high ability and integrity.

In evaluating Mr. Wilson's make-up there are a few phenomena
to bear in mind. He frequently has been described as "obstinate/'

In my view this was not true. His mind ran to "moral principles,"

"justice" and "right." In them he held deep convictions. In some

phases of character he partook of the original Presbyterians what

they concluded was right, was thereafter right as against all comers.

He often referred with pride to his ancestral inheritance from the

Scotch Covenanters of 1638. 2

The trouble into which he fell with these principles and ideals

lay in their conflict with the age-old concepts and aims of nations in

Europe. In these conflicts he was at times compelled to choose the

lesser of evils. But he was slow to budge. He was not a snob but

he had little patience with small minds,

His further difficulty was that at times he became impatient
with honest and proper argument against his conclusions, and too

often for his own good he construed such argument as personal
criticism. He sometimes carried resentment at what he considered

personal criticism to the extent of casting loyal and devoted friends

into outer darkness. At one time I myself ran into a minor mental

barbed-wire entanglement but without serious results. In my work,
even when Mr. Wilson did not entirely agree with me, he listened

with patience and we were always able to find a path ahead upon
which to travel successfully together.

But above all, three qualities of greatness stood out in Woodrow
Wilson. He was a man of staunch morals. He was more than just an

idealist: he was the personification of the heritage of idealism of the

American people. He brought spiritual concepts to the peace table.

He was a born crusader.

America is the only nation since the Crusades to fight other

peoples' battles at her own gigantic loss. We may be proud of that

Crusade even if it did fail to bring peace to mankind. Woodrow

2For instance, he elaborated upon this inheritance in an address at Manchester,
England, December 30, 1918. He spoke of it again at Portland, Oregon, on September
15, 1919.
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Wilson, however, did spread lasting ideals over the world.

The story of this period is the story of the leader of this Crusade.

It unfolds a tragedy to the world against which he fought and it

becomes the tragedy of Woodrow Wilson.
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MY INTRODUCTION TO WOODROW WILSON

My first introduction to President Wilson grew out of a poign-
ant tragedy.

A long-time engineering colleague of mine was in charge of the

New York office of the Commission for Relief in Belgium and

Northern France. His splendid son, en route to join our staff in

Belgium, went down in the German-torpedoed Lusitania. The

father's grief affected his mind. He became obsessed with the idea

that the Relief Commission was responsible for his son's death. As

he became more and more disturbed, he sought to embarrass the

Commission by laying various charges before Senator Henry Cabot

Lodge, with the prospect of having a Senate investigation of the

Commission.

The major charge was that I, as its Chairman, had repeatedly

violated the century-old Logan Act, which made it a crime for

American citizens to negotiate with foreign governments on inter-

national matters. It was true enough that I had continuously con-

ducted negotiations with the British, French and Germans to se-

cure immunity for our ships and for the protection of our supplies

from the German Army within the occupied territory.

I did not think the matter very serious, but Ambassador

Walter Hines Page, in London, warned me that such stuff as the

Senator might explode in the columns of the sensational press at

home would do the Commission great harm because of the emo-

[1]
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tional opposition at that time against our becoming involved in the

war. Mr. Melville Stone, President of the Associated Press and an

old friend, also sent ine a warning.
American public confidence in the Commission was the very

tenuous thread on which this enterprise hung. Both belligerents

were seeking either American support or American neutrality and

were cooperative with us because of the great American solicitude

for the plight of the Belgians. The answer to Lodge was obvious.

So far as I was concerned, I was acting under the patronage of

neutral ambassadors and ministers in Europe. This however seemed

to irk the Senator even more deeply, because to him it implied that

the American Government was getting entangled in the war.

I sailed for the United States on May 7, 1915 it having been

arranged by Mr. Stone that I see President Wilson immediately

upon my arrival. The President was partly amused and partly con-

firmed in his long-standing opinion of Senator Lodge. He quickly

grasped the situation and his cordiality at once overcame iny dif-

fidence. I had prepared a statement that he might possibly issue to

the public supporting the Commission. He looked it over, and gave
instant directions that it should be given to the press. I also re-

quested that he appoint a nonpartisan committee of seven prominent
men to take general charge of our New York office. At once he di-

rected letters to be written to them.

My business with the President was over in less than fifteen

minutes. But he detained me for some time, discussing the war
and the possibilities of American intervention to make peace. I ad-

vised him that the emotional situation among the peoples of the

belligerents, if nothing else, made such an effort hopeless at this

time.

Mr. Stone arranged a dinner in New York for all the important

publishers, editors and heads of the news services, where he ex-

plained our predicament. I described our work and difficulties.

Frank Cobb, editor of the New York World, summed up that they
could take care of any outbreaks from the Senator and would so

inform him at once, Former President Theodore Roosevelt also

promised me "to hold my friend Lodge's hand/' Quickly I was able

to sail back to my job in Europe.
I had previously had a number of indirect contacts with the

President through Colonel Edward M. House. The Colonel was gen-
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erally regarded as the President's chief adviser on peace and war. He
came to Europe on several occasions to explore the possibility of the

President's intervention to bring the war to an end. The Colonel

visited with me each time, and I was a sort of outpost adviser for

him on the political and emotional forces moving in the war as

they might bear on the possibilities of bringing about peace.
1

The Colonel, at the beginning, was entirely ignorant of Euro-

pean politics and the forces behind the statesmen who were in con-

trol. Both the President and the Colonel were at that time moving
in an idealistic stratosphere far above the earthly ground upon
which the war was being fought. It was hard for them to realize

that Europe would not recoil from the abyss on the edge of which

civilization hung. Leaders on both sides and the peoples behind

them had no thought other than victory. The emotions of the Ger-

man people were whipped into violent hate at every meal of every

day when they sat down to face the privations they and their chil-

dren suffered from the British and French blockade. The people
on the Allied side writhed with hate at the aggression of the

German militarists. They were still further infuriated at every
innocent seaman drowned by submarines and every woman and

child killed by bombs from the air. The daily death rolls from the

front reached the firesides of every country at war. The masses of

people on both sides believed that they were fighting to save their

homes from a vicious and brutal enemy.

Certainly the foreign offices wanted to please the Colonel, and

they were all men trained in that art. The officials on both sides lis-

tened most respectfully to the Colonel's proposals, then gently
deferred them.

lfThe Colonel told me that he had transmitted this information to the President.

As an example, on March 19, 1915, I received a friendly acknowledgment from

President Wilson to one of these memoranda:
THE WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON

MY DEAR MR. HOOVER: March 19, 1915
Mr. House has kindly sent me the documents you were kind enough to place

in his hands for my inspection.

May I not take this occasion in thanking you for the documents to express

my sincere appreciation of the work that you have been doing? It has commanded
the admiration and confidence of every one who has had a chance to know of it

and I am sure that every American who has had any part in the work of relieving

suffering in Belgium will feel, when the whole story is told, that the part you
have pkyed is one of distinguished service.

Cordially and sincerely yours,
WOODROW WILSON
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My next meeting with President Wilson was on January 31,

1917. Ambassador Page had arranged this appointment. Some ex-

planation of the immediate background is desirable.

In December 1916 the Allied Governments had notified me that

they could no longer furnish dollar exchange for the Belgian Relief

Commission. I had arranged with New York bankers to place a

loan for the Commission of $150,000,000, to be jointly guaranteed by
the British, French and exiled Belgian Governments. I arrived in

New York on January 21, 1917, to settle the final details of this loan.

At this interview with the President, I told him of the Allies'

inability to support the dollar operations of the Belgian Relief much

longer and I told him of the successful completion of the loan to

the Belgian Relief Commission. He expressed great satisfaction at

this outcome.

The conversation then again drifted to the European situation

and I gave him an appraisal as I saw it.

By this time, the President was under great pressures that the

United States should join in the war. 2 I was convinced from his

remarks that he had no intention at this time of having the United

States drawn into the European conflict, a position which I heartily

approved.

However, the next morning we had a terrible shock. On Feb-

2These pressures arose from pro-Allied committees in the United States. Both
of the President's advisers, Colonel House and Ambassador Page, joined in these pres-
sures. They were further augmented by vigorous organized propaganda of the French
and British Governments.

Colonel House's Diary indicates the President's attitude at this time. An entry on

January 4, 1917, says:

Lansing desires the President to press the submarine issue and to send Bern-
storff home. . . . The President told him the other day that he did not believe the

people of the United States were willing to go to war because a few Americans
had been killed.

On January 11, 1917, House made the following entry:
... He [Wilson] thought Lansing was not in sympathy with his purpose to

keep out of war.

The President's determination to keep out of the war, even with this provoca-
tion, was indicated by Colonel House, who states in his Diary on February 1:

The President was insistent that he would not allow it to lead to war if it

could possibly be avoided. He reiterated his belief that it would be a crime for

this Government to involve itself in the war to such an extent as to make it im-

possible to save Europe afterward. He spoke of Germany as "a madman that

should be curbed." I asked if he thought it fair to the Allies to ask them to do the

curbing without doing our share. He noticeably winced at this, but still held to

his determination not to become involved if it were humanly possible to do
otherwise.
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raary 1, the Germans declared tlielr unlimited submarine war.

They torpedoed three of our Belgian Relief food ships within the

next three days, despite the guaranteed immunity from attack and
the plain marking and flags on these ships, exactly as the Germans
had stipulated. Only one of our ships en route reached Rotterdam.

Sixteen others were ordered into English ports by the British Navy
or the shipowners. We were compelled to stop loading and the

Relief was paralyzed.
On February 3, President Wilson recalled our American Ambas-

sador from Germany in protest against the conduct of the Germans.
I urgently needed to return to Europe to negotiate renewed

protection for our Relief ships. But as all passenger traffic in the

North Atlantic had been suspended, I was forced to remain in New
York and negotiate by cable.

On February 13, Colonel House discussed withme the question of

what part the United States should take in case we did become in-

volved. At his request I gave him a memorandum, which I understood

he wished to send to the President. The pertinent paragraphs are:

13th February 1917
DEAR COLONEL HOUSE:

Apropos of my conversation with you this morning, my own
views as to immediate steps to be taken in case we go to war with

Germany are as follows:

1. I trust that the United States will enter into no political alli-

ance with the Allied Governments, but will confine itself to naval

and military cooperation.

2. The first step for such cooperation would be to bring to bear

the whole weight of our naval, shipping, and other resources to sup-

ply England, France, and Italy with food-stuffs and munitions,

3. It will probably be necessary for us to open to them all

the facilities of which we are capable, to enable finance of such

purchases in the United States.

4. Although, as you know, I have had no sympathy with the

food blockade of Germany, this measure has proceeded to such a

length that from a military point of view it is necessary that it should

be now continued to the end and we would therefore need address

ourselves to the reinforcement of it at every point. You are also

aware that the Allied Governments have found themselves embar-

rassed by the necessity of bending to the demands of this country in

connection with trade with the northern neutral governments. As a
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consequence, a considerable leakage of their native food supplies
filters into Germany from these quarters, but by cooperation with

the Allied Governments in the restriction of permits for the ship-
ment of food-stuffs from this country to these neutral Powers, we
could no doubt further restrict the native supplies now going into

Germany.
5. It would probably be necessary for this government to direct

as much American shipping to the assistance of the Allies as possi-

ble, but we can go one further if we join with the Allies by pres-

sure upon neutral shipping to serve the Allies. For instance, if we

cooperate with the Allies in refusing bunker coal to shipping except
on terms that they serve the Allies beyond their regulated self-needs,

we can force a great deal of neutral shipping into the service of the

Allied Governments. There are other means by which pressure can

be directed to this end as well. . . .

In paragraph 6, I explored the possibility of allowing the

French Army to recruit more American men for their army and

the need of mosquito vessels to protect shipping.
7. It appears to me that the political situation which will event-

uate out of this war makes it absolutely necessary that this country
should not only be protected by a large defensive force, but that we
should have a force in being when peace approaches. As our terms of

peace will probably run counter to most of the European proposals,

our weight in the accomplishment of our ideals will be greatly in

proportion to the strength which we can throw into the scale.

8. It appears that the world will be faced with a food shortage
before the next harvest and that some measures will be necessary for

the control of food consumption in this country if we are adequately
to supply the Western Allies. Such measures do not need to take

the form of rationing the people, or any drastic measures of that

character, but there are many indirect methods of repressing food

consumption, such as the suppression of the consumption of grain
and sugar for brewing and distilling purposes and a long list of

other measures with which we are well familiar.

HERBERT HOOVERS

8 In sending this letter to the President on February 13, Colonel House attached

the following:
Here is a copy of a letter from Hoover in which he outlines his idea and

the best way to serve in the event of war with Germany. I think you will agree
with most of his suggestions.
On February 16 the President wrote to Ray Stannard Baker:

Here is a letter so pertinent to the inquiries now being made by the Council
of National Defense that I am taking the liberty of sending it to you for con-

sideration. It comes from a very experienced man.
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I was in Washington on February 14 and 15, to consult

Secretary o State Lansing because Ambassador Page, on February
12, had sent a cable to the Secretary of State urging that the

Belgian Relief Commission should end its activities. To this I did

not agree, believing from my cable negotiations that I could restore

our ship immunities. I was already making progress toward this goal
both with the Germans and the British.

I had no intention of troubling the President but while in

Washington, Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane, an old

friend, sent me to see him. This was my third meeting with him.

Our discussion naturally dwelt on the plight of the Belgian people
and of the Relief Commission. I told him of my hopes of restoring
the German guarantees of safety for our ships but added that our

financial outlook was desperate as our projected loan had necessarily
failed. On a sudden thought, I suggested that possibly Congress
could grant an appropriation for expenditures in the United States

and that I believed the Allies would meet our European currency

outlays. The President at once responded that he believed this should

be done and that at a favorable moment he would recommend it.

Our discussion then turned to the war situation and the dangers
of our becoming involved. I told him that I did not believe the Ger-

mans wanted us in the war but in their madness anything could

happen.
As I was leaving, the President commented upon my letter to

Colonel House of a few days before and said that when I returned

to Europe it might prove helpful if I could study the Allied economic

organizations in the conduct of the war. I came away convinced

that the President earnestly, and even emotionally, intended to avail

himself of every device to keep out, short of sacrifice of national

honor.

On February 24, having, as I thought, restored the German

guarantees, we began again to load food ships for Belgium. On
March 12, I obtained passage on a Spanish jalopy half sail, half

steam for Cadiz. En route the wireless reported that the Germans

had torpedoed seven American and five Belgian Relief ships with-

out a chance for the crews. It also brought news of the revolution

ousting the Czar in Russia.

I stopped at Madrid and settled with the Spanish Minister of

Foreign Affairs the possibility that his nationals would need to
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represent the Belgian Relief Commission inside Belgium and North-

ern France in case the United States became involved in the war. 4

At once on my arrival in Paris and later in London I began the

studies that the President had suggested. On April 6, 1917, the

United States declared war. While in Washington, Secretary Lane

had told me that if we became involved in the war I would be

wanted in Washington for food organization. From this and the

President's conversations noted above, I was not surprised when Am-
bassador Page notified me that Mr. Wilson wanted me to return to

Washington to organize the American food activities. I accepted on

condition that I conduct the Belgian Relief at the same time. I also

4 As I have had occasion several times to mention the Belgian and Northern

France Relief Commission in this book, I give the following short sketch for those

unfamiliar with that operation.
I organized the Commission for Relief in Belgium in October 1914 at the urgent

request of the representatives of the people in Belgium, the exiled government at Le

Havre, and American Ambassador Walter Hines Page. At that time, the 10,000,000

people in Belgium and Northern France, normally dependent on imports for 70 per
cent of their food, were being crushed between the millstones of the Allied blockade

of Germany and the German armies which had invaded them.

With the approval of our State Department I secured as "patrons" of the Com-
mission Ambassador Walter Hines Page in London, Ambassador James W. Gerard in

Berlin, and American Minister Brand Whitlock in Brussels. We also secured as

"patrons" the Spanish Ambassador in London, Merry del Val; the Spanish Ambassador
in Berlin, Luis Polo de Bernabe; the Spanish Minister in Brussels, the Marquis de

Villalobar; the Netherlands Minister in Brussels, and the cooperation of the Nether-

lands Minister of Foreign Affairs, J. Loudon. Although these officials could not them-

selves, as representatives of their governments, negotiate matters concerning the re-

lief, they could pave the way for myself and my colleagues. The Commission was

operated wholly by Americans until the United States entered the war and there-

after we operated up to the Belgian frontier with Dutch and Spanish representatives
in the German occupied areas. We had created a system of distribution committees of

leading Belgians in Belgium and leading French men and women in Northern France.

The Commission started with only charitable funds from over the world but in

February 1915, I got subsidies from the British and French Governments at the rate

of $90,000,000 annually, increasing the rate to $300,000,000 annually by January 1917.

The United States joined in the support of the Commission after we came into

the war. The requirements rose to a rate of $360,000,000 annually.
Our imports of food under the most vigorous rationing started at the rate of

720,000 tons annually and rose to a rate of 1,260,000 tons by January 1917, and to
a rate of 1,600,000 tons at the time of the Armistice. During the -unlimited German
submarine war in 1917, the Belgians suffered terribly before we were able to restore

the protection agreements for our ships.
The Belgian Relief was the pioneer of the World War Food Administration. It

involved not only the importation of food, but the eventual control of food pro-
cessing; the stimulation of agricultural production; and the requisition of agricultural

products, which we combined with the imports to ration their people. The work re-

quired the development of special care of 2,500,000 children and the provision for
millions of the destitute with not only food but clothing, medical supplies, fuel and
housing.
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asked to delay my return for a few weeks to solve certain urgent

problems in the Relief and to examine the Allied civilian war organi-

zation, including their food needs. I arrived in Washington on May
6, 1917. I saw Mr. Wilson on May 8 and 10, and on May 19 I was

appointed United States Food Administrator, directly responsible

to the President.



WOODROW WILSON ADMINISTERS THE WAR

The purpose of this book is solely to unfold the President's

plans, his obstacles, his methods, his successes and the causes of

the tragedy which came to him in his efforts to bring lasting peace
to the world. It is appropriate, however, to touch briefly upon his

organization of the American Government and people for the

conduct of the war. On the military side, the Secretary of War,
Newton D. Baker, fortunately, was a good administrator. There

could have been no better selections than General Peyton C. March
as Chief of Staff, and General John J. Pershing to command our over-

seas army. In the Navy Department, the President had the advantage
that its normal organization was almost on a war footing. The Sec-

retary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels, was assured a good adminis-

tration by the long-experienced admirals under him, including Ad-
miral William S. Benson, Admiral Mark Bristol and Admiral William
S. Sims in command of our naval forces in Europe.

On the civilian side, new agencies had to be created to meet
the demands both for supplies for our military forces, and for the

civilian and military necessities of the Allies. These new agencies,
in order to control raw materials, food, coal, imports, exports and

shipping, had many problems in common. Among them was the

need, with the huge drain on our supplies, to stimulate production
and reduce domestic consumption. With the law of supply and
demand upset by the forced drain for the Allies it was also neces-

[10]
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sary to control domestic prices, distribution, exports and Imports
in order to protect supplies for our own people and prevent specu-
lation and profiteering.

These governmental activities were strange in American life

and Congress was tardy, fearful and often inadequate in conferring
the powers upon the President which were vital to enable the

civilian agencies to contribute their part in winning the war.

To meet the cry that these were dictatorial powers, the Presi-

dent at the beginning developed the idea that they should be ad-

ministered by boards, commissions, councils or committees. I

had reported to him mistakes the Allies had made by this sort of or-

ganization at the start, and their ultimate but slow recognition that

administration must be conducted by a single head. As a matter of

fact, a single executive had been the basic concept of organization
of our Government and our business world ever since the foundation

of the Republic. I was fortunate in persuading the President that a

new term, "Administrator," would not connote dictatorship and I,

therefore, did not have to go through the unhappy experiences of

some of my colleagues.

However, after a few months of stumbling and bitter experi-

ence, the President returned to our traditional methods of organiza-
tion with a single executive in authority, and the boards, commis-

sions, committees and councils relegated to purely advisory func-

tions.

The President made appointments irrespective of political

faiths. No more splendid men could have been found than Bernard

M. Baruch, who directed the War Industries Board; Secretary of

the Treasury W. G. McAdoo, who was also Railway Administrator;

Harry A. Garfield, who directed the Fuel Administration; Charles

M. Schwab, who directed ship construction; Edward N. Hurley,

who managed the overseas shipping; and Vance M. McCormick, who
directed the controls over imports, exports and blockade matters.

Mr. Wilson was fortunate in having David F. Houston as Secretary

of Agriculture and Franklin K. Lane as Secretary of the Interior.

Thousands of competent men of all professions answered the Presi-

dent's call as volunteers to staff these new organizations.
1

*I should like to mention the thousands of men and women who volunteered

to aid in the War Administration but space forbids. I may, however, mention a few

leading men in these agencies. On the War Industries Board were heads of important
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In my job I was confronted witih a crop failure immediately

following the declaration of war which plagued us from the harvest

of 1917 to the harvest of 1918. But despite the difficulties and frus-

trations, with the loyal support of the housewives, the processors,

and the middlemen, we so reduced consumption as to make possible

huge exports from what was statistically a vacuum, 2

Early in my relations with the President, I learned that he

preferred a letter or a memorandum to personal interviews when-

ever it was possible. Further, where it was necessary to secure his

written authority by personal interviews, he liked to have a pos-

sible draft document ready to sign. This accounts for the large num-

ber of such documents in this text and in my other memoirs --few

of which have ever been published.

The following letter is of interest in indicating the President's

attitude toward the Allies:

THE WHITE HOUSE, December 10, 1917

MY DEAR MR. HOOVER:

I have noticed on one or two of the posters of the Food Admin-

istration the words, "Our Allies." I would be very much obliged if

you would issue instructions that "Our Associates in the War" is to

be substituted. I have been very careful about this myself, because

we have no allies and I think I am right in believing that the people

divisions, Arch W. Shaw, Alexander Legge, Judge Robert S. Lovett, and Robert S.

Brookings. In the Coal Administration were heads of divisions, Mark L. Requa, Walter

Hope and Henry Taylor, Sr. On the War Trade Board were John Beaver White,

Alonzo E, Taylor and Clarence M, Woolley. In the Food Administration there were

heads of divisions, Joseph P. Cotton, Julius H. Barnes, Judge Curtis H. Lindley, Edgar

Rickard, Gertrude B. Lane, Ray Lyman Wilbur, George Rolph and Robert A. Taft.

I may add that after having served in the organizations which I directed, four

became United States Senators, four governors, one an ambassador, one a minister,

one a Federal judge, and two Assistant Secretaries of State, and many became leaders

in the professions and industry.
2 1 had a momentary diversion from the treadmill of the Food Administration,

Colonel House, knowing of my prewar experience in Russia, often discussed the cur-

rent situation there with me. The Communists had overthrown the Kerensky Govern-

ment in 1917. In June 1918, the Colonel developed the idea that I should head a

Food Relief expedition to Communist Russia as a method of calming that tempest.

While I had no confidence in their accepting the conditions that would be necessary

for success, I stated that I would serve in any capacity that the President requested.

The President, however, brought the Colonel's project to an end by a letter to Mr.

Baruch on July 15, 1918, stating that he wanted me in Washington.
I had a further diversion in a visit to Europe in July and August 1918 to co-

ordinate all Allied food activities under the "Food Council of the Allied and Associated

Powers" and to bring about better distribution of shipping.
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of the country are very jealous of any intimation that there are

formal alliances.

You will understand, of course, that I am implying no criticism.

I am only thinking it important that we should all use the same lan-

guage.
WOODKOW WILSON

With our Food Administration's guaranteed prices for farm

products and Secretary Houston's leadership of our devoted farmers,

we produced in the crop of 1918 the greatest surplus of food in all

our history, enabling us to export over three times as much as our

prewar average.
Our War Department under the President's leadership organ-

ized armies of over 3,000,000 men. The Navy expanded its already

great strength.

Our war agencies met every requirement of our armed forces

and of the Allies, even though great shipping difficulties arose due

to the slowness of our shipbuilding program.
The President's religious and moral upbringing expressed

itself in a zeal for financial integrity which characterized the con-

duct of a war practically without corruption.

With his ability to delegate work, his loyalties to subordinates,

and his speed in evaluating problems, he proved a great administra-

tor. A comparative study of the administration of any war in our

history since Lincoln's time down to the present would easily con-

firm this. 3

3I emphasize this point because various persons, including Colonel House in his

Diary, were constantly criticizing the President's administrative abilities.

For instance, there is an entry in the Colonel's Diary under date of July 4, 1917

(House Papers, Yale University library):
... I urged him [the President] to let me organize a war machine for him.

It is the kind of thing I know how to do ... I assured him that it could be done

in a few weeks and in a way to give him entire freedom from details if he

would let me select it regardless of party, the result would inure to his credit. . , .

Among other things I told him that he did not have the kind of ability

necessary to organize the country for war. I softened this by saying that the ability

to organize was not rare and could be found in plenty, but the ability to frame

and force policies of government was rare, and he should confine his time to that.

I shook him, but did not entirely convince him that I was right. . . .

For further substantiation of the President's administrative abilities see Chapters
9 and 10.



AN UNHAPPY INTERLUDE

In the last stages of the war came an unhappy incident to which

I refer here only because it detracted from the President's strength
in negotiating the peace and later in securing ratification of the

Peace Treaty by the Senate.

The end of the war was evidently approaching in October

1918, and the Congressional elections were to take place on No-

vember 5.

On October 24, Mr. Wilson made an appeal for the election of

a Democratic Congress, accompanied by an attack upon Repub-
licans and their party members of Congress. The more contro-

versial paragraphs read:

My FELLOW COUNTRYMEN:
The Congressional elections are at hand. They occur in the

most critical period our country has ever faced or is likely to face

in our time. If you have approved of my leadership and wish me
to continue to be your unembarrassed spokesman in affairs at home
and abroad, I earnestly beg that you will express yourselves un-

mistakably to that effect by returning a Democratic majority to

both the Senate and the House of Representatives. . . .

The leaders of the minority in the present Congress have un-

questionably been pro-war, but they have been anti-administration.

At almost every turn since we entered the war they have sought
to take the choice of policy and the conduct of the war out of

114]
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my hands and put it under the control of instrumentalities of their

own choosing. . . .

The return of a Republican majority to either House of the

Congress would, moreover, certainly be interpreted on the other

side of the water as a repudiation of my leadership. Spokesmen of

the Republican Party are urging you to elect a Republican Congress
in order to back up and support the President, but even if they
should in this way impose upon some credulous voters on this side

of the water, they would impose on no one on the other side. It is

well understood there as well as here that the Republican leaders

desire not so much to support the President as to control him.

The peoples of the allied countries with whom we are as-

sociated against Germany are quite familiar with the significance
of elections. They would find it very difficult to believe that the

voters of the United States had chosen not to support their President

by electing to the Congress a majority controlled by those who
are not in fact in sympathy with the attitude and action of the

Administration.

I need not tell you, my fellow-countrymen, that I am asking

your support not for my own sake or for the sake of a political party,
but for the sake of the nation itself in order that its inward unity
of purpose may be evident to all the world.

If in these critical days it is your wish to sustain me with

undivided minds, I beg that you will say so in a way which it will

not be possible to misunderstand, either here at home or among
our associates on the other side of the sea. I submit my difficulties

and my hopes to you.
WOODROW WILSON

This statement was not only a shock to me but also a mystery.
The President had shown no partisanship in his appointments to the

war agencies. In fact, he had appealed to many Republicans to un-

dertake large responsibilities at great personal sacrifice.
1 It came

1 The Republicans in important positions in Mr. Wilson's administration included

General Pershing, General Robert E. Wood, Admiral Mark Bristol, Admiral W. S. Sims,

and such men as President Harry Garfield of Williams College, Julius Rosenwald,
Alexander Legge, Judge Robert S. Lovett, Benedict Crowell, Robert S. Brookings,
William H. Taft, Daniel Willard, Edward Stettinius, Charles Schwab, myself, and

scores of others. I had all my adult life been a registered Republican and taken part
in Republican organizations. However, from 1914, when I first assumed war re-

sponsibilities in the Belgian Relief Commission, until after the Senate defeat of the

Treaty in 1920, with this one exception of supporting the President's appeal, I engaged
in no political party activities. After that time I resumed my party affiliations and

directed them to support the ratification of the Treaty of Versailles.
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as a great stock to these Republican officials and to the majority o

Republican members of the Congress. Most of them had supported
his call for the declaration of war and some of the President's recom-

mendations of war powers, particularly the coal and food control,

had been bogged down by antagonistic Democratic Senators but

had finally been enacted by the efforts of Republicans. Above all,

this letter was construed by his opponents to be an attack on the

patriotism of Republicans in general. Up to this time they had no

great fighting material for their campaign, but this gave them a

powerful issue, both in its implications and its cry of partisan-

ship in the midst of the nation's greatest crisis. It is idle talk to spec-
ulate about what might otherwise have been the outcome of the

election.

The mystery lies in the identity of the politicians who pushed
Mr. Wilson into an action so entirely foreign to his nature and his

previous nonpartisan conduct of war affairs. There can be no doubt

of the great pressures exerted upon him by some Democratic mem-
bers of Congress and certain outside groups apparently stimulated

by his Secretary, Joseph P. Tumulty, and Postmaster General Albert

S. Burleson. On the other hand, according to their memoirs, the es-

sence of the statement was opposed by four Cabinet members, Sec-

retary of State Lansing, Secretary of Agriculture Houston, Secretary
of the Interior Lane and Attorney General Gregory.

2

2 A memorandum of Attorney General Thomas W. Gregory on this incident,

among the House Papers at Yale University Library, is illuminating:
, . . The letter was not merely the worst political mistake that he could make,

but it was utterly un-Wilsonian. For more than a year there has been in Wash-

ington thousands of loyal Republicans, working under Wilson's leadership for

the country, at $1.00 a year, and sacrificing their private interests and forgetting
their political affiliations. There were scores of Republicans in the Senate and
House who had voted consistently for Wilson's policies and held up his hands

during the struggle, at a time when many of his own party were hamstringing
him. The letter seemed to stigmatize everyone who was not a member of the

Democratic party, and it immediately raised an electoral issue and gave an

opportunity to the Republicans which up to then had been lacking. Previously

they had no fight in them. Now they had good reason to complain of a document
which had injected a partisan issue at a moment when they might claim they had

forgotten everything in order to win the war. Without this issue the Democrats
would have carried the elections easily, on the basis of Wilson's prestige and the

fact that the war had been won. None of us knew anything of the letter until

it appeared. I myself read it with horror in the morning paper. It seems probable
to me that Wilson decided to write the letter in a moment of extreme weariness,
for these were harrowing days, at the end of a long session when his nerves were
taut and his intellectual sentinels *vere not on the lookout for danger. Otherwise
I cannot conceive of his writing the letter, which, as I have said, is so thoroughly
un-Wilsonian.
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Deeply as I believed that this appeal was a mistake and a whol-

ly unwarranted reflection on many good men, on November 2, 1 ad-

dressed a letter to Frederic Coudeit, a Republican friend, in which
I supported the President's appeal for a Congress favorable to him.

I did so because I believed that the President's hand in the Treaty

negotiations would be greatly weakened if the election went against
him. The publication of this letter created a storm around my head.

The Chairman of the Republican National Committee denounced

me violently.

The Republicans won both the Senate and the House of Rep-
resentatives. Subsequent events show that the President's influence

at Paris 3 and his influence with the Senate to obtain ratification of

the peace were definitely damaged.
I received the following note from the President:

THE WHITE HOUSE, 4 November, 1918

MY DEAR HOOVER:

Your letter to Mr. Coudert has touched me very deeply, and I

want you to know not only how proud I am to have your endorse-

ment and your backing given in such generous fashion, but also

what serious importance I attach to it, for I have learned to value

your judgment and have the greatest trust in all your moral reac-

tions. I thank you from the bottom of rny heart.

Cordially and sincerely yours,

WOODROW WILSON

3 For its adverse effect on the President's influence in Paris see Chapter 16.
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AS THE BASIS OF PEACE

While the war was still being fought, Mr. Wilson began the

enumeration of the principles which should form the basis of the

peace which must follow the inevitable victory over Germany and
her allies. These were defined in four*major addresses from Jan-

uary to December 1918. The President subsequently, for negotia-
tion purposes, unified them as the "Fourteen Points and subsequent
addresses/* They were Woodrow Wilson's proclamation to all man-
kind of the New World ideals of peace.

But even prior to these four addresses the President, in urging
the declaration of war on April 2, 1917, indicated some of his de-

terminations as to the peace. In this eloquent address he first re-

viewed the submarine war against the United States, the conspira-

cies, spies, and sabotage within our borders. He described the ruth-

less character of the militarists in control of Germany, denounced
them for making war against all mankind, and stated that this men-
ace must be destroyed. Then he went on to say:

We have no quarrel with the German people. We have no

feeling towards them but one of sympathy and friendship. It was not

upon their impulse that their government acted in entering this

war. . . .

A steadfast concert for peace can never he maintained except

by a partnership of democratic nations. No autocratic government
could be trusted to keep faith within it or observe its covenants.

[18]
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It must be a league of honour. . . Only free peoples can hold

their purpose and their honour steady to a common end and prefer
the interests of mankind to any narrow interest of their own.

Mr. Wilson concluded:

. . . The world must be made safe for democracy. Its peace must
be planted upon the tested foundations of political liberty. We have

no selfish ends to serve. We desire no conquest, no dominion. We
seek no indemnities for ourselves, no material compensation for the

sacrifices we shall freely make. We are but one of the champions of

the rights of mankind. We shall be satisfied when those rights
have been made as secure as the faith and the freedom of nations

can make them . . .

The right is more precious than peace, and we shall fight for

the things which we have always carried nearest our hearts, for

democracy, for the right of those who submit to authority to have a

voice in their own governments, for the rights and liberties of small

nations, for a universal dominion of right by such a concert of free

peoples as shall bring peace and safety to all nations and make the

world itself at last free. . . . America . . . God helping her . . . can

do no other.

However, tihe principles laid down in this address were not a

part of the precise "basis of peace" which he later stated.

In the first of the four addresses of 1918, he laid down "Four-

teen Points/' which, when added to those in his subsequent addresses,

made a total of thirty-eight "points," "principles," "ends," "particu-

lars" and "declarations." Some of them were enlargements and

explanations and part repetitions of those previously given.
1

1 Mr. Wilson had no ghost writer. He composed the first draft of his addresses

on his own typewriter. He sometimes submitted them to his colleagues for their

opinions but he seldom adopted changes in his fundamental ideas.

It is desirable to point out that in some of the unpublished sections of Colonel

House's Diary he has a tendency to assume the credit for inspiring Wilson's major

speeches and originating the "points." I have not accepted this claim. Some of the

"points" were expressions of American ideals as old as the Revolution of 1776, about

which Mr. Wilson as a historian had often written and spoken. Many of the "points"
as to specific countries were based on cries for freedom poured into American ears for

decades, such as those relating to Poland, the southern Slavs, Czechoslovakia, the

Baltic States and the restoration of Alsace-Lorraine and Belgium. Some of these ideas

could be found in Professor Wilson's teachings. The Colonel, in volumes of his own

writings in the House Papers, shows no such powers of expression or historical back-

ground.
The Colonel was a useful adviser and a most capable negotiator for the President

But Woodrow Wilson was no Charlie McCarthy.
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In order to make clear the later events, I present each of the

thirty-eight points in the President's exact words. To simplify my
references to them in ensuing chapters, they are numbered in

brackets at the end of each paragraph.

The first of these epochal addresses was to the Congress, on

January 8, 1918. He began with a discussion of the effect of the

recent German treaties with the Communists and continued:

No statesman who has the least conception of his responsibility

ought for a moment to permit himself to continue this tragical and

appalling outpouring of blood and treasure unless he is sure beyond

a peradventure that the objects of the vital sacrifice are part and

parcel of the very life of society and that the people for whom he

speaks think them right and imperative as he does

We entered this war because violations of right had occurred

which touched us to the quick and made the life of our own people

impossible unless they were corrected and the world secured once

for all against their recurrence. What we demand in this war,

therefore, is nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is that the world be

made fit and safe to live in; and particularly that it be made safe

for every peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to live

its own life, determine its own institutions, be assured of justice

and fair dealings by the other peoples of the world, as against

force and selfish aggression. All the peoples of the world are in

effect partners in this interest, and for our own part we see very

clearly that unless justice be done to others it will not be done to us.

The program of the world's peace, therefore, is our program,

and that program, the only possible program, as we see it, is this:

L Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at, after which

there shall be no private international understandings of any kind

but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly and in the public

view. [1]

II. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas, outside

territorial waters, alike in peace and in war, except as the seas may
be closed in whole or in part by international action for the enforce-

ment of international covenants. [2]

III. The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers

and the establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all
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the nations consenting to the peace and associating themselves for

its maintenance. [3]
2

IV. Adequate guarantees given and taken that national ar-

maments will be reduced to the lowest point consistent with do-

mestic safety. [4]

V. Free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment
of all colonial claims, based upon a strict observance of the principle
that in determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests

of the populations concerned must have equal weight with the

equitable claims of the Government whose title is to be deter-

mined. [5]

VI. The evacuation of all Russian territory and such a settle-

ment of all questions affecting Russia as will secure the best and

freest cooperation of the other nations of the world in obtaining
for her an unhampered and unembarrassed opportunity for the

independent determination of her own political development and

national policy and assure her of a sincere welcome into the society
of free nations under institutions of her own choosing; and, more
than a welcome, assistance also of every kind that she may need and

may herself desire. The treatment accorded Russia by her sister

nations in the months to come will be the acid test of their good
will, of their comprehension of her needs as distinguished from

their own interests, and of their intelligent and unselfish sym-

pathy. [6]

VII. Belgium, the whole world will agree, must be evacuated

and restored, without any attempt to limit the sovereignty which

she enjoys in common with all other free nations. No other single

2 In a letter to Senator F. M. Simmons ten months later (October 28, 1918), the

President defined this point:
I of course meant to suggest no restriction upon the free determination

by any nation of its own economic policy, but only that whatever tariff any
nation might deem necessary for its own economic service, be that tariff high or

low, it should apply equally to all foreign nations This leaves every nation

free to determine for itself its own internal policies, and limits only its right to

compound those policies of hostile discriminations between one nation and

another. . . . The experiences of the past among nations have taught us that the

attempt by one nation to punish another by exclusive and discriminatory trade

agreements has been a prolific breeder of that land of antagonism which often-

times results in war and that if a permanent peace is to be established among
nations every obstacle that has stood in the way of international friendship should

be cast aside. It was with this fundamental purpose in mind that I announced

this principle in my address of Jan. 28 ... to inject the bogey of free trade which

is not involved at all, is to attempt to divert the mind of the nation from the

broad and humane principle of durable peace. . . .
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act will serve as this will serve to restore confidence among the

nations in the laws which they have themselves set and determined

for the government of their relations with one another. Without

this healing act the whole structure and validity of international

law is forever impaired. [7]

VIIL All French territory should be freed and the invaded

portions restored, and the wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871

in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of

the world for nearly fifty years, should be righted, in order that

peace may once more be made secure in the interest of all. [8]

IX. A readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected

along clearly recognizable lines of nationality. [9]

X. The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the

nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded

the freest opportunity of autonomous development. [10]

XI. Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro should be evacuated;

occupied territories restored; Serbia accorded free and secure access

to the sea; and the relations of the several Balkan States to one

another determined by friendly counsel along historically estab-

lished lines of allegiance and nationality; and international guar-
antees of the political and economic independence and territorial

integrity of the several Balkan States should be entered into. [11]

XII. The Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire
should be assured a secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities

which are now under Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted

security of life and an absolutely unmolested opportunity of au-

tonomous development, and the Dardanelles should be permanently

opened as a free passage to the ships and commerce of all nations

under international guarantees. [12]

XIII. An independent Polish State should be erected which

should include the territories inhabited by indisputably Polish

populations, which should be assured a free and secure access to

the sea, and whose political and economic independence and ter-

ritorial integrity should be guaranteed by international cove-

nant. [13]

XIV. A general association of nations must be formed under

specific covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees
of political independence and territorial integrity to great and
small states alike. [14]
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The President concluded this address:

We have spoken, now, surely, in terms too concrete to admit
of any further doubt or question. An evident principle runs through
the whole program I have outlined. It is the principle of justice
to all peoples and nationalities, and their right to Hve on equal
terms of liberty and safety with one another, whether they be

strong or weak. Unless this principle be made its foundation, no

part of the structure of international justice can stand. The people
of the United States could act upon no other principle, and on
the vindication of this principle they are ready to devote their

lives, their honor, and everything that they possess. The moral
climax of this, the culminating and final war for human liberty, has

come, and they are ready to put their own strength, their own
highest purpose, their own integrity and devotion to the test.

On February 11, 1918, the President again addressed the Con-

gress. After explaining the reasons for rejection of a peace plan pro-

posed by Count von Hertling, Chancellor of Germany, he enunci-

ated "four principles" to be applied. But before stating these prin-

ciples he made the following important demands or declarations:

There shall be no annexations. [15]

No contributions, no punitive damages. [16]

Peoples are not to be handed about from one sovereignty to

another by an international conference or an understanding between
rivals and antagonists. [17]

National aspirations must be respected; peoples may now be
dominated and governed only by their own consent. "Self-determi-

nation" is not a mere phase. It is an imperative principle of action,

which statesmen will henceforth ignore at their peril. [18]

We cannot have general peace for the asking, or by the mere

arrangements of a peace conference. It cannot be pieced together
out of individual understandings between powerful states. All the

parties to this war must join in the settlement of every issue any-
where involved in it. [19]

In presenting his "four principles" he said:

This war had its roots in the disregard of the rights of small

nations and of nationalities which lacked the union and the force

to make good their claim to determine their own allegiances and

their own forms of political life. Covenants must now be entered
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into which will render such things impossible for the future; and

those covenants must be backed by the united force of all the

nations that love justice and are willing to maintain it at any cost.

After all, the test of whether it is possible for either government
to go any further 5n this comparison of views is simple and obvious.

The principles to be applied are these:

First, that each part of the final settlement must be based

upon the essential justice of that particular case and upon such

adjustments as are most likely to bring a peace that will be

permanent; [20]

Second, that peoples and provinces are not to be bartered

about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were mere chattels

and pawns in a game, [21]

even the great game, now forever discredited, of the balance

of power; [22]

Third, every territorial settlement involved in this war must

be made in the interest and for the benefit of the populations

concerned, and not as a part of any mere adjustment or compromise
of claims amongst rival states; [23] and

Fourth, that all well defined national aspirations shall be

accorded the utmost satisfaction that can be accorded them with-

out introducing new or perpetuating old elements of discord and

antagonism that would be likely in time to break the peace of

Europe and consequently of the world. [24]

The President added this affirmation:

. . . We believe , . . in a new international order under which

reason and justice and the common interests of mankind shall pre-
vail . . . [25] Without that new order the world will be without peace
and human life will lack tolerable conditions of existence and de-

velopment. Having set our hand to the task of achieving it, we shall

not turn back.

The President delivered the third of these major addresses on

the basis of peace at Mount Vernon on July 4, 1918. After paying
tribute to George Washington and his ideals he enunciated four

"ends" which he said ''must be conceded before there can be peace":

The Past and the Present are in deadly grapple and the peoples
of the world are being done to death between them.

There can be but one issue. The settlement must be final.

There can be no compromise. No halfway decision would be

tolerable. No halfway decision is conceivable. These are the ends
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for which the associated peoples of the world are fighting and

which must be conceded them before there can be peace:

I. The destruction of every arbitrary power anywhere that

can separately, secretly, and of its single choice disturb the peace
of the world; or, if it cannot be presently destroyed, at the least

its reduction to virtual impotence. [26]

II. The settlement of every question, whether of territory,

of sovereignty, of economic arrangement, or of political relation-

ship, upon the basis of the free acceptance of that settlement by
the people immediately concerned, and not upon the basis of the

material interest or advantage of any other nation or people which

may desire a different settlement for the sake of its own exterior

influence or mastery. [27]

III. The consent of all nations to be governed in their conduct

towards each other by the same principles of honor and of respect
for the common law of civilized society that govern the individual

citizens of all modern states in their relations with one another;

to the end that all promises and covenants may be sacredly

observed; no private plots or conspiracies hatched, no selfish in-

juries wrought with impunity, and a mutual trust established upon
the handsome foundation of a mutual respect for right. [28]

IV. The establishment of an organization of peace which

shall make it certain that the combined power of free nations will

check every invasion of right and serve to make peace and justice

the more secure by affording a definite tribunal of opinion to

which all must submit and by which every international readjust-

ment that cannot be amicably agreed upon by the peoples directly

concerned shall be sanctioned. [29]

These great objects can be put into a single sentence. What
we seek is the reign of law, based upon the consent of the governed
and sustained by the organized opinion of mankind. [30]

On September 27, 1918, in New York, Mr. Wilson spoke again

about the basis for peace, citing five "particulars* and prefacing

these with three other "points":

If it be in deed and in truth the common object of the govern-

ments associated against Germany and of the nations whom they

govern, as I believe it to be, to achieve by the coming settlements

a secure and lasting peace, it will be necessary that all who sit

down at the peace table shall come ready and willing to pay the
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price, the only price, that will procure it; and ready and willing,

also, to create in some virile fashion the only instrumentality by
which it can be made certain that the agreements of the peace
will be honored and fulfilled [31]

That indispensable instrumentality is a League of Nations

formed under covenants that will be efficacious. Without such an

instrumentality, by which the peace of the world can be guaranteed,

peace will rest in part upon the word of outlaws, and only upon
that word [32]

And, as I see it, the constitution of that League of Nations

and the clear definition of its objects must be a part, is in a sense

the most essential part, of the peace settlement. . . . [33]

These, then, are some of the particulars, and I state them with

the greater confidence because I can state them authoritatively as

representing this Government's interpretation of its own duty with

regard to peace:

First, the impartial justice meted out must involve no discrim-

ination between those to whom we wish to be just and those to

whom we do not wish to be just. It must be a justice that plays
no favorites and knows no standard but the equal rights of the

several peoples concerned; [34]

Second, no special or separate interest of any single nation or

any group of nations can be made the basis of any part of the

settlement which is not consistent with the common interest of

aU; [35]

Third, there can be no leagues or alliances or special cove-

nants and understandings within the general and common family
of the League of Nations. [36]

Fourth, and more specifically, there can be no special, selfish

economic combinations within the League and no employment of

any form of economic boycott or exclusion except as the power
of economic penalty by exclusion from the markets of the world

may be vested in the League of Nations itself as a means of

discipline and control; [37]

Fifth, all international agreements and treaties of every kind

must be made known in their entirety to the rest of the world. [38]

... In the same sentence in which I say that the United States

will enter into no special arrangements or understandings with

particular nations let me say also that the United States is prepared
to assume its full share of responsibility for the maintenance of

the common covenants and understandings upon which peace must
henceforth rest We still read Washington's immortal warning
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against "entangling alliances" with full comprehension and an

answering purpose. But only special and limited alliances entangle;
and we recognize and accept the duty of a new day in which we
are permitted to hope for a general alliance which will avoid en-

tanglements and clear the air of the world for common under-

standings and the maintenance of common rights.

The reader will observe that the twenty-three supplementary

"points" to the original fourteen at times repeat them in other terms

or amplify them. But they all became important in the formal docu-

ments of the peace negotiations as the "Fourteen Points and the

subsequent addresses/*

In two post-armistice addresses abroad, the President further

developed his ideas. In an address at Manchester, England, on
December 30, 1918, he emphasized his point [22] referring to abo-

lition of the balance of power:

... I want to say very frankly to you that she [the United States]

is not now interested in European politics, but she is interested

in the partnership of right between America and Europe. If the

future had nothing for us but a new attempt to keep the world at

a right poise by a balance of power the United States would take

no interest, because she will join no combination of power which

is not the combination of all of us. She is not interested merely in

the peace of Europe, but in the peace of the world. . . .

He returned to this point again in an address at Rome, on

January 3, 1919:

We know that there can not be another balance of power. That

has been tried and found wanting, for the best of all reasons that

it does not stay balanced inside itself, and a weight which does

not hold together cannot constitute a makeweight in the affairs

of men. . . .

I was present at three of the President's major speeches. I was

profoundly moved by these expressions of the idealism of the Amer-

ican people and the New World. But I was haunted by my knowl-

edge that they were doctrines strange to the Old World. Neverthe-

less, the proposition that lasting peace could be had only by organ-
ized unity of the world and the rights of nations to self-determina-

tion and independence came as a brilliant light and an inspiring

hope to peoples who had suffered from domination and war over the

centuries.



WOODROW WILSON LAYS DOWN THE TERMS

OF PEACE TO THE GERMANS

When at last the enemy states sought an Armistice, they
directed their request to President Wilson rather than to any
Allied leader, and proposed that the basis of negotiations be the

"Fourteen Points and the subsequent addresses/'

The President at once took personal control of the negotiation.
His purpose in doing so was threefold:

First, to assure before peace negotiations the withdrawal of

enemy troops from occupied territory and the reduction of the

strength of the enemy armies to impotence.

Second, to establish securely the "Fourteen Points and the

subsequent addresses" as a basis for peace for Germany and the

other enemy states.

Third, and of equal or greater importance as we shall see in

the next chapter, to secure agreement from the Allies that they,

too, would adhere to the "Fourteen Points and the subsequent ad-

dresses" as the basis of peace.
To make clear the unfolding of what in my opinion is the great-

est drama of intellectual leadership in all history, I present the

events as they occurred day by day. That the reader may more

quickly grasp the magnitude of this intellectual drama, I have in-

troduced summary headings, the reading of which illuminates the

great scenes of action. However, inasmuch as the documentation

of these vital agreements by the Central Powers is fundamental to
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the consideration of subsequent events, the texts o the pertinent

dispatches
1 are reproduced almost in their entirety. I have added

the major breaks in the enemy front at the dates on which they
occurred. The italics throughout are mine.

SEPTEMBER 16, 1918

AUSTRIA REQUESTS A CONFERENCE

The Chancellor of the Austro-Hungarian Government, on Sep-
tember 16, 1918, requested a conference to consider an armistice.

The President rejected the idea of a conference.

SEPTEMBER 26

THE SURRENDER OF BULGARIA

The Bulgarian front began to crumble in the midst of attack by
the Allied armies commanded by General Franchet d'Esperey. On

September 26 the Bulgarian Army asked for a truce for forty-eight
hours. This being refused, they made an unconditional surrender on

September SO. The same day Chancellor von Hertling of Germany
and his Cabinet resigned.

OCTOBER 4

THE REICHSTAG REVOLUTION

On October 4, by action of the Reichstag, Prince Max of Baden

succeeded to the Chancellorship of Germany, with a Cabinet which

included Philip Scheidemann, representing the Social Democratic

party, and Matthias Erzberger, the leader of the Catholic Centrist

party.

OCTOBER 6-7

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA

REQUEST AN ABMISTICE

Through the Swiss Legation in Washington, the United States

Government, on October 6, received the following note:

The German Government requests the President of the United

States of America to take steps for the restoration of peace, to notify

these dispatches are quoted from the United States Department of State,

Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States [The World War, sup-

plement 1], vol. I, United States Government Printing Office, Washington: 1933,

pp. 338-405 passim, and I have not considered it necessary to footnote each one.
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all belligerents of this request, and to invite them to delegate pleni-

potentiaries for the purpose of taking up negotiations. The German

Government accepts, as a basis for the peace negotiations, the

program laid down by the President of the United States in his

message to Congress of January 8, 1918, and in his subsequent

pronouncements, particularly in his address of September 27. ...

In order to avoid further bloodshed, the German Government re-

quests to bring about the immediate conclusion of a general armis-

tice on land, on water, and in the air.

MAX, PRINCE OF BADEN

The next day our Government received the following note from

the Austro-Hungarian Government through the Swedish Legation
in Washington;

The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, which has waged war always
and solely as a defensive war and repeatedly given documentary
evidence of its readiness to stop the shedding of blood and arrive

at a just and honorable peace, hereby addresses itself to ( Monsei-

gneur) the President of the United States of America and offers to

conclude with him and his allies an armistice on every front,

on land, at sea, and in the air, and to enter immediately upon

negotiations for a peace for which the fourteen points in the Mes-

sage of President Wilson to Congress of January 8, 1918, and the

four points contained in President Wilsons address of February
12 [11], 1918, should serve as a foundation, and in which the view-

points declared by President Wilson in his address of September
27, 191S> will also be taken into account.

OCTOBER 8

THE PRESIDENT DEMANDS EVACUATION OF INVADED TERRITORY

As these statements accepting the "Fourteen Points and the

subsequent addresses" were only as a basis for negotiations they
could be a trap to "negotiation/* with the German armies standing
intact. Therefore, on October 8, the President, through the Swiss

Legation in Washington, demanded the evacuation of Allied terri-

tory, saying:

Before making reply to the request of the Imperial German

Government, and in order that that reply shall be as candid and

straightforward as the momentous interests involved require, the

President of the United States deems it necessary to assure himself

of the exact meaning of the note of the Imperial Chancellor. Does
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the Imperial Chancellor mean that the Imperial German Govern-
ment accepts the terms laid down by the President in his address

to the Congress of the United States on the 8th of January last and
in subsequent addresses^ and that its object in entering into discus-

sions would be only to agree upon the practical details of their

application?
The President feels bound to say with regard to the suggestion

of an armistice that he would not feel at liberty to propose a

cessation of arms to the Governments with which the Government
of the United States is associated against the Central Powers so

long as the armies of these Powers are upon their soil. The good
faith of any discussion would manifestly depend upon the consent

of the Central Powers immediately to withdraw their forces every-
where from invaded territory.

The President also feels that he is justified in asking whether
the Imperial Chancellor is speaking merely for the constituted

authorities of the Empire who have so far conducted the war. He
deems the answers to these questions vital from every point of view.

OCTOBER 10

THE ALLIES DEMUR

The three Allied Prime Ministers, meeting in Paris, naturally
wanted not only the evacuation of occupied territory but also dis-

armament. On October 9 they sent the following telegram to the

President:

PAEIS, October 9, 1918, 8 P.M.

[Received October 10, 10:55 A.M.]

The Allied Governments have taken cognizance of the reply ad-

dressed by President Wilson to the Chancellor of the German Em-

pire, with the greatest interest.

They recognize the elevated sentiments which have inspired this

reply. Limiting themselves to most urgent question, that of the arm-

istice, they agree with the President of the United States that the

preliminary condition of all discussion of this question is the evacu-

ation of all invaded territory. But they think for the conclusion of

an armistice itself this condition, while necessary, would not be
sufficient. It would not prevent the enemy from profiting by a sus-

pension of hostilities to install himself, after the expiration of an

armistice not followed by peace, in a better military position than

at the moment of the expiration of hostilities. He would be left the
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facility of retiring from a critical situation to save his war material,

reconstitute his units, shorten his front and retire without loss of

men to new positions which he would have the time to choose

and fortify.

The conditions of an armistice cannot be fixed until after con-

sultation with military experts and in accordance with the military

situation at the moment of engaging in negotiations. These consider-

ations have been forcibly exposed by the military experts of the

Allied Powers and especially by Marshal Foch. They are of equal
interest to the armies of the Governments associated in the battle

against the Central Empires.
To these considerations the Allied Governments draw the en-

tire attention of President Wilson.

The President, however, was not to be rushed, for he had other

vital questions to settle which needed step-by-step development.

OCTOBER 12

THE GERMANS AND AUSTRIANS AGREE TO EVACUATE

OCCUPIED TERRITORY

The German Chancellor's reply to the President's questions of

October 8 was dated October 12 and was received through the Swiss

Legation in Washington on October 14:

In reply to the question of the President of the United States

of America the German Government hereby declares:

The German Government has accepted the terms laid down

by President Wilson in his address of January 8 and in his subse-

quent addresses as the foundations of a permanent peace of justice.

Consequently its object in entering into discussions would be only
to agree upon practical details of the applications of these terms.

The German Government believes that the Governments of

the powers associated with the United States also accept the position
taken by President Wilson in his addresses.

The German Government, in accordance with the Austro-

Hungarian Government, for the purpose of bringing about an

armistice declares itself ready to comply with the propositions of

the President in regard to evacuation.

The German Government suggests that the President may
occasion the meeting of a mixed commission for making the

necessary arrangements concerning the evacuation.
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The present German Government which has undertaken the

responsibility for this step towards peace has been formed by
conferences and in agreement with the great majority of the

Reichstag. The chancellor, supported in al! of Ms actions by the

will of this majority, speaks in the name of the German Government
and of the German people.

OCTOBER 14

THE PRESIDENT DEMANDS REBUCTION IN ENEMY ARMS

While evacuation of occupied territories was an important step,
Mr. Wilson now pressed for the reduction of the German armies.

He sent the following note to the Germans through the Swiss Lega-
tion:

The unqualified acceptance by the present German Govern-
ment and by a large majority of the German Reichstag of the terms

laid down by the President of the United States of America in his

address to the Congress of the United States on the 8th of January,
1918, and in his subsequent addresses justifies the President in

making a frank and direct statement of his decision with regard
to the communications of the German Government of the . . . 12th

of October, 1918.

It must be clearly understood that the process of evacuation

and the conditions of an armistice are matters which must be left

to the judgment and advice of the military advisers of the Govern-

ment of the United States and the Allied Governments, and the

President feels it his duty to say that no arrangement can be

accepted by the Government of the United States which does not

provide absolutely satisfactory safeguards and guarantees of the

maintenance of the present military supremacy of the armies of

the United States and of the Allies in the field. He feels confident

that he can safely assume that this will also be the judgment and

decision of the Allied Governments.

The President feels that it is also his duty to add that neither

the Government of the United States nor, he is quite sure, the

Governments with which the Government of the United States is

associated as a belligerent will consent to consider an armistice

so long as the armed forces of Germany continue the illegal and

inhumane practices which they still persist in. At the very time

that the German Government approaches the Government of the

United States with proposals of peace its submarines are engaged
in sinking passenger ships at sea, and not the ships alone but the
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very boats in which their passengers and crews seek to make their

way to safety; and in their present enforced withdrawal from

Flanders and France the German armies are pursuing a course

of wanton destruction which has always been regarded as in direct

violation of the rules and practices of civilized warfare. Cities and

villages, if not destroyed, are being stripped of all they contain

. . . often of their very inhabitants. The nations associated

against Germany can not be expected to agree to a cessation of

arms while acts of inhumanity, spoliation, and desolation are being
continued which they justly look upon with horror and with

burning hearts.

It is necessary, also, in order that there may be no possibility

of misunderstanding, that the President should very solemnly call

the attention of the Government of Germany to the language and

plain intent of one of the terms of peace which the German Gov-

ernment has now accepted. It is contained in the address of the

President delivered at Mount Vernon on the Fourth of July last.

It is as follows: "The destruction of every arbitrary power anywhere
that can separately, secretly, and of its single choice disturb the

peace of the world; or, if it cannot be presently destroyed, at least

its reduction to virtual impotency" The power which has hitherto

controlled the German Nation is of the sort here described. It is

within the choice of the German Nation to alter it. The President's

words just quoted naturally constitute a condition precedent to

peace, if peace is to come by the action of the German people them-

selves. The President feels bound to say that the whole process

of peace will, in his judgment, depend upon the deftniteness and
the satisfactory character of the guarantees which can be given
in this fundamental matter. It is indispensable that the Govern-

ments associated against Germany should know beyond a perad-
venture with whom they are dealing. . . .

OCTOBER 19

THE PRESIDENT PROPOSES TO THE AUSIRIANS

A CHANGE IN POINT 10

On October 19, the President replied through the Swiss Lega-
tion to the Austro-Hungarian Government note of October 6:

The President deems it his duty to say to the Austro-Hungarian
Government that he cannot entertain the present suggestions of

that Government because of certain events of utmost importance
which, occurring since the delivery of his address of the 8th of
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January last, have necessarily altered the attitude and responsibility
of the Government of the United States. Among the fourteen

terms of peace which the President formulated at that time occurred

the following:
X. The people of Austro-Hungary, whose place among the

nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be ac-

corded the freest opportunity of autonomous development.
Since that sentence was written and uttered to the Congress

of the United States, the Government of the United States has rec-

ognized that a state of belligerency exists between the Czecho-

slovaks and the German and Austro-Hungarian Empires and that

the Czecho-Slovak National Council is a de facto belligerent Gov-
ernment clothed with proper authority to direct the military and

political affairs of the Czecho-Slovaks. It has also recognized in

the fullest manner the justice of the nationalistic aspirations of the

Jugo-Slavs for freedom.

The President is, therefore, no longer at liberty to accept the

mere "autonomy" of these peoples as a basis of peace, but is

obliged to insist that they, and not he, shall be the judges of what

action on the part of the Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy

their aspirations and their conception of their rights and destiny
as members of the family of nations.

OCTOBER 20

GERMAN EVASION OF ARMY REDUCTION

On October 20 the German Government, through the Swiss

Legation, pretended to answer but in truth sought to evade answer-

ing the points raised in the President's statement of October 14,

when he insisted upon reduction of the German armies. The reply

stated:

In accepting the proposal for an evacuation of the occupied

territories, the German Government has started from the assump-

tion that the procedure of this evacuation and of the conditions of

an armistice should be left to the judgment of the military advisers,

and that the actual standard of power on both sides in the field

has to form the basis for arrangements safeguarding and guarantee-

ing the standard. The German Government suggests to the Presi-

dent to bring about an opportunity for fixing the details. It trusts

that the President of the United States will approve of no demand

which would be irreconcilable with the honor of the German

people, and with opening a way to a peace of justice.
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The Germans then protested the President's charges of destruc-

tion and inhumanity, and continued:

As the fundamental conditions for peace, the President char-

acterizes the destruction of every arbitrary power that can sepa-

rately, secretly and of its own single choice disturb the peace of

the world. To this the German Government replies: Hitherto the

representation of the people in the German Empire has not been en-

dowed with an influence on the formation of the Government. The

Constitution did not provide for a concurrence of the representation
of the people in decisions on peace and war. These conditions have

just now undergone a fundamental change. The new Government

has been formed in complete accord with the wishes of the repre-

sentation of the people, based on the equal, universal, secret, direct

franchise. The leaders of the great parties of the Reichstag are

members of this Government.

In the future no government can take or continue in office

without possessing the confidence of the majority of the Reichstag.
The responsibility of the Chancellor of the empire to the representa-

tion of the people is being legally developed and safeguarded.
The first act of the new Government has been to lay before

the Reichstag a bill to alter the Constitution of the Empire so that

the consent of the representation of the people is required for

decisions on war and peace. The permanence of the new system is,

however, guaranteed not only by constitutional safeguards, but

also by the unshakable determination of the German people, whose

vast majority stands behind these reforms and demands their

energetic continuance.

The question of the President., with whom he and the Govern-

ments associated against Germany are dealing, is therefore an-

swered in a dear and unequivocal manner by the statement that the

offer of peace and an armistice has come from a Government which,

free from arbitrary and irresponsible influence, is supported by the

approval of the overwhelming majority of the German people.

OCTOBER 23

UNEQUIVOCAL ACCEPTANCE DEMANDED

On October 23, at a meeting of the "President's War Council"

at the White House there were present Baruch, Hurley, Williams,
McCormick and myself. We had before us the German note of Oc-
tober 20, which was evasive as to reduction of German armies. The
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President read his proposed reply. We all approved it. In the con-

versation McCormick remarked that he would like to see a complete
surrender and an occupation of Berlin. I remarked that I wanted
to see a quick end to the war and that I took no stock in a triumphal
march down the Unter den Linden.

The President's reply sent by Secretary Lansing through the

Swiss Charge in Washington stipulated that the German armies be

reduced, that military terms of the Armistice should be formulated

by the Allies and that any militarist control of Germany be removed.
The note read:

WASHINGTON, October 23, 1918
Sm:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note

of the 22d transmitting a communication under date of the 20th

from the German Government and to advise you that the President

has instructed me to reply thereto as follows:

Having received the solemn and explicit assurance of the Ger-
man Government that it unreservedly accepts the terms of peace
laid down in his address to the Congress of the United States on the

8th of January, 19189 and the principles of settlement enunciated

in his subsequent addresse$> particularly the address of the 27th

of September, and that it desires to discuss the details of their

application, and that this wish and purpose emanate, not from
those who have hitherto dictated German policy and conducted

the present war on Germany's behalf, but from Ministers who

speak for the Majority of the Reichstag and for an overwhelm-

ing majority of the German people; and having received also the

explicit promise of the present German Government that the hu-

mane rules of civilized warfare will be observed both on land and
sea by the German armed forces, the President of the United States

feels that he can not decline to take up with the Governments with

which tlie Government of the United States is associated the ques-
tion of an armistice.

He deems it his duty to say again, however, that the only
armistice he would feel justified in submitting for consideration

would be one which should leave the United States and the powers
associated with her in a position to enforce any arrangements that

may be entered into and to make a renewal of hostilities on the

part of Germany impossible. The President has, therefore, trans-

mitted his correspondence with the present German authorities to

the Governments with which the Government of the United States
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is associated as a belligerent, with the suggestion that, if those

Governments are disposed to effect peace upon the terms and

principles indicated, their military advisers and the military ad-

visers of the United States be asked to submit to the Governments

associated against Germany the necessary terms of such an armis-

tice as will fully protect the interests of the peoples involved and

ensure to the Associated Governments the unrestricted power to

safeguard and enforce the details of the peace to which the German

Government has agreed, provided they deem such an armistice

possible from the military point of view. Should such terms of

armistice be suggested, their acceptance by Germany will afford

the best concrete evidence of her unequivocal acceptance of the

terms and principles of peace from which the whole action

proceeds.

THE PRESIDENT DEMANDS REMOVAL

OF THE MONARCHISTS

The President would deem himself lacking in candor did he

not point out in the frankest possible terms the reason why extra-

ordinary safeguards must be demanded. Significant and important
as the constitutional changes seem to be which are spoken of by the

German Foreign Secretary in his note of the 20th of October, it

does not appear that the principle of a Government responsible to

the German people has yet been fully worked out or that any guar-
antees either exist or are in contemplation that the alterations of

principle and of practice now partially agreed upon will be perma-
nent. Moreover, it does not appear that the heart of the present

difficulty has been reached. It may be that future wars have been

brought under the control of the German people, but the present
war has not been; and it is with the present war that we are

dealing. It is evident that the German people have no means of

commanding the acquiescence of the military authorities of the

Empire in the popular will; that the power of the King of Prussia

to control the policy of the Empire is unimpaired; that the deter-

minating initiative still remains with those who have hitherto been

the masters of Germany.

Feeling that the whole peace of the world depends now on

plain speaking and straightforward action, the President deems it

his duty to say, without any attempt to soften what may seem harsh

words., that the nations of the world do not and can not trust the

word of those who have hitherto been the masters of German
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policy; and to point out once more that in concluding peace and

attempting to undo the infinite injuries and injustices of this war
the Government of the United States can not deal with any but
veritable representatives of the German people who have been as-

sured of a genuine constitutional standing as the real rulers of

Germany. If it must deal with the military masters and the mon-
archical autocrats of Germany now, or if it is likely to have to deal
with them later in regard to the international obligations of the
German Empire, it must demand, not peace negotiations, but sur-
render. Nothing can be gained by leaving this essential thing un-
said. 2

OCTOBER 27

THE GERMANS GIVE ASSURANCES DEMANDED
BY THE PRESIDENT

On October 27, the German Government, through the Swiss

Legation, gave the assurances the President had demanded, that
tbeir new government was in actual control, saying:

The German Government has taken cognizance of the reply
of the President of the United States. The President knows the

far-reaching changes which have taken place and are being car-

ried out in the German constitutional structure. The peace negoti-
ations are being conducted by a government of the people in whose
hands rests, both actually and constitutionally, the authority to
make decisions. The military powers are also subject to this author-

ity. The German Government now awaits the proposals for an

armistice, which is the first step toward a peace of justice, as de-

scribed by the President in his pronouncements.

2Colonel House with a staff sailed for Europe on October 17, arriving in Paris
on October 26.

Two days before the Colonel left for Paris, Lansing, Baker and Daniels discussed
with the President his proposed note to the Germans of October 23. House's Diary
does not give their opinions but apparently the President made no substantial changes.
However, under date of October 24, House says:

I am still disturbed over the President's reply to the German Note of October
22nd

... He had gone into a long and offensive discussion which may have the
effect of stiffening German resistance and welding the people together back of
their military leaders

. . . The Germans may accept the President's terms without question, but if

they do not and the war is prolonged, he has taken the entire responsibility
upon himself.

The chief importance of this footnote is its indication that Mr. Wilson was the
master of the situation and not dominated by Colonel House.
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OCTOBER 29

THE AUSTRIANS ACCEPT THE CHANGE IN POINT 10

AND AGREE TO PEACE TERMS

On October 29, the Austro-Hungarian Government sent the fol-

lowing communication through the Swedish Legation:

In reply to the note of President Wilson to the Austro-Hun-

garian Government dated October 18 [19] of this year, with regard
to the decision of the President to take up with Austria-Hungary

separately the question of armistice and peace, the Austro-Hun-

garian Government has the honor to declare that it adheres both

to the previous declarations of the President and his opinion of

the rights of the peoples of Austria-Hungary, notably those of the

Gzecho-Slovaks and the Jugo-Slavs, contained in his last note.

Austria-Hungary having thereby accepted all the conditions which

the President had put upon entering into negotiations on the sub-

ject of the armistice and peace, nothing, in the opinion of the

Austro-Hungarian Government, longer stands in the way of begin-

ning those negotiations. The Austro-Hungarian Government there-

fore declares itself ready to enter, without waiting for the outcome

of other negotiations, into negotiations for a peace between Austria-

Hungary and the Entente states and for an immediate armistice

on all tibe Austro-Hungarian fronts and begs President Wilson to

take the necessary measures to that effect

OCTOBER 29

THE PRESIDENT INSISTS ON DECISIVE YET MODERATE

ARMISTICE TERMS

The President sent a dispatch to Colonel House on October 29,

officially paraphrased as follows:

My deliberate judgment is that our whole weight should be

thrown for an armistice which will not permit a renewal of

hostilities by Germany, but which will be as moderate and reason-

able as possible within that condition, because lately I am certain

that too much severity on the part of the Allies will make a genuine

peace settlement exceedingly difficult if not impossible. , . . Fore-

sight is better than immediate advantage.
3

&What was going on among the German militarists during these negotiations is

made clear in General LudendorfFs book, in which he recounts a meeting on August
14 of the German and Austrian leaders in Berlin:
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There can be no doubt that Mr. Wilson, by his courage and skill,

had turned the German request for an armistice during which to

negotiate the peace with their armies still standing into a complete
surrender, and more, he had fully established his "basis of peace**
with them. His problem now was to secure the Allied adherence

to the principles of the "Fourteen Points and the subsequent ad-

dresses/
7

I reviewed the military situation, the condition of the army, and the position
of our allies, and explained that it was no longer possible by an offensive to force

the enemy to sue for peace. Defense alone could hardly achieve this object, and
so the termination of the war would have to be brought about by diplomacy.
The Emperor was very cairn . . . and instructed him ( the Foreign Secretary ) to

open up peace negotiations, if possible, through the medium of the Queen of

the Netherlands.

Apparently they made no headway on this line, and Ludendorff continues as of

October 1:

Today the troops are now their own; what may happen to-morrow cannot be
foreseen. . . . The line might be broken at any moment and then our proposal
would come at the most unfavorable time. . . . Our proposal must be forwarded

immediately from Berne to Washington. The army could not wait forty-eight
hours longer.

However, the German generals apparently believed that the armies would be re*

tained intact while negotiations were in progress. Therefore, the President's note of

October 23 came as a great shock to Ludendorff:
On October 23rd or 24th Wilson's answer arrived. It was a strong answer to

our cowardly note. This time he had made it quite clear that the armistice condi-

tions must be such as to make it impossible for Germany to resume hostilities,

and to give the powers allied against her unlimited power to settle themselves

the details of the peace accepted by Germany. In my view, there could no

longer be doubt in any mind that we must continue the fight. I felt quite con-

fident that the people were still to be won over to this course.

On the evening of October 24, General von Hindenburg issued an order to the

troops to resume hostilities, saying:
Wilson's answer is a demand for unconditional surrender. It is thus un-

acceptable to us soldiers. It proves that our enemies* desire for our destruction,

which let loose the war in 1914, still exists undirnmished. It proves, further, that

our enemies use the phrase "peace of justice" merely to deceive us and break

our resistance. Wilson's answer can thus be nothing for us soldiers but a challenge
to continue our resistance with all our strength.
Prince Max was apparently strong enough as Chancellor by this time to demand

that the Emperor relieve both Ludendorff and von Hindenburg of their commands.
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WOODROW WILSON'S BASIS OF PEACE

AGREED TO BY THE ALLIES

The President, having now established the "Fourteen Points

and the subsequent addresses" as the basis of peace with the enemy

governments and also having established the military basis of the

Armistice, including the withdrawal of enemy troops from oc-

cupied countries and the demobilization of their armies, now had

the task of winning the Allied acceptance of these terms as the

basis of peace.

Again I believe that this phase of his efforts can best be pre-
sented by the actual text of dispatches

1 in their proper sequence

along with a summary of the events, day by day.

OCTOBER 23

THE PRESIDENT SUBMITS His BASIS OF PEACE

TO THE ALLIES

The President presented to the Allies the terms of the basis of

peace on October 23. The presentation took the form of identical

dispatches from the Secretary of State to the diplomatic representa-
tives in Washington of Belgium, Brazil, China, Cuba, France, Great

Britain, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Italy, Japan, Mon-

iThe texts are quoted from United States Department of State, Papers Relating
to the Foreign Relations of the United States [The World War, supplement I], vol.

I, United States Government Printing Office, Washington: 1933, pp. 383-469. Since

the original dispatches follow the sequence given in this text, as in the preceding chap-
ter I do not cumber the pages with specific references.

[42]
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tenegro, Nicaragua, Panama, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, and Siam, as

follows:

WASHINGTON, October 23, 1918

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to enclose herewith certain communications

which have passed between the Government of the United States

and the Government of Germany, relative to an armistice and the

terms of a treaty of peace between the belligerents in the present

war, with the request that you transmit the same to your Gov-

ernment.

The President instructs me to make request that your Govern-

ment take this correspondence under careful consideration and

communicate, at its convenience, its views and conclusions concern-

ing it

The President desires especially an expression of the decision

of Your Excellency's Government as to its willingness and readi-

ness to acquiesce and take part in the course of action with regard
to an armistice which is suggested in my note of October 23, 1918,

to the Charge d*Affaires of Switzerland, in which is set forth the

decision of the President with regard to the submission of the ques-
tion of an armistice to the Governments with which the Govern-

ment of the United States is associated in the prosecution of the

war against Germany, and with regard to the manner in which the

terms of an armistice are to be determined provided an armistice

at this time is deemed possible from the miHtary point of view.

I wish to point out to your Government that the President has

endeavored to safeguard with the utmost care the interests of the

peoples at war with Germany in every statement made in the en-

closed correspondence, and that it is his sincere hope that your
Government will think that he has succeeded and will be willing to

cooperate in the steps which he has suggested.

ROBERT LANSING

OCTOBER 28

Czechoslovakia and Estonia each declared itself an indepen-

dent republic. And on October 29 the Serbians, Croatians, Slovenes,

Montenegrins and the Banat proclaimed the unification of the

Southern Slavs and their independence under a constitutional

monarchy.
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OCTOBER SO

LLOYD GEORGE AND CLEMENCEAU

QUESTION THE PRESIDENT'S BASIS OF PEACE

Prime Ministers Lloyd George and Clemenceau asked for a

detailed explanation of many of the "Fourteen Points." On October

29, House cabled the President that he had engaged Walter Lipp-

mann, the journalist, and Frank Cobb, the editor of the New York

World, to draw up an explanation. However, the President's re-

sponse was not an entire acceptance of their interpretation.

WASHINGTON, October 30, 1918

Analysis of fourteen points satisfactory interpretation of prin-

ciples involved but details of application mentioned should be re-

garded as merely illustrative suggestions and reserved for peace
conference. Admission of inchoate nationalities to peace conference

most undesirable.

WOODROW WILSON

The same day House cabled the President an account of a

meeting with the Allied leaders on the "Fourteen Points":

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

Lloyd George, Balfour, and Reading lunched with me today
and George stated that it was his opinion that if the Allies sub-

mitted to Germany's terms of armistice without more [discussion?],

Germany would assume that the Allies had accepted President Wil-

son's fourteen points and other speeches without qualification. So

far as Great Britain was concerned, George stated, point 2 of speech
of January 8, 1918, respecting freedom of the seas, could not be

accepted with [out] qualification. He admitted that if point 2 was
made a part of point 14 concerning League of Nations, and assum-

ing League of Nations was such a one as Great Britain could sub-

scribe to, it might be possible for Great Britain to accept point 2.

He said that he did not wish to discuss freedom of the seas with

Germany and [if] freedom of the seas was a condition of peace
Great Britain could not agree to it Before our discussion ended it

seemed as though we were near an agreement concerning this

matter along the lines of interpretation of point 2 heretofore cabled

you in cable No. 5 to the Department.
We then went to conference at Quai d'Orsay attended by

Clemenceau, Pichon, George, Balfour, Sonnino and myself. Con-
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ference opened with discussion of fourteen points enumerated in

President's address of January 8 last. Clemenceau and others balked

at number [Point] 1 until I read them interpretation thereof as

cabled to you in telegram No. 52
. They then all accepted number

[Point] 1. After number [Point] 2 had been read, George made
a short speech worded so as to excite Clemenceau. He reversed his

position taken a short time before with me privately and said re-

specting point 2: "We cannot accept this tinder any circumstances;

it takes away from us the power of blockade. My view is this, I

want to see character of League of Nations first before I accept
this proposition. I do not wish to discuss it with Germany. I will

not make it a condition of peace with Germany." I stated that if

these views were persisted in the logical consequences would be

for the President to say to Germany: "The Allies do not agree to

the conditions of peace proposed by me and accordingly the present

negotiations are at an end'
9

I pointed out that this would leave

the President free to consider the question afresh and to determine

whether the United States should continue to fight for the prin-

ciples laid down by the Allies. My statement had a very exciting

effect upon those present. Balfour then made a forceful speech
to the effect that it was clear that the Germans were trying to drive

a wedge between the President and the Allies and that their at-

tempts in this direction must be foiled.

It was then suggested that France, England and Italy confer

together and submit tomorrow drafts of the proposed answers to

the President's communication asking whether they agree to his

terms of peace, stating where they can agree with the President

and where they disagree. I then offered to withdraw from the con-

ference so that they would feel at liberty to discuss the matter

between themselves. They all stated that they had no secret from

America and that they wished me to remain. Accordingly it was

agreed after further discussion and after the reading of the terms

agreed upon by the inter-Allied naval conference now in session

in Paris for the naval armistice that we should meet Wednesday
afternoon to consider draft answers by the Allies to the President's

communication transmitting correspondence between the President

and Germany.
French Prime Minister and Italian Prime Minister are not at

all in sympathy with the idea of League of Nations. Italian Prime

Minister will probably submit many objections to fourteen points.

2This refers to the Colonel's October 29 telegram embodying the Ldppmann-
Cobb "interpretations" of the "Fourteen Points."*
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French Prime Minister, George and I agreed to meet Wednesday
morning without Italian Prime Minister for the purpose o further

discussion.

It is my view that privately George and Balfour believe that

the proposed terms of the naval armistice and those of the military
armistice are too severe. They wish to get just as much as they
can but they wish to be able to continue negotiations in the event

that Germany refuses to accept the terms proposed.
An exceedingly strict censorship by the French War Office

makes it impossible for American correspondents to send any com-

munications to the United States respecting the progress of the

present conference, I am examining into this matter and it may
be advisable to take drastic steps in order that the United States

can arrange for herself what news of political character shall be

communicated to her people.
EDWARD HOUSE

Late the same day House again telegraphed the President, pro-

posing strong action.

PARIS, October 30, 1918, 4 p.m.
FOR THE PRESIDENT:

It is my intention to tell Prime Ministers today that if their

conditions of peace are essentially different from the points you
have laid down and for which the American people have been

fighting, that you will probably feel obliged to go before Congress
and state the new conditions and ask their advice as to whether

the United States shall continue to fight for the aims of Great

Britain, France and Italy.

The last thing they want is publicity and they do not wish

it to appear that there is any cause for difference between the

Allies. Unless we deal with these people with a firm hand every-

thing we have been fighting for will be lost.

I told the British privately you anticipate that their policy
would lead to the establishment of the greatest naval program by
the United States that the world had ever seen. I did not believe

that the United States would consent for any [power] to interpret
for them the rules under which American commerce could traverse

the sea. I would suggest that you quietly dimmish the transport of

troops giving as an excuse the prevalence of influenza or any other

reason but the real one. I would also suggest a little later that you
begin to gently shut down upon money, food and raw material. I

feel confident that we should play a strong hand and if it meets
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with your approval I will do it in the gentle and friendly [way]
almost certain [to prevail?].

HOUSE

THE PRESIDENT BARS ANY VARIATION FROM THE "FOURTEEN POINTS
AND THE SUBSEQUENT ADDRESSES"

A few hours after receiving House's advice the President re-

plied, refusing any concessions as to the freedom of the seas or the

League of Nations:

WASHINGTON, October 30, 1918
I feel it my solemn duty to authorize you to say that I cannot

consent to take part in the negotiation of a peace which does not
include freedom of the seas because we are pledged to fight not

only to do away with Prussian militarism but with militarism every-
where. Neither could I participate in a settlement which did not

include league of nations because peace would be without any
guarantee except universal armament which would be intolerable.

I hope I shall not be obliged to make this decision public.

WOODROW WILSON

OCTOBER 31

THE ALLIES ACCEPT WITH ONE RESERVATION

A few hours later Colonel House advised the President that the

Allies had accepted the "Fourteen Points and the subsequent ad-

dresses" as the basis of peace, but with a reservation on freedom of

the seas, saying:

PARIS, October 30

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

Lloyd George, Clemenceau and I met for 45 minutes this

morning alone at the office of the Minister of War. Just before we
entered Clemenceau's office George handed me a proposed answer

to the President which the British authorities had drafted. I quote
the draft in full.

"The Allied Governments have given careful consideration

to the correspondence which has passed between the Presi~

dent of the United States and the German Government. Subject
to the qualifications which follow? they declare their willingness
to make peace with the Government of Germany on the terms of

peace laid down in the President's address to Congress of January

8, 1918, and the principles of settlement enunciated in his subse-
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quent addresses. They point out, however, that clause 2, relating

to what is usually described as the freedom of the seas, is open
to various interpretations, some of which they could not accept.

They must therefore reserve to themselves complete freedom on

this subject when they enter the peace conference.

"Further, in the conditions of peace laid down in his address to

Congress of January 8, 1918, the President declared that invaded

territories must be restored as well as evacuated and freed. The
Allied Governments feel that no doubt ought to be allowed to ex-

ist as to what this provision implies. By it they understand that

compensation will be made by Germany for all damage done to

the civilian population of the Allies and their property by land,

by sea and from the air."

I told George that I was afraid his attitude at yesterday's meet-

ing had opened the flood gates; Clemenceau, Sonnino would have

elaborate memoranda to submit containing their objections to the

President's fourteen points, and that I doubted whether Clemenceau

would accept . . . [the answer] drafted by British which was in

marked contrast to the position taken by George yesterday.
It developed at the conference that Clemenceau was having

prepared an elaborate brief setting forth France's objections
to the President's fourteen points. I promptly pointed out to

Clemenceau that undoubtedly Sonnino was preparing a similar

memorandum and that if the Allied Governments felt constrained to

submit an elaborate answer to the President containing many objec-

tions to his program it would doubtless be necessary for the Presi-

dent to go to Congress and to place before that body exactly what

Italy, France and Great Britain were fighting for and to place
the responsibility upon Congress for the further continuation of the

war by the United States in behalf of the aims of the Allies. As
soon as I had said this George and Clemenceau looked at each

other significantly.

Clemenceau at once abandoned his idea of submitting an

elaborate memorandum concerning the President's fourteen points
and apparently accepted the proposed answer drafted by the

British. I suggested that the word "illegal" be placed before the

words "damage done to the civilian population of the Allies," in the

last sentence of draft of proposed answer. George accepted this

suggestion but Clemenceau stated [that he] preferred that the draft

should be left as it was. I believe that the suggestion would be

accepted by all if the President sees fit to insist upon it. I am not

entirely clear yet that this is necessary.
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I ascertained that George and Clemenceau believed that the

terms of the armistice, both naval and military, were too severe and

that they should be modified. George stated that he thought it

might be unwise to insist on the occupation of the east bank of the

Rhine; Clemenceau stated that he could not maintain himself in

the Chamber of Deputies unless this was made a part of the armis-

tice to be submitted to the German forces and that the French

Army would also insist on this as their due after the long occupa-
tion of French soil by the Germans, but he gave us his word of

honor that France would withdraw after the peace conditions had

been fulfilled. I am inclined to sympathize with position taken by
Clemenceau.

I pointed out the danger of bringing about a state of Bolshev-

ism in Germany if terms of armistice were made too stiff, and the

consequent danger to England, France and Italy. Clemenceau

refused to recognize that there was any danger of Bolshevism in

France. George admitted it was possible to create such a state of af-

fairs in England and both agreed that anything might happen
in Italy.

I asked Clemenceau where he thought it would be wise to hold

the peace conference. He answered, "Versailles/
7

but however, did

not argue with us when George stated that he and I had agreed on

Geneva. I stated that I thought this matter should be discussed

later. Upon leaving the conference, George and I again agreed

that the conference had better be held in neutral territory than in

a belligerent country and I still have in mind to urge Lausanne.

It was agreed that this afternoon we would discuss, first, re-

sults [terms?] of an armistice with Austria; second, the terms of the

armistice with Turkey (with this I explained we have nothing to

do); third, the terms of the armistice with Germany. It was agreed

that there should be a meeting at my headquarters tomorrow morn-

ing of Clemenceau, George, Orlando, Marshal Foch, and myself,

with Geddes at hand to advise concerning naval questions. Unin-

terruptedly, I am in. constant consultation with our military and

naval authorities.

In the event that answer drafted by British and quoted above

is adopted by Allies as their answer to your communication I would

strongly advise your accepting it without alteration*

HOUSE
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OCTOBER 31

THE PRESIDENT HOLDS TO FREEDOM OF THE SEAS

On October 31 the President telegraphed to Colonel House

about the freedom of the seas issue, saying:

WASHINGTON, October 31, 1918

I fully and sympathetically recognize the exceptional position

and necessities of Great Britain with regard to the use of the seas

for defence both at home and throughout the Empire and also

realize that freedom of the seas needs careful definition and is full

of questions upon which there is need of the freest discussion and

the most liberal interchange of views, but I am not clear that the

reply of the Allies quoted in your 12 definitely accepts the

principle of freedom of the seas and means to reserve only the free

discussion of definitions and limitations. . . . Terms one, two, three,

and fourteen are the essentially American terms in the programme
and I cannot change what our troops are fighting for or consent to

end with only European arrangements of peace. Freedom of the

seas will not have to be discussed with Germany if we agree among
ourselves beforehand but will be if we do not. Blockade is one of

the many things which will require immediate redefinition in view

of the many new circumstances of warfare developed by this war.

There is no danger of its being abolished.

WOODROW WILSON

TURKEY ASKS FOR AN ARMISTICE

In the meantime Secretary of State Lansing was occupied with

armistice proposals from Turkey. On October 31, he dispatched
the following note to the Turkish Government:

I did not fail to lay before the President the note which you
addressed to him on the 14th instant, and handed to me on that

date.

Acting under the instructions of your Government, you en-

closed with that note the text of a communication received by the

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Spain, from the Charg6 d'Affaires of

Turkey at Madrid, on October 12, in which the good offices of the

Government of Spain were sought to bring to the attention of the

President the request of the Imperial Ottoman Government that

he take upon himself the task of the reestablishment of peace, and
that he notify all belligerent states of the request and invite them
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to delegate plenipotentiaries to initiate negotiations; the Imperial
Ottoman Government accepting as a basis for the negotiations the

programme laid down by the President in his message to Congress
of January 8, 1918, and in his subsequent declarations, especially
his speech of September 27. It is further requested by the Imperial
Ottoman Government that steps be taken for the immediate conclu-

sion of a general armistice on land, on sea, and in the air.

By direction of the President, I have the honor to inform your

Excellency that the Government of the United States will bring
the communication of the Turkish Charg6 d'Affaires to the knowl-

edge of the Governments at war with Turkey.

The Turks ultimately surrendered under the President's terms.

NOVEMBER 1

The Hungarians and the Austrians declared their separation
from each other and proclaimed themselves independent republics.

NOVEMBER 3

BELGIANS AND ITALIANS OBJECT TO

THE PRESIDENT'S BASIS OF PEACE

On November 3 House informed the President that the Bel-

gian and Italian representatives objected to some of the "points,"

reporting:

PARIS, November 3

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

Yesterday afternoon we had a meeting of the Supreme Council

at Versailles in which we made further progress on the military

terms of armistice for Germany. We did not reach the naval terms

because both Lloyd George and Clemenceau wanted to wait for

Austria's reply which [must?] come in by Sunday midnight I dis-

agreed with this procedure believing it a waste of time.

The Belgians are protesting articles 3 and 5 of the fourteen

points. The Italians are protesting article 9.

The three Prime Ministers meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock at

my headquarters to discuss the fourteen points. As a matter of

fact Clemenceau and Orlando will accept anything that the English

will agree to concerning article 2. I have spent almost every min-

ute outside my conference discussing this article with the British.

I am insisting that they must recognize the principle, that it is

a strong case for discussion at the peace conference or before and
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I am having the greatest difficulty in getting them to admit even

that much,

I have contended that they might notwithstanding [as well]

refuse to accept the principle that laws governing war upon land

[formed] a subject for discussion. I believe if I could get the matter

postponed until you come that some satisfactory solution might be^^ at EDWARD HOUSE

NOVEMBER 3

THE PRESIDENT AGREES THAT FREEDOM OF THE SEAS

SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO NEGOTIATION

Within a few hours, House sent another telegram to the Presi-

dent on the freedom of the seas issue as follows:

PARIS, November 3, 1918, 9 p.m.

My entire time outside of the scheduled conferences of

Prime Ministers has been spent in working for a solution of the

difficulties mentioned in my No. 38. It had become very clear that

the conference to be held at my headquarters at 3 o'clock this after-

noon was to be a critical one and I was fully prepared to exert

strong pressure in order to secure from the Allies an acceptance of

the President's fourteen points set forth in his speech of January 8,

1918, and of his subsequent addresses.

At 3 o'clock this afternoon, Lloyd George, Clemenceau, Orlando

and Hymans (representing the Belgian Government) met with me
at my headquarters for a talk over the fourteen points. George

opened the discussion by stating that he was prepared to stand by
the proposal answer cabled in my No. 12. I pointed out that the

following phrase of this answer was not satisfactory to the Presi-

dent inasmuch as it was not clear that the Allies accepted the prin-

ciple of the freedom of the seas: "They must therefore reserve to

themselves complete freedom on this subject when they enter the

peace conference." I then read to the conference a paraphrase of

the President's telegram to me dated October 31, in answer to my
No. 12. Clemenceau then stated, "We accepted the principle of the

freedom of the seas/' and turning to George he said, "You do, also,

do you notF* George answered: "No, it is impossible for any
British Prime Minister to do this." He then stated: "We are quite

willing to discuss the freedom of the seas in the light of the new
conditions which have arisen by reason of the war." I stated:

"Why do you not say so?" He said: "I am perfectly willing to say
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that to the President and 1 will instruct the British Ambassador in

Washington to so inform the President/' I said: TE would prefer
to have you so inform me and I will inform the President"

I am now in receipt of the following letter:

BBTTISH EMBASSY

EABJDS, November 3d, 1918
MY DEAR COLONEL HOUSE:

I write to confirm the statement I made in the course of our
talk this afternoon at your house when I told you that "We are

quite willing to discuss the freedom of the sea in the light of the
new conditions which have arisen in the course of the present
war/' In our Judgment this most important subject can only be
dealt with satisfactorily through the freest debate and the most
liberal exchange of views.

I send you this letter after having had an opportunity of

talking the matter over with the Foreign Secretary, who quite
agrees.

Ever sincerely,

D. LLOYD GEOKGE

Also on the same day Colonel House telegraphed the President;

The Belgian representative proposed a number of modifications
of point number 3. None of these received approval. One change,
however, was requested by the Allied representatives to point 3.

They wish it to be understood that the words ["so far as possible"]

qualify the entire point This they suggest could be accomplished
by transposing them to the beginning of the point, so that point
3 would read: "So far as possible the removal, etc., etc/' I as-

sented to this suggestion and stated that I thought it would prob-
ably be unnecessary for the President to point out this chai^ge to

Germany. All other points were agreed upon without reservation.

Situation now is therefore as follows. The proposed answer
cabled you in my No. 12 will be sent to the President along with
the terms of the military and naval armistice to be offered to Ger-

many. The President will then send the answer received from the

Allies to the German Government with the statement that the mili-

tary authorities of the Allies and the United States are prepared to

receive the German military authorities and to communicate to them
the terms upon which an armistice will be granted to Germany.
The letter quoted above that I received from George must not be

published unless it becomes necessary. If I do not hear from you
to the contrary, I shall assume that you accept the situation as it
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now is. This I strongly advise. Any other decision would cause

serious friction and delay,

A conference will be held at my headquarters Monday morning.
EDWARD HOUSE

NOVEMBER 4

METHOD OF PRESENTING THE ARMISTICE

Colonel House, on November 4, advised the President as to fur-

ther military preparations, if necessary, and the method proposed
for handling the military armistice:

PARIS, November 4, 1918, 4 p.m.
FOR THE PRESIDENT:

A meeting was held at my headquarters this morning at 11

o'clock attended by Lloyd George, Clemenceau, Orlando, Doctor

Benes (representing the Czecho-Slovaks ) and myself. Marshal

Foch and the Allied military and naval authorities were in at-

tendance also.

The conference agreed to the following resolutions:

1. To approve the plan of operations against Germany

through Austria proposed by Marshal Foch, General Bliss,

General Wilson and General de Robilant.

2. That Marshal Foch shall have the supreme strategical

direction of operations against Germany on all fronts includ-

ing the southern and eastern.

3. That the military advisers of the British, French and

Italian and the United States Governments shall immediately
examine the following:

(a) The possibility of taking immediate steps to send

a force which shall include the Czecho-Slovak

forces on the French and Italian fronts to Bo-

hemia and Galicia with the following [objects] :

to organize these countries against invasion by
Germany; to prevent the export to Germany of

oil, coal or any other material, and to render

these available to the Allied forces; to establish

airdromes for the purpose of bombing Germany.
(6) The immediate cooperation of General Franchet

d'Esperey in these objects.

The procedure to be adopted by the Supreme War Council this

afternoon was agreed upon as follows:
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(a) To approve the attached terms for an armistice with

Germany.
(&) To communicate the terms of armistice to President

Wilson, inviting him to notify the German Gov-
ernment that the next step for them to take is to

send a parlementaire to Marshal Foch who will

receive instructions to act on behalf of the Associ-
ated Governments.

(c) To communicate to President Wilson the attached
memorandum [of] observations by the Allied Gov-
ernments on the correspondence which has passed
between the President and the German Govern-

ment, in order that they may be forwarded to Ger-

many together with the communication in regard to

an armistice.

(d) To invite Colonel House to make the above communi-
cations on their behalf to President Wilson.

(0) To authorize Marshal Foch to communicate the terms
as finally approved to envoys properly accredited

by the German Government.

(f ) To associate a British admiral with Marshal Foch on
[the] naval aspects of the armistice.

(g) To leave [discretion to] Marshal Foch and the British

admiral in regard to minor technical points in the
armistice.

NOVEMBER 4

THE PRESIDENT'S BASIS OF PEACE AGREED To BY THE ALLIES

House continued the above cable:

The memorandum of observations by the Allied Governments
on the correspondence which has passed between the President
and the German Government now reads as follows:

The Allied Governments have given careful consideration to

correspondence which has passed between the President of the
United States and the German Government. Subject to the qualifi-
cations which follow they declare their willingness to make peace
with the Government of Germany on the terms of peace laid down
in the Presidents address to Congress of January 1918, and the

principles of settlement enunciated in his subsequent addresses.

They must point out, however, that clause 2, relating to what is
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usually described as the freedom of the seas, is open to various in-

terpretations, some of which they could not accept. They must

therefore reserve to themselves complete freedom on this subject
when they enter the peace conference.

Further, in the conditions of peace laid down in his address to

Congress of January 8, 1918, the President declared that invaded

territories must be restored as well as evacuated and freed; the

Allied Governments feel that no doubt ought to be allowed to exist

as to what this provision implies. By it they understand that com-

pensation will be made by Germany for all damage done to the

civilian population of the Allies and their property (by the forces

of Germany) [sic] by the aggression of Germany by land, by sea

and from the air.

Main change in this from draft cabled you in my No. 12 is the

insertion of the words "by the aggression of Germany" in the last

sentence. This, with Lloyd George's letter quoted in my No. 38

[41], makes the situation quite satisfactory for the moment. The

terms of the military and naval armistice will be finally adopted this

afternoon at Versailles and will be cabled you in full as soon as they
have been adopted. Lloyd George leaves today at 2 o'clock for Eng-
land, accordingly he will not be present at the conference this

afternoon.

EDWABD HOUSE

The Allies had now accepted the President's terms in full with

the exception of the point on the freedom of the seas and some

minor changes in wording.

NOVEMBER 5

THE PRESIDENT TRANSMITS TO THE GERMANS THE

Two ALLIED CHANGES IN THE BASIS OF PEACE

The following dispatch was sent to the Germans through the

Swiss Embassy on November 5 by Secretary Lansing, stating the

two changes in the President's basis of peace agreed upon with the

Allies:

In my note of October 23, 1918, I advised you that the Presi-

dent had transmitted his correspondence with the German author-

ities to the Governments with which the Government of the United

States is associated as a belligerent with the suggestion that, if

those Governments were disposed to accept peace upon the terms
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and principles indicated, their military advisers and the military
advisers to the United States be asked to submit to the Govern-
ments associated against Germany the necessary terms of such an
armistice as would fully protect the interests of the peoples in-

volved and insure the associated Governments the unrestricted

power to safeguard and enforce the details of the peace to which
the German Government agreed, provided they deem such an
armistice possible from the military point of view.

The President is now in receipt of a memorandum of observa-
tions by the Allied Governments on this correspondence, which is

as follows:

The Allied Governments have given careful consideration to

the correspondence which has passed between the President of

the United States and the German Government. Subject to the

qualifications which follow, they declare their willingness to make

peace with the Government of Germany on the terms of peace
laid down in the President's address to Congress of January S,

1918, and the principles of settlement enunciated in his subse-

quent addresses.

They must point out, however, that clause 2, relating to what
is usually described as the freedom of the seas, is open to various

interpretations, some of which they could not accept. They must,

therefore, reserve to themselves complete freedom on this subject
when they enter the peace conference.

Further, in the conditions of peace, laid down in his address

to Congress of January 8, 1918, the President declared that in-

vaded territories must be restored as well as evacuated and freed,
the Allied Governments feel that no doubt ought to be allowed
to exist as to what this provision implies. By it they understand

that compensation will be made by Germany for all damage
done to the civilian population of the Allies and their property

by the aggression of Germany by land, by sea and from the air.

I am instructed by the President to say that he is in agree-
ment with the interpretation set forth in the last paragraph of the

memorandum above quoted. I am further instructed by the Pres-

ident to request you to notify the German Government that Marshal

Foch has been authorized by the Government of the United States

and the Allied Governments to receive properly accredited repre-
sentatives of the German Government and to communicate to them
terms of an armistice.

ROBERT LANSING
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NOVEMBER 5

THE BIRTH OF FREE POLAND

On November 5 Poland announced itself an independent re-

public.

NOVEMBER 9

GERMANY PROCLAIMS ITSELF A REPUBLIC

On November 9 the Republic of Germany was proclaimed from

the steps of the Reichstag and Friedrich Ebert succeeded Prince

Max as Chancellor. The Kaiser fled to Holland.

NOVEMBER 11

THE AJRMISTICE AGREEMENT is SIGNED BY THE GERMANS,
AND THE PRESIDENT TRANSMITS ITS TERMS TO CONGRESS

The German representatives met with the Allied Military Com-
mission at General Foch's headquarters on November 7, 1918, and

while making many protests signed the Armistice Agreement on

November 11.

The same day the President addressed the Congress. His essen-

tial paragraphs were:

In these anxious times of rapid and stupendous change it will

in some degree lighten my sense of responsibility to perform in

person the duty of communicating to you some of the larger cir-

cumstances of the situation with which it is necessary to deal.

The German authorities who have, at the invitation of the

Supreme War Council, been in communication with Marshal Foch
have accepted and signed the terms of armistice which he was
authorized and instructed to communicate to them.

The President then read the terms of the Armistice Agreement.
I do not give the entire text, as it mostly concerned the evacua-

tion of occupied territory, the surrender of arms, naval vessels, rail-

way equipment, the repatriation of prisoners of war and impressed
labor and other military matters, together with the surrender of

seized property. Some minor changes had been made, but too late

to be included in the President's text.

Some of the provisions in the Armistice Agreement, however,
had a relationship to subsequent political settlements, and I present
a summary of these articles here:
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Article Twelve provided for withdrawal of German troops in

occupied areas, but stated in respect to Russian territories that the

German troops now there should withdraw within the frontiers of

Germany "as soon as the Allies, taking into account the internal

situation of these territories, shall decide that the time for this has

come."

Article Fifteen provided "renunciation of the treaties of Bu-

charest and Brest-Litovsk and of the supplementary treaties."

Article Sixteen provided that the Allies should have free access

to the territories evacuated by the Germans on their eastern frontier

either through Danzig, or by the Vistula, in order to convey supplies
to the populations of those territories and for the purpose of main-

taining order.

Article Nineteen provided that, with the reservation that any
future claims and demands of the Allies and the United States of

America remained unaffected, the following financial conditions

were required:

Reparation for damage done.

While the Armistice lasted, no public securities were to be

removed by the enemy, which was to serve as a pledge to the Allies

for the recovery or reparation for war losses.

Immediate restitution of the cash deposit in the National Bank

of Belgium and, in general, immediate return of all documents,

specie, stock, shares, paper money together with plant for the issue

thereof, touching public or private interests in the invaded countries.

Restitution of the Russian and Rumanian gold yielded to Ger-

many or taken by that power.
This gold to be delivered in trust to the Allies until the signa-

ture of peace.
Article Twenty-six provided that the existing blockade condi-

tions set up by the Allied and Associated Powers were to remain un-

changed and all German merchant ships found at sea were to re-

main liable to capture. The Allies and the United States would

give consideration to the provisioning of Germany during the

Armistice to the extent recognized as necessary.

Article Thirty-three declared that no transfers of German mer-

chant shipping of any description to any neutral flag were to take

place after signature of the Armistice.
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With respect to the Communist revolution, then in progress in

Russia, the President told the Congress in his November 11 speech:

The peoples who have but just come out from under the

yoke of arbitrary government and who are now coming at last into

their freedom will never find the treasures of liberty they are in

search of if they look for them by the light of the torch. They will

find that every pathway that is stained with the blood of then-

own brothers leads to the wilderness, not to the seat of their hope.

THE PRESIDENT INFORMS CONGRESS OF His IDEAS

UPON PEACE WITH COMMUNIST RUSSIA

In his address of November 4 informing Congress of the terms

of the Armistice, the President said:

They [the Russians] are now face to face with their initial test.

We must hold the light steady until they find themselves. And in the

meantime, if it be possible, we must establish a peace that will

justly
define their place among the nations, remove all fear of their

neighbors and of their former masters, and enable them to live in

security and contentment when they have set their own affairs in

order. I, for one, do not doubt their purpose or their capacity. There

are some happy signs that they know and will choose the way of self-

control and peaceful accommodation. If they do, we shall put our

aid at their disposal in every way that we can. If they do not, we
must await with patience and sympathy the awakening and recovery
that will assuredly come at last.

Woodrow Wilson had accomplished one of the most monu-

mental feats of international action of any statesman of history.

Singlehanded he had maneuvered the Germans from their island

of safety where they might have negotiated with their armies still

standing, into almost complete surrender.

And, equally vital, he had won Allied agreement to the basis of

peace laid down in his "Fourteen Points and the subsequent ad-

dresses" with the exception only of one point the freedom of the

seas.

It was a vast triumph for Woodrow Wilson and a war-weary
mankind.
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The President had done much to bring about the effective de-

feat of the enemy and its disarmament. He had established the

terms of peace with both the Allies and the enemy.
He now decided to go to Europe his friends advised both for

and against to personally head the American Delegation at the

Peace Conference. The President's decision was his own, and it be-

came one of the pivotal acts of the titanic world drama.

From my own experience, I was convinced that Mr. Wilson's

New World idealism would clash seriously with the Old World con-

cepts of the Allied statesmen, and I feared that the President's dom-
inant voice in creating world opinion would be stilled if he became
involved in the inevitable restraints of personal negotiation.

There were others who, for the same reasons, opposed the

President's going. They included Secretary of State Robert Lansing,
Vance McCormick, Chairman of the War Trade Board, Dr. Harry
Garfield, Fuel Administrator, Bernard Baruch, Chairman of the

War Industries Board, Frank I. Cobb, editor of the New York World

and a close friend of the President. Secretary of Agriculture David

F. Houston thought he should pay no more than a short visit and

not participate in the conference. 1

The best formulation of the reasons against the President's

going was that of Mr. Cobb. At this time he was one of Colonel

iLansing's and Houston's reasons can be found in their books. McCormick and
Doctor Garfield are quoted in an interview with. Stephen Bonsai given later and
Bernard Baruch told me personally.

1611
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House's assistants in Paris. On November 4 he gave a memorandum

to the Colonel which was transmitted to the President. It read as

follows:

PAKIS, November 4, 1918

The moment President Wilson sits at the council table with

these Prime Ministers and Foreign Secretaries he has lost all the

power that comes from distance and detachment. Instead of re-

maining the great arbiter of human freedom he becomes merely

a negotiator dealing with other negotiators. He is simply one vote

in a Peace Conference bound either to abide by the will of the

majority or disrupt its proceedings under circumstances which

having come to a climax in secret, can never be clearly explained

to the public. Any public protest to which the President gave
utterance would thus be only the complaint of a thwarted and

disappointed negotiator.

The President's extraordinary facility of statement would be

lost in a conference. Anything he said to his associates would be

made mediocre and commonplace by the translators, and could

carry none of the weight of his formal utterances.

Furthermore, personal contact between the President and

these Prime Ministers and Foreign Secretaries, who are already

jealous of his power and resentful of his leadership in Europe,
must inevitably develop new friction and endless controversy. They
would miss no opportunity to harass him and wear him down.

They would seek to play him off one against the other, a game
in which they are marvelously adroit, since it has been the game
of European diplomacy since the days of Metternich and Talley-
rand. The President cannot afford to play it.

In Washington, President Wilson has the ear of the whole
world. It is a commanding position, the position of a court of

last resort, of world democracy. He cannot afford to be maneuvered
into the position of an advocate engaged in personal dispute and
altercation with other advocates around a council table. In Wash-

ington, he is a dispassionate judge whose mind is unclouded by
all these petty personal circumstances of a conference. If his

representatives are balked by the representatives of the other

Powers in matters which he regards as vital to the lasting peace
of the world, he can go before Congress and appeal to the con-

science and hope of mankind. He can do this over the head of

any Peace Conference. This is a mighty weapon, but if the Presi-
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dent were to participate personally in the proceedings, it would
be a broken stick.

The President, if he is to win this great battle for human
freedom, must fight on his own ground and his own ground is

Washington. Diplomatic Europe is all enemy soil for him. He
cannot make a successful appeal to the people of the world here.

The official surroundings are all unfavorable. The means of mini-

mizing its effect are all under the control of those who are

opposed to him. One of his strongest weapons in his conflict is

the very mystery and uncertainty that attach to him while he

remains in Washington.
When we left New York, I believed that it was not only

desirable but necessary for President Wilson to come to Europe.
Since our arrival here, my opinion is changed completely, and I am

wholly convinced now that the success of the Peace Conference

from the American point of view depends on the President's

directing the proceedings from Washington where he can be free

from immediate personal contact with European negotiators and

European diplomacy.
FRANK I. COBB

Stephen Bonsai, from an interview with Doctor Garfield, gave
this account of the doctor's conversation with Mr. Wilson. It has

value in that it indicates the President's reasons for going. Doctor

Garfield had remained to talk with Mr. Wilson after a meeting of

the War Council three or four days after the Armistice. Bonsai re-

ported:

. . . the President said, "What is on your mind, Harry?" . . .

**I want to ask you not to go to Europe," said Garfield. "Not to take

an active part in the Peace Conference. I and many of your other

friends for whom I am speaking fear that if you do go you will

have to descend from your present position of world arbiter. You

will necessarily become a combatant in the hurly-burly. You will

become a contestant in the struggle, in the struggle of which you
are the only possible referee."

The President . . . [replied], *. . . I am indeed confronted with

a difficult decision. But now listen to me and weigh my thought.

Here in America I understand what is going on throughout the

country. I know even before the public what is likely to happen
at the Capitol. But Europe is far away, and the voices that come

to me from there are so confusing. Half my time, and more, is
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occupied with decoding dispatches that come from Europe and

must come to me personally. So you see at least I see that by

going abroad I would save time and would be helped by more

direct contacts/* . . .

Downstairs Garfield found that McCormick was waiting for

him. "What did you talk about so long with the President?** he

asked.

"I begged him not to go to Europe to remain here on top
of the uneasy world/' said Garfield.

'That is exactly what I talked to him about," answered

McCormick. . . .

The President's private secretary, . Charles L. Swem, gave

perhaps the best summation of the President's attitude. He said:

It was inevitable that he should himself go to the Peace Con-

ference. Every habit of thought bound him, every dictate of prin-

ciple to which he responded, every circumstance of the time, made
it impossible for him to be absent when the Conference of settle-

ment met. He had striven to win the war that he might have a

part in the settlement that followed. . . .

. . . here was a duty, as he saw it. His articles of peace had

been accepted as the basis of the Armistice and he was determined

to see them written into the Treaty. He had little faith in the

conversion of the Allied leaders, whom he had brought to his

way of thinking and speaking with obvious reluctance. They
had submitted, because they were desperate. They were converted

under political duress. They would be in control again, without

the compulsion of fear or circumstance to follow the principles of

the Armistice. It would require an authoritative voice from America

if the American programme was to be fulfilled.

To one of Mr. Wilson's mind, this situation left him no
alternative had he sought one. His inability ... to clothe others

with presidential authority, led inevitably to the decision to go
himself. He had supreme confidence in himself and only in himself

to secure what he fought for. What he himself lacked, the prestige
of his office would do more toward supplying than all the "best

minds" the spacious quarters of the George Washington would
hold. Whether he acted wisely or not in going in person ... is beside

the question; it was constitutionally impossible for him to do

otherwise than he did. He could not work at long distance, nor

through others, in a matter of such import. It is not likely that he

gave more than a passing thought to the question; the decision
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was made for him when the Conference was set for Paris. . , .

It was a tragic moment when, three days before sailing, he

stood before a Congress hostile to his intention and, speaking to

an organized silence on the part of friend and foe alike, officially

announced his decision. No patter of applause interrupted his

usually moving sentences; there was scarcely a stir in the chamber
as if the whole performance were a concerted effort to stare down

by silence a presumptuous actor; but, grimly, modestly, in Ms usual

apologetic delivery of all his written utterances, he concluded

with his reasons for breaking precedent:
I am the servant of the nation. I can have no private thought

or purpose of my own in performing such an errand. . . . The

gallant men of our armed forces on land and sea have consciously

fought for the ideals which they knew to be the ideals of their

country; I have sought to express those ideals; they have accepted

my statement of them as the substance of their own thought and

purpose as the associated governments have accepted them; I

owe it to them to see to it, so far as in me lies, that no false

or mistaken interpretation is put upon them, and no possible
effort omitted to realize them. It is now my duty to play my
full part in making good what they offered their life's blood

to obtain. I can think of no call to service which could transcend

this.

Colonel House, in an entry in his Diary on July 24, 1919, states

that lie had advised the President to go to Europe, but that he was

to discover that the Prime Ministers were not enthusiastic over Mr.

Wilson's decision. Gordon Auchincloss states that on November

14 House sent the following telegram to the President:

Americans here whose opinions are of value are practically

unanimous in the belief that it would be unwise for you to sit in

the Peace Conference. They fear that it would involve a loss of

dignity and your commanding position.

Clemenceau has just told me that he hopes you will not sit

in the Congress because no head of a state should sit there. The

same feeling prevails in England. Cobb cables that Reading and

Wiseman voice the same view. Everyone wants you to come over

to take part in the preliminary conferences. It is at these meet-

ings that peace terms will be worked out and determined just as

the informal conferences determined the German and Austrian

armistices. It is of vital importance I think for you to come as soon

as possible for everything is being held in abeyance.
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. . . Clemenceau believes that the preliminary discussions need

not take more than three weeks. The peace conference he believes

may take as long as four months.

... I believe it would be well to have seven delegates with

two Republicans and one of those Root and the other McCall.

This may avoid criticism and opposition
In announcing your departure I think it important that you

should not state that you will sit in at the Peace Conference. That

can be determined after you get here. There is reason enough for

your coming because of the impossibility of keeping in touch and

exercising a guiding hand at such a distance.

The French, English and Italian Prime Ministers will head

their delegations.

The President replied to House on November 16:

EDWARD HOUSE:

Your 107 [November 14 telegram] upsets every plan we had

made. I infer that the French and English leaders desire to ex-

clude me from the Conference for fear I might there lead the

weaker nations against them. If I should come to the Conference

and stay outside I would be merely the center of a sort of

sublimated convenient lobby and all weak parties would resort

to me, and there would be exactly the same jealousy that was

excited by the Germans addressing themselves exclusively to me.

I play the same part in our Government as the Prime Ministers

play in theirs. The fact that I am head of the State is of no practical

importance. I object very strongly to the fact that dignity must

prevent our obtaining the results we have set our heart on. It is

universally expected and generally desired here that I should attend

the Conference, but I believe that no one would wish me to sit

by and try to steer from the outside.

I am thrown into complete confusion by the change of

program* The program proposed for me in telegram of the French

Prime Minister excludes [the wording here is not clear] and the

rest seems to me a way of pocketing me.

I hope you will be very shy of their advice and give me your
own independent judgment after reconsideration.

WILSON

So the President was determined to go. Coincident with the

problem of the President's participation in the Conference was a
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second question concerning the composition of the American dele-

gation.

Attorney General Gregory, in a memorandum to Charles
Seymour in August 1924, stated that he had proposed some mem-
bers from the Senate but that the President had refused to accept
them.

*

In his memorandum found among the House Papers, he con-
tinued:

I then said to Mm, "Mr. President, I have four names to sug-
gest for the Peace Commission: three Republicans and an Inde-

pendent. The choice of any two of these men will absolutely assure
the approval of the Senate to whatever Treaty you bring back
and will make impossible any organized opposition. These men
agree in sum with your policies, they would be of valuable assist-

ance and would not obstruct. The effect upon the country and
the Republican Party would be of the utmost value. They are, Root,
Taft, Governor McCall of Massachusetts, and Mr. Eliot*

Joseph Tumulty states in his book that both he and Secretary
Lansing had urged the appointment of Root.

Three of the final four selections were of the first stature Colo-
nel House, General Tasker Bliss and Secretary Lansingbut none
of these had political influence in the all-important Senate. The
fourth member, Henry White, was a career ambassador of distinc-
tion and was no doubt useful in procedure and protocol He was
a Republican, but without influence in the Senate, and owing to
his years he was not often consulted in important matters.

Mr. Wilson would have been far better off to include one or
two of the following former Secretary of State Elihu Root, former
President William Howard Taft, and Charles Evans Hughes, all of
whom had earnestly supported the League.

I had been delegated by the President to go to Europe and

negotiate the setting up of the organization for postwar relief

and reconstruction. When I arrived in Paris on November 26, I

found Colonel House still worrying about what part the President
should take in the Conference. As often before, he tried out
one of his ideas on me: that Mr. Wilson should be made the
head of a committee on the League of Nations, but that he
should not engage in the negotiations for the settlement of Europe.
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House believed that there was general understanding about the

creation of a League, and that this would not take long. He thought

that the Conference should set up a number of committees to

deal with the enemy treaties: one on the questions of boundaries,

one covering future economic controls and reparations and one

on military controls. These committees were to be given a few

months to make their recommendations to the Conference. The

Colonel's view was that, after setting up the League, the President

could be more influential working through the American members

of these committees from Washington and would be free for public

comment on subjects before the Conference.

The President arrived in Paris on December 14 and I heard

no more about the Colonel's plans. Certainly they were not adopted.

In a conversation with the President on December 16, after

having settled several problems of my organization, he made some

expression of his satisfaction that the Allied leaders so strongly

supported his ideas. I commented that he must not ignore the

shapes of evil inherent in the Old World system. He brushed this

aside with a remark that Europe had a changed spirit as the result

of the blood bath through which it had passed. But one day, three

months later, Mr. Wilson remarked wearily that I had been right.

Between his arrival and the opening of the Peace Conference,

the President delivered seven addresses in France, England and

Italy. Most of his themes were comradeship, friendship, freedom,

right and justice and the League of Nations for lasting peace. He

complimented his listeners on their patriotism, courage and sacri-

fices and stressed their mutual satisfaction in victory. Only on one

point did he stir up immediate criticism by European statesmen

when he elaborated on his opposition to "military alliances" and

""balances of power."
He was received everywhere with almost religious fervor by

immense outpourings of people. The ovations were greater than

had ever come before to a mortal man.

His eloquent development of his basis of peace, with its "inde-

pendence of peoples/' "self-determination," "no annexations/' "jus-

tice/* "right," a "new order," "freedom of mankind" and a "lasting

peace/* had stirred hope among the masses everywhere in the

world. To them, no such man of moral and political power and no

such an evangel of peace had appeared since Christ preached the
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Sermon on the Mount, Everywhere men believed that a new era had

come to all mankind. It was the star of Bethlehem rising again.

For the moment, Woodrow Wilson had reached the zenith of

intellectual and spiritual leadership of the whole world, never hith-

erto known in history.



WHAT WOODROW WILSON MET IN EUROPE

To understand the immense tragedy which befell Woodrow
Wilson and the whole world, it is necessary to understand the forces

which dominated the new stage upon which he now appeared.
The guns of the first total war of history had been silenced.

But the tumult had not quieted among the 95 per cent of the human
race who had taken part in the war. This had been no war fought
as of old by soldiers on battlefields, with little civilian involvement.

In those days civilians were rarely assaulted. Now for the first time

civilians had been attacked from the air and on the seas. Even
women and children had to be organized to supply services or to

work the farms and factories. Millions of homes mourned their

injured and dead.

By the time the President arrived in Paris, revolutions cre-

ating seventeen constitutional republics had swept over Europe.
Ten new nations had declared their independence and had set up
constitutional governments, or soon were to do so. The peoples of

the old enemy states had discarded their dictators or rulers. All of

Europe, outside of Russia, was now to be under constitutional gov-
ernment and enjoy personal freedoms.

When the President arrived, the delegations of twenty-seven
nations of the Allied and Associated Powers had been approved
to sit at the peace table. The delegations of seven nations who had
declared themselves self-governing peoples, not yet "recognized,"

[70]
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and seven little nations neutral in the war came there to peer into

the windows, anxious for their future. The representatives of the five

enemy countries were later allowed to sit on a hard bench outside

in the halls while their fate was discussed. And the Communists,
from their stronghold in Moscow, were lurking in the shadows,

creating trouble for all the new nations and their elders.

To add to the turmoil, each of the forty-one delegations of

these nations had, from extensive headquarters, organized propa-

ganda agencies and employed press agents. The military ana some

departments of the Allied Governments also had press agents and
issued propaganda. To these were added a host of representatives
from social, scientific and economic organizations from over the

earth, each with propagandist weapons with which to instill the

higher thought.
Also the sixty-odd inter-Allied agencies, which I shall mention

later, found that their life expression required periodic press state-

ments and reports for circulation to all those who had desires or

hopes and sufficient wastepaper baskets. And there were present
300 reporters from all over the world. 1

Many of the forces confronting Mr. Wilson were no help to him

in finally establishing the "Fourteen Points and the subsequent ad-

dresses" to which the Allies and enemy states had agreed.
The American people, at the time of the Armistice, presented

the President with no problem concerning the Allies. With victory

our people forgot, at least temporarily, their prejudices against some

of the Allied nations. We thrilled with admiration for our comrades

in war, for their courage and steadfastness, and our emotions over-

flowed in sympathy for their trials and suffering. Everywhere our

people acknowledged our debt to them for the ancient foundations

of freedom, for their development of law and for their contributions

to literature, art, science and invention all of which underlay our

civilization. American oratory blossomed with references to their

glorious victories on the battlefields where in centuries past their

men had fought for the establishment of liberty and government by
law. Our people admired their noble cathedrals, which marked the

rule of religious faith, and their monuments to men and women

* To aid historians a systematic collection of this propaganda can be consulted

in the Hoover Institution at Stanford University.
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who had fought and died in the advancement of great causes.

Mr. Wilson, as a student and teacher, had lived almost all his

life steeped in these inheritances.

But the issue at Versailles was not that of America making peace

with European culture. It was the rough job of making peace among
400,000,000 people in Europe living cheek by jowl amid economic

desperation, ancient and rival traditions of power and violent forces

of hate and revenge. And in the Middle East and Asia another

11,000,000 people involved were there with their own demands.

Mr. Wilson s magnificent ideals were to be tried by fire, stoked by

political veterans.

From the start the President was met with settings unfamiliar

to him and obstacles he had never imagined. Fundamentally he was

confronted with the irreconcilable conflicts between Old and New
World concepts of government and of social and economic life. The

two worlds were indeed in many ways strangers to each other. Our

ancestors had fled from Europe because they were already in con-

flict with its ideas of class stratification, religion and freedom, and

we had drifted farther and farther apart over the course of three

centuries.

ALLIED IMPERIALISM AND COLONIALISM

The American people had been implacably anti-imperial, anti-

colonial, and generally anti-the-subjugation-of-one-people-by-another

from the day of our Declaration of Independence. Through the

Monroe Doctrine, we had stopped the expansion of European

empires in the Western Hemisphere. By the Spanish-American War,
we had freed Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines from the

Spanish Empire. We had established the independence of Cuba and

were now building self-government in Puerto Rico and the Phil-

ippines.

The freedom of the New World and its lack of any spirit of

empire were the more complete because of our abundant resources

and our relative paucity of population. We had no population pres-

sure or other incentive to colonialism. The driving force of Allied

statesmen, on the other hand, was not "self-determination": it was

"empire." Its roots in Britain, France, Italy and Japan were centuries-

deep. Both national glory and the standards of living of the people
in the "mother country" in each empire had been built upon, and
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their economy had been geared to, returns from imperial possessions.
Rivalries and conflicts between the various empires and their

world-wide holdings had relied, and would inevitably have to con-

tinue to
rely, upon military strength, military alliances, power poli-

tics and balances of power.
2

SELF-DETERMINATION

With our Declaration of Independence came the American

concept that nations have the right to determine their own inde-

pendence and form of government. We had expressed public sym-
pathy with the efforts of many nations toward these ends, beginning
with the Greek declaration of freedom from the Turks a hundred

years earlier. Conflict was inevitable between our ideas of free

men and the very base of any peace settlement in Europe.
With his flaming banner of the "Fourteen Points and the sub-

sequent addresses," his eloquence about self-determination, his de-

nunciations of annexations and "bandying peoples about," Mr. Wil-
son was a menacing intruder in the concepts of British, French and
Italian statesmen and a threat to their secret treaties dividing all

Europe, which I review later on.

Allied leaders did no doubt welcome the President's stimula-

tion of independence among the subject peoples of the disintegrat-

ing empires of Germany, Austria, Turkey and Russia. From their

former imperial rivals the Allies were soon to pick up some valuable

pieces, especially from Germany and Turkey. Far from uprooting
the theory and practice of empire, as Mr. Wilson ideaHstically

hoped, the Allies were greatly to expand their holdings.

MILITARY ALLIANCES AND THE BALANCE OF POWER

One of the first signs of resistance to the President's "Fourteen

Points and the subsequent addresses" resulted from the speech he
made at Manchester, England, on December 30, 1918, in which
he assailed the balance of power and military alliances as roots

November 26, 1918, a month after Britain had agreed to the "Fourteen
Points and the subsequent addresses," according to Ray Stannard Baker, Winston
Churchill, then British Minister of Munitions, speaMng at Dundee, said that "he was
a friend of the League of Nations, but it was no substitute for the supremacy of the
British fleet; and he declared that none of the German colonies would ever be restored

to Germany, and none of the conquered parts of Turkey would ever be returned to

Turkey/'
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of evil in the Old World. No echo resounded from the hearts of the

Allied statesmen. On the contrary, Prime Minister Clemenceau

thought it necessary to make an immediate reply the same day.

In a speech before the Chamber of Deputies, he said: 3

There is an old system of alliances called the "balance of

power." It seems to be condemned nowadays, but if such a balance

had preceded the war, if England, the United States, France, and

Italy had agreed, say, that whoever attacked one of them attacked

the whole world, the war would not have occurred. This system
of alliances, which I do not renounce, will be my guiding thought
at the Peace Conference if your confidence sends me there.

He received a three-to-one vote of confidence.

THE PESTILENCE OF EMOTIONS

Still more difficulties confronted Mr. Wilson from the emotions

which surged through all twenty-seven # nations admitted to the

peace table.

In the blood of many of the delegations at Versailles were the

genes of a thousand years of hate and distrust, bred of religious and
racial persecution and domination by other races. The impelling

passion for vengeance of past wrongs rose with every hour of the

day. Nor was it the delegates alone who were thus infused. Back
home their people were at fever heat, demanding retribution from

their enemies. England had just reelected Lloyd George on a plat-
form of "Hang the Kaiser" and of wringing from the foe fantastic

sums in indemnities. Clemenceau had received a vote of confidence

from the French Assembly with a program to render Germany in-

nocuous for all time and to collect every centime of every French-

man's losses.

All the warring nations of Europe were economically exhausted,

desperate, and most of them were hungry. Those twenty-seven na-

tions were less interested in preserving peace for some distant

future than in immediately righting their wrongs and ensuring their

economic recovery. Their representatives in Paris well knew that they
would have to go home to their people, still torn by these emotions,
to seek approval of the agreements at the Peace Conference. They
had to bring back to their people annexations and reparations. Their

continuation in power depended upon that.

*The New York Times, December 31, 1918.
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Such were the destructive forces which sat at the peace table.

As a historian, Mr. Wilson was no doubt familiar with their age-old

background, but he did not seem to realize their dynamism. He
believed that the horrors of war and the prospects of freedom and

peace had instilled a new spirit of righteousness and idealism in the

leaders of men. And his popular reception seemed to have con-

firmed it.

AMERICAN EMOTIONS

In this discussion of the emotional obstacles to peace, it must
not be overlooked that the American people also had violent dislikes

of the enemy countries. We resented the original aggression of the

Germans that precipitated the war and all their subsequent activities.

Many chairs at our firesides were also empty.
While the United States was more remote from the scene than

our Allies, and had suffered less, we were not free from hate and
the desire for vengeance. For example, a few days after the Armi-
stice I stated that we must lift the blockade on food to the enemy
states or we would have anarchy in Europe. The applause was

hardly overwhelming, and there was comment that a bit of anarchy
would be good for them.

But like President Wilson and his principal advisers, a substan-

tial part of the American people even at the height of their emotions

believed that civilization had to live with these 60,000,000 Germans
and that our purpose must be to disarm them, ban their militarists;

require them to pay such reparations as were practicable to obtain;

and support the efforts of the good men in Germany to build up
their new government of, and by, the people.

Because of this attitude the President and many of us in Paris

had to meet the charge of being soft or pro-German. I particularly re-

sented this, as I had ample reasons for disliking the German milita-

rists and Junker class generally. I was an eyewitness to the savagery
of the German Army in their invasion of Belgium. I had, for two

years, to pass by the wantonly destroyed university and cathedral

of Louvain and the gaunt skeletons of destroyed villages. Even in

my dreams forty years after I was haunted by the monument at

Dinant, which pathetically records the na^iies of over two hundred

men, women and children who had been seized as hostages and

mowed down with machine guns because someone had fired a shot
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from a roof. I was an eyewitness to the brutal deportation of work-

men to German work camps. And my only purpose for enduring these

sights was to take part in saving 10,000,000 human beings from star-

vation because of the Germans.

But whatever the disagreeable emotions of Americans were,

they did not impede the course of Woodrow Wilson.

SUSPICIONS ENTERTAINED OF THE PRESIDENT

The Allies regarded the President's latent power to press the

adoption of his ideas upon them with vast suspicion. A leader more

versed in the European school of diplomacy might have dictated

the peace. He could have demanded his share of territorial spoils

and enemy reparations, and could have traded them for concessions

to his views. He could have stopped the huge American loans upon

which many of these nations depended for their continued exis-

tence. He even could have threatened to cut off the daily bread

which America alone could supply.

The Allies in their dealings with us concerning the Relief and

Reconstruction organization very clearly revealed their fears and

suspicions that the President might use these powers and proposed

that all resources of the Allied and Associated nations be pooled

in a fashion that would prevent such action. The use of such power

would not have been in accord with American ideals. The Presi-

dent's disavowal of its application, in advance, no doubt weakened

him in his negotiations. He was too great a man to bargain in that

way. American idealism indeed was unfitted to participate in a game

played with power as the counters.

EXTREME NATIONALISM IN THE NEW STATES

Another of Mr. Wilson's problems in Paris developed as a

result of his policies of "self-determination/' "independence" and

related ideas announced in many of his "points." These were to

kindle a fire of extreme nationalism in the newly created states of

Eastern Europe, fully evident at the Peace Conference by exag-

gerated demands for tenitory based not only on racial justifications

but on economic or defense motives, and sometimes also on purely
historical boundaries of the dim past.
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THE PRESIDENT'S INABILITY TO BIND THE
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Still another of Mr. Wilson's obstacles stemmed from the dif-

ference between the American and Allied forms of government.
Ours is a government of separate powers. Under the parliamentary

governments of the Allies, the executive and legislative leadership
is combined. A prime minister spoke for the majority of his par-
liament and could assure the ratification of treaties into which he

entered. Moreover on the floor of the lower house he could look

his opponents in the eye and deliver them instant answers. Under
our separation of powers, the President could give no such assur-

ances. Furthermore, the Congressional election of 1918 had dam-

aged the confidence of the Allied statesmen in the President's ability

to speak for the American people and the Congress.

THE AMERICANS WERE AMATEURS IN THE

ANCIENT ART OF DIPLOMACY

A crucial American weakness at the peace table was our lack

of diplomats skilled and experienced in the ancient art of diplomacy.
Under our way of government, much of our personnel in foreign fields

changed with elections, in contrast with the continuity of the career

diplomatic service of European nations. Those countries were thus

represented in Paris by staffs of old hands fully experienced in this

art, whereas our representatives were mostly amateurs and college

professors.

Moreover, because Americans are derived from the many races

in Europe, they often retain a subcurrent of sympathy with their

origins which sometimes clouds their objectives and influences their

representatives in the Congress. These influences would also affect

our various positions in international affairs.

To match the Europeans in power politics, and to enjoy the

same continuity of skilled diplomatic staffs, we would need to be

something other than a free people as we conceive it.

Confirmation of all this may be had from an analysis of our

inexperienced group of peacemakers at Paris, who worked in a sort

of daze with the skilled men they encountered.

THE SECRET TREATIES

The President was to meet many other obstacles in peace-
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making aside from the inherent conflict of New and Old World con-

cepts of national life and the forces of emotion or extreme na-

tionalism.

A maze of secret agreements had been entered into by the

Allies, before America entered the war, by which they had already

allotted the spoils of victory among their four Allied empires. These

treaties were themselves proof of the implacable forces of imperial

expansion which dominated the Allies. If the treaties were to be

respected, the results would be far removed from Mr. Wilson's gospel

of peace for mankind. They would nullify many of the "Fourteen

Points and the subsequent addresses," which the Allies had reluc-

tantly adopted as the basis for peace.

For a full understanding of the potency of these treaties at the

peace table, I enumerate the major agreements:

1. In March 1915, by an exchange of diplomatic notes among
Russia, Britain, France, and later Italy, it was agreed that Russia

was to have Constantinople and free passage through the Darda-

nelles. She was also to annex a part of Northern Persia and to have

a sphere of influence over other Persian territory, with a neutral

zone between her spheres and that of the British, which was to

extend over all South Persia. The Russians further agreed to sup-

port British and French spheres of influence in Mesopotamia, which

covered Iraq, Jordan and Syria.

2. On April 26, 1915, the Pact of London was signed by
Britain, France and Italy. It assured to Italy, if she entered the war,

the Trentino, Brenner Pass, Istria, Trieste, parts of Dalmatia, some

Adriatic islands, and a share in Anatolia. She was specifically not

to have the port of Fiume, that being reserved for Serbia. These

territories were defined with the precision of the metes and bounds

of a New England farm.

3. In May 1916, the Sykes-Picot Treaty between Britain and

France provided that France was to have the coast of Syria as far

south as Acre, and a hinterland stretching to the Tigris River.

Great Britain was to have the Mediterranean ports of Acre and

Haifa, and a portion of Mesopotamia between Bagdad and the

Persian Gulf. It was agreed that certain Arab states were to be

divided into spheres of influence, in which the sphere holders were

to have "prior rights over local resources and loans" and to "furnish
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foreign advisers and officials." The treaty excluded any other power
from any rights in the old Turkish Empire except those already
ceded to Russia. The Italians, hearing of this, decided to be in-

cluded, and in August 1917, they obtained Smyrna and a large
zone of influence to the north.

4. In August 1916, France, Britain and Russia made a

treaty with Rumania by which she was to come into the war,
and for this was to receive Transylvania from the old Austrian

Empire and Dobruja from Bulgaria.

5. On February 16, 1917, Japan and Britain signed a treaty

by which Japan was to get the German titles to the Chinese

province of Shantung and all German islands in the Pacific north

of the equator. Britain was to have all German islands south of

the equator.

6. In February and March 1917, the Russians and French
entered into several agreements. The gist of them was that Alsace-

Lorraine should be restored to France; that France be given the

Saar; and that a neutral state should be created from the German

territory west of the Rhine (the 'left bank"). The Russians were
confirmed in their annexation of Constantinople and free passage
of the Dardanelles. They were also to have a free hand in the

eastern possessions of the Austrian and German Empires, includ-

ing the disposition of Poland. When the treaty was disclosed by
the Communists in November 1917, Mr. Balfour, the British For-

eign Secretary, declared Britain had not approved it and would
not do so.

7. In March 1917, by a further exchange of notes between

Russia and France, the Russians were to have 60,000 square miles

of territory between the Persian frontier and the Black Sea. France

was to have a slice of Turkey on the Mediterranean coast, the

extent to be settled with the British.

This carving up of Europe and the Middle East and Far East

seemed fairly complete.
In view of subsequent events it is desirable to examine how

much the President knew of these treaties and how much weight
he gave to them. On that score it can be said at once that if he knew
of them, his agreement with the Allies, by which they accepted the

^Fourteen Points and the subsequent addresses,
9*

had canceled all of
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them, for they were in utter conflict with a dozen of the "points."

In any event, only part of these treaties could possibly have

been known to him.

Some of these treaties, in which Russia was involved as a party,

were published by the Communist Government in Moscow on

November 22, 1917, to embarrass the Allies. Parts of these disclo-

sures were repeated at that time in the New York Evening Post. One
of the treaties, the Sykes-Picot Agreement, was published in the

Manchester Guardian on January 19, 1918. On May 11, 1918, the

London Daily Herald published the Communist disclosures with

maps. These publications did not excite much interest at the time.

Mr. Balfour, the British Foreign Minister, visited the United

States in April and May 1917, a few weeks after we entered the war.

Colonel House records in his Diary on April 28, 1917, a conversation

with Mr. Balfour in which, at one point, the Colonel asked:

. . . what treaties were out between the Allies as to the division

of spoils after the war. He [Balfour] said they had treaties with one

another, and that when Italy came in they made one with her in

which they had promised pretty much what she demanded.

Balfour spoke with regret at the spectacle of great nations

sitting down and dividing the spoils of war, or as he termed it,

"dividing up the bearskin before the bear was killed." I asked

him if he did not think it proper for the Allies to give copies of

these treaties to the President for his confidential information. He

thought such a request entirely reasonable and said he would

have copies made for that purpose. . . .

Ray Stannard Baker states as of May 18, 1917:

Balfour sent the President, as he had promised, texts of "the

various Agreements" [secret treaties]. . . .

But the treaties sent embraced only four of the above list,

there being important omissions. Baker adds:

The President did not answer this letter in writing, nor refer

to it in writing at any time, so far as the author has been able to

discover, nor did he [Wilson], apparently, give the treaties them-

selves any study.

Three of these secret treaties gave rights to Russia, which the

remaining Allies immediately repudiated as invalid because of the
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Communist revolution. However, the Allies subsequently claimed

any rights these treaties provided for themselves. A fourth treaty,

giving Japan rights in China, was not disclosed to the President until

two months after his arrival in Paris. A fifth treaty was effectively re-

solved by the system of mandates. A sixth treaty, giving annexations

to Rumania, was a fait accompli by force of arms before the Presi-

dent arrived in Paris.

In Chapter 13 I review what happened to these secret treaties

at Paris. But my conviction is that the President attached no great

importance to any of those which had been disclosed prior to Paris.

It is entirely possible that the partial disclosures by Balfour were the

cause of the President's subsequent strong enunciation of certain

of the thirty-eight "points." When the Allies, on November 4, 1918,

accepted the "Fourteen Points and the subsequent addresses" as

the basis of peace, these treaties were so much in conflict with this

agreement that the President would naturally conclude they no

longer had any force. 4

But in the larger sense, the forces which weakened the Presi-

dent's influence at Paris were far deeper than the intrigues or the

secret agreements between Allied statesmen. Here was the collision

of civilizations that had grown centuries apart. Here the idealism of

the Western World was in clash with the racial mores and the

grim determination of many nations at the peace table to have

revenge, reparations and territorial spoils.

At the Peace Conference the ordeal of Woodrow Wilson began
and the forces inherent in the Old World took over the control of

human fate.

4A great storm over tile secret treaties was raised by the Senate enemies of

ratification of the Treaty with Germany in 1919. Hearings were held by the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee in August. Their purpose was not to learn what had

been done by the Conference in respect to the treaties but to illustrate the tin-

desirability of joining with them in the League of Nations.
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WOODROW WILSON'S ADMINISTRATIVE ORDEAL

IN PARIS

This and the two following chapters of this memoir are included

to demonstrate the huge administrative burdens which Woodrow
Wilson carried in Paris at the same time he was negotiating world

peace. They will indicate his administrative abilities and, above all,

his humane spirit. They will also show how the overwork required

may have contributed to his final stroke.

To understand the scene in Paris, it is necessary to know some-

thing of the organizing of the Peace Conference itself. This was

achieved by a process of evolution, and the result was never wholly
ideal Aside from plenary sessions, the negotiations started with the

"Council of Ten," which theoretically included only the President,

the Secretary of State and the Prime Ministers of Britain, France

and Italy, their Foreign Ministers and two Japanese representatives.

However, these principals brought so many assistants with them

that at times the Council of Ten seemed a sort of town meeting.

Also, there was a constant leakage of information.

After Mr. Wilson's return to Paris on March 15, 1919, from

his visit home, he proposed that the three Prime Ministers and him-

self comprise exclusively what became known as the "Supreme
Council" or, colloquially, the "Big Four."

The Council of Ten continued under the four Foreign Ministers

and Japanese delegates. While Secretary of State Lansing repre-
sented the United States on this body, Colonel House also sat in.

[82]
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The Colonel's relationships to the Peace Conference were never

very clear, but he can best be described as the President's handy
man. The Council of Ten became a kind of "Court of the First

Instance/' sifting certain matters for the Big Four.

The detailed work of the Peace Conference staff was divided

into committees. The first concerned the League of Nations, and

was under the chairmanship of the President. Other committees

were set up to deal with reparations; international labor legislation;

international control of ports, waterways and railways; financial and

economic problems; territorial boundaries; military and disarma-

ment questions. All these committees prepared draft articles for the

Treaty along lines designated by the Council of Ten or Big Four.

A multitude of inter-Allied councils, committees or boards

for administrative coordination had grown up during the war. Most

of these continued during the peacemaking, and new ones were

created for various purposes during the Armistice. At one time

during the Peace Conference I made a list of more than sixty such

coordinating bodies in action.

The United States was represented on most of them. I was

a member of twenty and chairman of half a dozen. It soon became

evident that we must have coordination and unity of action among
our American members. To attain this, I made the following recom-

mendation to the President early in January 1919:

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

1. As you are aware, our Government has been represented in

Europe upon various inter-Allied councils, relating to finance, food,

shipping, and raw materials, war trade measures, etc. The purpose

of these councils is rapidly changing and the American attitude

toward them and the problems they represent must change. The

matters involved are much interlocked and up to the time of the

Armistice were co-ordinated through the Council [the American

War Council] sitting under your chairmanship. Messrs. Hurley,

Baruch, Hoover and McCormick are, or will soon be, in Europe.

The working of these bodies still needs co-ordination by the heads

of the departments concerned, who will be in Europe together with

the chief representatives here of the departments whose heads are

still in Washington.

2. This same group is essential in determination of policies

to be pursued by our Government in the peace negotiations-
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3. It is recommended that a council be set up, comprising
Messrs. Hurley, Baruch, McCormick, Davis and myself under your

chairmanship, to discuss and decide such joint policies as are neces-

sary in both these phases and to co-ordinate it with the Peace

Commission by inclusion of Colonel House, General Bliss, and
Admiral Benson, Colonel House to act as Chairman in your absence

or inability to find time.

HERBERT HOOVER

The President sent back the memorandum marked "Ap-

proved: W. W."
The Committee was appointed by the President, as suggested,

and became known as the "President's Committee of Economic Ad-

visers." Later Hurley returned to the United States and Robinson

took his place. Four members of this body, including Baruck,

McCormick and myself, had been members of the President's War
Council in Washington.

Aside from its job of coordinating the American economic front,

among the multitude of inter-Allied economic councils and boards,

this Committee was often drawn upon by Mr. Wilson for advice in

other important matters, as will be shown later in this narrative. Our

meetings were generally informal and often held at mealtime.

Minutes were seldom kept and so far as there is a record, it will be

found mostly in McCormick's Diary.
The following background sketches of the experience and

positions in Paris of the men on this Committee will be helpful in

understanding the later chapters:

Edward M. House was for ten years the President's closest

friend and adviser, both in politics and international affairs. He was
a volunteer aide, holding no official position until he became a

member of the Peace Delegation. He was a pleasing personality
who moved quietly about his duties.

The Colonel had come out of the school of politics with great
skills. He was a superb negotiator of the President's ideas and plans.
As an adviser he was sometimes impulsive and given to compromise.
In his relations with men he was seldom critical, but reserved his

opinions for the confidences of his Diary, in which he wrote very

frankly about almost everybody on the Paris staff.

I had known him ever since 1915, when he first came to Europe
as an unofficial emissary of the President. He had supported me
on all important occasions. I greatly regretted the breach which
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ultimately developed between the Colonel and the President

Bernard M. Baruch had served with distinction during the war
as Chairman of the War Industries Board. His major duty in Paris

was as a member of the President's peace staff,, participating es-

pecially in negotiations on the financial and reparations provisions
in the Treaty. He was not only a fine gentleman and an able adviser
with a great background of experience, but he had a sort of sixth

sense. In meetings where many minds were participating, and

getting nowhere, he would come up with a summation of the ideas
and a plan which solved the problem.

Henry M. Robinson was a leading California banker, who had
served in Washington and was a volunteer member of many of the
boards and commissions during the period we were in the war,

particularly in respect to shipping. While he represented the Ship-
ping Board in Paris, the President brought him into the service of

the Peace Delegation in many capacities. He was a man of most

pleasing personality, of fine judgment, courage and great loyalties.

General Tasker H. Bliss was a great soldier who had served in

responsible positions of command prior to the war. During the war
he was for a short time Chief of Staff in Washington but in most
of the war period was the American member of the Supreme War
Council in Paris.

As a member of the American Peace Delegation during the

Armistice, he was far more than a soldier. He was a statesman of

high order with a profound knowledge of history. He had a pene-
trating mind and an ability to express himself vigorously and with

courage.

Norman Davis had served ably in the Washington war ad-

ministration in many capacities. In Paris he served the dual role

of representative of the United States Treasury and as a member
of the President's staff in negotiation of finance and reparations

questions. He had a valuable doggedness in negotiation and a great

capacity to debate against odds with imperturbable good humor.

Vance McCormick was probably the President's most intimate

adviser in Paris aside from Colonel House. His normal occupation
was that of a newspaper publisher. Formerly Chairman of the

Democratic National Committee, he was an ardent political partisan
and at times influenced the President in this direction. He had served

during the war in Washington as Chairman of the War Trade Board
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with great ability. He was an amenable and cultivated man, who
loved the social side of Paris life.

When he came to Paris to represent the United States in

blockade matters, he was naturally unfamiliar with the forces in

motion in Europe and required some months to appraise them

thoroughly, which he did in time. Not having had extensive ad-

ministrative experience or knowledge of Europe, he could not

understand the problems with which I had to deal and often

complained with good humor that I exaggerated my difficulties.

I have referred to the good fortune that McCormick kept a

diary. No other of the American officials except Secretary Lansing,
Colonel House, and Gordon Auchincloss, Colonel House's secretary,

made such an intimate and continuous record. I could not find

time to keep such regular notes but did dictate a few paragraphs

daily on important interviews and my conclusions.

Before McCormick died, he directed that a copy of his diary
be sent to me and often his entries threw important light on events

during the peace negotiations.

I have every reason to remember all these men with gratitude.

The many inter-Allied economic organizations were finally

coordinated into two major councils. Initially we started with the

Council of Relief and Supply. This Council included Allied mem-
bers and the American representatives were the President's economic

advisers except House and Bliss. The Allies imported so many assist-

ants into its meetings that there were often fifty persons in the room.

This body became a "talk fest" and most American members dropped
out whenever possible.

THE SUPREME ECONOMIC COUNCIL

I obtained the agreement of Lord Robert Cecil, who repre-
sented the British in such matters, to abolish this Council of Relief

and Supply and substitute a more important organization to be
known as the Supreme Economic Council, which would supervise
and coordinate all inter-Allied economic agencies.

I drafted its "constitution" and President Wilson secured its

adoption by the Council of Ten on February 8 with but minor

changes.
1

constitution" was as follows:

(1) Under present conditions many questions not primarily of military
character which are arising daily and which are bound to become o increasing

importance as time passes should be dealt with on behalf of the United States
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On February 13, the President appointed the American mem-
bers Baruch, Davis, McCormick, Robinson and myself.

THE SUPERIOR BLOCKADE COUNCIL

At the request of Vance McCormick, the President secured
from the Prime Ministers approval of the creation of the Superior
Blockade Council to coordinate several different agencies dealing
with the problem of the blockade. This Council was composed of

representatives of Great Britain, France, Italy and the United

States; McCormick was Chairman. It was supposed to function

under the Supreme Economic Council.

THE RELIEF AND RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE

Next to the Peace Conference itself, the most important Amer-
ican activity during the peacemaking and for some time afterward

was the Relief and Reconstruction of Europe, under my direction.

Mr. Wilson often referred to it as the "Second American Expedi-

tionary Force to Save Europe."
Chroniclers of the President's work in Paris have mainly con-

cerned themselves with the Peace Conference, its political struggles,
its failures and accomplishments. But the activities of the Relief

and Reconstruction are an important segment of any history bear-

ing on Mr. Wilson, Its purpose appealed to his humane spirit, and
to it he gave his constant personal attention. It also carried out

important political missions aside from its major purpose.
In another memoir I expect to give a complete and fully docu-

mented account of this Second Expeditionary Force to Save

Europe, but here I am concerned mainly with Mr. Wilson's re-

and the Allies by civilian representatives of these governments experienced in

such questions as finance, food, blockade control, shipping and raw materials.

(2) To accomplish this there shall be constituted at Paris a Supreme
Economic Council to deal with such matters for the period of the Armistice.

The council shall absorb or replace such other existing interallied bodies and
their powers as it may determine from time to time. The Economic Council

shall consist of not more than five representatives of each interested govern-
ment.

(3) There shall be added to the present International Permanent Armis-

tice Commission two Civilian Representatives of each associated Govt. whc
shall consult with the Allied High Command, but who may report direct to the

Supreme Economic Council.

The original of this document, in my handwriting, is in the Hoover Institution:

on War, Revolution, and Peace.
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lationship to it. Some background is, however, necessary in order to

understand that relationship.

Deterioration of food supplies and actual famine were the

inevitable consequences of the war, because of the diversion of

manpower to fighting, of manufacture of agricultural machinery

to munitions, and of fertilizer chemicals to explosives.

The surrender of Germany and the other enemy empires was

not due solely to the hammer blows of the Allied Armies but in a

large measure to the fact that the whole of Europe, outside of the

Allied and neutral countries, was in the midst of raging famine.

Also the Allies and neutrals themselves were far more dependent

on food and other supplies from overseas than they had been

even before the war.

We of course knew the supply problems of the Allies and

neutrals during the war; we also knew from our information

services that the morale of the enemy countries was crumbling

from lack of food, medical supplies, clothing and raw materials.

But it was not until the Armistice had raised the curtain that the

terrible plight of the people in Central and Eastern Europe came

into full view. The prospect was even worse than after the Thirty

Years' War, when one-third of the population of the continent of

Europe is said to have died from starvation.

We were confronted with about 215,000,000 people of Central

and Eastern Europe in acute famine, and another 185,000,000 people

of the Allies and neutrals urgently in need of large imports of

overseas supplies to survive.

With Mr. Wilsons approval I had made a survey of the

potential supply of overseas food and the probable needs. I had

estimated roughly that about 40,000,000 tons of overseas food

were available and about 42,000,000 tons were needed. However,

many nations, other than those in Europe, had to have supplies

and we estimated that not more than about 30,000,000 tons would

be available for Europe. Of the overseas supplies, the British and

French had first call on those available from their dominions,

which, however, furnished only a part of their needs. Thus, there

was thrust on the United States the burden of almost all the sup-

plies for the other nations in Europe.

Fortunately, the United States Food Administration, which

I had directed with the constant support of Mr, Wilson, had in
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1918 prepared for one of two alternative events: either the continu-

ance of war until the new harvest of 1919 or, if the war ended, the

famine which would inevitably follow. As a combined result of the

patriotic efforts of our farmers, our guarantees of the prices they
would receive and the reduction of consumption through the self-

denial of the American people, we were ready at the Armistice to

supply about 19,000,000 tons of food, or more than three times the

maximum we had ever exported before the war. Together with

some supplies dammed back by the ship shortage in Burma,

Manchuria, Java and the Argentine, this tonnage had to keep all

the European world alive until the harvest of midsummer 1919.

Because of the blockade and the diversion of industries to

war production, the peoples of Europe had little ability to provide

exports to pay for these supplies. Practically all channels of credit,

except the governmental sources, had been exhausted by the war.

The burden of furnishing loans or credit with which to pay for

food and other supplies fell mostly upon the United States.

However, from any point of view, unless Europe could be

fed, pestilence stopped and reconstruction started, there could be

no peace made in Paris. The immensity of the undertaking of relief

and reconstruction under Allied auspices can be illustrated by a few

figures in round numbers:

Overseas food supplies for Europe coordinated 27,000,000 tons

Food supplied to the world from the United

States 19,000,000 tons

Food supplies arranged by barter among East-

ern European states 1,000,000 tons

Approximate tons of shipping employed month-

ly by the Relief and Reconstruction 2,000,000 tons

Coal distributed from mines supervised by the

Relief and Reconstruction 45,000,000 tons

Mileage of railways administered by the Relief

and Reconstruction 32,000 miles

The Relief and Reconstruction overseas supplies were financed

in round numbers by:

Loans from the United States $3,200,000,000

Loans from the major Allies 67,000,000

Loans from other nations, about 20,000,000

Total loans $3,287,000,000
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Overseas supplies sold for cash or goods from:

The United States $216,000,000

The major Allies 138,000,000

Other nations-about 41,000,000

Total $395,000,000

The United States contributed in charity* cash

and supplies $310,000,000

*This includes post-peace relief. The Relief and Reconstruction organization had

BO record of Allied charity but it was considerable, especially from British transpor-

tation.

Our work continued after the harvest of 1919, and before the

end we had by organization of special canteens rehabilitated more

than 15,000,000 dangerously undernourished children and provided

supplies for a mass of waifs and orphans. We also fought a great

battle against the sweep of 1,000,000 cases of typhus westward

from the old Russian lines, all the way from the Baltic to the Black

Sea.

I had brought only a few key men from the United States

who were specialists
in food matters. With the most helpful co-

operation of General Pershing and Admiral William S. Benson, I

recruited some 4,000 able Americans from our armed forces who

were awaiting their return home. Many o them were "experienced

old hands" from my previous organizations who had enlisted in

the Army. Within a short time we had spread our organization over

thirty-two countries and had included tens of thousands of nationals

in our service.

We had the only connected telegraph system over all Europe,
which I describe in a footnote at the end of this chapter. With

this widespread organization, we were automatically the best source

of political and economic information from everywhere in Europe.

Therefore, I was frequently called upon for such data by the Presi-

dent, the Treaty committees, and the Big Four. I discuss in the

next chapter the many political and economic missions assigned to

us outside our regular duties.

This massive activity made it necessary for me constantly to

get the President's approval for various undertakings, and his

intervention with the Council of Ten and the Big Four. It re-

quired my meeting with him at least once a week, and in critical

times we had daily conferences.

All this served as an extra drain on Mr* Wilson's vitality, but
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the results were a constant satisfaction to him, because my men
like those under General Pershing never failed him at any point.

ORGANIZING THE RELIEF AND RECONSTRUCTION

To demonstrate many of the President's mental attitudes and
actions, I must briefly relate the building up of my organization
to handle these problems.

We had expected to deal with the question of relief and recon-

struction after settlement of "the basis of peace" and Armistice

agreements. However, in mid-October 1918, before the Armistice,
the British, French and Italian Governments came to an agree-
ment among themselves and then presented us with a detailed

plan of organization whereby all the credit, food, raw materials,

ships and coal of the Allied and Associated Powers would be

pooled for a period of some years after the peace had been made.
This pool was to be operated from London by a board of four

directors, representing Britain, France, Italy and the United States,

and a chairman without a vote. The board would be ruled by a

majority. Thus, although the United States would make the major
contribution, the effect would be a total domination of the American

economy from Europe.
A great number of cables went back and forth. As an indica-

tion of the view which both the President and I took of this pro-

posal, I give two typical messages exchanged before the Armistice:

7 November, 1918

DEAK MR. PRESIDENT:

Please find enclosed herewith a telegram which I am despatch-

ing to Mr. Cotton [the Food Administration's representative in

Europe] in respect to the proposals for the world's food and ship-

ping supplies
I believe this cable is in accord with the conclusions of our con-

ference yesterday and I am wondering if you could see your way
to despatch this same telegram to Colonel House, informing him
that it has been sent to Mr. Cotton by myself and that it is with

your authorization and, furthermore, if you could state to Colonel

House that I will be leaving within the next few days for Paris

Yours faithfully,

HERBERT HOOVER

The cable approved by tie President was:
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7 November, 1918

To COTTON, LONDON:

For your general advice this Government will not agree to any

programme that even looks like Inter-Allied control of our economic

resources after peace. After peace over one-half of the whole

export food supplies of the world will come from the United States

and for the buyers of these supplies to sit in majority in dictation

to us as to prices and distribution is wholly inconceivable. The same

applies to raw materials. Our only hope to securing justice in dis-

tribution and proper appreciation abroad of the effort we make to

assist foreign nations, and proper return for the service that we will

perform will revolve around complete independence of commitment

[to such a pool] . . , on our part. . . .

As to any intermediate action during armistice this can be

handled as to its political aspects simply as a relaxation of blockade

[and] under present arrangements as to cooperation in this matter.

As to ... feeding Austria, Bulgaria, Turkey, and Serbia, the efficient

thing is to organize a duplication of Belgian Relief organization.

Such machinery can determine the needs, arrange for the relaxation

of blockade necessary, can find help from Allied Governments, can

secure credits . . . [for] liberated Governments or municipalities or

banks, [such organization] can operate [German and] Austrian and

other shipping, can buy and sell and distribute food, and take in-

dependent action generally. . . .

The representation of the Allies in such commission could be

proportional to the actual resources in food and money that they
find for its support. Such a commission can operate with the Food
Administration here directly in food purchases where they will be

coordinated with other buyers and in case of purchases in other

. . . [countries] can co-operate through existing agencies to avoid

competition, thus the international disorganization outlined in your
35 [cable] will be avoided and above all the extension of the func-

tions and life of Inter-Allied Food and Maritime Councils, either

now or after peace, will be prevented.
We cannot consent to the delegation of neutral buying in the

United States. . . . We must continue to act with entire independence
in our commercial relations with all neutrals and Belgian Relief. I

trust, therefore, you will in representing this Government discourage

any attempts to carry out the proposals of your 35 [cable].

HERBERT HOOVER

This cable was also transmitted by the Secretary of State to
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Colonel House, with the additional information that "The Depart-
ment approves entirely the policy above set forth.""

The President had the same attitude toward the organization
of Relief and Reconstruction as he had maintained toward Allied

demands concerning the American Army. He had insisted upon
unified American forces under General Pershing, declaring that

we would coordinate and cooperate with the Allies, but keep our

single command of these resources. His general attitude is also

indicated by his stipulation that we were not an ally but were an
^associated power."

While this cable discussion was going on I had, with the Presi-

dent's authority, put under way the loading of over 500,000 tons

of food and other supplies for the acute famine area in Eastern

Europe. And the President gave directions placing at my disposal
the large surplus of food, medical supplies and clothing accumulated

by the Army and Navy in Europe in anticipation of continued war.

THE NEGOTIATIONS IN LONDON

Mr. Wilson asked me to go to Europe and arrange the organ-
ization to be set up with the Allies, I arrived in London ten days
after the Armistice, on November 21, with a number of our expert
Food Administration staff. Fortunately, Norman Davis, represent-

ing the Treasury, was with us. Hugh Gibson had been assigned to

me by our State Department and Robert A. Taft accompanied me
as legal adviser and Lewis Strauss as my secretary.

The next morning we went into session with batteries of

European officials representing the various departments con-

cerned. Despite our previous refusal they insistently demanded
the adoption of the pool idea. Several points became evident. They
feared that President Wilson would use our resources to force

them into line with his peace ideas. As a matter of prestige they
wanted all relief and reconstruction conducted solely in the name
of the Allied and Associated Powers, and they wanted to use

these controls over life and death for political pressure on the

twenty-odd other nations involved in the Peace Conference. Our

negotiations extended over weeks.

We Americans argued that such a huge administrative job
could not be conducted by a board any more than the 300-mile-

front battle which won the war could have been directed by a
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committee. We contended that there must be a single head of our

proposed organization, responsible only to the Supreme War Coun-

cil. We at once agreed to the creation of an Allied Council for over-

head coordinate and cooperative purposes, with similar coun-

cils in each country. We argued that supposed unity of action

for prestige purposes would only be a sham, as each supplying

government had to take obligations from the receiving countries

for future payment, and thus each country served would know

immediately and exactly where help came from. We declared that

the United States would not countenance the use of food, medicines

and clothing for political pressures.

To prevent any impression that I might be seeking some-

thing for myself, I informed their leaders that my only purpose in

Europe was to aid in setting up an effective organization; that I

would not undertake any administrative job; that I had already

given more than four years to war service; that I wished to rebuild

my profession.
I suggested that there must be an American in the

position of leadership and that the ideal man would be one of the

successful American generals in the war. 2

The real difficulty underlying these discussions was the same

conflict of fundamental Old and New World concepts which I have

previously described.

The Allied nations' recovery from war hinged not only on

maintaining "empire" but expanding it and increasing their power

and prestige to do so. Their motive was empire first, and their

bureaucracies thought only in such terms.

Aside from the use of relief and reconstruction for purposes

of pressure and empire, an immediate problem with which I

could fully sympathize confronted each of these peoples, The

specters of impoverishment, unemployment and debt haunted

them. The emotions of hatred and vengeance, with the resulting

demand for reparations from the enemy, were at a feverish pitch

among their people and clouded all problems of furnishing food and

2 Hugh Gibson's Diary contains the following entry dated November 23, 1919:

"In the meantime he [Hoover] seems to have arrived at one decision which is

that we must have unified control of food and relief work and that as we are to

supply 60% of the food and 85% of the money an American should have the supreme
command. He does not want to take it himself as he knows just how thankless a job

it will be, but he thought there might be some American General who could handle

it properly,he had Harbord in mind."
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other supplies to the enemy countries. But despite our sympathies
with their difficulties and emotions, some aspects of their proposals
had to be resisted.

Aware that the President could use America s economic power
to compel acceptance of his "basis of peace," they did not believe

our assurances of the purely humanitarian nature of the organiza-
tion we proposed, They probably reasoned that if they had such

powers, they would use them for political purposes. In any event

Davis and I failed to convince them of the altruism of America s

motives.

One unexpected source of obstruction of the proposals made

by Davis and myself is indicated in a paragraph in Hugh Gibson's

Diary from which I have omitted the names. He recorded:

and other Americans have been raising hob with our plans
over here by running to the British with advance dope about what
we were thinking and planning. In several instances, too, at least

has taken upon himself to tell the British and French that the various

provisions in our relief plan presented by the President did not

emanate from him but were lie machinations of Hoover. That of

course has not made our task any easier. After we had stood about

enough of it I was sent this morning to see the Secretary [Lansing
had arrived in Europe] The Secretary waxed wroth. . . , [ was
soon returned home.]

I finally went to Paris and laid the situation before Colonel

House, who sent this cable to the President:

November 27, 1918

FOR THE PBESIDENT

Hoover arrived in Paris Tuesday morning. I am fully advised

of and in agreement with his plans. . . . The chief problem pre-

sented is the difficulty of devising a plan which will not antagonize
the Allies and particularly Great Britain and at the same time per-

mit single American leadership in relief to the civilian populations
of Europe. I am sure you will agree that American leadership is

essential taking into account the fact that we are the most disin-

terested nation and the other allies are affected by local political

interests. Further the supplies to be utilized for this purpose must

in the main be obtained in the United States and will dominate

American markets. . . * The matters that Hoover and I have discussed
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will not permit of delay in reaching a decision and accordingly I sug-

gest that the views of the United States Government be presented in

writing to the three Prime Ministers at their meeting in London. . * .

It is exceedingly important that I have your advices concerning

this matter at the earliest possible moment
EDWARD HOUSE

I have not given the text of the plan that Colonel House recom-

mended in the preceding text, as the President's reply differed some-

what and became the controlling declaration of American policies.

The President devoted four days to considering the Colonel's re-

commendations with his Cabinet. The reply came on December

1, 1918, directing House to transmit an identical message to each

of the Foreign Ministers: Balfour, Pichon and Sonnino. As this

message is expressive of Mr. Wilson's grasp and orderly mind,

I give it in full:

PARIS, FRANCE
December 1, 1918

MY DEAR MR. BALFOUR:

The President has requested me to communicate to you for

the consideration of your Government the following memorandum

containing his views respecting the general question of furnishing
relief to the civilian population of the European countries affected

by the war:

"I have given much thought to the formulation of the most

practical means of carrying into effect the resolution presented by
Colonel House at the last meeting of the Supreme War Council at

Versailles to the effect that the Supreme War Council in a spirit of

humanity desired to cooperate in making available, as far as pos-

sible, supplies necessary for the relief of the civilian populations of

the European countries affected by the war.

"In considering this matter, I have had consequently in mind
the urgent necessity of the case and the fact that it is essential, in

the working-out of relief of this character on a large scale, that there

be a unity of direction similar in character to that which has proved
so successful under French and British Chief Command in the op-
erations of the Allies on the land and on sea respectively. I suggest
that the Supreme War Council proceed along the following lines:

"In order to secure effective administration there should be
created a Director-General of Relief whose field of activities will

cover not only enemy populations, but also the whole of the popu-
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lations liberated from enemy yoke and the neutrals contiguous to

these territories.

"It is obvious that present inter-Allied administrative arrange-
ments cover the Allied countries themselves and if the whole of the

world's food supplies could be made available through sufficient

shipping, there appears to be sufficiency to take effective care of

these other populations provided that these supplies are adminis-
tered with care, with economy, and with single direction.

"The one essential to this plan, in order that all world supplies

may be brought into play, is that enemy tonnage shall be brought
into service at the earliest possible moment. It would appear to me
entirely just that the enemy shipping, in consideration of relief of

enemy territory, should be placed in the General Food Service of

all the populations released from the enemy yoke as well as enemy
territory.

"I have carefully considered the suggestion made by Mr. Bal-

four to the Supreme War Council at the time the terms of armistice

to be offered the enemy were under discussion, to the effect that

the enemy should be required to place under the operation and con-

trol of the Allied Maritime Transport Council the enemy mercantile

fleet in enemy and neutral ports. It appears to me that in practice
there would be many embarrassments presented by this plan and
that the principle should be maintained that this fleet be used as to

its canying capacity for purposes of relief and be under the direc-

tion of the Director-General of Relief. In order to secure its ade-

quate operation, the Director-General should assign appropriate

portions of this tonnage, first, for operations individually by Italy,

France, and Belgium sufficient to transport the relief to actually

liberated nationals of these nations. The administration of relief in

the three above instances would then naturally fall entirely under
the three Governments mentioned, and would not further interest

the Director-General of Relief. Second: The remainder of enemy
cargo tonnage, or such part of it as is necessary, should be placed
under the operation of the British Ministry of Shipping and the

United States Shipping Board in equal portions, these two institu-

tions agreeing with the Director-General of Relief to deliver a

quantity of cargo equal to the carrying capacity of these two fleets

from such sources to such destinations as the Director of Relief

may direct in supplying the balance of populations to be relieved.

Third: The passenger tonnage, or so much of it as may be required

by the United States Shipping Board, should be assigned to them,
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they giving the equivalent cargo capacity delivery to the Director-

General of Relief. Under this plan it does not follow that enemy

shipping would be employed directly in the transportation of this

cargo, but that equivalent cargo should be delivered. This plan

enables the use of enemy passenger tonnage in the transportation

of the United States Armies homeward. This arrangement would in

effect add materially to the volume of the world's shipping and re-

lease tonnage for the particular purposes of the individual countries.

"In the operations of the Director-General of Relief, he would

of course purchase and sell foodstuffs to enemy populations and

therefore not require financial assistance in this particular further

than working capital. In the relief of newly liberated peoples such

as Belgium, Poland, Serbia (including Jugo-SIavia), and Bohemia

[Czechoslovakia], it will no doubt be necessary to provide tem-

porary advances from the Associated Governments to these re-

cuperating nationalities with which they can purchase supplies

from the Director-General, such arrangements to be worked out

by the Associated Treasuries. In some cases public charity may
have to be mobilized.

"In the Director-General's dealings with neutrals they of course

would provide their own shipping and financial resources, and

probably some tonnage and food, either directly or indirectly, for

the purposes of the Director-General, they acting under his direc-

tion and authorization as to supplies and sources thereof, the

Director-General, of course, acting in these matters in cooperation

with the blockade authorities of the Allies and the United States.

"In order to prevent profiteering, the Director-General must
make his purchases directly from the respective food administra-

tions of the Associated Governments where his supplies arise from

their territories, and when purchasing in neutral markets he should

act in cooperation with the established inter-Allied agencies.
"It is evident that after the Allies have supplied themselves

from their own territories at home and abroad and the balance from

other sources, the only effective source of surplus supplies available

for relief lie to a minor extent in the Argentine, but to a vast pre-

ponderance in the United States. The Director-General will have a

large command of American resources and markets and will require
the individual support of the American people in saving and pro-
ductive activities.

"Owing to the political necessity of American control over

American resources and the greater coordination and efficiency to
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be obtained thereby, I am sure that you will agree with me that the

office of Director-General of Relief must be held initially by the

United States Food Administrator and in case of necessity by such
a successor as may be nominated by me. I would suggest, however,
that the policies of the Director-General should be determined by
the Supreme War Council, to whom he should report, it being our

united policies in these matters not only to save life, but also to

stabilize governments,
"All these arrangements to be for the period of emergency and

it is highly desirable for them to be liquidated as fast as practicable."
I shall be grateful to you if you will advise me as soon as prac-

ticable the views of the British Government concerning this matter.

Faithfully yours,

E. M. HOUSE

In the meantime, I had spent November 28 and 29 in Brussels

in consultation with the Belgian Relief staff and the Belgian Minis-

try. The Belgians were insistent that they did not wish their sup-

plies or their economy placed under any such control as that dis-

cussed in London, as to which they had received full advices from
their Minister to Britain.

WE STAKT RELIEF

Starvation among two hundred million people in the areas of

acute need would not wait on debates over power politics. I con-

cluded that after all the United States controlled its own destiny,
and that the American people did not need permission from anybody
to deliver food to hungry people. Our food ships were arriving. I

decided that the President could get further with the Allied Prime

Ministers than I could get with bureaucrats; and that I would go
ahead with relief for the hungry, and await his arrival for any
further discussions.

On December 10, I opened a headquarters in Paris. My au-

thority to act stemmed from several sources. President Wilson had

appointed me to organize the job. I was the United States Food

Administrator, the Chairman of the United States Grain Corpora-

tion, the Chairman of the Sugar Equalization Board, the head of the

Committee for all Food Purchases in the United States, and the

Chairman of the Belgian Relief Commission. We had 500,000 tons of

food afloat and, under the President's orders, we could call on Axtny
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and Navy surplus supplies and on the services of military personnel.

Despite the President's message to the Allied Governments

their representatives ignored his views, and on December IS, the day
before his arrival in Paris, presented me with the old pool proposals
in even more extended form in a memorandum of over 5,000 words.

Meeting with the President on December 16, I described to

him the fog of power politics which surrounded Paris and the starv-

ing people. I advised the President that the Allies had few re-

sources other than the ships which the British could contribute.

I advised him to go over the heads of the massed bureaucrats to

the Prime Ministers, and insist upon his own plan.

My other business at this interview affords an illustration of

the perception and quickness of action characteristic of Mr. Wilson,

which always was my experience with him.

Neither the Food Administration nor the War Department
could at this time, under the law, part with any food without being

paid for it. The President had authority to make loans to the

European nations who had fought on the side of the Allied and

Associated Governments, with which my organization could be

paid for food and the Army surplus. This authority did not extend

to enemy governments, and thus excluded Austria, where, in Vienna,

starvation on a mass scale threatened within ten days. Therefore,

to enable me to start sending food to the city, I proposed that Mr.

Wilson furnish the Food Administration with $5,000,000 from his

National Security and Defense Fund, which he could dispose of at

will. I had a cable drafted for him as follows:

December 16, 1918

SECRETARY OF THE TBEASUKY:

Please pay at once to the U.S. Food Administration Grain

Corporation five million dollars from my fund for National Security
and Defense.

WOODROW WILSON

Without comment he marked it "Approved W. W."

We also had an acute situation in Serbia. I suggested that credit

be extended to that country, which could be done under the law,

and drew up for him a draft of a cable to the Secretary of the

Treasury, authorizing payment to the Food Administration of
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$35,000,000 as a loan for that government. Again without comment

he marked this cable "Approved W. W.
w

I had tangled with the War Department over the destinations

of our cargoes en route and gave the President a draft cable to that

Department straightening the matter out. Also silently, he marked

this "Approved W. W."
I took up with him the urgency of a special Congressional

$100,000,000 relief appropriation by the Congress, because there

was no other method of financing relief for many of the liberated

states which had not participated with us in the war, and I had

no funds for charitable purposes. From this appropriation I wanted

to set up a system of rehabilitation of subnormal "children of

famine" solely as an American enterprise under the American flag,

and along the lines that we were already providing for 2,500,000

children in Belgium and Northern France. The President at once

directed that the request be made to Congress by the administra-

tion in Washington. (The appropriation was made 60 days later.)

I also discussed with him the urgency of relaxing the blockade

on food and gave to him a draft memorandum which he directed

Colonel House to transmit on his authority to the Allied Govern-

ments. I give this memorandum in Chapter 11 relating to the

blockade.

Upon the completion of these matters, I told Mr. Wilson

that as soon as the organization for the Relief and Reconstruction

was straightened out, and as soon as I had arranged for the

Belgian and French Governments to take over the Belgian Relief, I

wished to return home to try to revive my professional work.

He remarked, "You cannot leave me with this worry in the

hands of some new man and expect me to make peace as well.
3'

No one could leave so cooperative and so burdened a man, and I

replied, "All right, I will resign to my fate/'

Mr. Wilson took up the Relief and Reconstruction organiza-

tion problem directly with the Prime Ministers, and after the pas-

sage of a dozen documents by Colonel House, the President's plan
of December 1 was adopted and my appointment as Director-

General was announced on January 4. We set up an advisory body
which was limited to "coordination and cooperation," and which,

as I have stated above, was succeeded by the Supreme Economic

Council.

There can be no appreciation of the burdens on the President
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without a summary, albeit a highly condensed one, of the problems
with which he was required to deal personally in connection with

the Relief organization.

SHIPPING

We were under continued difficulties in securing shipping for

our work. We needed about 2,000,000 tons in motion all the time.

We had agreed that the Allies would furnish about 1,500,000 tons

and the American Shipping Board 500,000 tons. When the German

cargo ships were secured, as they were belatedly (see Chapter 11),

they were to be used for relief purposes. Our supply schedules up
to mid-February had been met by the use of such ships as we
could get and by the distribution of Army surpluses. Our troubles

with American shipping began with loading for arrivals scheduled

to take place after mid-February and in March. Edward N. Hurley,
the Chairman of our Shipping Board, was an able administrator

and a dedicated man, but thought that my organization should

give way to American exporters anxious to recover their foreign
trade.

On February 12, our New York office advised me that Mr.

Hurley was assigning only 136,000 tons of shipping for February
instead of 500,000. Therefore I was compelled to trouble the

President, and he instructed me to inform Hurley in his name
that he wanted the agreed tonnage assigned to us. But Hurley

disregarded this and our assignments of tonnage were inadequate.
Then the President himself cabled to Secretary of War Baker

and to Chairman Hurley:

. . . The human, political and military issues that revolve upon
any failure of delivery of this program are incalculable. I therefore

desire that the Shipping Board shall find the tonnage necessary. . . .

WOODROW WILSON

But our New York office cabled me:

HOOVER:

After joint conference War Department, Shipping Board, our-

selves, Hurley states that maximum tonnage that can be allocated

for relief shipments up to end of April is three hundred thousand

tons deadweight . , *

FOOD ADMINISTRATION
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I then wrote the President:

March 27, 1919
MY DEAB MR. PRESIDENT:

I have received the attached telegram ... in response to your
direction to ... [Hurley] and the War Department that they should
find this tonnage. . . .

... I wish to say that I simply cannot take the responsibility
for this situation unless this tonnage is provided. . . . Every country
that we have under relief is rumbling with social explosion. All the

people in these countries are under drastic food regimes and to
make a cut . . . can mean only a total collapse.

Faithfully yours,

HEKBERT HOOVEK

Hurley made more promises, but as usual the pressure on him
by the export traders was too great, and I was compelled again to

address the President:

PARIS, April 25, 1919
MY DEAR ME. PRESIDENT:

I am extremely sorry to trouble you with . . . matter of [such]
lesser import than those with which you are faced.

You will recollect having sent a direction to Mr. Hurley to fur-

nish the Relief Administration with 500,000 tons of shipping for

[monthly] loading Up to the present moment . . . [we have] less

than 220,000 tons . . . [for April delivery]. This comes on top of the
failure ... of loading in March, in which month we received only
200,000 tons. We are at present in the midst of a positive famine
I am only able to eke out ... by borrowing from other governments
as against future replacements. . . .

I feel that I have at least the right to inform you of my total

inability to carry out the obligation that has been placed upon me,
. . , . I have no desire to desert the post, but it does not seem to me
fair that I should be given this responsibility and given assurances

that would enable its execution, and then to be faced with this

constant failure. When you consider that the American mercantile

fleet delivered into Europe during the last days of the war

nearly one million tons of commodities per month . . . and when

you consider the very considerable increase in our fleet, I think you
will appreciate that I am not asking for the impossible ... in order

to save Europe. . . ,

I then protested at the Shipping Board's furnishing American
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coal operators with shipping to Italy on the excuse of giving em-

ployment to American coal miners. I pointed out that

* . . in order to give $3.00 worth of employment in the United States,

our Government is about to expend $35. The British have taken the

obligation, [to coal Italy] and are performing their obligations

It would occur to me that it ... [would be] better to stem the tide

of starvation in Europe. . . .

The Swem Papers show that the President, on April 28, wrote

Henry Robinson, representing the Shipping Board in Paris:

MY DEAR MR. ROBINSON:

Will you not be kind enough to ... in my name make the strong-

est representations to the Shipping Board. ... It is evidently, I think,

a case of the unwillingness of the Franklin Committee to divert

ships from commercial routes which may promise large profits but

in a matter of world exigency like this the Franklin committee should

be made to yield and cooperate. With regard to the arrangements for

shipping coal to Italy, . . . obviously this is not the time to further

Italian industrial interests at the expense of feeding a distracted

world. I am sure that you will agree with me in these matters.

The President also informed me verbally that he had taken

care of this matter. Whatever that care was, it was more effective

than our previous efforts. Mr. Hurley assigned me the ships.

We had less trouble getting shipping from the British. They
were genuinely cooperative and no Presidential pressures on them
were needed, although we had to fill their occasional deficiencies

with neutral charters at the expense of the United States.

The French would not even provide ships for our overseas

relief to their own people in the north of France.

However, as a result of these efforts in every direction, we

managed to secure a combination of British and American ships,

together with German refugee and chartered neutral ships, which

did the job. Had it not been for our Army surplus and the Presi-

dent's insistence, the consequences would have been disastrous.

RAILWAYS

The fragmentation of the old empires of Austria, Russia and

Germany into eleven new republics also fragmented their railway

systems, river transport and sources of coal supply. On top of
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this, the Peace Conference was undecided about boundaries which
affected both railways and coal. To make matters worse, the Italians

had a quarrel of their own with Yugoslavia which still further upset
food transportation and coal distribution. We were piling up food in

the poits while the entire supply of fuel and transport in Eastern

Europe was rapidly reaching the point of no return. The trouble

was mostly with the Italian authorities.

After we had exhausted every device of persuasion and even

threats, I finally had to seek aid again from the President:

PAEIS, 12 February, 1919

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

The feeding of the . . , [Czechoslovakians, Austrians, Hungarians
and Yugoslavians] all revolves around the use of port facilities and
a single railway running out of Trieste. The Italians have taken

such an attitude towards these other peoples that the operation of

the railway is practically hopeless. . . . They have also stopped all

communication through to Trieste. . . . They are apparently driving
all of the other races than Italians out of Trieste ... we have little

reliable labor for discharging ships.

We have used every argument possible with the Italian au-

thorities and there is in my view but one solution: that is, that the

operation of such docks and railways as we need for feeding these

interior people shall be placed under . . . the actual executive control

[of our representative]. ... I want to protest most strongly against

any further Treasury advances to the Italian Government until this

matter of fearful injustice is put right. If you approve, I will ask

Mr. Davis to make it a condition of further advances with the

Treasury that this situation shall be straightened out to my satis-

faction.

Faithfully yours,
HERBERT HOOVER

The President's reply was:

PABIS, 14 February, 1919

MY DEAR HOOVER:

I think this may be a very useful piece of advice to give Mr.

Davis in advising him how he is to handle this exceedingly im-

portant matter.

In great haste.

Faithfully yours,
WOODROW WILSON
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However, this did not cure the Italian attitude.

After having wasted more time while people went appallingly

hungry, I had to go back to the President again. Because he was

in the United States at this time, the dispatch went through Secre-

tary Lansing. A condensation of it is:

28 February 1919

FOB THE PRESIDENT:

Hoover informs us that since February first he has had large

supplies o food at Trieste and has been strenuously endeavoring
to obtain its distribution by railway inland to Jugo-Slavs and Czecho-

slovaks but . . . less than one-third the needed supplies have been

moved during the month of February. The whole matter came to a

head yesterday by, first, demand of the Italians for 100 engines and

2000 cars from the Austrians, which we understand has been acceded

to under protest that Vienna will starve and it will certainly greatly

cripple transport to Czechs as well as to Austrians; second, by
action of the Italians on the 22nd instant of embargoing all traffic

into and through Jugo-Slavia as a retaliation for supposed outrages

by Jugo-Slavs on Italian subjects. This not only isolates Jugo-Slavs
but cuts off principal railway into Austria and Czechoslovakia

Jugo-Slav supplies are cut off. Hoover . . . protested . . . that the

stoppage of American foodstuffs to starving people cannot be used

as a political weapon. . . . The only possible solution seems to be for

you to authorize us to notify the Italians that we do not propose to

have foodstuffs used further as a political weapon in Southern Eu-

rope, and that we cannot be expected to continue financing Italian

food supplies. . . .

LANSING

On March 3, the Assistant Secretary of State, J. C. Grew, sent

me the following telegram:

PARIS, 3 March 1919

DEAR MR. HOOVER:

. . . President directs me to state that he approves of the action

proposed. . . ,

Yours sincerely,

J. C. GREW

On March 5, 1 asked Secretary Lansing to allow me to present
the situation to the Council of Ten. Premier Clemenceau repre-
sented the French; Mr. Balfour the British; and Baron Sonnino the
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Italians. The minutes show that I presented a detailed statement of

the facts as to the piling up of food in the ports, the total inability
of our local representatives to get cooperation from the different

interior railway administrations, and the acute starvation resulting.
I presented a plan whereby my organization should be given

a mandate to take over such rolling stock as we needed on the

32,000 miles of Eastern European railways; assemble it into special
trains and operate them in priority over all other traffic without re-

gard to frontiers; and guarantee to return al the rolling stock we
used to its original owners.

The Italians, the French and the British agreed but demanded
an inter-Allied board for this purpose. I was glad to have such sup-
port but stipulated that I should appoint the Chairman and his

entire staff. When I presented this plan to the governments in East-
ern Europe, they all consented and cooperated.

We established a southern division, comprising about 10,000
miles of railways connecting the countries dependent on the Adri-
atic ports, under Colonel W. B. Causey, a prewar railway man; and
a northern division, comprising about 20,000 miles of railways mostly
dependent on Baltic ports, under Colonel T. R. Ryan.

Prior to this setup, we had moved a maximum of 700 tons of

food and supplies daily out of Trieste. Within 10 days we were

moving 8,000 tons daily.

These railways were worn out by the war and in a desperate
state. Their urgent requirement was new rolling stock. With the

President's authority, my organization was able to secure some
resources of this sort. About 1,500 German locomotives and 5,000
cars had been assigned to the American military authorities as a
result of the Armistice demands on Germany. There was also a

surplus of the rolling stock belonging to the American Army in

France. It was useless to send the former and much of the latter

back to the United States; therefore, on the President's suggestion
General Pershing made most of it available to us. The equipment
obtained in the Armistice agreement required no payments. I

arranged with the United States Army Liquidation Commission to

sell or "credit" considerable of their surplus rolling stock. The latter

amounted to about 1,800 locomotives and 26,000 cars.

With the signing of the Peace Treaty we thought that we had
called in all the American officers who were engaged in this trans-
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portatiOB service. But months afterward I received a plaintive letter

from a lieutenant at Bentschen, a German-Polish railway crossing,

asking if he could not be relieved. He was still taking the numbers
of all the cars that went each way and reporting them to our empty
offices in Paris. He was undoubtedly the original forgotten man.

COAL

As I have noted, the fragmentation of the old empires had stifled

coal production and distribution. Some of these states had been

deprived of their coal fields, and production had broken down in

those which had mines. There was no authority to command dis-

tribution to those countries which had no mines. In the operating

mines, the miners were inefficient from hunger, and Communism
was fast making progress. Coal also, became an instrument of power

politics among these governments.
With Mr. Wilson's approval, I proposed, at a meeting of

the Supreme Economic Council on April 27, 1919, that I should have

a mandate to control the management and distribution of all coal

mines in Eastern Europe. The Council agreed, subject to the usual

appointments of the inter-Allied missions. I appointed a strong
American chairman and his staff.

Upon General Pershing's recommendations, I chose Colonel

Anson Congee Goodyear to take charge. In civil life he was both a

coal operator and a railway man. Colonel Goodyear set up a staff

of sixteen coal operators and engineers drawn from the American

Army. With authority to shut off the flow of food, and especially
because of his own cheerful personality, he did a magnificent job
both in increasing production and better distribution.

PESTILENCE

We had long since been in battle with three of the Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse Death, Destruction and Famine. Then
came the Fourth Pestilence.

Late in March 1919, word came to our Paris office that typhus
was sweeping westward from all along the line of the old Russian

western front. Committees to combat the menace had been organ-
ized in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Austria and Yugoslavia,
and they appealed to the Big Four for help.

Typhus is transmitted by lice. Its spread was stimulated by the
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scarcity of soap, since people necessarily ate the fats ordinarily used

to make soap. And pestilence was intensified by debilitation from

the lack of food, the destruction of homes and the filthy conditions

in overcrowded hovels.

On April 4 I was called to a meeting of the Big Four, where

they requested my advice. I suggested that pestilence was a matter

for the Red Cross societies. They asked that I take it up with those

organizations. After great delays and investigations both the Ameri-

can Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies at Geneva

stated that they had neither staff nor resources to deal with it. The

Big Four requested more advice. To get a better grasp of the situa-

tion, I convened a meeting in Paris of the Ministers of Health of

several of the countries concerned. All this involved much delay in

coping with this situation. Their reports indicated that there were

possibly 1,000,000 cases, with mortality at that time of possibly

100,000 deaths per week,

I transmitted this information to the Big Four and recom-

mended that the Allied Governments furnish the Red Cross societies

or the Ministers of Health the monetary aid and equipment they
needed. The Big Four took some time to decide on this. They

finally overrode my protests that this was not my job and demanded

that I organize it. Further delay was caused by search for a staff

which knew about such a problem. I could find no available civilians.

I then turned to the American Army Medical Corps, where Colonel

Harry Gilchrist was recommended as the best man. Colonel Gilchrist

and the staff he would need were scheduled to go home and wanted

to go. All of this caused more delays. General Pershing was coopera-
tive but needed official instructions from the President. I drafted the

following letter to the General, which the President signed:

June 25, 1919

TO THE CfoMMANDER-IN-CmEF OF

THE AMEEICAN EXPEDITIONABY FOBCES:

You will issue orders directing Colonel Harry L. Gilchrist, Med-

ical Corps, U.S. Army, and such additional personnel, commissioned

and enlisted, as he may select, to report to the Minister of Public

Health, Poland, for duty in connection with the extermination of the

typhus fever epidemic now raging in that country.

WOODROW WILSON

To which the President added:
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DEAB GENERAL:

I liope this can be done, but sign the order subject to your

approval. ^ ^
The General, under the law, had also to get the approval of the

Secretary of War. I cabled Secretary Baker urging these appoint-

ments, to which he willingly responded. But there were more delays.

On July 16 General Pershing issued an order: "Colonel Harry L.

Gilchrist, Medical Corps, with staff will report to Mr. Herbert

Hoover, Paris."

The General cooperated fully and we ultimately obtained about

1,400 Army personnel of all ranks, including hundreds of efficient

sergeants. I obtained the debusing equipment of the American Army.
Also in their first installment were 1,500,000 suits of underclothes,

3,000 beds, 10,000 hair clippers, 250 tons of soap, and 500 portable

baths, I further requested as a gift a large amount of anti-typhus

equipment from the British, French and German Armies. They all

responded generously. The Allies and the Germans furnished us

free transportation and my organization arranged to cover the

further expense out of the $100,000,000 Congressional appropriation.

We formed a line of battle in front of the typhus areas hundreds

of miles long a "sanitary cordon/' With the aid of local police,

traffic was stopped across this line except to persons with "deloused"

certificates or with assured recovery beyond the infection stage.

Then Colonel Gilchrisfs staff, with the aid of the police and health

authorities, gradually deloused, disinfected and reclad the people,

village by village, in a general movement eastward.

In the midst of this operation the funds voted by Congress
came to an end. But the President arranged for the Army personnel
to stay on the job at Army expense. The Colonel and his men con-

tinued in this service until they were sure the fire was out in

other words, until the lice were dead.

On one occasion I sent Dr. Vernon Kellogg of my staff to the

typhus front to find out what more our organization could do. He got
inside the cordon, but then, when he was returning by automobile, a

stern American sergeant, in spite of the Doctor's indignation, ordered

him deloused, his hair cropped and his clothes baked. In the end,

the Doctor's sense of humor triumphed over his indignation, and for

many years he proudly exhibited his certificate.
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Colonel Gilchrist and Ms men did a magnificent job and the
Fourth Horseman of the Apocalypse was unhorsed for a while.

CONTENDED CHILDREN'S RELIEF

The rehabilitation of children conducted with the $100,000,000

appropriation, was due to end by law on June 30, 1919. At this time
we were only midway in our vital work of restoring these millions of

youngsters. We could not bear the idea of deserting them and the
tens of thousands of devoted women in fifteen countries whom we
had organized for their care.

Therefore, on June 6, 1 wrote the President proposing a method
of continuing the work. The important paragraphs of this letter

shed light both on our organization of the work and Mr. Wilson's

humane interest amid his other overwhelming duties.

DEAB MR. PBESIDENT: FAKS> 6 June 1919

As you are aware, under your approval I set up very early in

this general relief work in Europe a plan and organization for

special feeding of children sub-normal because of under-nourish-

ment In this matter, we defined sub-normal children as those al-

ready showing the disease effects of under-nourishment and there-

fore in a much worse state than what is usually considered in the

United States as under-nourishment. It appeared at the time, and has
since been demonstrated, that the furnishing of rough staples to

large massed populations under the difficulties of distribution in

weak governments was more or less a hit or miss as to whether the

children, especially of the poor, would receive sufficiency of such

staples. Furthermore, in order to bring them back to normal they
required special types of food which no available finance could

provide for the population as a whole.

I then described our organization o canteens conducted by
committees of women, under experienced American supervision.
We furnished free the special food, medical supplies and clothing.
I stated our method of returning rehabilitated children to their

homes. (We had already returned 2,500,000 such youngsters in

Belgium and Northern France.) We had also returned many to then-

homes in Eastern Europe, but at the moment we had a load of

about 3,500,000 children in the canteens. I continued:

. . . Some of the money has been found by public charity in the
United States and locally; we have found some from the residue of
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the Five Million Dollar fund which you have placed at my dis-

posal, and I have found some from the Hundred Million Dollar

appropriation of Congress. We also have a contingent fund in the

Grain Corporation which I will describe later, on which I am ex-

pecting to draw for some of this cost.

As you are aware, the Hundred Million Dollar appropriation
ceases to be effective and will, in fact, be exhausted on the 30th of

June and there seems little hope of getting this great mass of child

life back to anything like normal for some months yet. ... I feel

that it must go on ... [even] after the broad relief measures of

Europe have been relaxed [by] . . . the harvest. I am, therefore,

greatly concerned over the question of finance, as it represents an

expenditure of ... [three to four] Millions of Dollars a month.

In the course of our operations in Europe, we have been con-

stantly faced with the possibilities of large losses if there should be

a breakdown in the political situation . . . [from] the enormous stocks

of food afloat and in warehouse. We have, therefore, in the sale of

these foodstuffs, provided a small margin for insurance to cover such

an eventuality, thus having gradually built up the contingent fund

before referred to. We are approaching the end of our large ship-

ping campaign, and I now have hopes that we will get through
without such a loss. . . .

With the President's authorization, our organization had pub-

licly declared to each nation under relief that neither the American

Relief Administration nor the Grain Corporation would make profits

out of the famine. I had set up agreements with each country con-

cerned that this contingent fund would be applied to the children's

work.

My letter continued:

... It is obvious that no single country in Europe is going to

obtain what its politicians want, and that there will be, until they
awaken to more rational sense than most of them display at the

moment, a tendency for them to blame the United States for failure

to secure each and every one his objectives against the other.

Beyond all this, of course, is the infinitely more important, in-

trinsic question of the saving of child life by such widely organized
and wholesale methods as will meet the necessities of Europe at

the present time.

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVEB
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The President returned this letter to me with the following note

on it, in his own handwriting:

MY DEAR HOOVER:

I entirely approve the proposal you here mate.

WOODBOW WILSON

The name under which we had carried on this work was the

American Relief Administration. It was known to hundreds of mil-

lions of people all over Europe and was emblazoned, with the

American flag, on the walls of every canteen. In order to continue

the work with the same good will which we had already estab-

lished we determined to set up its successor as a volunteer organiza-
tion under the same name. The President approved.

I instructed the New York office of the Food Administration to

set up a nonprofit corporation with a board comprising the leading
men of my organizations and with a membership of any one of our

American staff who wished to join. Almost all joined.

Under the President's authority, I transferred residual stocks or

cargoes en route which belonged to the official American Relief

Administration to this new organization, and also transferred to

them the "margins/* In addition we raised private funds by a drive

in the United States in which we were supported by Mr. Wilson.

We continued this organization for over four years after the

peace was signed. Before the end we had, with American charity,

under the American flag, rehabilitated more than 15,000,000 dan-

gerously undernourished children and cared for a mass of waifs and

orphans.
And this was but one of the President's many extraordinary

administrative burdens, as the next chapters will show.

OUR TELEGRAPH SYSTEM

On page 90, 1 stated that a description of our telegraph system would be found in

a footnote at the end of this chapter.
For months after the Armistice the continued enmities throughout Europe and

the Middle East blocked the restoration of complete telegraphic communications.

The telegraph systems among the Allies were connected but censorship exercised by
them greatly delayed messages. In the other countries a message had to be carried

across the frontiers by an accredited person and started on its way all over again. It

would have taken more than a week to get a message from Paris to Helsingfors or to

Constantinople, even if we had maintained an agent at each frontier. The alternative

was the courier service maintained by the Army, which was even slower.

It was imperative that my organization have quick communications service. In-

itially Admiral Benson provided us with radio service from major ports to our Paris
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office. But this was incomplete and the Navy had to go home. Therefore, I requested
each of the governments in Europe, aside from the Allies and some neutrals, to assign
two telegraph circuits to us. General Pershing directed the Signal Service of the Army
to manage the system and they furnished "doughboy operators at every essential

point. In order to connect our Paris office with this system across France, General

Pershing built a special line to his headquarters at Chaumont, where he was con-

nected with the American Army in Germany. To allay all suspicions when I made my
request to the governments, I stated that we would send all our message en clait, so

that they could read them. However, this undertaking became embarrassing to our

men, who needed to transmit confidential material and their private opinions of offi-

cials and things in general. At times they resorted to American slang dating as far

back as the beginning of the Republic.
Later on, we allowed the press to use our system for en clair dispatches. Still

later, the official representatives of the various nations in Paris secured agreement
that they use the system with code messages to their governments. We charged for

these services and used the receipts for the care of children,
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THE PRESIDENT'S TROUBLES WITH PEACE

IN THE BACK BLOCS

The Australians had introduced the expressive term "Back
Blocs" to describe all Europe and the Middle East outside of the

Allied and neutral countries. This saved constant repetition of the

names of some twenty nations which had declared their independ-
ence or set up constitutional governments and also included was
Communist Russia,

I have already described (page 87) the spread of our organiza-
tion of Relief and Reconstruction, It extended over the Back Blocs,

and when trouble arose in those quarters, we were called upon for

information and assigned many missions outside our regular job.
But beyond these demands was our need for aid from the President

and, through him, from the Big Four, all of which greatly added to

Mr. Wilson's burdens. A description of only a part of them will

indicate the additional strains put upon htm.

THE COMMUNISTS

One of the side problems which drained the President's vital-

ity during the Armistice was the activities of the Communists who
were busy spreading revolution over Central and Eastern Europe

through Russian agents and financed by captured Czarist gold. To
deal with such incidents chronologically would only confuse the

reader and interrupt the narrative. Therefore, I discuss some of them

according to the particular countries involved.

Communist Russia was a specter which wandered into the

[116]
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Peace Conference almost daily. There was no unity among the Big
Four on how to deal with it. In a footnote at the end of this chap-

ter, I discuss the President's attitude toward the Communists in gen-
eral I may say here that he was opposed to every aspect of their

manifestations.

On January 16, 1919, the Allies invited the Soviet Government

to send representatives to a conference at Prinkipo, an island in the

Sea of Marmora off the Turkish coast. The Communists toyed with

the idea but demanded advance agreements. Several unofficial

Americans visited Moscow and came back with various ideas for the

President on how to make peace with the Soviet Government. All

the offers by Communists to negotiate contained impossible advance

stipulations.

During the Armistice all of the Allied and Associated Powers

were involved in supporting attacks by "White" armies against the

Soviet Government. In Siberia, the United States and Japan were

supporting the White Army of General Kolchak. From the Black

Sea, the British and French were supporting the White Annies

of Generals Denikin and Wrangel. The Allies, including the United

States, had taken Murmansk on the Arctic to prevent large stores

of munitions, sent to aid the Kerensky regime, from reaching the

Communists. Later the British supported a White Army under

General Yudenich in an attack directed at Petrograd from the North-

ern Baltic.

The British and French exerted great pressure on Mr. Wilson

for Americans to join in a general attack on Communist Russia.

General Foch drew up plans for such an attack. Winston Churchill,

representing the British Cabinet, appeared before the Big Four on

February 14, 1919, and demanded a united invasion of Russia.

The President's attitude toward Churchill's proposal is indicated

by a telegram from the George Washington during the first journey
home. It is given in the Swem Papers as follows:

January 19, 1919

AMERICAN MISSION, PAEIS:

Am greatly surprised by Churchill's recent suggestion. I dis-

tinctly understood Lloyd George to say that there could be no

thought of military action and what I said at the hurried meeting

Friday afternoon was meant only to convey the idea that I would
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not take any hasty separate action myself but would not be in favor

of any course which would not mean the earliest practicable with-

drawal of military forces. It would be fatal to be led further into

the Russian chaos*

Not only was the President opposed to American participation
in such a plan, but General Tasker Bliss, on February 26, circulated
a strong note among the American Delegation opposing any such
Intervention. I agreed with General Bliss.

One paragraph in General Bliss's letter added some information
on Allied intentions:

There is every reason to believe (it is quite evident from the
statement made by Marshal Foch at the meeting of the Supreme
Council yesterday afternoon) that a plan is in preparation for wag-
ing war on Russia as soon as peace is concluded with Germany.
This plan contemplates the formation of a great army of Greeks,

Rumanians, Czecho-SIovaks, Poles, Estonians, and others, under
French direction, to fight Russia. It is perfectly well known that

every nation in Europe, except England, is bankrupt, and that Eng-
land would become bankrupt if she engaged on any considerable
scale in such an adventure. I have reason to believe that such a

plan could not be formulated except in the hope that the necessary
assistance will be given by the United States. . . .

On March 26, after the President's return to Paris, he asked for
a memorandum on my information and opinion on the Soviet prob-
lem. After I had drawn up the memorandum, it occurred to me that

something constructive might actually be done about the problem,
and I included my suggestion.

The more important paragraphs of the memorandum were:

March 28, 1919

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

As the result of Bolshevik economic concepts, the people of

Russia are dying of hunger and disease at the rate of some hundreds
of thousands monthly in a country that formerly supplied food to a

large part of the world.

I feel it is my duty to lay before you in fust as few words as pos-
sible rny views as to the American relation to Bolshevism and its

manifestations. These views at least have the merit of being an

analysis of information and thought gleaned from my own experi-
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ence 1 and the independent sources which I now have over the

whole of Europe, through our widespread relief organization,
It simply cannot be denied that this swinging of the social

pendulum from the tyranny of the extreme right to the tyranny of

the extreme left is based on a foundation of real social grievance. . . .

This situation was thrown into bold relief by the war and the

breakdown. . . .

The Bolshevik ascendency or even their strong attempts so far

are confined to areas of former reactionary tyranny. Their courses

represent the not unnatural violence of a mass of ignorant human-

ity, who themselves have learned in grief of tyranny and violence

over generations. Our people, who enjoy so great liberty and gen-
eral comfort, cannot fail to sympathize to some degree with these

blind gropings for better social conditions. . . .

I expressed the hope that in time the pendulum would swing
back from this murderous tyranny, and continued:

Politically the Bolsheviki most certainly represent a minority
in every country where they are in control. The Bolsheviki . . . [have]

resorted to terror, bloodshed and murder to a degree long since

abandoned even amongst reactionary tyrannies, . . . [They have]

embraced a large degree of emotionalism and . . . thereby given an

impulse to [their] propaganda comparable only to the impulse of

large spiritual movements. . . .

. . . [There is danger] the Bolshevik centers now stirred by

great emotional hopes will undertake large military crusades in an

attempt to impose their doctrines on other defenseless people.

I expressed the fear that Communism might breed more wars

but said that problem must wait. I stated that I had the most seri-

ous doubt that outside forces could do other than infinite harm, for

any great wave of emotion must ferment and spread under repres-

sion, and I continued:

We have also to ... [consider], what would actually happen if

we undertook military intervention. We should probably be in-

volved in years of police duty, and our first act would probably in

the nature of things make us a party with the Allies to re-establishing
the reactionary classes. It also requires consideration as to whether

or not our people at home would stand for our providing power by

"*! had practiced my profession for several years in many parts of Russia before

1914.
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which such reactionaries held their position. Furthermore, we be-
come a junior In this partnership of four. It Is therefore Inevitable
that we would find ourselves subordinated and even committed to

policies against our convictions.

In all these lights, I have the following suggestions;
First: We cannot even remotely recognize this murderous tyr-

anny without stimulating actionlst radicalism In every country in

Europe and without transgressing . . . every National ideal of our
own.

Second; That some Neutral of International reputation for prob-
ity and ability should be allowed to create a second Belgian Relief

Commission for Russia. He should ask the Northern Neutrals, who
are especially interested both

politically and financially In the res-

toration of better conditions in Russia, to give to him diplomatic,
financial and transportation support; ... He should be told that we
will raise no obstructions and that we would even help his humani-
tarian task if he gets assurances that the Bolshevik! will cease all

militant action across certain defined boundaries and cease their

subsidizing of disturbances abroad; . . This plan does not involve

any recognition or relationship by the Allies of the Bolshevik mur-
derers now in control It would appear to me that such a pro-
posal would at least test out whether this is a militant . . . [intent]

upon world domination. If such an arrangement could be accom-

plished it might at least give a period of rest along the frontiers of

Europe and would give some hope of stabilization. Time can thus be
taken to determine whether or not this whole system is a world

danger, and whether the Russian people will not themselves swing
back to moderation and themselves bankrupt these ideas. This plan,
if successful, would save an immensity of helpless human life and
would save our country from further entanglements which today
threaten . . . our national ideals

Faithfully yours, HERBERT HOOVER

The President welcomed my plan because it would keep the

Allied militarists in Paris busy debating for some time, and also be-

cause, if it succeeded, It would be of great value in saving human
life and bringing stability to Europe.

The plan was a very faint hope. To carry it out, I needed some
neutral person with a well-known name to head it. I telegraphed

Fridtjof Nansen, the polar explorer, asking him to come to Paris

from Norway.
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Nansen had visited the United States during the war, seeking
food for his country, and I had helped his mission as much as pos-
sible considering those difficult times. We had become friends.

Nansen was a fine, rugged character, a man of great moral and physi-
cal courage. But when it came to venturing outside his sphere of

life and mMng in international politics, he was paradoxically timid

and hesitant. Nor did he have any affection for the British. When he

was in America, I had found him very resentful of the British block-

ade. I had learned that the depth of his feeling came not only from

the immediate blockade difficulties but from the starvation Norway
had suffered through the British blockade during the Napoleonic
wars. The fires of resentment had been kept hot all these long years

by Ibsen's epic tragedy, which had burned into the mind of every

Norwegian school child.

Through the Norwegian Prime Minister, I induced Nansen

at least to come to Paris. When he arrived, I had the whole program

ready, including the exact text of the documents to be exchanged.
But Nansen was frightened by the task. It was not until we got

the Norwegian Prime Minister to press him again that he consented.

In order to make the record complete, I here present the documents

involved. The first document, which I drafted, was a letter to be

addressed to President Wilson which Nansen signed:

PAKIS, April 3, 1919

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

The present food situation in Russia, where hundreds of thou-

sands of people are dying monthly from sheer starvation and disease,

is one of the problems now uppermost in all men's minds. As it ap-

pears that no solution of this food and disease question has so far

been reached in any direction, I would like to make a suggestion
from a neutral point of view for the alleviation of this gigantic

misery, on purely humanitarian grounds.
It would appear to me possible to organize a purely humani-

tarian commission for the provisioning of Russia, the foodstuffs and
medical supplies to be paid for perhaps to some considerable extent

by Russia itself, the justice of distribution to be guaranteed by such

a commission, the membership of the commission to be comprised
of Norwegian, Swedish and possibly Dutch, Danish and Swiss

nationalities. It does not appear that the existing authorities in

Russia would refuse the intervention of such a commission of wholly

non-political order, devoted solely to the humanitarian purpose of
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saving Hie. If thus organized upon the lines of the Belgian Relief

Commission, it would raise no question of political recognition or

negotiations between the Allies with the existing authorities in

Russia*

I recognize keenly the large political issues involved, and I

would be glad to know under what conditions you would approve
such an enterprise and whether such commission could look for

actual support in finance, shipping and food and medical supplies
from the United States Government.

I am addressing a similar note to Messrs. Orlando, Clemenceau

and Lloyd George.
Believe me, my dear Mr* President,

Yours most respectfully,

FREDTJOF NANSEN

The reply from the Big Four to Nansen, which I also drafted,

ran as follows:

PARIS, 9 April, 1919

DEAB Sm:

The misery and suffering in Russia described in your letter of

April 3rd appeals to the sympathies of al people. It is shocking to

humanity that millions of men, women and children lack the food

and the necessities which make life endurable.

The Governments and peoples whom we represent would be

glad to co-operate, without thought of political, military or financial

advantage, in any proposal which would relieve this situation in

Russia. It seems to us that such a Commission as you propose would

offer a practical means of achieving the beneficent results you
have in view, and could not, either in its conception or its operation*
be considered as having any other aim than the humanitarian pur-

pose of saving life.**

There are great difficulties to be overcome, political difficulties,

owing to the existing situation in Russia, and difficulties of supply
and transport. But if the existing local governments of Russia are

as willing as the governments and peoples whom we represent to

see succor and relief given to the stricken peoples of Russia, no

political obstacle will remain. There will remain, however, the diffi-

culties of supply, finance and transport which we have mentioned,

and also the problem of distribution in Russia itself. The problem
of supply we can ourselves hope to solve, in connection with the

advice and cooperation of such a Commission as you propose. The

problem of finance would seem to us to fall upon the Russian auth-
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orities. The problem of transport of supplies to Russia we can hope
to meet with the assistance of your own and other Neutral Govern-

ments whose interest should be as great as our own and whose

losses have been far less. The problems of transport in Russia and

of distribution can be solved only by the people of Russia them-

selves, with the assistance, advice and supervision of your Coin-

mission.

Subject to such supervision, the problem of distribution should

be solely under the control of the people of Russia themselves. The

people in each locality should be given, as under the regime of the

Belgian Relief Commission, the fullest opportunity to advise your
Commission upon the methods and the personnel by which their

community is to be relieved. In no other circumstances could it be

believed that the purpose of this Relief was humanitarian, and not

political, under no other conditions could it be certain that the

hungry would be fed.

That such a course would involve cessation of all hostilities

within definitive lines in the territory of Russia is obvious. And the

cessation of hostilities would, necessarily, involve a complete sus-

pension of the transfer of troops and military material of all sorts to

and within Russian territory. Indeed, relief to Russia which did not

mean a return to a state of peace would be futile, and would be im-

possible to consider.

Under such conditions as we have outlined, we believe that

your plan could be successfully carried into effect, and we should

be prepared to give it our full support.
V. E. OBLANDO
D. LLOYD GEORGE
WOODROW WILSON
G. CLEMENCEAU

Nansen then sent a dispatch to Lenin on April 17, in which lie

quoted his letter to the Big Four and their reply, and continued:

I would be glad to hear from you in this matter at your earliest

convenience.

I may add that the neutral organization which I propose offers

its services in this cause without any remuneration whatever, but of

course Its expenditures in the purchase and transportation of sup-

plies must be met by the Soviet Government.

f Believe me, Sir,

Yours most respectfully,

FKCDTJOF NANSEN
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I had arranged with the French to have this message sent to

Moscow by radio from the Eiffel Tower Radio Station. However, in

the meantime the French had concluded Kolchak, Denikin,

Wrangel or someone would defeat the Reds, and although Clemen-
ceau had agreed to our proceeding, his Minister of Foreign Affairs*

Pichon, protested violently at any action. After ten days with no

reply from Moscow, I instructed my representative at The Hague to

send Nansen's telegram again from the Dutch Radio Station. The

Russians, on May 3, acknowledged its receipt through that station.

The Communists made full reply by radio on May 14. The

message was picked up by the Denmark Station and sent to me,

The Russian reply was a long and warm acceptance of the proposed
relief but a violent refusal to stop Bghting until they had won their

objectives either by war or by negotiation. It also contained much
comment upon the undesirable way of life of the Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers. I believed the reply left a crack open and that much
of it was for internal consumption. I wanted to pursue the question

further, but in the meantime the French denounced the whole

business in the press and so the effort died at no cost but words.

A month had been absorbed by these discussions and by this

time the Paris pressures for an American attack on the Communists

had eased up.

THE BALTIC STATES

Related to these Communist problems were the events in the

Baltic States. The four of them Finland, Estonia, Latvia and

Lithuania had thrown off the Russian yoke and set up representa-

tive governments. Each had been attacked by the Communists,

through internal conspiracies or by armies or both. We started to

provide them with food, medicine and clothes immediately after we

got our organization under way. Thus we became eyewitnesses to

their troubles, and at times actual participants, at which point we
needed help from the President, Each of the new republics pre-

sented different problems.
After centuries of self-government, Finland's freedom had been

eclipsed for a hundred years by Czarist annexation. When light came

again, the Finns won their internal and external wars against the

Communists so completely that they were not too much disturbed by
that evil for over two decades thereafter. At the time of the
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Armistice, however, they were within sixty days of complete

starvation, for their usual supply of food from Russia had been

cut off.

The Allies were continuing their blockade against Finland,

including a prohibition of their ships to go to sea and restrictions

on all financial transactions. We solved this in so far as food was

concerned by ignoring it under Admiral Benson's assurances that

no blockade could stop United States flagships from carrying food

to starving people. To meet the Finns* emergency, we borrowed

food from Sweden and Denmark by promising to replace it. The
Finns had about $18,000,000 deposited in foreign banks or owed to

them by the United States for sequestered funds, which they
could not use under Allied restrictions. I arranged for the Grain

Corporation to continue food and medical supplies on the security
of these funds.

The Superior Blockade Council, through Vance McCormick,
and the Supreme Economic Council, with support of all the Ameri-

can members, continuously fought for the removal of all these re-

strictions, but we did not succeed.

The solution for Finland was to obtain recognition of her

independence by the Allies so that she could use her own resources.

The French were the obstacle, as they believed that Communist
Russia would some time collapse and that the Finnish question
should be kept open to settle with the expected new Russian

Government. I urged the President to raise the question in the

Big Four and let me do the talking. He asked for the usual

memorandum. It read;

26 April, 1919

MY DEAR MR. PBESIDENT;

I am wondering if there is not some method by which the recog-
nition of the full independence of Finland could be expedited. They
have now had a general election, they have created a responsible

ministry: this ministry is of liberal character. There are many rea-

sons why this matter should be undertaken, and at once.

The United States has always had a great sentiment for the

suffering of the Finnish people, and their struggle over a century
to re-gain independence.

By lack of recognition, they are absolutely isolated from . . *

the rest of the world. They are unable to market their products. . . .

They have ships without flags; have no right to sail the seas. They
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are totally unable to credits, although they have a great
deal of resource^ as no loan money to a country of un-

recognized government. They are Isolated by censorship. Their

citizens are not allowed to move as their passports do not run,

I then described the relief operation the Finns" financial,

trade and shipping situation, and continued:

If ever there was a for helping a people who are making a

sturdy fight to get on a basis of liberal democracy, and are asking
no charity of the world whatever, this is the case. 1 am convinced

from our reports that unless Finland is recognized within a very
short time . . . the present government cannot survive the difficul-

ties with which it is faced. . . .

Nor do I see why any half measures need to be taken in this

matter. They have gone through every cycle that the world could

demand in political evolution, to the point of an independent

people, and I feel that they would long since have been recognized
had it not been for the terrible cloud of other questions that sur-

rounds the world. , .

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVER

The President requested that I see Premier Clemenceau as to

appearing before the Big Four. As always with me he was most

cooperative. I did not need to appear with my prepared but short

oration. He sent my letter to the Council of Ten and the President

added to the urging in this note to Secretary Lansing on May 3:

MY DEAK LANSING:

I am pretty clear in my view that the case of Finland stands

by itself. It never was in any true sense an integral part of Russia.

It has been a most uneasy and unwilling partner and I think that

action in regard to the recognition of the Finnish Government

would not commit us or embarrass us with regard to the recogni-

tion of any other part of the former Russian Empire that might
be separately set up. I am very keen for the recognition of Finland,

as you know.

WOODROW WILSON

The Council met the same day and agreed to recognition.

But it was agreed by them that the decision should be kept secret

until it could be announced simultaneously by all Governments.
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A few hours after their decision was made, Rudolph Holsti, the

Finnish representative in Paris, came to see me full of emotion

and gratitude. He informed me that he had seen my letter and that

both the French and the British had communicated to him con-

fidentially what had been done.

As soon as the decision was made public, Colonel Logan of

my staff telegraphed to Major Ferry Heath, the head of our organi-
zation in Finland, that recognition had been granted and added:

The recognition of Finland has been brought about entirely

by Mr. Hoover by his urgent and repeated representations to the

various governments.

Heath's reply makes illuminating reading:

You doubtless know that the news of England's recognition
arrived three days prior to the news that we had also recognized
Finland. Naturally, this resulted in a feeling of obligation towards

England wliich was only partially dispelled by the tardy arrival of

the news from the United States.

Our problems with the other three Baltic States, Estonia, Latvia

and Lithuania, with their combined population of only 4,700,000,

were unending.
Never has there been another instance of human emancipation

under such appalling difficulties. Here were three non-Slavic tribes,

probably somewhat related to the Finns and Hungarians who had
settled this area in the dim past. They had been subjected over

centuries alternately to German, Polish and Russian oppression.
There was an alien aristocracy over them, made up of descendants

from the original invasion of the German Baltic barons the "Baits"

with a sprinkling of Russian overlords. In this top layer were the

great landowners and industrialists. Yet over hundreds of years these

races had shown extraordinary intellectual resistance to Gennan-
ization and Russianization. They had maintained their languages,
their culture and the determination that freedom would come
some time.

With the political explosion in Europe of the Communist Revo-
lution and the Armistice, these races erupted into revolution, estab-

lishing representative government and personal freedom. Their

individualism was such that the three states would not combine into
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one, although their racial affinities, aspirations, economic problems
and future defense and independence all pointed to that necessity.

They were confronted with difficulties which to any but in-

trepid peoples would have been too much to contemplate. They
were internally divided in their political ideas because, unlike the

Finns, they had had no experience in self-government. When their

poEtical and social divisions came to light there were twelve to six-

teen diierent political groups in each parliament, from Commu-
nism to rank autocracy and including religious and industrial

groupings.
Two years before the Armistice, they had been invaded by

the Germans indeed they were annexed to Germany under the

Brest-Litovsk Treaty between the Communists and the Germans.
The Germans had created an army of occupation mostly of Baits

and White Russians under German officers, with General von der

Goltz in command. The Allies, at the Armistice, fearing general
chaos if von der Goltz's army withdrew, stipulated that his army
should stay there until the Allies settled their future. Von der Goltz's

army lived by requisition, and every German and Bait common sol-

dier had been promised a large landed estate.

Each of these three states was invaded by the Communists,
and at times we were unable to supply food except to some coastal

cities and irregular inland areas.

The meager Latvian Army was defeated by a Communist inva-

sion on January 2, 1919. The Latvians managed to hold their

southern provinces but Riga, the greatest city on the Baltic, was

seized by the Communists. They kept such a tight hold on the

place that our organization was able to glean only rumors.

This was the bewildering image which faced Mr. Wilson in the

Baltic. Based on this sparse information, I sent a note on the situa-

tion to the Big Four on May 7, 1919, and followed it with a more

ample statement to the President on May 9, recommending an im-

mediate naval force in the Baltic ports, with other military assist-

ance:

PARIS, May 9th, 1919

MY DEAB MIL PBESDDENT:

I feel the time has come when it is necessary to take some more

definite action with regard to the situation in the three Baltic
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States of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. I enclose herewith a
sketch map showing approximately the ethnological boundaries

and at the same time the present military status.

The food conditions in these states are simply terrible. From
a shipping, finance, and food point of view, we could overcome

this if some kind of order can be established. We are gradually

extending our distribution along the coastal fringe of the non-

Bolshevik area, but even in such areas the hinterland is in a state

of chaos due to Bolshevik invasions, with the resultant arson and

slaughter. About one-half of the coast area is held by the Bolshevik,

or is in such a state of anarchy as to make it impossible to send

ships in. At Riga, for instance, the Red Army withdrew some days

ago, leaving the town in the hands of a starving mob, among whose

actions was to drive some twenty thousand bourgeoise women and

children into an island in the bay, and the results are beyond all

description.
2

From a relief point of view, the situation is hopeless except . . .

[for] a few coastal towns, unless we can have some sort of order and

protection. The Germans, of course, occupy Lithuania, and some in-

struction must be given them to cease interfering with the develop-
ment of the government there for something must be established to

succeed the German occupation.

The population in none of these states is Bolshevik. In many
places they are putting up a good fight to try and establish their

independence from the Moscow tyranny. They insist if they were

given military supplies they require no other help to establish their

boundaries and to maintain order, and our people concur in this

opinion.
The problem seems to me as follows:

(a) To place enough naval strength (not large) in each of the

ports to protect the relief of all the coastal towns;

(b ) To furnish military supplies to the established governments
so as to enable them to maintain order in the interior and to defend

their borders

The situation is one that is so appealing from every human

point of view, that I am wondering whether or not it would be

possible for yourself and the Premiers to set aside a short period,
when the British and American naval authorities, who are familiar

with this situation, could appear, together with myself on the food

2This note was incorrect in saying that the Communists had withdrawn from

Riga. They were still on the job and doing their worst.
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ride, In the hope that some definite political and relief policy could

be arrived at,

Faithfully yours,

HOOVER

The President had my letter referred to the Council of Ten, ap-

parently without reading it, and they came to the conclusion that a

Committee should be set up to examine the situation. The Com-
mittee, of which I was a member, met on May 13. It reported:

That the maintenance of order was a accessary condition

of the distribution of food-stuffs in the Baltic provinces;
That the present position in Lithuania and Latvia, by which

the maintenance of order was entirely in the hands of the German
forces, was extremely unsatisfactory and should in any case not

continue long;
That as the despatch of Allied troops to the Baltic Provinces

was out of the question, the only alternative was the organi-
zation of such native forces and volunteers from outside as might
be obtainable.

Therefore, the Committee decided that a military mission

under British command should be organized for the purpose of

advising the three Baltic Governments on organization, equipment
and training of local military forces for defense against the Bol-

sheviks and for the retirement of the Germans from their territories.

The Committee also recommended that a credit of 10,000,-

000 be placed at the disposal of the Baltic States by the Allied and
Associated Governments to enable them to pay the Allies for

necessary equipment and supplies for which securities were to

be given.
I had no confidence that this would meet the situation in

Riga and again recalled my letter of May 9 to the President, to which
lie replied on May 21 with the following suggestion:

PABIS, 21 May, 1919

MY DEAB HOOVER;

I read with deep interest and concern your letter of the ninth

of May about the situation in the Baltic Provinces, and yesterday
had an opportunity to read it to the other members of the "Council

of Four." Mr. Lloyd George suggested that I request you to have a
conference with Admiral Hope, or anyone else who represents the

British Admiralty here, in order to ascertain whether it was feasible
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from a naval point of view to carry out the programme you suggest.

If the programme were adopted, it would, I suppose, necessarily be

the British Navy that executed it, and we would very much appre-

ciate a memorandum from you as to the result of your conference

with the British Admiralty.

Cordially and sincerely yours,

WOODKOW WILSON

I discussed these questions with Admiral Hope and urged that

naval destroyers be sent at once.

The Allied Military Mission without naval forces arrived in the

Baltic States on May 26. In the meantime (no doubt with the Presi-

dent's approval), Admiral Benson sent his destroyers into the ports

where we were placing our supplies.

But from this point on the troubles of the three states differed.

Estonia was the smallest of the three Baltic States, about half

the size of Indiana, and it had a population of some 1,100,000, of

whom about half were farmers. The Russian Red Army invaded the

country in December 1918, but an improvised army of mainly Esto-

nian peasants assisted by some Finnish, Swedish, White Russians and

Latvian volunteers, defeated the Communists in February 1919. Our
men reported that George Washington's army at Valley Forge was

better clothed, better fed and better armed. There can be no doubt

of their courage. One Estonian division had casualties of 50 per cent

in a single action. But they held their country.
We were now able, with the support of Admiral Benson, to or-

ganize their relief efficiently. A note of true Americanism sounds

in one of Lieutenant John Thor's reports. He had charge in Reval,
and related that upon the arrival of our ship, the S.S. Lake Dancey,
the captain asked for a field for his crew to determine whether the

sailors or the firemen had the better baseball team. Thors marked out

a field and decided that he would charge the Estonians admission to

this strange performance. He borrowed a band from the town and
obtained full publicity in the press. Our sailors and firemen donated

cigarettes to be sold for 1.50 marks a pack say 25 cents a reduction

of about 80 per cent of the current price. The band, cigarettes and
baseball game all proved a huge success. After the performance,
Lieutenant Thors found that the receipts amounted to 3,200 marks
for the Children's Relief.
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Latvia was far more trouble to us.

Karlis Ulmanis had been elected its provisional President. He
was one of the unique figures to in the war years. He had
been sent to an uncle in a mid-West state when ten years old, had
been educated at the state university, and had taught economics in

American high schools. Shortly before the war he had returned to

Latvia to take care of his mother, and was caught in the Russian Army
draft. Probably more than any one other man his devotion to freedom
was responsible for the independence movement in these three Baltic
States.

I have already related that his Government had been driven
out of Riga by the Communists. However, on March 1, 1919, he

staged a revolt against the Communists at Libau in South Latvia
and again pulled his Government together, setting up headquarters
in that city. We supplied Mm with food, but a mixed German-Bait-
White Russian Army, under a German adventurer named von Stryck,
seized Libau in an attempt to take all three Baltic States. Ulmanis
had to lee again, this time to Sweden, Our men suspended food
distribution for a few days to see what would happen next. On
April 20 von der Goltz of the Bait Army issued a proclamation an-

nouncing that he had nothing to do with the overthrow of the Lat-
vian Government. The adventurers fled, whereupon our men resumed
distribution in that area.

Because there were intolerable delays in the action proposed
by the Council of Ten, which in fact only began to function in July,
and because I had had further information about the horrors, in

Riga, I decided to take personally the
responsibility of action. I in-

structed Colonel James Logan, Chief of our Military Contact Divi-

sion, to get in touch with von der Goltz and persuade him to occupy
Riga with his Bait Army and the remnants of the Latvian Army in

the area. Since it was the duty of von der Goltz's Army under the

Armistice terms to preserve order in the Baltic States, and since he
was alive to the barbarities in Riga, which involved many Baits, we
surmised that he would not be averse to taking action.

Von der Goltz's Army took parts of the city on May 22.

On May 21 our staff assembled a train of forty carloads of food
from Libau and started it toward Riga under Lieutenant Harrington,
with two sergeants and half a dozen doughboys. The train reached
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a point ten miles from the city. Beyond that the tracks had been

torn up.

Lieutenant Harrington set his doughboys to recruiting labor

and repairing tracks while he went ahead into Riga, and he was

able to get some food into the city on May 24.

I later repeated to Mr. Wilson the story of this action, which

I had from one of Harrington's sergeants. When Harrington arrived

at Riga, fighting in the suburbs was still going on and there were

many dead from starvation and battles in the streets. Harrington
did not quite know how to take hold of the situation, and inquired

if there were an American Consulate* There was. He sent a sergeant,

who found a small American lag nailed to the door and a type-

written notice in Lettish and vigorous English warning all coiners

to stay away signed "The Acting Consul of the United States of

America/* The sergeant had some difficulty in raising anybody,

but finally a girl peeked through a crack and, seeing his uni-

form, threw the door wide open and broke into tears. She was the

Consulate stenographer, an American of Lettish birth, who had stood

by the ship when the Consul had been forced to leave upon the

German occupation. She pulled herself together quickly when told

that the Americans had a trainload of food at the edge of the city

and wanted to find some civilians in authority. She knew whom to

get and managed it as if she had been the very mother of Riga itself.

She herself was very thin and hungry, and the sergeant assumed

the duty of caring for hen

Mr. Wilson's remark upon hearing this narrative from me was:

"We need a lot of Harringtons and his sergeants at home."

One of Admiral Benson's destroyers accompanied one of our

cargo ships into Riga, where it arrived amid great rejoicing.

The history of the Communists' doings in Riga from January to

May 1919 has never been adequately told in English. A Latvian

Soviet Republic had been set up, originally under Lettish and Finnish

Communists. My staff reported that the prisons were opened and
the dregs of Riga once a city of a million people were turned

loose. Together with the Communists, they looted every store, every
house. The people were left without food except at exorbitant prices.
The banks and public institutions were plundered. Literally hun-
dreds of innocent people were executed daily without trial in a
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sadistic orgy of blood of which the world has known few equals.

Clergymen, doctors, teachers, young girls were taken to prison and
mowed down by machine guns. On many days as many as 1,000
were executed. Deaths from starvation and other causes were so

many that coffins could not be provided, and bodies by the hundreds

were dumped into trenches.

My organization was soon to experience another kind of trouble,

but from the other side. A Bait colonel, placed in charge of the city

by von der Goltz, set up a military court, made up mostly of Baits, to

find and try those guilty of executions under the Red regime. There
were men on this court whose wives, sons and daughters had been

among the executed. At once a White Terror replaced a Red Terror,
with another round of executions. Our men not only protested, but
asked me to protest. 1 had no particular authority in the matter., but
I sent a telegram to Colonel Groome, who was en route to take charge
in Riga:

. , . The Germans alone are responsible for this white terror

which succeeded the red terror As soon as you get to Reval
see the . . . [German] military commanders, communicate to them my
views and secure from them a definite assurance that the Riga inci-

dents will not be repeated. Tell them plainly that you are directed

by me to see that these unlawful and inhumane acts do not occur.

. . . The American people will not lend their support for an instant

... to any movement which would countenance such actions.

HOOVEE

The Bait Court then limited its executions mostly to proved
criminals.

Ulmanis now returned to Riga and, with food behind him, set

up a provisional government again. But at this point a war devel-

oped between the Baits and the Letts. Colonel Groome with Lieu-

tenant Harrington succeeded in arranging an armistice and brought
various elements together into a coalition under Ulmanis against the

Communists.

On June 28, the day the Peace Treaty was signed at Versailles,

the citizens of Riga, Libau and other towns came, with their chil-

dren, in parades of thousands to the offices of our organization. They
sent grateful messages to President Wilson. They came bearing

lowers, with bands playing "Yankee Doodle," their idea of our na~
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tional anthem; but they brought also tears and prayers of thanks-

giving.

Lithuania was about the size of West Virginia, with a popula-
tion of approximately 2,000,000. The Lithuanians had declared their

independence soon after the Armistice. Shortly thereafter they were

invaded by the Soviet Armies, but a ragged force of 25,000 peasants
defeated the Russians. Our food supplies gave strength to the new

republic.

EPILOGUE TO THE BIRTH OF THE FOUR BALTIC STATES

Over the years after the peace and prior to 1938, 1 had received

invitations from a score of countries in Europe to become then-

guest as a mark of appreciation for services in the First World War.

These included Finland, Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. In re-

sponse to these invitations, in January 1938 I spent a few days in

Finland, Latvia and Estonia, where great courtesies were shown me.

I found that the four Baltic States were enjoying the highest
standard of living of any place in Europe. Their ambitions for

representative, constitutional governments of free men had not, ex-

cept in Finland, been altogether successful. The multitude of fac-

tional political parties in the Parliaments of the three states had a

few years previously produced governmental and economic chaos,

and before my visit they all had Fascist governments, with mild but

resolute dictators. Ulmanis had been voted out of power by his un-

manageable Parliament, but was now again in control.

In 1940 the three minor Baltic States were seized by the Com-
munists. Ulmanis was taken to Russia a prisoner and there put to

death in prison. Under Communist domination of these three states,

there again began a horrible era of liquidations, deportations to

Siberia and colonization of Russians on seized farms.

The restoration of these states to Western civilization may
come again some day. Races whose mores have survived a thousand

years of foreign oppression do not easily perish.

HUNGARY

We were faced with five revolutions in Hungary while trying
to feed its people. We did not trouble President Wilson about the
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first one, which was the Hungarians* declaration of an Independent
republic.

The second revolution, however, presented problems to the
President and the Big Four. Bela Kun, a Hungarian, while a prisoner
of war in Rnssla had joined the Communists and had been especially
Indoctrinated for service In Hungary. He was sent to Budapest with
a supply of gold to organize a revolution. His conspiracy succeeded
and on March 22, 1919, he made himself dictator. He Inaugurated a
Red Terror, confiscated all property, and

sadistically executed more
than 2,000 persons without semblance of trial.

Because of these events the Big Four imposed a tight block-
ade on Hungary. Prior to the revolution my organization had set

up our usual system for the rehabilitation of famine-debilitated chil-

dren, the food supplies in this case being paid for by the Hungarian
National Bank from Its gold reserves. At the moment of Bela Kun's
seizure of power, we had a tralnload of food en route for this pur-
pose. The French officials in charge of the blockade refused to

allow the train to pass, although we had arranged that the distribu-

tion to children would be continued under our organization.
Here again I had to appeal to the President for help. He ar-

ranged that Clemenceau give the proper orders and we continued
the feeding of the children.

On April 15 I transmitted to the President the following tele-

gram from Captain Gregory:

Trains of food recently held up by the French arrived yester-

day Budapest. Created most favorable feeling for Americans as

demonstrating their integrity In carrying out their engagements,
more particularly among the anti-Bolshevik labor element in

Budapest.

The problems of my organization with Bela Kun were however
much wider than this. He controlled our railway connections to the

surrounding states, and unless they were to starve, we had to secure

some cooperation from him. Our staff proposed an agreement with
him by which we would continue to operate our trains over Him-

garian lines and, in turn, we would sell him food.

On April 15, 1919, 1 addressed the President:

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

I regret the necessity to trouble you to secure the approval of
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the three premiers to a short statement that I desire to make to the

Hungarian Government by way of premise to the completion of

certain negotiations with them vital to the relief of Central Europe.

After explaining the situation, I continued:

... If we put Hungary on precisely the same food basis as

the other states, we shall lose our control of the situation in the

surrounding states. We have ample indication that the restraining

influence that we hold on these governments is effective but if the

disturbing elements in Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia, etc.,

consider that they will be as secure as to food supplies after disturb-

ance [Communist revolutions] as before, our present potentiality to

maintain the status quo of order is lost. Furthermore, there are no

doubt difficulties in the minds of some of the Allied Governments.

. . . Therefore, in order to avoid these various pitfalls, I propose to

complete the negotiations with the Hungarian Government as to

transportation and supply of food with the preliminary announce-

ment on the following lines:

The proposed economic arrangement with the Food Adminis-

tration as to railway transportation and food supplies for Hun-

gary is provisional and purely humanitarian and has no relation-

ship to the settlement of any political questions.

That the Associated Governments do not at present intend to

accord the same consideration to Hungary as they are according
to liberated countries and German Austria today. To these latter

countries they are sending a constantly increasing flow of food

supplies for the purchase of which the Allied Governments are

voluntarily providing the necessary finances. So far as Hungary
is concerned, the Associated Governments will for the present

only advance food supplies for such services and funds as may
be acceptable to the Food Administration. . . .

The matter is of urgent character and it is impossible for any-
one to agree on the political issue involved except yourself and the

three premiers. Any amount of discussion between the members of

the bodies in which I sit cannot possibly result in other than a

reference to yourself in the end. , . .

The President replied the same day in his own handwriting as

follows:

MY DEAR HOOVER:

The Four this morning approved the enclosed plan and I beg
that you will proceed with it

W.W.
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I transmitted to the President, at Ms request* day-by-day ac-

counts of s progress which I received from the well-

informed Chief of our mission in Vienna, Captain T. T. C. Gregory.
Beta Kun was a busy man. He seized the remaining re-

serves in the National Bank. He mobilized a army under
the command of General Boehm and officers of the old regime
and invaded a part of Czechoslovakia. He bought arms from
Italian Army officers 3 with gold, and in his spare time used some
of the gold to subsidize a Communist conspiracy in Vienna.

At the President's suggestion, the Big Four requested my
views on the "confused situation." I recommended that, in addition

to the blockade, they make a declaration of Allied policies on Hun-

gary that would give the Hungarians opposed to Kun some hope
of their nation's future. They did not think this wise at that moment.
On the other hand, on July 10, they requested General Foch to pre-

pare a plan for an Allied invasion of Hungary in which he proposed
an American contingent.

President Wilson had returned home and Undersecretary of

State Frank Polk had succeeded him as our representative on the Big
Four. To him I protested the use of American troops for such a

purpose. I urged my previous plan, stating that Kun's support was

weakening, as had been demonstrated by the resignation of General

Boehm and his escape to Austria,

On July 26 I was called to a meeting of the Big Four, and

again recommended a declaration of Allied policies which would

give some hope to the Hungarian people. The Big Four asked me to

draft such a declaration. I did so. It stated;

The Allied and Associated Governments are most anxious to

arrange a Peace with the Hungarian People and thus bring to an

end a condition of things which makes the economic revival of

Central Europe impossible, and defeats any attempt to secure food

and other supplies for its population. These tasks cannot even be

attempted until there is in Hungary a Government which represents
its people, and carries out in the letter and the spirit the engage-
ments into which it has entered with the Associated Governments.

3
Being advised of tMs transaction by Captain Gregory, I protested it at a meet-

ing of the Supreme Economic Council, to the chagrin or the fine, honest Italian mem-
bers of that body. They investigated, secured the gold and subsequently handed it to

me to feed Hungarian children.
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None of these conditions are fulfilled by the Administration of Bela

Kira; which has not only broken the Armistice to which Hungary
was pledged but Is at this moment actually attacking a friendly and

Allied Power [Czechoslovakia], With this particular aspect of the

question it is for the Associated Governments to deal on their own

responsibility. If food and supplies are to be made available, if the

blockade is to be removed, if economic reconstruction is to be

attempted, if peace is to be settled it can only be done with a Gov-

ernment which represents the Hungarian people and not with one

that rests its authority upon terrorism.

Polk told me that the President had approved the draft, and

it was issued on July 26.

Six days later, on August 1, after 100 days of government,
Bela Kun was overthrown by the trade-union leaders, who brought
about a revolt in his army. Kun fled by plane; some of his assistants

committed suicide. A Government largely of trade-union leaders

assumed power and the Republic was reestablished. This was

Hungary's third revolution.

At this juncture the Rumanian Army began an invasion of

Hungary "to right their wrongs," and on August 5 occupied Buda-

pest. They promptly began looting the city in good old medieval

style, including the food in our canteens and the children's hospitals.

Coincident with the occupation by the Rumanian Army, on

August 5 another revolution took place with the help of the Ru-

manian Army. The Archduke Joseph, with eleven gendarmes and

Rumanian machine guns directed at the government building,
seized power and arrested the trade-union Ministry. A cry arose

from all the liberated countries in Eastern Europe to Paris, "The

Hapsburgs are coming back,"

Premier Clemenceau received a letter from the Archduke on

August 8. In it he accused the trade-union Ministry of including
some of Kun's supporters, and stated his program to be "to crush

Bolshevism.*' He asked for a closer association with the Allied Gov-

ernments. I was away on an inspection trip to Poland. Upon my re-

turn on August 19, 1 was again requested to attend a meeting of the

Big Four.

The minutes of the meeting show that I gave the Council de-

tailed information on the plundering by the Rumanian Army (in-

cluding the testimony of two American eyewitnesses of their taking
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sixteen wagonloads of American the hospitals as a result

of which eleven children died).
Premier Cleinenceau me the Archduke's letter of

August 8 and asked me how we with him.

The minutes record the following;
4

As to the Archduke's usurpation, he [Hoover] would like to call

attention to ... a sidelight on the situation. The dctat by
which the Archduke Joseph's Government had installed was
not entirely a Hungarian affair, Rumanian troops had surrounded
the meeting place of the Ministry and had turned their machine

guns on the building in which they were
sitting. This event had had

an immediate repercussion throughout Poland and Eastern Europe
and the Bolshevists were making much of it and claiming that the

Alliance was trying to re-establish reactionary government in its

worst form. This had done more to rehabilitate the Bolshevist cause

than anything that had happened for a long time. . . . If things were
allowed to continue as they were, the old . . . [regime] would be
well established in tea days and the Allied and Associated Powers
would have to be prepared to see the House of Hapsborg begin to

re-establish itself throughout all its former dominions. He [Hoover]
could only suggest that the Council should instruct its representa-
tives in Budapest to call the Archduke before them and say that his

Government could never be accepted or recognized. Such action

might induce the Archduke to step aside and invite the social demo-
crats to form a coalition government,

I was asked to draft such an instruction, which I did with zest,

and presented it at the afternoon session. There was some hesitation

about adopting it for fear that it was too direct and that the Arch-

duke would defy the Big Four. I suggested that he could be given
the impression that the Allies had armies of several million men and
that his Rumanian military support was a weak reed. Finally, rather

than act through the Allied Commission of four generals which

the Big Four had established in Budapest, I was directed to send

the telegram over my organization wires to Captain Gregory, who
was then in Budapest, for delivery in person, with such verbal in-

structions as might expedite matters. The telegram in part read:

The Allied and Associated governments . . . are most anxious

to conclude a durable peace with the Hungarian people, but they

^Minutes of the Meeting of the Heads of Delegations. 21 August 1919. H. D. 35.
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feel that this cannot be done while the present Hungarian Govern-

ment is in power. That Government has been brought into existence,

not by the will of the people but by a coup fetat carried out by a

small body of police, under the protection of a foreign army. It

has at its head a member of the house of Hapsburg, whose policy

and ambitions were largely responsible for the calamities under

which the world is suffering, and will long suffer. A peace negotiated

by such a Government is not likely to be lasting, nor can the Allied

and Associated Governments give it the economic support which

Hungary so sorely needs. . . .

In the interests, therefore, of European peace the Allied and

Associated Governments must insist that the present claimant to

the headship of the Hungarian State should resign, and that a

Government in which all parties are represented should be elected

by the Hungarian people. The Allied and Associated Powers would

be prepared to negotiate with any Government which possessed the

confidence of an Assembly so elected.

On the following day, August 23, 1 received over our telegraph

system a reply from Captain Gregory, expressed in the effective

American slang in conformity with en clair language:

Archie on the carpet at 7 P.M.

Went through the hoop at 7:05 P.M.

We translated the message into proper terms and sent it to the

Council then in session. When the messenger handed it to Premier

Clemenceau, he also showed him the original telegram. Clemenceau

at one time had been a reporter on a New York newspaper and had
no difficulty understanding it. He claimed it for his own as a

"memento of the war."

An angry queen brought down the curtain on this episode. Alter

I reached New York in mid-September 1919, a 1,200-word letter

reached me from the Queen of Rumania. The letter was written

wholly in longhand and the ink itself spluttered her indignation
over the report which I had furnished the Big Four about the actions

of the Rumanians in Budapest. Today the letter is a collector's item.

AUSIHIA

Bela Kun had moved so far along with his Communist con-

spiracy in Austria that the Austrian Government reported to my staff

that they expected a serious outbreak on May Day (1919). With the
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President's approval 1 authorized the Austrians to placard Vienna
with a statement from me to the any such action would

jeopardize the city's already food supply. No disturbance took

place.

These were by no means all of the President's burdens resulting
from the activities of the Communists. I discoss others in relation

to Germany in the next chapter.

OUTBREAKS OF JEWISH PERSECUTION IN POLAND

Late in May 1919, reports of brutal treatment of Jews in Poland

were spread in the press. These reports naturally injured the Polish

cause in the United States. Preliminary information from mv staff
<f *

did not confirm the whole of the press story, but did indicate that

there had been some bad incidents. I wrote the President about it

and suggested that I might get Prime Minister Paderewski to ask

him to appoint an American committee to investigate the situa-

tion, which would also be a signal for these outbreaks to stop. Mr.

Paderewski readily agreed, and I received the following note from

the President:

3 June, 1919

MY DEAR HOOVER:

I have received the request of Mr. Paderewski to which you
refer in your letter of the second aad I am going to try to act upon
it for I have the deepest interest, as you have, in assisting Poland in

every way and amongst other things in this troublesome question

of the treatment of the Jewish people.
WOODBOW WILSON

The President appointed Henry Morgenthau, Sr., Chairman,

General Edgar Jadwin, and Congressman Homer Johnson. They

quieted both the persecutions and the exaggerated reports,

AKMENIA

Probably Armenia was known to the American school child of

1919 only a little less than most other countries. The association of

Mount Ararat and Noah, the staunch Armenian Christians, who were

massacred periodically by the Mohammedan Turks and the Sunday-
school collections during decades to alleviate their miseries aU

cumulated to impress the name of Armenia on the American mind.

With the Communist Revolution the Caucasian States of Ar-
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menia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia declared their independence and

established themselves as Republics. They were at this time pro-
tected from Communist invasion by the White Armies under

General Denikin, operating to the north of them.

Russian Armenia had a native population of about 1,500,000,

but some 400,000 to 500,000 refugees poured in upon them from

Turkish Armenia, to the south, as a result of Turkish persecution

designed to drive them out of Turkey. In addition, the Georgians
had no great love for the Armenians and the Azerbaijanians were

very unfriendly.
The only access to Russian Armenia was by a branch from the

railway line between Batum and Baku, which was controlled by

Georgia. After the Armistice the British landed troops to protect
their oil supplies over this railway.

Some background of our relief operations in Armenia is neces-

sary to understand our calls for Presidential help. Until the appro-

priation of 8100,000,000 by Congress, my organization had no funds

for Armenian support. Under the law, they could not qualify as bel-

ligerents against the Central Powers. The American Near East

Committee, headed by Arthur Curtiss James and Cleveland Dodge
of New York, had been operating for many years to aid the Armen-
ians generally. With the Armistice, they launched an appeal for pub-
lic support for a fund of $30,000,000, to which, at their request, we

gave warm support. The Near East Committee informed us that they
could finance themselves. As I welcomed any one who could help, I

dismissed the subject from my mind.

But on February 22, 1919, Howard Heinz, our organization

representative in Constantinople, reported that the Committee's

funds were proving inadequate. As our $100,000,000 appropria-
tion was now available, I directed him to ship food, medical and

clothing cargoes to the Near East Committee.

In late March, however, Heinz received most disturbing re-

ports as to the inability of the Committee to manage the Armenian

situation, and dispatched Major R. Stoever of his staff to investigate.

Major Stoever's report was so appalling that I telegraphed Colonel

William N. Haskell, who was in charge in Rumania, to send Captain
Joseph Green of his staff, together with adequate assistants, to Ar-

menia as quickly as possible.

Further reports confirmed Major Stoever's that tens of thou-
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of Armenians were dying of starvation typhus, and con-

firmed reports of cannibalism,

With Major Greea's arrival in Armenia in May, with

our cargoes, we hoped that the worst was over. In any event, we
were delivering every pound of food which could be transported
over the railways. Then Green was met by a demand from the

Georgian Government, which held up our upon
a toll of 2,000 tons of food per month.

If anyone wants material for a treatise on human woe s intrigue*

war, massacre, incompetence and dishonesty, he can find ample
source material in the mass of reports from our American officers

on Armenia.

The British now gave us notice that they were withdrawing
their military contingent from Georgia.

On June 20 I wrote the President:

Our people estimate that there are already 200,000 deaths from

starvation and that unless we can have a rigid control of this railway
under the British authorities and unless we can stop the piracy of

the Georgian Government, and unless we can have no interruption

by military change, we shall certainly lose another 200,000 lives.

I do not wish to burden you with the heart-breaking details of

the whole Armenian situation. The daily reports that we have, not

only through all our own agencies at work here but as well through
the British . . . , are of the most appalling that have yet devel-

oped out of the war. I need only mention that the eating of the

dead is now general. We have large stocks of foodstuffs lying in

Batoum and I am confident that everything has been done both

on our part and on the part of the British authorities that could have

been done . . . , but these interruptions can mean nothing but total

breakdown.

With the arrival of harvest about the end of August, the situa-

tion will be much ameliorated [owing to our provision of seed

grain].

If it were possible for you to discuss this matter with your col-

leagues it might be that some arrangement could be made that the

. . . [removal of troops] could be delayed and that the British authori-

ties could take a more emphatic and rigid control of the railways

than they now hold, and that emphatic notice be given the Georgian
Government . . . Hie matter is of the most urgent order.

Faithfully yours,
HERBERT HOOVER
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On June 27, 1 made an additional request in a letter to the Presi-

dent. After pointing out that my funds would end on July 1, I

suggested:

That a single temporary resident Commissioner should be ap-

pointed to Armenia, who will have the full authority of the United

States, Great Britain, France and Italy in all their relations to the

de facto Armenian Government, . . . His duties . . . [should be] to

supervise and advise upon various governmental matters in the

whole of Russian and Turkish Armenia, and to control relief and

repatriation questions pending the determination of the political

destiny of this area.

In case the various Governments should agree to this plan, im-

mediate notification should be made to the de facto Governments

of Turkey and of Armenia of his appointment and authority. . . .

He will be appointed to represent . . . [our new] American Relief

Administration and the Committee for Relief in the Near East, . . .

I assume that the personnel of this Mission would be necessar-

ily comprised of [American] army and navy officers who would

retain their rank and emoluments and I understand from the . . .

[Committee] for the Near East that they would be prepared to

supply such funds as were required for incidental expenses until

such other arrangements could be made.

Faithfully yours,
HERBERT HOOVEB

The President arranged that the Big Four agree in principle
to this plan.

As Major Green and his staff badly needed a rest, on July 3

I wrote Secretary Lansing, proposing the appointment of Colonel

William N. Haskell as High Commissioner, and again asked that

something be done about the Georgian Government:

PARIS, 3 July 1919

DEAR MR. SECRETARY:

In respect to the authorization of the acceptance in principle by
the Heads of State that an American should be selected to represent
the various Powers so far as may be at the de facto Government

of Russian Armenia, and to take entire charge of the relief measures

in that quarter, I beg to say that we suggest the approval of Colonel

William N. Haskell. Colonel Haskell has had charge of the relief

measures in Rumania for some months.

I would be glad if the Council . . , could see their way to
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the following resolution to put the instructions

to various Allied agencies there:

Colonel W. N. Haskell, U.S.A., is appointed by this Council to

act as High Commissioner to the de facto Government of

Armenia on behalf of the United States, British, French and
Italian Governments, it being understood that Colonel Haskell

will be coincidentally appointed to full charge of all relief

measures in Russian Armenia by the various relief organizations

operating there. All representatives of the United States, British,

French and Italian Governments in Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan
and Constantinople are to be at once instructed to co-operate
with and give support to Colonel Haskell.

I attach hereto telegrams from our staff in Armenia which I

earnestly present for your consideration, and I wonder whether,
in dealing with the Armenian situation, the [Supreme] Council . . .

would not agree to each Government*s despatching the following

telegram to their representatives at Tiflis and Batoran for com-

munication to the Governments of Georgia and Azerbaijan:
We understand that the Georgian Government is making de-

mands for portions of the food supply shipped to the Armenians

as a consideration for transportation, and is otherwise interfering

with the transport of food into Armenia. We wish to have it

strongly emphasized to these de facto Governments that any such

action or any failure of earnest support in transportation of food

to Armenia will, to say the least, entirely prejudice their case in

any decisions as to their political future.

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVER
*

The President and the Big Four agreed to my proposals. The

life of my Congressional appropriation had ended on July 1; so

to bridge over until new Armenian support could be found I ordered

several cargoes en route to Europe to proceed to Batum and also

assigned our remaining Constantinople stocks. Colonel Haskell had

to find substitutes for Major Green's men. As usual, he was aided

in this task by General Pershing.

On July 13, Premier Clemenceau issued the following state-

ment:

Colonel W. N. Haskell, of the United States Army, has been

designated by the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated

Powers, under date of Jury 5, 1919, to fulfill in Armenia the func>
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tions of High Commissioner, in the name of the Governments of

the United States of America, the British Empire, France and Italy.

It is understood that Colonel Haskell will be at the same time

charged with all measures tending to aid Armenia, with the assist-

ance of the various aid societies operating in the region. All the

American, British, French and Italian representatives in Armenia,

Georgia, Azerbaijan and at Constantinople will immediately re-

ceive instructions to lend aid and assistance to Colonel Haskell.

CLEMENCEAU

The President of the Peace Conference

We had more trouble with Armenian relief, but it did not in-

volve the President, who had then returned to the United States.

After the arrival of the Colonel the prestige of his position

began to take effect. He obtained arms for the ragged Armenian

Army from the British and soon had established order and stopped
attacks from the surrounding states. From voluntary gifts, and with

aid from a special Congressional appropriation supported by the

President, we managed to furnish adequate supplies to the Colonel.

We incidentally arranged for the migration of numbers of Armenian

boys and girls
to the United States in our returning ships and

otherwise.

Having ended the dreadful famine, and with a good crop
assured and the Armenian Government strengthened, Colonel Has-

kell and his staff came home in mid-1920. Matters were proceeding

smoothly when, in July 1921, the Communists annexed Armenia, and

its tragedy continued in a new setting.

THE PRESIDENT'S ECONOMIC ADVISERS

I have, in the previous chapter, related the appointment of

the Committee of Economic Advisers, comprising Messrs. Baruch,

Davis, McCoraiick, Robinson and myself, together with General

Bliss and Colonel House.

To indicate further the burdens imposed on the President aside

from the task of making peace among forty-seven nations, I may
cite a few instances from the operation of this Committee. The Com-
mittee kept no formal records and McCormick's Diary is about the

only written account of these incidents. Here is his entry of January
31, 1919:
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...The President informed me he had from reliable

sources the Allies want to the of the war
and have us pay our proportionate share of the whole. This, of

course, is not to be considered, and the President was considerably
exercised over this proposal and wanted me to tell the other

"advisers" not to get mixed up in any of their committees by dis-

cussing this subject at this time; but we were to confine ourselves

only to our own . . . financial or other problems in which the

enemy countries are involved, thereby keeping clear of embarrassing
discussions which have nothing to do with Germany.

In early April a question arose as to America continuing its rep-
resentation after the peace on the sixty-odd inter-Allied councils,
commissions or committees which had been created before or after

the Armistice to deal with current economic questions. The Presi-

dent's economic advisers recommended that inasmuch as we would
have neither stal nor appropriations after the peace, we should end
the entire connection at that time.

Another problem arose to plague us concerning the multitude
of commissions and committees which were being created in the

Treaty. On April 11, I addressed the President, giving my views
on this situation:

I don't see how we can remain in these [treaty] enforcement
commissions . . . exacting the political objectives with the military

strength of the United States as a background.

I have the feeling that revolution in Europe is by no means
over. The social wrongs in these countries are far from solution

and the tempest must blow itself out, probably with enormous
violence. Our people are not prepared for us to undertake the

military policing of Europe while it boils out its social wrongs. I

have no doubt that if we could undertake to police the world and
had the wisdom of statesmanship to see its gradual social evolution,
we would be making a great contribution to civilization, but I

am certain that the American people are not prepared for such a

measure and I am also sure that if we remain in Europe with

military force, tied in an alliance which we have never undertaken,
we should be forced into this storm of repression of revolution, and
forced in under terms of co-ordination with other people that would
make our independence of action wholly impossible.

Faithfully yours, -_ TTJ J HERBERT HOOVER
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The President replied as follows:

PABK, 15 April 1919

MY DEAB MR. HOOVER:

I am very much impressed by your objection to the United

States continuing to supply members to the various commissions

wMch are to be set up under the Peace Treaty and am ready to

say at once that I agree with you.

I am afraid that we cannot escape membership on the . . .

Commission on Reparation because that commission will undoubt-

edly need an umpire, and I am afraid we must take the necessary

risks in that matter. But with regard to most of the others, you may
be sure I shall fight shy.

With warm appreciation of your letter,

Cordially and sincerely yours,

WOODKOW WILSON

On April 23 Prime Minister Lloyd George addressed a long
letter to the President, proposing a plan to provide Europe with

working capital after the Peace Treaty was signed. The plan called

for a joint guarantee by the United States, Britain, France and Italy

of six and one-half billion dollars of German, Austrian and Hun-

garian bonds, the proceeds to be used to rehabilitate European

industry after peace. The President referred the matter to his Com-
mittee of Economic Advisers. We rejected the whole idea for various

reasons, one being that the Reparations Committee had already
determined on an immediate payment of five billion dollars of repa-
rations from the enemy to the Allies, or just about equal to this

proposed loan. In other words, we, who would receive no repara-

tions, would be participating in providing working capital for these

countries to replace the drain of working capital caused by the

reparations.

An entry in McConnick's Diary for April 24 reports:

At 10.00 went to meet Hoover at Davis' room to discuss new

proposal of British for international bond issue to relieve financial

distress in Europe and to use U.S. credit to guarantee bonds of

bankrupt nations.

We advised the President to have nothing to do with the pro-

posal.
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Two days later Lloyd George proposed plan
to the President, whereby al Allied would be consolidated,
with the United States participating in their guarantee. McCor-
mick's Diary on April 23 records its fate;

AH advisers busy today discussing new financial scheme of

British to consolidate debt and have all Allies guarantee interest

and principal That means the United States would guarantee all

the bankrupt nations. The more the plan is studied the less enthu-

siastic our people become. It is the same old game they have been

working on all through the conference, to get the United States to

underwrite their debts. We will have to help but I don't believe In

quite that way.

Lloyd George had still another idea which he proposed to Mr.
Wilson. On June 13 McConnick's Diary records:

... I was called upon the phone and told the President wanted
to see economic advisers at 10.00 A.M., before the 1LOO o'clock

meeting of the Big Four, now the Big Five, as the Japanese joined
Council this morning. When we, that Is, Barach, Hoover, Davis,
Lament and I, arrived the President told us Lloyd George was

arguing importance of Allied control of all purchases of food-

stuffs, otherwise prices would get too high and European countries

ruined. President, of course, opposed to principle, but wanted our

opinion and practical arguments against same. We strongly ad-

vocated no price control and no Inter-Allied combination. The
President said he thought Allies would do collective buying in

any event and wondered how we could break it. Barach and I

did not think it would last as it would defeat itself. Hoover said

that Lloyd George should be told that if they attempt to control

and lower food prices the production would fall off seriously, and
he feared the result. The President said Lloyd George never argued
from real hard facts, but depended on his eloquence. He said he
made him mad by intimaling we were not willing to join because

we wanted higher prices for our food. He said he and Lloyd
George had a hot argument and Lloyd George later apologized
for his insinuation. . . .

In late June, McCormick told me that the President had in-

formed him that Lloyd George had still another financial idea, that

the Prime Minister now wanted to pool the total expenses of the war.

Mr. Wilson was much exercised and wanted all of us to oppose it
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At the request of the "advisers'* I sent a note to the President

expressing their views al negative,

I may state here that the President's committee of advisers were

not adverse to organized financial aid for Europe after the peace.

We considered that such action must be set up by Congress and

planned by the regular departments in Washington with no previous

commitment by the President. This approach the President approved.

Note. President Wilson never tolerated Communism. Aside from many incidental

statements strongly denouncing it during the Armistice period, probably the best for-

mulated statement of Ms views appeared a year after Versailles in a dispatch from

Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby to the Italian Ambassador on August 10, 1920.

The President at this time had passed the worst crisis of his illness, and Secretary Colby
some years later informed me that he had gone over the draft of this message para-

graph by paragraph with the President and that some of the expressions in it were

introduced by the President.

The purpose of this note was to express the American Government's position on

Communism and I need quote only a few sentences:

. . . the Boisheviki ... an inconsiderable minority of the people, by force

and cunning seized the powers and machinery of government and have con-

tinued to use them with savage oppression to maintain themselves in power. . , .

It is not possible for the Government of the United States to recognize
the present rulers of Russia, . . . This conviction . , . rest upon . . . facts,

which none dispute , . . that the existing regime in Russia is based upon the

negation of every principle of honor and good faith, and every usage and

convention, underlying the . . . structure of international law. . , . The re-

sponsible leaders of the regime have frequently and openly boasted that they
are willing to sign agreements and undertakings with foreign Powers while not

having the slightest intention of observing such undertakings. . . . They have
not only avowed this as a doctrine, but have exemplified it in practice. . . ,

Responsible spokesmen of this Power . . . have declared . . . that the very
existence of Bolshevism in Russia . . . must . . depend upon . * . revolutions in

all other great civilized nations, including the United States, which . . over-

throw. . . . their governments and set up Bolshevist rule in their stead. . , .

. . . the Bolshevist Government [hasj , . . extensive international rarni-

Ications through the Third Internationale . . . which is heavily subsidized by
the Bolshevist Government . . . [and has] for its openly avowed aim the promo-
tion of Bolshevist revolutions throughout the world. . . . There is no room for

reasonable doubt that such agents would receive the support and protection of

any diplomatic agencies the Bolsheviki might have in other countries. Inevita-

bly, therefore, the diplomatic service of the Bolshevist Government would be-
come a channel for intrigues and the propaganda of revolt . . .

. . There can be no mutual confidence ... if pledges are to be given
and agreements made with a cynical repudiation of their obligations already
in the mind of one of the parties. We cannot recognize . . . the agents of a

government which is determined and bound to conspire against our institu-

tions; whose diplomats will be the agitators of dangerous revolt; whose spokes-men say that they sign agreements with no intention of keeping them. . .
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WOODROW WILSON'S ORDEAL OF THE

FOOD BLOCKADE OX

An immense added burden was inflicted upon President Wilson

through continuance of the blockade on Central and Eastern Europe,
whose 3GQ,QOOS000 people were struggling to live and get on their

feet.

Article XXI of the Armistice Agreement provided that;

The existing blockade conditions set up by the Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers are to remain unchanged.

The stated reasons for this provision were to maintain political

control of the Continent until peace was made.

I had obtained through the President the following slight modi-

fication, of this article:

The Allies and the United States contemplate the provisioning
of Germany during the Armistice as shall be found necessary.

The entire American group in Paris, from the President down,
considered a rigid blockade utter folly because it created unem-

ployment, prevented economic recovery and fertilized Communism.
The idea of a blockade to force a political objective or to pun-

ish by starvation was a horror to most Americans. Until we arrived

in Europe, it had never occurred to any of us that the wartime block-

ade of food, medical supplies and clothing would be continued

against the neutrals and the newly liberated countries or in viola-

tion of the indirect promise made to Germany.

[151!
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Soon after my arrival in Europe in November, I sent members

of my staff to Germany to Investigate the situation. These men found

that the food shortage was worse after the Armistice than before;

that the new Republic could neither keep the farmers from hoard-

ing food nor hold in check the bootlegging of food to those who could

pay; and that their rationing was breaking down. Worse still, my
men reported a general reduction in the weight of the population,

actual starvation in the lower-income groups in the cities and such

debilitation of millions of children that only stunted minds and

stunted bodies could result. A mass of statistics was collected to

confirm these conditions.

My staff also reported that the Republic wras growing weaker

from "Spartacist" uprisings; that machine guns were firing in the

streets of several cities; and that there was real danger of a revo-

lution on one side from the militarists and on the other from the

Spartacists (Communists), both working on the emotions of the

hungry people.
In a meeting with the President two days after he had arrived

in Europe, I presented to him the blockade situation and suggested

that Colonel House should address the Prime Ministers upon the

effects of the food blockade and gave him a possible draft for such

a letter. In the House Papers there is the following note from the

President to Colonel House and a copy of the proposed letter with

the President's statement of approval.

15 December, 1918

MY DEAB HOUSE:

The enclosed is the result of my conference with Hoover this

evening. Would you be willing to communicate this paper to the

Allied Governments, as you conveyed the original note about the

relief administration to which this refers?

Affectionately yours,
WOODROW WILSON

In this proposed letter I reviewed the arrangements of the

United States Food Administration with the Allied Governments

during the war; the great stimulants to production which we had

applied with their full approval; the huge surpluses we had prepared
for possible continuation of the war; stated that with the Armistice

the Allies would naturally wish to obtain their food supplies from the
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cheaper stocks which had in countries

for lack of transportation;

Viewing the world's food situation as a whole, is mani-

festly no surplus, even of American production, If the import of food

into enemy neutral and liberated countries were upon a

normal scale, There would in fact be a shortage in many commodi-

ties.

This increase in food production in the United States is there-

fore still of the highest importance, for it becomes the supply through
which the very life of many countries must be sustained, and the

American people wish it used in a sympathetic manner for these

purposes.
These foodstuffs, however, cannot at present reach many of

these new areas freely, where they are so sorely needed, because of

the blockade restrictions of many descriptions. The surpluses of

American supplies are backing up and many of them are perishable
and there is thus created a very threatening economic situation.

The present situation, therefore, is one of two-fold character:

First. With literally hundreds of millions of underfed human

beings in the world, the spoilage and waste of a large quantity of

food in the United States cannot for a moment be entertained, either

by the American public or by the Allies. Many of the American sur-

pluses are of perishable character, and instant action is necessary
to prevent waste as well as hunger.

Second. There must be instant expansion of marketing of Ameri-

can surpluses or there will be a great financial reaction in the United

States. A review of the very large stocks now held and the large

amount of banking credit advanced against these stocks creates a

situation of the utmost danger. Any failure to find solution to this

situation . . . would possibly precipitate financial difficulties in the

United States, which would injure the hope of continued economic

assistance to the Allies for a long time to come,

No guarantees of any character have ever been at any time re-

quired to produce foodstuffs for . . . the American people and all

guarantees have been solely for the purpose of creating surpluses for

the European Allies. These guarantees not only apply to the existing

food supplies but also extend to next: year's wheat crop.

Our present surpluses, however, in wheat, flour, barley, rye,

pork products, condensed milk and cotton seed oils are above the

indicated demands of the Allied Governments between now and the

nest harvest, . *
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Therefore, I am directed to inquire if you will not recommend

to your Government:

(a) That all restrictions upon neutral trading be at once re-

moved in these commodities;

(b) That no objection be raised by the Allied Governments

to direct or indirect sale and transportation to enemy
countries or to the necessary financial transactions in-

volved.

[Following in Wilson's handwriting, pencil]

The president has directed me to present these recommenda-

tions as matters of the utmost urgency and the key to many settle-

ments which are to be presently attempted.

Approved
W. W.

On December 20 the President requested that I give him a

memorandum on the political situation in Germany. Its essential

paragraphs were:

PARIS, 20th December, 1918

DEAR MR. PBESIDENTT:

Soon after the Armistice, you took one or two occasions to make
clear that the maintenance of order in Germany by the German

people was a prime requisite to ... peace, and that the necessity

of feeding Germany arose not only out of humanity but out of

its fundamental necessity to prevent anarchy
As you are aware there is incipient or practical Bolshevist

control in many of the large centres. There is also a Separatist
movement in progress amongst the German States, arising some-

what from fear of Bolshevism. . . .

The saving of the German people would be absolutely hopeless
if the normal . . . distributive function and food control should cease,

as it certainly would under a Bolshevist regime.

Again a political Separatist movement amongst the German
States would produce the same situation that we have in the old

Austrian Empire, where some sections of the Empire have a surplus
of food and by practical embargoes are creating food debacles in

other centres. We must maintain a liquidity of the existing food

stocks in Germany ... or the situation will become almost unsolv-

able. * . .

It would appear to me therefore that some announcement with

regard to the food policies in Germany is critically necessary, and
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at once. If that announcement be something on the
line that the United States and could only to solve the
food difficulties In Germany until harvest through the of

a stable government based on an expressed popular will, and a hint
be given that the Allies cannot anticipate furnishing the assist-

ance to Germany through the of Bolshevist elements, it would
at once strengthen the situation in Germany and probably entirely
eliminate the Incipient Bolshevism in progress, and
the hope of saving their food situation. . . .

Yours faithfully,

HEEBEBT HOOVER

With the backing of the Colonel's letter to the Prime Ministers
and the support of the President himself, on December 22 1 laid be-
fore the Inter-Allied Blockade Council in London, a defnite plan of
action:

1. That food, and medical supplies should move freely to the
liberated countries and the neutrals.

2. That the neutrals should be permitted to trade food to the

enemy countries for goods which were noncompetitive with those
of the Allies;

3. That, when shipping and finance measures were settled with
the Germans, such supplies should be free to them subject only to

quantity control required by any world shortage of food.

The Council approved this relaxation of the blockade on De-
cember 24. The neutrals were notified of this relaxation by the Coun-
cil and I informed the American business world. A number of con-
tracts were at once signed between American firms and the neutrals
for the sale of food, which in turn they could trade with the Ger-
mans.

A VERY UNHAPPY INTERLUDE

However, a devastating repudiation of this agreement came on
December 81. Without consulting me, the Allied blockade authori-

ties reversed their decision and clamped a tight blockade anew on
all Europe. They went further and repudiated all their contracts to

purchase food from the Food Administration's enormous surplus we
had built up for the contingency that the war might go on.

The friendly Italian representative on these bodies informed us
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that the action had been taken at the Initiative of the British "as a

measure to reduce world food prices In the interest of all mankind."

Our warehouses were already overloaded and a flood of grain

and food animals was coming hourly to the processors in the United

States. With no European outlet, the processors would be unable to

continue buying at the guaranteed prices.

As this action was the work of the lower echelons of bureaucrats

in London, I determined to combat it on the same bureaucratic level

without troubling the President more than was necessary. I did sug-

gest that he urge the dangers on the Allied Prime Ministers if he

had an opportunity.
To meet the situation, I first consulted Admiral Benson, in com-

mand of our fleet in European waters, as to the Allied right to stop

American flagships en route with food for starving people in Eastern

Europe. The Admiral's language was more explicit than polite, but

the sum of his remarks was that no American flagship carrying food

to famine-stricken people would be stopped by anybody, blockade or

no blockade. The Admiral went further and placed one of his ves-

sels, usually a destroyer, in each of the principal ports where we
were landing, with a naval officer to assist in port matters.

To relieve our overcrowded warehouses, I instructed the Bel-

gian and North of France Relief Commissions and the Food Admin-

istration's Grain Corporation to buy, transport and store supplies in

neutral ports in Europe against the inevitable world shortage of

food. 1 These supplies would be badly needed sometime.

I met with the French and Italian Food Ministers and stated

that if they no longer needed food from the United States, I would

notify our Treasury to cancel its advances for their food purchases.

These two countries at once restored their orders, and to be sure of

future supplies they ordered more. By mid-February the pressures

of the farmers* shipments to the central markets had relaxed. We
had held our guarantees, but at the cost of many sleepless nights

for our Washington and New York staffs and myself.
2

1 The Grain Corporation was a wholly government-owned agency of the United

States Food Administration, set up for the purpose of stimulating production, stabiliz-

ing prices, guaranteeing prices to our farmers and marketing our war surpluses in an

oiderly way.
2 To those interested I recommend the following:

Frank M. Surface, The Grain Trade during the World War, The Macmillan

Company, New York: 1928.
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the in the de-

spite even* American effort, 'the on Germany was con-

for four the Armistice. I with this

somewhat extensively as It demonstrates not only an additional

worry for the President but also the wide the

American and Allied of view.

This four months' delay of to Germany a in-

sensate, wicked action. can the hard-

ships of war. When the fighting is over, they to bury the

as part of the fight But they lay down their sur-

render in the belief they may have food for their women and
children, and then find this instrument of attack upon them is

maintained then hate but slowly dies.

It was a crime in statesmanship against civilization as a whole.
It sowed dragon's teeth of war which two decades later again en-

veloped most of mankind. But no one who reads the documents and
records of the time will ever charge that crime against President

Wilson and America. Yet we in the United States have had to suffer

from this infection of revenge and bitterness which for a generation

poisoned international Me. 3

The British gradually came around to the American point of

view, but the French continued their obstructionist tactics. Although
this obstruction was both exasperating and destructive of the possi-
bilities of ultimate world peace, I often wondered what the attitudes

of the American people would be if they had been twice, within the

recollection of the living, invaded by a more powerful, ruthless, de-

stroying, plundering enemy. Would we then have been willing to

make sacrifices in the hope that our invaders could be brought to

cooperate in building peace for mankind? However, in this case, it

seemed to us Americans that the course was clearthat we must
build on the one hope of supporting the new Republic of Germany.
The only alternative was Carthage.

Frank M. Surface, American Pork Production in ih World War, A. W. Shaw
Company, New York: 1920.

Also, I have prepared a memoir covering tins subject with further documenta-
tion.

3For Ml documentation on this subject, see The Blockade of Germany after the

Armfatice, 1918-1919. Selected Documents of the Supreme Economic Council, Superior
Blockade Council, American ReUef Administration, and Other Wartime Organizations,
selected and edited by Suda Lorena Bane and Ralph HasweH Lutz, Stanford Uni-

versity Press, Stanford, Calif.: 1942.
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The protracted debate and negotiations had another disagree-

able aspect. The Americans who advocated the feeding of the Ger-

mans were not doing so out of any affection for the German militar-

ists, who had been guilty of the greatest brutalities. It wounded us

deeply that the French should assert that we were pro-German or

would promote German interests ahead of theirs.

Before leaving to make some addresses in Italy, on January 1,

1919, the President requested a memorandum from me on the whole

subject of the food blockade. The memorandum was written prior

to the devastating action by the Blockade Council the day before,

and therefore it is not mentioned. A few paragraphs are indicative

of its tenor:

PARIS, January 1

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

In a broad sense, there is no longer any military or naval value

attaching to the maintenance of the food blockade of enemy terri-

tory. Its retention may have political value in the right settlement

of ultimate political issues, but its immediate incidence requires . . .

consideration. . . .

The problem of sustaining life and maintaining order in enemy
territories revolves primarily around the problem of food supplies
and secondarily around the gradual re-establishment of commer-

cial life. . . .

I then sketched some of the background and the problems
involved, including the need for the Germans to hand over to

us their merchant ships in order to carry relief supplies, and I

concluded:

A relaxation of commodity, finance, shipping, and correspond-

ing blockades is the only measure that will protect the situation

against the evils which may arise from actual hunger. Even a par-
tial revival of the ordinary activities of life within enemy terri-

tories will tend powerfully to check rising Bolshevism and the sta-

bilizing of governments.
It is not proposed that these measures proceed to the aban-

donment of [the whole] blockade prior to peace, but that certain

agreed tonnage, agreed commodities for import and export; agreed
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avenues of credit operations and agreed channels of trade and

communication must at once be established.

HERBERT HOOVER

To this statement the President added in his own hand-

writing:

To these conclusions I entirely agree.

W. W.

On January 10, Vance McCormick, Chairman of the Amer-
ican War Trade Board, arrived in Europe to sit in on blockade

matters,

At the first meeting, on January 12, of the Supreme Allied Coun-
cil of Supply and Relief I proposed that, subject to the Germans

handing over the refugee ships, they should receive an installment of

200,000 tons of breadstuffs and 70,000 tons of fat products, with fur-

ther supplies later. No action resulted and McCormick and I,

supported by General Bliss, urged upon the President when he re-

turned to Paris that these matters should receive immediate attention

from himself and the Prime Ministers. The President arranged for a

hearing before the Council of Ten on January 13,

At the meeting I sat in a small chair behind the President's right
shoulder. Vance was behind him to the left, Allied officials like-

wise sat in chairs behind their Prime Ministers. In order to coach our

champions in the debate, we had to poke our heads out from behind.

This conducting of a synthetic debate by the bobbing of heads

was a little difficult. However, the President made a strong pres-
entation.

The minutes of the meeting state:

PRESIDENT WILSON expressed the view that any further delay in

this matter might be fatal as it meant the dissolution of order and

government. They were discussing an absolute and immediate

necessity. So long as hunger continued to gnaw, the foundations

of government would continue to crumble. Therefore, food should

be supplied immediately, not only to our friends but also to those

parts of the world where it was to our interest to maintain a stable

government. He thought they were bound to accept the concerted
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counsel of a number of men who had been devoting the whole of

their time and thought to this question. He trusted the French

Finance Department would withdraw their objection (to the use

of German gold or other securities to pay for food) as they [the

Allies] were faced with the great problems of Bolshevism and the

forces of dissolution which now threatened society.

The French Minister of the Treasury, Louis-Lucien Klotz, ob-

jected, arguing that German securities and gold should first go for

reparations, and he indicated that the United States or Britain

should make loans to the Germans with which to buy their food. As

Congress had specifically prohibited any loans to enemy states, it

was impossible to do this even had we been so inclined.

The President . . , urged that, unless a solution for the imme-

diate situation could be found, none of these debts would be paid.

The want of food would lead to a crash in Germany. The great

point, however, was this, that the Associated Governments have no

money to pay for these supplies. Therefore Germany must pay for

them, but if they were not paid for and supplied immediately there

would be no Germany to pay anything.

The Council resolved that the food supplies must be sent into

Germany and directed that the details of payment and transfer of

their refugee merchant ships be settled immediately by conferences

with the Germans.

Such conferences were held periodically during January and

without results, owing to the obstructionist tactics sometimes of the

British and always of the French, under one excuse or under

another.

As we were getting nowhere, I sent a note to the President on

February 1:

PARIS, 1 February 1919

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

Mr. McCormick will be sending to you the three resolutions

which we are most anxious should be gotten through the Supreme
War Council at its meeting on Monday or Tuesday. As you know,
I have been advocating these points now for nearly two months
and . . . and I see no hope of attaining any results except through

strong intervention on your part. . , .
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. . .We have no justification in humanity or politics in debarring
neutrals from buying all the food they wish for their own consump-
tion now that we have . . . [sufficient] supplies. The blockade on

Mediterranean countries has no purpose whatever, except to serve

detailed selfish interests. All these measures impose a much larger
burden on relief than would be necessary if all these people could

produce and trade . . . where they may in food,

There is so much obstruction that I despair even getting it

past the Supreme War Council unless world opinion is brought to

bear, and I would like to have you advise me whether you do not

think it is desirable for me to disclose to the press, the nature of

these resolutions that you will propose, and I am sure there will

be a reaction from the whole neutral world and a reaction from

the United States in your support. . . .

Faithfully yours,

(Signed) HERBERT HOOVER

The President's reply was:

PARIS, 3 February 1919

MY DEAR MR. HOOVER:

I dare say it would be serviceable to discuss these matters

with the press as you suggest, but how can you when the French

press is so carefully censored by the Government that everything is

excluded which they do not wish to have published. You could

probably get it in the English and the American papers but could

you get publicity for it anywhere else?

Cordially and faithfully yours,

WOODROW WILSON

The President asked for a further memorandum on the three

resolutions McCormick and I had proposed. On February 4, with

McCormick's approval, again I went over the same ground. A few

paragraphs from my letter are indicative:

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

. . . There is no right in the law of God or man that we should

longer continue to starve neutrals. . . . That is the object of the first

part of the . . . resolution.

. . . The French, by obstruction of every financial measure that

we can propose ... in the attempt to compel us to loan money to

Germany for this purpose, have defeated every step so far for
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getting them the food which we have been promising for three

months. The object of the second part of the . . . resolution ... is to

. . . find some channel by which the Germans can help themselves

by trade with neutrals and South America. . . .

The object of the third resolution is to allow the people border-

ing on the Mediterranean to get into production and trade with

all their might and by so doing not only revive their commer-

cial life but also to a large degree supply themselves with food and

other commodities and thus take a large part of the burden of relief

from the back of our government.
There is no possibility that with all the restrictions on trade

taken off ... the old Empire of Austria could ever resurrect any

military importance. At the present time, we are actually furnishing
food to points in old Austria at the expense of governments [which]

could be taken care of by private individuals if they could revive

their foreign credits. . . .

I have worked consistently since arriving in Europe on the 25th

day of November to secure these objects and I have to confess that

although they have been accepted in principle in first one depart-
ment and one government after another, they are constantly de-

feated by one bureaucratic and special self-interest after another . . .

and I can assure you that the blockade against neutrals and the

Southeast is being used today for purely economic ends. . . .

I realize that there is still some political importance in maintain-

ing the blockade against Germany within certain limits, but it does

not apply to the rest of Europe. I can see no hope of securing the

removal of these restrictions except by a direct and strong interven-

tion through yourself and mandatory orders given by the Supreme
War Council.

... I am confident that no action is possible except of a man-

datory character from the top.

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVER

Meetings of Allied delegates with the German Delegation were
held at Spa Belgium, on February 6, 7, and 8, but they served only
as backdrops for further obstruction.

McCormick's Diary for February 11 contains the following

entry:

. . . Long, windy meeting afterwards on blockade relaxation.

French seem to block every effort in this direction. . . .
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Inasmuch as a recitation of the Conference arguments, resolu-

tions, counterresolutions, speeches and reports would take volumes,
I can better depict this battle by again quoting from McCormick's

Diary:

February 17

. . . Attended first meeting Supreme Economic Council at Min-

istry of Commerce. Clementel presided. Klotz, Loucheur for France,
Lord Robert Cecil, Sir John Beale for Great Britain, Crespi and
Ciesa for Italy, Hoover, Norman Davis and self for the United
States. . . . Discussed relaxation of blockade; did not get anywhere.

Crespi said would not agree to any relaxation unless Great Britain or

United States helped finance food for his distressed country. Meeting
getting hot over Crespfs statements so Lord Robert adjourned meet-

ing. Lord Robert very angry at Crespi's hold up game. . . .

At a meeting on March 1, Mr. McCormick recorded:

Meeting of Supreme Economic Council at Minister of Com-
merce office. Trying to put through financial plan for permitting

Germany to buy food. French blocked every plan. England and
America dread consequences, as we seem living on a volcano. Two
hundred million people not producing in the world and many
hungry. . , .

There were still more conferences, and finally, in early March,
the Germans refused to turn over their useful merchant ships (about

2,700,000 tons including the Austrians', many in neutral ports) un-

less they had a guaranteed monthly supply of food until their next

harvest. They were prepared to pay for it from their own gold re-

serve (totalling about $600,000,000). They stated that if they were
to make a new agreement of some kind at the end of every month
or starve, they might as well have it over with and let the Allies

face the consequences.*
The state of affairs at this time is indicated by an entry in

McCormicFs Diary on March 5:

. . . French still blocking food deliveries to Germany. Situation

there alarming. Cables all show state of revolution. Americans in

Germany being attacked. My opinion we are living on top of a

volcano; if relief not immediate, bound to have trouble and will

affect France. English fully alive to situation and fighting hard with

us to better conditions, French agree but don't help and really
hinder whenever possible.
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In the meantime I settled upon a plan with Lord Robert Cecil,

which we decided to present to the Council of Ten on March 8. I

do not cumber this account with its long text, as its essential features

developed in the subsequent debate. However, the plan included

German payment for food with hire of their ships, acceptable com-

modities or gold; the immediate transfer of their merchant ships and

an undertaking that if they kept the Armistice Agreements they
would be assured a stipulated monthly supply of food, as far as

supplies permitted, until the following August.
On the evening of March 7, Prime Minister Lloyd George asked

me to see him to discuss the situation. With him was General Plumer,

Commander of the British Occupation Army in Germany. General

Plumer was in a state of emotion rare for a British soldier. He
announced to me in tragic tones that Germany must have food.

That was no news to me. What he said later on, however, was

helpful. He said that the rank and file of his army were sick and

discontented and wanted to go home because they just could not

stand the sight of hordes of skinny and bloated children pawing
over the offal from British cantonments. His soldiers were actually

depriving themselves to feed these kids. Plumer added that the

country was going Bolshevist. I supported all his arguments.
After Plumer left, Lloyd George demanded to know why I did

not send in food. He said that I had been appointed to that job and

that the Council had authorized it on January 13. Not often do I lose

my temper. But this was too much. I was also weary from constant

obstructionism by day and constant work by night. In my explosion
I reviewed the British lack of cooperation since I had arrived in

Europe, the ruin which would have come to our farmers by the repu-
diation of contracts and the reimposition of the blockade on Decem-
ber 81. I stated that we had in consequeifce been forced to store

hundreds of thousands of tons of food in neutral ports, much of it

highly perishable. I pointed out that the British Navy, since the

Armistice, had viciously prevented the Germans from fishing in the

Baltic, which had been one of their food sources all during the war,

I recited a list of cities in Germany which had already gone Com-
munist (Spartacist). I handed him a telegram from our staff repre-
sentative stating that machine guns were chattering in Berlin streets

at that very moment. I added a few points about starving women
and children after a nation had surrendered in order to get food for
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them, and added that no honest man could read the promises of the

Armistice without a blush. I said that the Germans had not had a

ton of food in the four months since that promise. I recalled that

during these months I had been warning of the steady advance of

the Communists among a hungry people and of the weakening of

the new German representative government. I expressed my opin-
ion that the Allies were on the point of having nothing better to

make peace out of in Germany than they had in Communist Russia.

Lloyd George was a humane and overworked man. He had
been helpful to me on many vital occasions over the previous four

years. I immediately regretted this outbreak, apologized for it and
was about to leave when, to my surprise, he mildly inquired if I

would deliver "parts of that speech" to the Council of Ten. I said

that I would be delighted to do so, but that it would carry much
more weight if it came from him. He asked if I would give him
some notes on what had happened and what I proposed, which I

did on the spot. When I returned to my room and put on paper
what I had said, I promptly came to the conclusion that most of

my explosion must be eliminated and so I prepared some notes in

softer terms for the next day.
President Wilson was then in the United States, and thus not

able to attend this March 8 meeting of the Council. The Americans

were represented by Secretary Lansing, Colonel House, General

Bliss, Messrs. McCormick, Baruch, Davis, Robinson and myself. The
British were represented by Prime Minister Lloyd George, Lord

Robert Cecil, J. M. Keynes and others. The French were represented

by Premier Clemenceau, Foreign Minister Pichon, Finance Minister

Klotz, Commerce Minister Clementel, Marshal Foch and others.

The Italians were represented by Baron Sonnino, Minister of Food

Crespi, and others.

This meeting was a real occasion. The Big Three and Secre-

tary Lansing sat in.judgment on higher seats at the end of the room,

with the different national groups scattered below. Since we Ameri-

cans were regarded as fanatics in our opposition to most parts of the

blockade, McCormick and I, prior to the meeting, had arranged for

Lord Robert Cecil to present die ideas in the memorandum to which

Cecil and I had agreed.
A long and heated debate ensued among the British, French

and Italians. The published minutes are wholly inadequate, no doubt
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because the shift of languages and rapid-fire questions and reply
confused the stenographers, but enough was recorded to suggest
what took place.

The French Minister of Finance, Klotz, objected to some imma-

terial matters, but finally again disclosed his real thesis. The French

would not lift the blockade unless somebody would furnish Germany
food on credit. He charged the British with desertion and charged
both the Americans and the British with trying to get the German

gold and thus deprive France of her just reparations.

Clementel, for the French, objected to any continued assurance

of food for the Germans until the next harvest. He wanted a termin-

able, monthly ration and a limit on the amount of gold which could

be used by the Germans to pay for food.

The minutes state that:

MARSHALL FOCH held that Clause 3 [of my memorandum]
created a somewhat dangerous situation, since the Allies thereby
bound themselves to supply food to the Germans until September
1st, unless, as stated in Clause 8, hostilities were renewed. Con-

sequently, that Clause had the effect of disarming the Allies, who
would be obliged to start hostilities should any difference arise

with Germany, since, as long as the Clause remained, pressure
could not be exerted by the fear of withholding food.

Mr. LANSING enquired what was the connection between the

subject under consideration and the military situation.

M. CLEMENCEAXJ replied that at the present moment the Allies

possessed a method of applying pressure to Germany, without

appeal to arms, but if the Clause suggested were accepted, the

only method of exerting pressure would be the renewal of hostilities.

I entered the debate at this point. The minutes give a wholly

garbled account of my statement.

The gist of what I said was unemotional. I reviewed my previ-
ous dealings with Allied agencies concerning the German blockade

and then continued from the notes I had prepared as follows:

The cold facts of the situation are: The Germans had been

promised food at the Armistice; her women and children were

starving when she surrendered; no food had been furnished her

in the four months of winter; many of the German ships were in

neutral ports and can not be obtained without her cooperation;
the amount of gold or securities required were not one per cent
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of the sums [to be] levied in the reparations; the United States

Congress, in its legislation authorizing loans and gifts to the Allies

and liberated countries to supply them with food, had been adamant

against any loans or credits to the former enemies; that we [Ameri-

cans] had already supplied the Allied and liberated states with loans

and credits to buy food amounting to ten times the amounts in-

volved in the German transactions; that we could scarcely be

charged with a lack of generosity; and finally that the political

and social situation in Germany was such that if continued, the

peace-making efforts of the Allies would be washed up within

another sixty days.

Lloyd George provided the emotional spark in his answer to the

Klotz, Clementel and Foch arguments. The minutes record that he

said:

, . . the Preliminary Terms of Peace would shortly be presented
to Germany, and if Germany refused to accept those terms, that

would put an end to the armistice. But, when that happened, the

Allies would be quite entitled to decide not to advance into

Germany and to exert the necessary pressure by the stoppage of

food supplies. Consequently, the only two contingencies when food

pressure might be required, had been duly provided for. The
Conference was therefore not parting with any potent weapon.
On the other hand, he wished to urge with all his might that

steps should at once be taken to revictual Germany. The honour

of the Allies was involved. Under the terms of the armistice the

Allies did imply that they meant to let food into Germany. The

Germans had accepted our armistice conditions, which were suf-

ficiently severe, and they had complied with the majority of those

conditions. But so far, not a single ton of food had been sent into

Germany [Their] fishing fleet had even been prevented from going
out to catch a few herrings. The Allies were now on top, but the

memories of starvation might one day turn against them. The

Germans were being allowed to starve whilst at the same time

hundreds of thousands of tons of food were lying at Rotterdam,

waiting to be taken up the waterways into Germany: These incidents

constituted far more formidable weapons for use against the Allies

than any of the armaments it was sought to limit. The Allies were

sowing hatred for the future: They were piling up agony, not for

the Germans, but for themselves. The British troops were indignant

about our refusal to revictual Germany. General Plumer had said
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that he could not be responsible for his troops if children were

allowed to wander about the streets, half starving. The British

soldiers would not stand that, they were beginning to make com-

plaints, and the most urgent demands were being received from

them. Furthermore, British Officers who had been in Germany
said that Bolshevism was being created, and the determining factor

was going to be food. As long as the people were starving they
would listen to the argument of the Spartacists, and the Allies by
their action were simply encouraging elements of disruption and

anarchism. It was like stirring up an influenza puddle, just next

door to one's self. The condition of Russia was well known, and

it might be possible to look on at a muddle which had there been

created. But, now, if Germany went, and Spain: who would feel

safe? As long as order was maintained in Germany, a breakwater

would exist between the countries of the Allies and the waters of

Revolution beyond. But once . . . [the] breakwater was swept away,
he could not speak for France, but trembled for his own country. The
situation was particularly serious in Munich. Bavaria, which once

had been thought to represent the most solid and conservative part
of Germany, had already gone. He was there that afternoon to

reinforce the appeal which had come to him from the men who
had helped the Allies to conquer the Germans, the soldiers, who
said that they refused to continue to occupy a territory in order

to maintain the population in a state of starvation. Meanwhile the

Conference continued to haggle. Six weeks ago the same arguments
about gold and foreign securities had been raised, and it had then

been decided that Germany should be given food. He begged the

Conference to reaffirm that decision in the most unequivocal terms,

[that] unless this people were fed, if as a result of a process of starva-

tion enforced by the Allies, the people of Germany were allowed to

run riot, a state of revolution among the working classes of all

countries would ensue with which it would be impossible to cope.

Clemenceau replied to Lloyd George, the essential paragraphs
in the minutes being:

... he had already said, he was ready to give the food, whether

promised or not. On the other hand, his information tended to

show that the Germans were using Bolshevism as a bogey with

which to frighten the Allies. If the Germans were starving, as

General Plumer and others said they were, why did they continue

to refuse to surrender their [merchant] fleet? The Germans certainly
did not act as if they were in a hurry, and it was curious that a
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people who was said to be so hard up for food should appear to
be in no hurry to assist in obtaining it by giving up their ships. No
doubt very pitiable reports were being received from certain parts
of Germany in regard to food conditions; but those reports did not

apparently apply to all parts of Germany. ... In his opinion, the
Germans were simply trying to see how far they could go; they
were simply attempting to blackmail the Allies. To yield to-day
would simply mean constant yielding in the future

In his opinion Marshal Foch should be instructed to meet the
German Peace Delegates at Spa, and to tell them that the Allied

and Associated Powers refused to argue or to discuss matters con-

cerning the accepted clauses of the armistice. The Germans had

promised to surrender their mercantile fleet, and immediate com-

pliance must be demanded. The Germans could at the same time
be told that food would be sent, but the conditions of Article 8
of the Armistice of 16th January, 1919, must in the first place be
fulfilled. It was essential that no signs of weakness should be dis-

played on the eve of the settlement of other large territorial,

military and economic questions. The Germans must not be given
any advantage to-day that might give them the impression that

the Allied Powers could be intimidated and made to yield. There-

fore, in his opinion Germany should be asked point blank: "Are

you or are you not going to execute the conditions set forth in

Clause 8 of the Armistice?" If his proposal were accepted, the

position of the Great Powers would be extremely strong and prom-
ises to supply food could then safely be made.

Marshal Foch had made an objection which he (M. Cle-

menceau) considered to be very strong, but a slight amendment
of the text would easily put that matter right. In regard to the
manner of payment, he would be prepared to waive his objection
to the ear-marking of gold for the purpose, provided he knew that

the Germans would work for their food. This was not an unreason-

able request, and it would be found to be in agreement with the

teachings of Christianity. In conclusion, he could not too strongly

urge his view that the Germans should be made thoroughly to

understand that the Allies would allow no nonsense in regard to

the minute observance of the terms of the clauses of the Armistice.

As soon as the Germans recognized this fact, he felt sure his

colleagues, M. Loucheur, M. Klotz and M. Clementel, who were
ever ready to be guided by feelings of humanity, would easily
arrive at an agreement in regard to the supply of food to Germany,
and the payment therefor.
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The discussion turned onto the French proposals, which would

weaken the plan. Lloyd George, becoming annoyed, said to Klotz:

... on January 13th exactly the same speeches had been made

by M. Klotz and he had then been overruled by the Supreme War
Council. M. Klotz should . . . submit to the decisions then given by
the Supreme War Council.

Nothing had, however, been done during those two months,

and now the question had been brought up for discussion with all

the old arguments. He would not have raised the matter, but for

the fact that during the past two months, in spite of the decision

reached by the Supreme War Council in January last, obstacles

had continually been put in [Mr, Hoover's] way, with the result

that nothing had been done. He appealed to M. Clemenceau to

put a stop to these obstructive tactics; otherwise M. Klotz would

rank with Lenin and Trotsky among those who had spread Bol-

shevism in Europe.

Colonel House intervened, saying:

, . . that it always made him unhappy to take sides against France. But

the American Delegates had told him that they had gone to the

utmost limits to meet the wishes of the French and unless Clause

4 were accepted practically as it stood, it would have no value.

M. CLEMENCEAU exclaimed that his country had been ruined

and ravaged; towns had been destroyed; over two million men
had lost their lives; mines had been rendered unworkable; and yet
what guarantees had France that anything would be received in

payment for all this destruction? She merely possessed a few pieces
of gold, a few securities, which it was now proposed to take away
in order to pay those who would supply food to Germany; and
that food would certainly not come from France. In a word, he
was being asked to betray his country and that he refused to do.

Finally the tempers of the occasion abated and an agree-
ment was reached based upon the memorandum proposed to Lord
Robert Cecil by myself. The meeting with the Germans was ar-

ranged for March 13.

THE BRUSSELS MEETING OF MARCH 13-14

The meeting with the Germans at Brussels took place on March
13-14. A typical British admiral, Sir Rosslyn Wemyss, presided. He
was a tall, dignified and determined man. The American Delega-
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tion comprised five members, with myself as Chairman. Henry
Robinson represented the Shipping Board, Thomas Lamont the

Treasury, Hugh Gibson the State Department, and the fifth was
Lewis Strauss, my secretary at that time. The British had twelve

delegates headed by Admiral Wemyss. The French had nine dele-

gates headed by a general appointed by General Foch. The Italians

had three delegates. The Belgians had two delegates Emile Franc-

qui and an associate. The Germans sent fourteen delegates headed

by Edler von Braun, with whom I had dealt during the Belgian Re-
lief and whom I had found to be a straightforward man. The twenty-
three Allied Delegates sat on one side of a long table, the fourteen

Germans on the other.

Emile Francqui, my colleague in Belgian Relief, and I sat to-

gether. He was visibly moved with satisfaction upon hearing the

very Germans of whom we had so often asked concessions for the

Belgians now on the other side of the table, asking us for food. In
after years he developed this incident into a great and thrilling con-

versational drama.

The agreements with the Germans were long and technical.

They provided for an assurance of 300,000 tons of cereals and 70,000
tons of fat monthly if the world supplies permitted, payment to be
in acceptable foreign securities and via the hire of the German ships.
The Germans were to be permitted to export certain commodities,
and any balance needed to pay for food was to be gold, and was
to be deposited in the National Bank of Belgium at my disposal as

the Director General of Relief, except those payments for food

furnished by the British. All available ships were to be handed over

as rapidly as physicaDy possible.

I gleaned some humor out of persuading the Admiral to agree
that the Germans might keep their fishing boats and fish in the

Baltic. However, he could not stand the idea of the Germans fishing
in the North Sea. Although the German fleet had now been scuttled

and lay at the bottom of the sea, he was loath to allow the Ger-

mans any freedom of the seas. We compromised by letting the

Germans buy North Sea fish from the neutrals without including it

as a reduction from the monthly food program.
The delays in opening this crack in the food blockade as

promised in the Armistice had many terrible consequences. A host

of innocent people had died of starvation. Had the Allies stuck
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to the original decision of December 24 on our proposal to relax the

blockade by opening trade between the neutrals and Germany,
much food would have flowed into Germany and less gold would

have been required. When the crack was opened, the crisis in Ger-

many was such that little payment could be made in trade, and

practically the whole sum was paid in gold. The French received

fewer reparations than would have otherwise been the case.

But there was a loss to the Allies far greater than this. The

German people could not forget the continuation of the food block-

adein negation of the promise of the Armistice and they used it

to poison the minds of the peoples of the world.

We moved some 200,000 tons of food into Germany in ten days,

and the dangers of Communist revolution considerably abated. My
organization and our associates, the British and neutrals, provided a

total of more than 1,270,000 tons of food and medical supplies for

Germany, and we handled over $325,000,000 of German gold.
4

When the door for food to Germany opened, I found hatred

still so aflame in some sectors of the British, French and American

press that, on March 21, 1 issued the following statement:

WHY WE ABE FEEDING GERMANY

From the point of view of my Western upbringing, I would say
at once, because we do not kick a man in the stomach after we
have licked him.

From the point of view of an economist, I would say that it is

because there are seventy millions of people who must either pro-
duce or die, that their production is essential to the world's future

and that they cannot produce unless they are fed.

From the point of view of a governor, I would say it is because

famine breeds anarchy, anarchy is infectious, the infection of such

a cesspool will jeopardize France and Britain, will yet spread to

the United States.

From the point of view of a peace negotiator, it is because we
must maintain order and stable government in Germany if we
would have someone with whom to sign peace.

From the point of view of a reconstructionist I would say that

unless the German people can have food, can maintain order and

4 Some of the gold was paid in French coins which the French had paid to the
Germans in the indemnity exacted by them after the Franco-Prussian War fifty years
before.
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stable government and get back to production, there is no hope of

their paying the damages they owe to the world.

From the point of view of a humanitarian, I would say that we
have not been fighting women and children and we are not begin-

ning now.

From the point of view of our Secretary of War, I would say
that I wish to return the American soldiers home and that it is a

good bargain to give food for [the use of] passenger steamers on

which our boys may arrive home four months earlier than will other-

wise be the case.

From the point of view of the American Treasury, I would also

say that this is a good bargain, because it saves the United States

enormous expenditures in Europe in the support of idle men [in our

Army] and allows these men to return to productivity in the United

States.

From the point of view of a negotiator of the Armistice, I

would say that we are in honor bound to fulfill the implied terms

of the Armistice that Germany shall have food.

Let us not befog our minds with the idea that we are feeding

Germany out of charity. She is paying for her food. All that we
have done for Germany is to lift the blockade to a degree that

allows her to import her food from any market that she wishes and

in the initial [stages] . . . we are allowing her to purchase emergency

supplies from [our] stocks in Europe, at full prices.

Taking it by and large, our face is forward, not backward on

history. We and our children must live with these seventy million

Germans. No matter how deeply we may feel at the present mo-

ment, our vision must stretch over the next hundred years and we
must write now into history such acts as will stand creditably in

the minds of our grandchildren.

The "crack" opened in the blockade, by which a monthly
ration of food was allowed into Germany, was by no means the

end of the battle of the blockade.

Unemployment was enormously widespread over all Central

and Eastern Europe. President Wilson and all his advisers had

urged earnestly, from the day we arrived in Europe, that recon-

struction and peace required some relaxation of the ban on imports

of raw materials and the export of manufactured goods as the road

to stability upon which peace could be built.

The adamant determination of the Allies that they must hold
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on to the blockade weapon to force compliance with political de-

mands, until peace was signed, reduced our American efforts con-

cerning the blockade to opening "cracks" for some country or for

some commodity.
The Allies had one justification for their attitudes which Ameri-

cans respected. They contended that they had a right to recover

their export markets and their employment in advance of the former

enemy countries. The record shows that Americans respected this

contention, and that the "cracks" were adjusted to it.

There were endless meetings of the Superior Blockade Council,

the Supreme Economic Council and the inter-Allied committees

where these matters were discussed, and there were endless appeals
to President Wilson for help in the Council of Ten or the Big Four.

It is not my purpose here to dip deeply into this record. Mr.

McCormick's Diary illuminates the battle, and a few quotations
will suffice.

Among others, the blockade was one of the terrible handicaps
to the development of freedom and economic life of the four newly
liberated Baltic States.

At a meeting on March 15, McCormick pressed for relief for

these little countries. The entry in his Diary of that date reveals:

. . . Italy still misbehaving trying to block everything until she

gets her own needs cared for also insisting upon carrying out of

London treaty by which she was brought to enter the war. . . . Italy

apparently trying to break up creation of Jugo-Slavia. . . . U.S. tried

to free Poland, Esthonia, Lettland and Lithuania from further block-

ade restrictions owing to importance of resuming normal life to dis-

courage Bolshevism. Great Britain withheld approval. , . . Afraid

some trade advantage hoped for by Great Britain. Can see no other

reason. . . .

Another entry in the Diary on March 19, in respect to the Baltic

States, reports:

Meeting of Blockade Council. Still struggling to get relaxation

for Poland and Baltic provinces of old Russia. British still blocking
trade reasons pretending military. . . .

The minutes of the Superior Blockade Council of March 20 re-

cord that it was agreed "that reasonable quantities of commodities

should be permitted to reach Estonia," and recommended it "to the

Supreme Economic Council for appropriate action."
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The Supreme Economic Council, at a meeting on March 24,

recommended this to the Council of Ten. On March 28 they recom-

mended it to the Big Four. The next day the resolution was revised

to include Latvia and Lithuania, and started all over again. On

April 7 the Supreme Economic Council again agreed. But on April
28 the Council of Ten suspended all trade with these Baltic States

"because of recent political developments/'
On June 4 the Supreme Economic Council determined:

. . . That for the present . . . food shipments could be made
to Latvia and Lithuania, although other commodities could not, for

the present, be shipped to these countries.

This was one of our few gleams of humor as we had been sup-

plying these states with food, medical supplies and clothing since

January.
As to the blockade of the other countries, McCormick records

on April 9:

Supreme Economic Council 10:00 o'clock. . . . Had a good scrap
over relaxation of blockade and difficulties of communication all

over Europe choking trade and commerce, causing idleness and

making Bolshevists. Think we made some progress. , . .

At a meeting of the Supreme Economic Council on April 21,

a general discussion took place concerning the continuation of the

blockade of commodities other than food. The discussion accurately

reflected the situation five months after the Armistice. According to

the minutes, I made the following statement on behalf of the Amer-

ican members:

... It was their view then and now that the blockade, in pre-

venting the population of Germany from returning to productivity

and employment, could only stimulate social disorder and under-

mine the possibilities of Peace. That . . . the only hope of reparation

to the Allies . . . was by the earliest possible return to productive
labor. . . . The American Delegates wished to emphasize the

fact that they would not be a party to any proposals which

would damage the interest of France, but they felt that in adopt-

ing the principle which they had adhered to ... they were doing

France the best service of which their Government was capable

Replying to the suggestions of the French Delegates . . . [dele-

gate Hoover] felt that a review of what had been accomplished
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under the relaxation o the blockade [other than food] would make
but a meagre showing due to the amount of mechanical restriction

that had been placed around every effort . . . that it was impossible
for credit and trade to revive so long as these restrictions existed;

that the total result was to draw a stream of gold out of Germany.

They further stated that it was the view of the Government of the

United States that there [could be] ... no question of blockade

measures after peace. . . .

The French at this point blamed the delay in supplies to Ger-

many on the Americans because it was they who would not agree
to furnish such supplies on American credit. In answer I again de-

scribed our point of view.

. . . They [the Americans] had held from the beginning that the

only basis of food supplies should be the exchange of products, and

that the employment involved in their production was of equal im-

portance politically and economically with the supply itself; that

from the American point of view the French financial proposals
meant only a further increase in the burden of credit already as-

sumed by the United States, . . . that in this connection they [the

Americans] had recently prepared an estimate showing that during
the present harvest year the United States will have supplied Europe
with foodstuffs to the value of ... two-and-one-half billion dollars,

for which it will have received in payment only four hundred million

dollars in goods or securities; that there was an absolute limit to the

amount that can be drawn from any bank.

The French delegates, speaking on behalf of their Government

stated:

That while fully realising the desirability of a speedy return

to normal conditions, they were unable at the present time, in view

of the proposed early presentation of the terms of the Preliminaries

of Peace to the Germans at Versailles, to concur in any proposals
which would result in a further relaxation of the Blockade restric-

tions on Germany.

On this same day (April 21) the President handed me a memo-
randum from an important British official, advocating a reorganiza-
tion of the Ebert Ministry in Germany to include Communist ( Spar-

;acist) members, and suggesting various devices to secure accept-
mce of the Treaty. The correspondence illustrates the confusions of
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Mr. Hoover (far left) with colleagues in the American Food Administration in London,
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Left, President Wilson, with the first
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with Colonel House the man who,
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Shortly after his arrival in France, Wilson with General Pershing reviewed

American troops stationed at Chaumant.

To the war-weary peoples of Europe, Wilson was the hero of the Armistice and the

prophet of permanent peace. Below, left, President Wilson (in the company of the

Duke of Connaught) is greeted at his arrival in Dover by English schoolchildren strew-

ing flowers; right, Paris prepared to greet the President.
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The four leaders of the victorious Allies Lloyd George of England., Orlando of Italy,

Clemenceau of France, and Wilson stand before Wilson's Paris home., 11 des Stats-

Unis.
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Three of the "Big Four," Lloyd George, Clemenceau,
and Wilson, arrive at the Versailles Conference.
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President Wilson with his war-
time cabinet. Left to right
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the times, increased by the danger from the Communist specter.
The President asked for my opinion of these proposals and I gave
him the following:

21 April 1919

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

I enclose you, herewith, memorandum on the note which you
handed me today with regard to the situation in Germany. I have

put it in the form of a memorandum in case you wish to hand it to

your colleagues for their edification.

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVER

My memorandum analyzed the foolishness of these proposals,
then added:

. . . We cannot fail to again mention what we consider is one

of the absolute fundamentals to constructively handle this situation.

You and all of us have proposed, fought and pleaded for the last

three months that the blockade on Germany [in addition to food]

should be taken off, that these people should be allowed to return

to production not only to save themselves from starvation and misery
but that there should be awakened in them some resolution for

continued National life. The situation in Germany today is to a

large degree one of complete abandonment of hope. The people
have simply lain down under the threat of Bolshevism in front and

the demands of the Allies behind. The people are simply in a state

of moral collapse and there is no resurrection from this except

through the restoration of the normal processes of economic life

and hope. We have for the last month held that it is now too late

to save the situation. We do think, however, that it is worth one

more great effort to bring the Allied countries to realize that all the

bars on exports and imports should be taken down without attempts
to special national benefits; that the Germans should be given an

assurance that a certain amount of ships and working capital will

be left in their hands with which to re-start the National machine.

We feel also from an American point of view that the refusal

of the Allies to accept these primary considerations during the last

three months leaves them with the total responsibility for what is

now impending.
We do not believe that the acceptance of any possible treaty

is very probable under present conditions, and we feel certain

that the hope of reparation is gradually being extinguished by the
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continued use of the noose. We do not believe the blockade was

ever an effective instrument to force peace; it is effective, however,

to force Bolshevism.

To this the President replied:

MY DEAR HOOVER:

Thank you warmly for your letter of yesterday enclosing your
memorandum on the situation in Germany apropos of the British

memorandum which I handed you. It will be very serviceable to

me indeed.

Cordially and faithfully yours,

WOODROW WILSON

McCormick records on May 5:

... At 10:30 met with Supreme Economic Council Had the

pleasure of showing to Council how France, who has been insisting

upon maintaining the blockade against Germany, has been shipping

carloads of cotton and wool materials into Germany through Alsace

Lorraine. I had the goods on them from our representatives in the

border and it created quite a stir in the Council. . . .

The American attack on the blockade as a whole did not let up
for a moment until the Peace Treaty was signed. During May and

June the Supreme Economic Council met ten times. The Superior

Blockade Council met thirteen times. The other inter-Allied coun-

cils, boards and commissions had hundreds of meetings. At practi-

cally every meeting the Americans, and sometimes the British, urged
the relaxation of the blockade on some country or with respect to

some commodity. Minor relaxations were obtained, but any com-

prehensive major action was either opposed or delayed by the

French. The net effect was not only the stifling of production, but

the steady economic degeneration of Europe.
In a later chapter I deal further with the use of the blockade

to pressure the Germans to accept the Treaty terms. Despite all our

efforts, the blockade per se was not removed until the ratification of

the Peace Treaty by Germany on July 7, 1919.

All through these efforts we were compelled to seek President

Wilson's advice and authority constantly, thereby adding further to

the heavy load he bore. His concern over the blockade was pro-

found, his prediction of its ugly results accurate. He never spared
himself in his efforts to lift it. \



WOODROW WILSON ESTABLISHES

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

While the burdens on the President, shown in the last three

chapters, were exhausting enough for any one man, his major job
was to make peace. This gigantic task had two quite separate focal

points:
First was the establishment of the League of Nations to

preserve lasting peace.
1

Second was the framing of the Treaty with Germany, as dis-

tinguished from the Covenant of the League, by which the pattern

of peace would be set with the other enemy states. And it was also

to establish the independence or relationships and the territorial

possessions around the world of forty-seven other nations.

To clarify what happened at the Peace Conference, I shall

discuss these two focal points separately and I shall refer to them

as the League and the Treaty.
It must be remembered that on November 4, 1918, the Allies

1 Plans to preserve peace by tlie collective action of nations were not new in the

world. During the previous 500 years there had been nine of them under various

names and with various methods. Some of their methods included arbitration, judicial

decision and even action by arms against an aggressor.

The first really concrete agreement among nations for collective action came at

the Congress of Vienna in 1814. It started with the Holy Alliance and gradually

developed into the Concert of Europe. This was not an institution but rather a prac-
tice. The Great Powers came together at critical dangers of war and generally arrived

at settlements. The United States joined in two such meetings in Europe. The Concert

had played a real part in keeping the world free from world-wide wars between 1814

and 1914.

[179]
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accepted all of the President's "Fourteen Points and the subsequent

addresses," except freedom of the seas, as the basis of peace.

There can be little doubt that the President considered the

establishment of the League of Nations as his primary goal, for

through this agency he was confident that mistakes and malad-

justments in the Treaty could in time be solved and controversies

settled.

I need not record in detail the devotion of the President to

this exalted idea. He gave his first public statement in respect to it

over a year before we entered the war. Former President William

Howard Taft and former Secretary of State Elihu Root interested

him in an association that they had formed and named the League to

Enforce Peace. 2 On May 27, 1916, President Wilson addressed a

meeting of this association in which he gave it strong support. Some
of his statements were:

. . . Our own rights as a Nation, the liberties, the privileges, and

the property of our people have been profoundly affected. We are

not mere disconnected lookers-on. . . . We are participants ... in

the life of the world. The interests of all nations are our own also.

We are partners with the rest. What affects mankind is inevitably

our affair as well as the affair of the nations of Europe and of

Asia. . . .

, . . Only when the great nations of the world have reached

some feasible method of acting in concert when any nation or

group of nations seeks to disturb those fundamental things, can

we feel that civilization is at last in a way of justifying its ex-

istence

. . . the nations of the world must in some way band themselves

together to see that right prevails as against any sort of selfish ag-

gression; ... I am sure that I speak the mind and wish of the people
of America when I say that the United States is willing to become
a partner in any feasible association of nations formed in order to

realize these objects and make them secure against violation.

2 It is of interest to record that Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, subsequently the

major enemy of the League, contributed the following assurance of support to the
idea of this association:

"But I do not believe that when Washington warned us against entangling
alliances he meant for one moment that we should not join with the other civilized

nations of the world if a method could be found to diminish war and encourage
peace." See Proceedings of the First Annual National Assemblage of the League to

Enforce Peace, May 26-27, 1916, p. 165,
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I need not repeat the President's urgings of such international

action in five of his 38 "points/* enumerated in Chapter 4. Partly as

a result of his dedication to the plan, considerable amount of re-

search and preparation of possible provisions for the Covenant of

the League had already been undertaken in the United States and
Britain. The Papers of Charles L. Swem, the President's Secretary,
show that as early as March 23, 1918, Mr. Wilson himself drafted a
constitution for the League, writing twenty paragraphs in great de-

tail. On April 5, 1918, he wrote a letter to a friend discussing some

aspects of the League. The Papers of Colonel House show that in

July 1918 the President directed David Hunter Miller, an able stu-

dent of foreign affairs, to join with the Colonel in development of

the Covenant. And the Colonel records that in August 1918 the

President rewrote these drafts. 3

As any publication of the constantly changing drafts might
lead to confusion and destructive criticism over details, the Presi-

dent requested there should be no disclosure of the texts. He car-

ried a draft of his own to Europe.
In the meantime the British had been working on a draft tinder

Lord Robert Cecil and General Jan Smuts, Prime Minister of the

South African Union. When the President reached Paris, the two

groups decided that the first step should be to obtain from a plenary
session of the Peace Conference an acceptance of the principle of

the League; that it should be an integral part of the peace treaties

with the former enemies; and that a special commission should be

appointed to draft the Covenant.

This major step was taken on January 25, 1919 after a particu-

larly eloquent address by the President to the plenary session. The
more important passages are:

, . We have assembled for two purposes to make the present

3 The Colonel seemed to think he and Miller wrote the original draft of the

Covenant. Aside from the above actions of the President prior to their assignment,
the President had before him a British draft as to which, according to Swem, he

wrote the British Ambassador on July 3 as follows:

MY DEAB MR. [AMBASSADOB]:
I have received with your kind note of July 3 the interim report drawn

up by a committee appointed by his Majesty's Govt. to consider the question
of a league of nations, I have given it a hurried examination but will take the

liberty of going over it more carefully and of communicating through you at

a later date if I may my deliberate comments upon it.

Pray express to your govt. when you have the opportunity my apprecia-
tion of their courtesy in letting me see this report.
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settlements which have been rendered necessary by this War, and
also to secure the Peace of the world not only by the present settle-

ments but by the arrangements we shall make in this conference

for its maintenance. The League of Nations seems to me to be

necessary for both of these purposes. There are many complicated

questions connected with the present settlements which, perhaps,
cannot be successfully worked out to an ultimate issue by the deci-

sions we shall arrive at here. I can easily conceive that many of

these settlements will need subsequent reconsideration; that many
of the decisions we shall make will need subsequent alteration in

some degree, for if I may judge by my own study of some of

these questions they are not susceptible of confident judgments at

present.

It is, therefore, necessary that we should set up some machinery
by which the work of this Conference should be rendered complete.
...It will not suffice to satisfy Governmental circles anywhere.
It is necessary that we should satisfy the opinion of mankind. The
burdens of this War have fallen in an unusual degree upon the

whole population of the countries involved We are bidden by
these people to make a peace which will make them secure. . . .

It is a solemn obligation on our part, therefore, to make

permanent arrangements that justice shall be rendered and peace
maintained. This is the central object of our meeting. Settlements

may be temporary, but the actions of the nations in the interest of

peace and justice must be permanent. We can set up permanent
processes. We may not be able to set up permanent decisions. . . .

In a sense, the United States is less interested in this subject
than the other nations here assembled. With her great territory
and her extensive sea borders, it is less likely that the United
States should suffer from the attack of enemies than that many
of the other nations here should suffer; and the ardor of the United

States, for it is a very deep and genuine ardor for the Society
of Nations is not an ardor springing out of fear and apprehension,
but an ardor springing out of the ideals which have come to

consciousness in the War. . . . Therefore, the United States would
feel that her part in this war had been played in vain if there
ensued upon it merely a body of European settlements. She would
feel that she could not take part in guaranteeing those European
settlements unless that guaranty involved the continuous super-
intendence of the peace of the world by the Associated Nations of
the World.
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Therefore, it seems to me that we must concert our best judg-
ment in order to make this League of Nations a vital thing not

merely a formal thing, not an occasional thing, not a thing some-
times called into life to meet an exigency, but always functioning
in watchful attendance upon the interest of the Nations, and
that its continuity should be a vital continuity; that it should have
functions that are continuing functions and that do not permit an
intermission of its watchfulness and of its labor; that it should be
the eye of the Nation to keep watch upon the common interest, an

eye that does not slumber, an eye that is everywhere watchful
and attentive.

. . . [The] representatives of the United States support this

great project for a League of Nations. We regard it as the key-
stone of the whole program which expressed our purpose and our
ideal in this war and which the Associated Nations have accepted
as the basis of the settlement. . . . This is the keystone of the whole
fabric, we have pledged our every purpose to it, as we have to

every item of the fabric. . . . We are here to see, in short, that the

very foundations of this war are swept away. . . . And nothing less

than the emancipation of the world from these things will accom-

plish peace. . . .

I hope, Mr. Chairman, that when it is known . . . that we have

adopted the principle of the League of Nations and mean to work
out that principle in effective action, we shall by that single thing
have lifted a great part of the load of anxiety from the hearts of
men everywhere. ... I am merely avowing this in order that you
may understand why, perhaps, it fell to us, who are disengaged
from the politics of this great Continent and of the Orient, to

suggest that this was the keystone of the arch. . . .

The principle of creating the League and its incorporation as

an integral part of the Treaty was adopted unanimously. A subcom-
mittee of fourteen delegates was appointed to draft the Covenant
The President was chosen Chairman. The most helpful members
were David Hunter Miller, Colonel House, Lord Robert Cecil and
General Jan Smuts. There were successive drafts out of which the
final text was gradually developed.

In one of my meetings with the President at this time in con-
nection with the Relief and Reconstruction, he asked if I had seen
a draft and if I had any suggestions regarding it. I replied that it

seemed to me that the proposed machinery of the League with its
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Council, Assembly and Secretariat, the right of members to bring
before the League any danger to peace and the provisions for the

League to examine, report, arbitrate and conciliate, develop judicial

action, and denounce a nation as an aggressor was all admirable.

I added that it seemed to me that a Covenant going that far

would meet the prayers of most thoughtful people. I was doubtful,

however, whether an organization so revolutionary and so young
could successfully carry the burdens imposed by Article X, which

guaranteed the boundaries of all the signatory nations, or the pro-

visions for economic and military sanctions in case of aggression.

I mentioned that the Concert of Europe had been dominated by the

Great Powers, as would be the League, and by moral and diplo-

matic pressures had prevented widespread wars for one hundred

years without so definite an organization as that proposed for the

League.
The President listened amiably and replied that the Concert

of Europe had failed, its great test being this war, and that much

stronger action was necessary to prevent such a disaster in the

future.

Upon returning to the Crillon Hotel I made a note of this con-

versation and repeated it to Colonel House. He replied that the

President considered Article X and the provisions for coercion to be

the heart of the League. He observed also that the President was a

descendant of Scottish Covenanters and a believer in the provisions
for force in the Constitution of the United States as the great

symbol for action.

As my own job of Relief and Reconstruction was sufficiently

engrossing and arduous, and not being charged with the responsi-

bility for formulating the Covenant, I dropped the subjectalthough
I was not convinced.4

The President submitted the draft of the Covenant of the

League to a plenary conference of the delegates on February 14,

1919. After reporting that the draft had been unanimously accepted

by the fourteen nations represented on the subcommittee, he read

4The draft had been put in print. I received my copy from Secretary Lansing,
we both having apartments at the American headquarters in the Crillon Hotel. At
this time Lansing was explosive in his opposition to Article X and the coercive provi-
sions in the Covenant.
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the text. I do not give the details, as the draft was subsequently
amended. But it is appropriate to repeat parts of the accompanying
address by the President:

... It was obvious throughout our discussions that, although
there were subjects upon which there were individual differences

of judgment, with regard to the method by which our objects
should be obtained, there was practically at no point any serious

difference of opinion or motive as to the objects which we were

seeking. . . . We felt that in a way this Conference had entrusted to

us the expression of one of its highest and most important purposes,
to see to it that the concord of the world in the future with regard
to the objects of justice should not be subject to doubt or un-

certainty; that the cooperation of the great body of nations should

be assured from the first in the maintenance of peace upon the

terms of honor and of the strict regard for international obligation.

. . . The result was reached unanimously. . . .

He then described the method of the League's organization by
which an Executive Council of eight members was to be appointed
four to be permanent, representing the Great Powers, and four to

be elected by the body of delegates, representing all member na-

tions of the Leaguetogether with a permanent Secretariat. He also

described the right of every member nation to invoke action in

case of controversies likely to cause war; the initial action of the

League to consist in investigation of the facts, arbitration and con-

ciliation and rallying world public opinion. The President declared

at one point:

Armed force is in the background in tibis programme, but is is

in the background, and if the moral force of the world will not

suffice, the physical force of the world shall. But that is the last

resort, because this is intended as a constitution of peace, not as

a League of War.

. . . this document ... is not a straightjacket, but a vehicle of

life. A living thing is born, and we must see to it that the clothes

we put upon it do not hamper it, a vehicle of power, but a vehicle

in which power may be varied at the discretion of those who
exercise it and in accordance with the changing circumstances of

the time. And yet, while it is elastic, while it is general in its terms,

it is definite in the one thing that we were called upon to make

definite. It is a definite guarantee of peace. It is a definite guarantee
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by word against aggression. It is a definite guarantee against the

things which have just come near bringing the whole structure of

civilization into ruin. Its purposes do not for a moment lie vague.
Its purposes are declared and its powers made unmistakable.

It is not in contemplation that this should be merely a League
to secure the peace of the world. It is a League which can be

used for cooperation in any international matter. That is the

significance of the provision introduced concerning labor , . . .[In]

the picture which I see, there comes into the foreground the great

body of the laboring people of the world, the men and women and

children upon whom the great burden of sustaining the world

must from day to day fall, whether we wish it to do so or not;

people who go to bed tired and wake up without the stimulation

of lively hope. These people will be drawn into the field of inter-

national consultation and help, and will be among the wards of

the combined Governments of the world. . . *

. . . there is an imperative article concerning the publicity of all

international agreements. Henceforth no member of the League
can claim any agreement as valid which it has not registered with

the Secretary General . . . and the duty is laid upon the Secretary
General to publish every document of that sort at the earliest

possible time. . . .

The President also spoke of the proposed mandates over the

areas stripped from the German, Austrian and Turkish Empires

(with which I deal more extensively in Chapter 14), and continued:

. . . this document ... is at one and the same time, a practical

document and a humane document. There is a pulse of sympathy
in it. There is a compulsion of conscience throughout it. It is

practical, and yet it is intended to purify, to rectify, to elevate. . . .

Many terrible things have come out of this war . . . but some

very beautiful things have come out of it. Wrong has been de-

feated. . . . The miasma of distrust, of intrigue, is cleared away. Men
are looking eye to eye and saying: 'We are brothers and have a

common purpose. We did not realize it before, but now we do

realize it, and this is our Covenant of fraternity and of friendship/

The draft had been prepared under great pressure of time and,

despite the President's persuasive and glowing words, some of the

provisions brought forth some criticism from the members of the

Senate and some of the delegates to the Conference.

The day after its acceptance by the plenary session the Presi-
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dent left for the United States to attend to executive business aris-

ing out of the closing session of Congress and to explain the League
Covenant to the American public and to the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee.

He arrived in Washington on February 25 and two days later

gave a dinner at the White House for the members of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Com-
mitte. All but three of the thirty-seven members were present. No
secrecy was imposed and no record kept, except that the questions
asked of the President and his replies were reported in the press.

Secretary of Agriculture Houston gives the following account
of the meeting:

A number of the Republican senators, not including Lodge,
who refused to state his objections, pointed out what they regarded
as defects, including the omission of express recognition of the
Monroe Doctrine, the failure to provide specifically that the

League should not act on domestic matters, that there was no ex-

pressed statement of the right of a nation to withdraw, and that
the right of Congress to determine peace and war was not suffi-

ciently safeguarded. The President listened patiently to these ex-

pressions and gave assurance that their views would be met.

On March 4, 1919, immediately following this meeting, Sena-
tor Lodge offered a resolution in the Senate signed by thirty-seven
Senators. The essential sentences of this resolution are:

The Constitution of the League of Nations in the form proposed
to the Peace Conference should not be accepted by the United
States, . . .

That the negotiations on the part of the United States should

immediately be directed to the utmost expedition of the urgent
business of negotiating peace terms with Germany . . . and that

the proposal for a League of Nations should be then taken up for

careful consideration.

There was no consideration of the resolution by the Senate,
now about to adjourn, and the document became generally known
as the "Round Robin." Of the thirty-seven Senators who signed it,

all were Republicans, but fourteen Republican members of the

Senate did not sign.

There was a great deal of bitterness among some of these Sena-
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tors, aside from the chronic attitude of Lodge. Many had sup-

ported the President during the war and were still smarting from

his partisan statement in the Congressional campaign made four

months previously, and from his failure to give substantial represen-

tation to the Republicans in the American delegation at Paris.

Nevertheless, a number of the Republican Senators who signed

the Round Robin favored the Covenant subject to some changes.

Some of the changes they wanted were mentioned in a letter from

Democratic Senator Hitchcock to the President:

March 4, 1919

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

A number of republican Senators who signed Lodge's manifesto

on the league of nations constitution will, in my opinion, vote for

it nevertheless if it is a part of the peace treaty. A still larger num-

ber will give it support if certain amendments are made. The fol-

lowing I would mention as likely to influence votes in the order

given:

First, a reservation to each high contracting party of its ex-

clusive control over domestic subjects.

Second, a reservation of the Monroe doctrine.

Third, some provision by which a member of the league can,

on proper notice, withdraw from membership.
Fourth, the settlement of the ambiguity in Article 15.

Fifth, the insertion on the next to the last line of first para-

graph of Article 8, after the word "adopted," of the words "by the

several governments."

Sixth, the definite assurance that it is optional with a nation

to accept or reject the burdens of a mandatory.
I wish you a safe journey.

Yours truly,

G. M. HITCHCOCK

While the President was in Washington, his American staff in

Paris, under Secretary Lansing, Colonel House and General Bliss,

had been working on the Treaty. A storm blew up from a report
that they and the Allies had engaged in a "conspiracy" to divorce

the Covenant from the Treaty with Germany. This was probably
based on rumors which freely flowed from the secrecy of the nego-
tiations. But the President was misled by someone and was obvi-

ously disturbed.
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On March 4, the day before he sailed again for Europe, he

made a vigorous address supporting the League at a meeting in

New York presided over by former President Taft It included the

following passage:

. . . and when that treaty coines back, gentlemen, on this side

you will find the covenant not only in it, but so many threads of

the treaty tied to the covenant that you cannot dissect the covenant

from the treaty without destroying the whole vital structure. The
structure of peace will not be vital without the League of Nations,

and no man is going to bring back a cadaver with Mm.

When the President returned to Paris on March 14 somebody
fed him with further accounts of the "conspiracy" to separate the

Covenant from the German Treaty, along with accusations against
Colonel House. According to Mrs. Wilson, the President, in a good
deal of anger, issued a further statement to the press, insisting upon
the inclusion of the Covenant in the Treaty with Germany. As a

matter of fact, Colonel House and Secretary Lansing had been di-

recting the American delegation and the Conference toward the

preparation of a preliminary treaty, a project agreed upon with the

President prior to his departure for home. These proceedings are

discussed in a later chapter.

I can myself offer evidence that House was not engaged
in any such "conspiracy." Daily during the President's absence it

was necessary for me to have constant contact with the Colonel

over my Relief and Reconstruction matters, especially the block-

ade questions as to which a major action was taken by the Council

of Ten, as shown in Chapter 11. My contacts with the Colonel were

increased by the fact that my apartment in the American head-

quarters at the Crillon Hotel was not far from his. We often talked

of the progress of the treaty making and House had told me that he

was opposed to separating the Covenant from the Treaty.
5

Secretary Lansing, however, told me that he thought separa-

tion of the Covenant from the Treaty might help ratification; that

5 This "plot" received its major airing in the publications of Ray Stannard

Baker, the President's press chief in Paris. As the charges persisted, Lord Balfour,

at House's request, sent him a memorandum on July 17, 1922, dealing with Baker's

statements in great detail, and destroying every one of the allegations. It was not

made public until 1927. See Charles Seymour, The Intimate Papers of Colonel House,

vol IV, pp. 364r-365. Houghton Mifflin Company, New York: 1928.
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the opposition to the Treaty, as distinguished from the Covenant,

would arise from the Americans of German, Hungarian, Irish, Bul-

garian and possibly Italian descent, whereas they would not be

opposed to the League if the two were separated. Be this as it may,
there was no "conspiracy."

After the President's return to Paris, he and his colleagues con-

tinued to work on the Covenant. There were sessions of the League
Subcommittee on March 22, 24 and 26. In these meetings Mr. Wil-

son sought substantial amendments to the Covenant to meet Senate

demands. Also, he was showered by Messrs. Taft, Root and others

with suggestions for proposed amendments, many of them similar to

those outlined by Senator Hitchcock. They were all seeking a docu-

ment that might better satisfy the Senate and their own views.

However, none of the amendments that were adopted reached the

heart of the opposition which was Article X and the coercive pro-
visions. The revised Covenant was agreed upon by the Conference

Subcommittee on April 12.

The battle to secure Allied adoption of the Subcommittee's

report, however, was by no means over. It was only by a series of

compromises of many of the great principles enumerated in his

"basis of peace" that the President got approval of the revised

Covenant.

After these compromises the Covenant was completed and is-

sued to the public on April 27. It was approved by a plenary session

of the Conference on April 28. But we shall soon see that Woodrow
Wilson had paid a high price for it.
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WOODROW WILSON'S ORDEAL OF

SECRET NEGOTIATIONS

In the sixty days of the President's first visit to Europe, he had

received stupendous acclaim from the European people. He had

established the major principles of the League and had secured

agreement for its inclusion in the Treaty with Germany by the

unanimous vote of the Conference. He had formed the organization

of Relief and Reconstruction, under American direction and on a

nonpolitical basis, against the solid opposition of the Allies* He had

defined American opposition to the tight blockade on Europe, with

its economic degeneration, and had paved the way for some relaxa-

tion of it as to food. With the esteem of all Europe and warm good
wishes for his return, it seemed at the time of his departure for New
York that he had only to come back for a few weeks to this friendly

atmosphere and complete a few remaining items to reach Ms final

triumph.
One suggestion of the dissension to come marred the picture.

Mrs. Wilson states that, before he left for the United States on Feb-

ruary 14, Mr. Wilson had considered asking for Secretary of State

Lansing's resignation because of his lack of enthusiasm for the

League. He did not do so but appointed Colonel House as the

effective head of the American Delegation.

But while the President was in Washington, his troubles began.

There were the Senate demands for amendments to the Covenant.

His confidence in his staff at Paris was upset by the false report of

a "conspiracy" to separate the Covenant from the Treaty.
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Even more disturbing, during his absence from Paris, the Allied

Prime Ministers began to develop new attitudes about which the

American Delegation in Paris kept him informed. By cable he was

told of the French demands for the creation of an independent

Republic of the Rhineland, their demands for Syria, the British de-

mand for most of the other Arab States, and the Italian demands for

all the possessions promised in the secret Pact of London.

It is desirable to record in some detail what actually was hap-

pening in Paris while the President was in the United States.

By a resolution in the Council of Ten on February 12, 1919,

two days before the President's departure, it had been agreed by
the President, Lloyd George, Clexnenceau and Orlando that there

should be a preliminary treaty with the Germans, The resolution

was specific
on the military terms, saying:

1

, . . Detailed and final naval, military, and air conditions of the

preliminaries of peace shall be drawn up at once by a Committee to

be presided over by Marshall Foch and submitted for the approval

of the Supreme War Council; these, when approved, will be pre-

sented for signature to the Germans, and the Germans shall be at

once informed that this is the policy of the Associated Governments.

The work of the Council was slowed down by an attempt by a

Communist on February 19 to assassinate Premier Clemenceau. He
was grievously wounded. Also Prime Minister Lloyd George had

left Paris to spend some time in London on British domestic prob-
lems.

On February 22 Mr. Balfour, the British representative, intro-

duced a resolution calling for the setting up of subcommittees to

formulate drafts upon the subjects to be incorporated in it. The

minutes of this meeting quote Colonel House as saying:
2

Mr. House said he was very glad to see that the Conference

intended to bring about as soon as possible a Preliminary Peace . . *

He had always felt that delay could only be favourable to Germany,
and the longer the signing of Peace were postponed, the more

chance would there be of circumstances becoming less favourable

to the Allies. In regard to the two proposals now before the Con-

^-United States Department of State, "Papers "Relating to the Foreign Relations of
the United States, [The Paris Peace Conference, 1919], vol. Ill, United States Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington: 1943, p. 1005.

., vol. IV, p. 87.
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ference, very severe military terms would have to be imposed on

the Germans. And, he thought, the Germans would be more in-

clined to accept those conditions if, at the same time, the whole

Peace Terms were made known to them. . . .

The minutes show a great deal of desultory argument, and in

the end subcommittees were instructed to bring in draft provisions

by March 8 for consideration by the Council. These drafts were
to cover the questions of reduction of enemy forces to a peace basis;

to delineate the boundaries of enemy and liberated states; to make

disposition of certain colonies and possessions; to determine the

total of reparations and the time in which they were to be paid; and
to agree on economic controls over Germany. As there was already
a committee on the League and a preliminary draft covenant, this

subject was not discussed.

When the drafts for the preliminary peace were presented,
Premier Clemenceau decided that any adoption of them must be

deferred until President Wilson's return.

While returning to Europe on the George Washington the

President anticipated what he would meet on arrival and formu-

lated some ideas of what he would do about it. The Swem Papers
contain his replies to questions from his associates aboard the ship.

Swem was addicted to writing shorthand notes and quotes the Presi-

dent as saying:

"I have just had a cable from Colonel House. Lloyd George and

Clemenceau held a meeting the other day in London at which

House was not able to be present . . . but I gather that these men
have agreed on a definite programme. Apparently they are deter-

mined to get everything out of Germany they can, now that she

is helpless. They are evidently planning to take what they can get

frankly as a matter of spoils, regardless of either the ethics or the

practical aspect of the proceeding. They have not attempted to

determine among themselves what they think they are entitled to

or what Germany may be able to pay, but they favor the naming
of a commission to fix exactly what Germany has got today and the

appointment of another commission to apportion this among the

Allied Governments. Now, we are absolutely opposed to any such

plan. A statement that I once made that this should be a 'peace

without victory' I believe holds as strongly today in principle as

it ever did. Because it is impossible in this day to make a peace
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based upon indemnities; it must be a peace of justice to the defeated

nations or it will be fatal to all the nations in the end.

"If they insist upon this sort of programme, I shall be com-

pelled to withdraw my commissioners and return home and in due

course take up the details of a separate peace. But, of course, I

don't believe that that will come to pass. I think that once we get

together, they will learn that the American delegates have not come

to bargain, but will stand firmly by the principles that we have set

forth; and once they learn that that is our purpose I believe we
shall come to an early agreement."

How did he expect M. Clemenceau to "line up" with him on the

general issues of the peace, he was asked.

"I really do not know," he replied. "I am told that Clemenceau

once said that 'General Pershing is the stubbornest man I know, and

I am saying that knowing Mr. Wilson, the President of the United

States.' But I think we shall get along very well. I expect to find

the individual heads of the Allied delegations more willing to join

hands with us than with any of the other delegations. Italy I know
would prefer to treat with the United States than with France or

England on most questions, and I think that generally holds true

of the others. If this turns out to be the case, it will be only a

matter in the preliminary conferences of our standing 'pat' on our

interpretation of the principles which have been accepted and

attempting to accommodate the other delegations one by one,

which will prevent any sort of combination of powers against the

United States/'

What would probably be the English programme at the con-

ference, he was asked. . . .

"England in agreeing to the Fourteen Principles written into

the Armistice is in the paradoxical position of submitting to the

principle of disarmament and simultaneously announcing through
her spokesmen that she means to retain naval supremacy. ... If

England holds to this course at the conference, it is tantamount to

admitting that she does not desire permanent peace, and I will so

tell Lloyd George. Ill do it with a $mile, but it will carry its point. .

"Militarism is no different on sea than it is on land. The sug-

gestion which has been made that the American and British

navies act together as the sea patrol of the world is only another

form of militaristic propaganda. No one power, no two powers,
should be masters of the sea; the whole world must be in on it. It

must be definitely set forth in the treaty that no one nation or group
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of nations can say what shall or shall not be done on the high seas.

It should be left to a league of all the nations to declare a blockade
or override international law for the purpose of retaliating upon a

power which threatens the peace of the world, but this power
should not be vested in any single nation or combination of nations.

The sea is a free highway. . . .

. . . This is not going to be a game of grab. Everybody, we
hope, is going to get justice. . . Everybody isn't going to be satisfied.

Italy, for instance, has an entirely different idea of what she is en-

titled to under the principles of the Armistice than those whose

opinion I must accept feel that she is entitled to. For myself, I am
frankly disposed to go as far as possible in accommodating Italy, I

am counting upon her to be found on the side of the United States

in most matters of dispute. We may need all the 'allies' we can get
in the line

The President also discussed the problems of German colonies

and evidenced his opposition to any incorporation of German Aus-
tria into Germany: Swem notes that:

In one of his many talks on the
trip, he disclosed the plan of

procedure he had in mind for the operation of the conference ....
"I favor a small council composed of tlie Premiers of England,

France, Italy and myself, which would examine and collate the

details of the proposed treaty, much as the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee of the Senate works, and later submit these propositions to

a conference of all the belligerent powers. I would not have all the

business of the conference submitted for consideration to the com-
bined delegations of all the powers, or even to the complete dele-

gations of the larger powers. Twenty-five or thirty delegates in one

room mulling and quarrelling over the details of a treaty would be
a criminal waste of time, if anything at all could be done by such

a method. The purpose we have in mind can, I believe, be just as

satisfactorily, and certainly more expeditiously, carried out by
having the tentative proposals prepared in advance of the full

meeting by a selected few, these proposals to be submitted for

discussion and ratification by all the delegates. This would involve

secret conferences, exactly as confidential questions are discussed

by the Foreign Relations Committee, but so far as the final gather-

ing of the commissioners is concerned, the debate would be fully

open to the public."

Colonel House met the President on the arrival of the George
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Washington at the port on March 13. Mrs. Wilson s book may well

be quoted:

... My husband and Colonel House talked on while I waited

in my adjoining stateroom. It was after midnight . . . when I heard

my husband's door open and the Colonel take his leave. I opened

the door connecting our rooms. Woodrow was standing. The change

in his appearance shocked me. He seemed to have aged ten years,

and his jaw was set in that way it had when he was making super-

human effort to control himself. . . .

Mrs. Wilson asked: "What is the matter? What has happened?"

"House has given away everything I had won before we left

Paris. He has compromised on every side, and so I have to start all

over again and this time it will be harder. . . . His own explanation

of his compromises is that, with a hostile press in the United States

expressing disapproval of the League of Nations as a part of the

Treaty, he thought it best to yield some other points lest the Con-

ference withdraw its approval altogether. So he has yielded until

there is nothing left.
7'

... he threw back his head. The light of battle was in his

eyes. "Well," he said, "thank God I can still fight, and 111 win them

back or never look these boys I sent over here in the face again.

They lost battles but won the War, bless them. . . .

Back in Paris, the President at once put into action his idea, ex-

pressed on the George Washington, of direct and secret negotiations

between himself and the Prime Ministers with no one present but

interpreters. This now became the Supreme Council, or the Big
Four. The sessions lasted for many hours each day and Colonel

House was not included at this time. The records of these conversa-

tions are very imperfect, and different versions do not agree. In any
event, Woodrow Wilson went into battle for his ideas.

Unfortunately by the secrecy of these discussions the President

had disarmed himself of his greatest weapon appeal to the great
world public that regarded him as the rightful leader of the crusade

for the emancipation of mankind. The President up to this time cer-

tainly had not fully realized the dynamism of European emotions

which controlled their statesmen, nor the age-old forces which dom-

inated them. There were several meetings of the Big Four in which

the demands of the Allies were soon unfolded.
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At this moment also the President's American Delegation went
into the background. He no longer had full confidence in House and

Lansing. Bliss was seldom supposed to advise and then only on mili-

tary questions, and this record will show that his advice was often

disregarded. White was a symbol for Republicans and seldom knew
what was going on. The President was going it alone.

Even if Mr. Wilson had not been alerted by ominous news
from his own delegation, and at these meetings, he was to find full

alarm in two "secret" documents circulated to the major peace-
makers.

On March 25 Lloyd George issued a long memorandum3 de-

manding a treaty of moderation with Germany. The
*

moderation"

lay mostly in an insistence that there should be no dismemberment

of Germany and in modest reparations. He advocated a "guiding

principle" that in all states so far as humanly possible the different

races should be unified, thus excluding many annexations by the

new Eastern European states of the territory of other races. Lloyd

George also described the many dangers of the spread of Bolshev-

ism. He advocated early admission of Germany to the League and

that the United States should join in a military alliance with Britain

and France, guaranteeing France against future German aggression.
On March 31 Andre Tardieu, Clemenceau's man Friday, drew

up Clemenceau's answer to these proposals, representing the French

point of view. In his book he states that he pointed out that Germany
had already surrendered all of her navy, a large part of her merchant

ships, all of her colonies, and her foreign markets. He denounced

"appeasement" of Germany; favored the strengthening of the small

states by inclusion of Germans; advocated the reduction of the size

of the German state to military impotency; and pointed out that

otherwise the future security of France would be jeopardized.

Nowhere in these documents was there any reference to the

"Fourteen Points and the subsequent addresses." Nowhere does Tar-

dieu mention the League of Nations. Parts of these "secret" docu-

ments appeared in the press and it became obvious that the terms

of the treaty with Germany were to be dictated by the "Old Tiger."

This intrepid old Frenchman personified all the emotions and

3The full text of Lloyd George's memorandum can be found in Francesco Nitti,

The Wreck of Europe, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., Indianapolis: 1922, pp.
91-10L
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sufferings of the French people. Twice in his lifetime he had wit-

nessed German hobnailed boots on French soil. Constantly in his

mind's eye were German brutalities, destroyed French homes, the

dead and injured, the widows and orphans. In this last aggression
the Germans had left behind about 1,400,000 French dead and

740,000 seriously wounded and they had taken 400,000 French pris-

oners. The Old Tiger had no confidence that Germany had gone

through any spiritual transformation either by 'defeat or by the

Reichstag revolution against the Kaiser and the militarist group.
Nor did he have any faith in President Wilson or his "Fourteen

Points and the subsequent addresses."4

I had breakfast each morning with the principal members of my
staff. Each time there were present some of our leaders from some-

where in Europe. Our organization was made up of able men of

all professions lawyers, doctors, engineers, historians, economists,

and career men from our military and foreign services. They were

in contact with the peace delegations in Paris. Since we were

absorbed in the progress of the peacemaking, the news we re-

ceived was discussed every morning. When we received the two

"documents," detailed above, we concluded that between them this

would be a Punic peace.

On April 3, after about two weeks of this malignant atmosphere,
the President's doctor, Admiral Grayson, announced that Mr. Wilson

had a severe attack of influenza and would be out of action for

some days, and that Colonel House would take his place in the

meetings of the Big Four. The President's trouble was not the flu

but a much more painful matter, being an infection of the prostate
and bladder. I am able to make this statement on the authority of

Dr. Albert R. Lamb, who, although not Mr. Wilson's doctor, was

physician to the American Mission and in constant contact with

Admiral Grayson.
5

*See Chapter 16.

6This was given to me in a personal communication on July 4, 1957.

Some historians have contended that this illness impaired his clarity of mind and
his vitality. Some even consider his stroke five months later as being connected with it.

I do not accept these views. This record will show that his subordinates trans-

acted many important measures after this time. But though he was a very tired man,
his rnind and judgment were clear. He was sometimes impatient, which I could readily
understand. In my world of smaller responsibilities, I sometimes reached the point
when I could almost bite the devoted men of my own staff.
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Vance McCormick records in his Diary on April 3:

Davis and I went to President to report. Found him in bed
with a bad cold at 6:00 P.M., very tired and I know discouraged.
Allies acting like the devil. We are proposing most liberal terms and
French particularly unreasonable He is at a loss to know what
to do if impasse continues. Disgusted, threatened to go home as
he must call Congress in May. I really pitied him as they are try-

ing to make him the goat and he is powerless to fight publicly in
the open because it would only help Germany by showing serious
discord among the Allies.

Mrs. Wilson herself, in her Memoir, gives the best account of
the

stirring events that came in the wake of her husband's illness.

Under this terrific strain of work and anxiety a more robust
man might have broken. But had not a severe attack of grippe laid

him low the fight would have gone on without respite. When the
dread disease struck there was little reserve to fight with. He was
too ill to rise from his bed. . . .

More days of tense anxiety. Getting better, the President
insisted on knowing what had gone forward while he had been

incapacitated. Alas, his absence had been taken advantage of

again. The news that came to him was so grave we trembled for

the effect on him. But the spirit was stronger than the flesh, and
instead of causing a relapse it stiffened his will. Silently I sat

beside his bed, knowing that he was formulating his course. At

length he said: "I can never sign a Treaty made on these lines,
and if all the rest of the delegates have determined on this, I

will not be a party to it. If I have lost my fight, which I would
not have done had I been on my feet, I will retire in good order;
so we will go home. Call Grayson for me, please."

When Admiral Grayson came in the President said: "Grayson,
I wish you would send word to Captain McCauley that I want the

George Washington put in shape at once for my return home as

soon as you think it is safe for me to make the trip."

The President's call for the George Washington was issued on

April 7 and quickly became public knowledge. But there was far

more background to that action than the impulse of a sick man.
Colonel House records in his Diary on April 5:

I went in and out of the President's [sick] room at various
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intervals so as to keep him informed as to the progress we were

making. ... I suggested to the President today that in the event

there was no agreement by the end o next week ... he draw up a

statement of what the United States is willing to sign in the way of

a peace treaty and give the Allies notice that unless they can come

near our way of thinking, we would go home immediately and let

them make whatever peace seems to them best. My suggestion was

to do this gently and in the mildest possible tone, but firmly.

Colonel House notes in his Diary of Sunday, April 6:

I went to Versailles to lunch, but I had hardly gotten there

before the President telephoned he would like to see me at four

o'clock. He had our fellow Commissioners there and we discussed

at great length the best possible means of speeding up the Peace

Conference. It was determined that if nothing happened within

the next few days, the President would say to the Prime Ministers

that unless peace was made according to their promises, which

were to conform to the principles of the Fourteen Points, he

would either have to go home or he would insist upon having the

conferences in the open. In other words, to have Plenary Sessions

with the delegates of all the smaller powers sitting in.

General Bliss wrote to Mrs. Bliss on April 7:

In the afternoon the American Commission had a two hours'

conference with President Wilson at his house. We all agreed that

there should be no more secret conferences of the "Big Four"

but that the President should tell his colleagues that they must
at once come to time, or to insist on having all points of difference

openly discussed in the Plenary Conference. I think things will

come to a crisis this week. We have said that often before, but now
I do not see how it can be postponed.

However, the President's aides in Paris all felt that before tak-

ing any such abrupt step as withdrawing the American Delegation
there must be vigorous clarification by the President of the failure

of the Allies to make the Treaty along the lines to which they had

agreed on November 4, 1918. The White House Secretary, Joseph P.

Tumulty, in Washington, had the same reaction, and on April 9

cabled the President through Admiral Grayson:

The ordering of the George Washington to return to France
looked upon here as an act of impatience and petulance on the
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President's part and not accepted here in good grace by either

friends or foes. It is considered as an evidence that the President

intends to leave the Conference if his views are not accepted. I

think this method of withdrawal most unwise and fraught with
the most dangerous possibilities here and abroad, because it puts
upon the President the responsibility of withdrawing when the
President should by his own act place the responsibility for a
break of the Conference where it properly belongs. The President
should not put himself in the position of being the first to withdraw
if his 14 points are not accepted. Rather he should put himself in

the position of being the one who remained at the Conference
until the very last, demanding the acceptance of his 14 principles.

Nothing should be said about his leaving France, but he ought
when the time and occasion arrive to re-state his views in terms
of the deepest solemnity and yet without any ultimatum attached
and then await a response from his associates. In other words,
let him by his acts and words place his associates in the position
of those who refuse to continue the Conference because of their

unwillingness to live up to the terms of the Armistice. Then the

President can return to this country and justify his withdrawal.
He cannot justify his withdrawal any other way. Up to this time
the world has been living on stories coming out of Paris that there

was to be an agreement on the League of Nations. Suddenly out

of a clear sky comes an order for the George Washington, an
unofficial statement of the President's withdrawal. A withdrawal at

this time would be a desertion.

TUMULTY

Ray Stannard Baker had the same idea:

That evening [April 7] I went up to see the President the

first time since he had fallen ill and had a long talk. ... In regard
to the calling of the George Washington, he said:

Well, the time has come to bring this thing to a head . . /

I then urged, as I had done before, that a statement be issued

at once setting forth the specific applications of his principles.
This we discussed, he being doubtful about too detailed a state-

ment upon the specific issues. All that was necessary to say, he

thought, was that he proposed to stand upon his principles. . . .

He said that a League of Nations founded upon an unjust

peace could have no future. He was going to fight to the end. He
had reached the point where he could give no further. . . *

I, too, made a suggestion for bringing his colleagues to their
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senses. In a note of mine to the President on April 11 in connection

with, other subjects, I said:

It grows upon me daily that the United States is the one great
moral reserve in the world today and that we cannot maintain the

independence of action through which this reserve is to be sustained

if we allow ourselves to be dragged into detailed European en-

tanglements over a period of years.

In my view, if the Allies cannot be brought to adopt peace on

the basis of the Fourteen Points, we should retire from Europe
lock, stock and barrel, and we should lend to the whole world our

economic and moral strength, or the world will swim in a sea of

misery and disaster worse than the Dark Ages. If they cannot be

brought to accept peace on this basis, our national honor is at

stake and we should have to make peace independently and retire.

My belief was that the Allies were in the end bound to accept
the League or lose American financial support; that the independ-
ence of most of the new nations in Europe had already been estab-

lished by their own revolutions; and that if the Allies would not

accept the President's "basis of peace" with the enemy states, it

would be better for them to take the responsibility of making their

own agreements with them.

Henry White, a member of the American Delegation, also had

something to say in a letter of April 12 to the President:

DEAB MR. PRESIDENT:

I have been thinking about your reply to my inquiry yesterday
afternoon as to the progress which you are making towards a settle-

ment of the important questions still at issue in the Council of

Four; and, in the event of a continuation of the tendency to

prolong the discussion with a view to further delay. . , .

After suggesting that the President abandon secret sessions and
conduct negotiations before plenary sessions of the Conference,
White continued;

Believe me, the secrecy of the proceedings of the Council

of Ten and still more of the Four, is being used in this country
and in England as well as at home, to discredit you. . . . The posi-
tion you occupy will be materially^ if not irreparably, compro-
mised. . , .
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... I would offer the following suggestion:
That you make known to the Council of Four as soon as

possible that not one American soldier, dollar or pound of sup-
plies for military purposes will be furnished until Peace is made

I am enclosing for your information a telegram from the Daily
News' correspondent at New York, showing how generally public
opinion is supporting you in the maintenance of the fourteen points
and what a favorable impression has been produced by the

"George Washington s" having been sent for.

Believe me, dear Mr. President,

Very sincerely yours,

HENRY WHITE

However, the President decided to try it again with the Big
Four. As to this, Ray Stannard Baker writes:

But the days from April 9 onward were not happy days for

any of the negotiators, least of all for Wilson. . . .

Today, when I went into his study, he looked old and worn.

Things are not going well. He had two conferences of the Big
Four today, and the League of Nations Commission last evening
until midnight. . . .

I discuss later what took place during the ensuing weeks, but I

may recount here a development which began the day after the
President resumed his Big Four conferences, for it provides light on
the attitudes of his Allied colleagues and on subsequent events.

In the sessions of the Big Four, on April 10 the Italians con-
tended that the territories allotted to them for annexation in the
secret Pact of London were not sufficient recognition of their needs.

They set up a demand for Fiume and a larger part of Dalmatia.
The President had never agreed to the secret Treaty of London

and this expansion was a blatant violation of his principles. His
efforts to persuade Prime Minister Orlando had no effect and, at a
session of the Big Four on April 19, Lloyd George and Clemenceau

agreed with the President and promised that if he brought the mat-
ter into the open by denouncing the Italian claims they would pub-
licly support him. He did so on April 23 with an elaborate and

eloquent statement denying the Italian demands. The President's

statement was over 2,500 words and space here permits only a con-
densation. He said:
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When Italy entered the war she entered upon the basis of a

definite . . . understanding with Great Britain and France, now
known as the Pact of London. Since that time the whole face of

circumstances has been altered. Many other powers, great and

small, have entered the struggle, with no knowledge of that private

understanding.

The Austro-Hungarian Empire ... no longer, exists. . . . Parts of

that Empire ... it is agreed now by Italy and . . . her associates, are

to be erected into independent States They are ... among the

smaller States whose interests are henceforth to be safeguarded as

scrupulously as ... the most powerful States.

The war was ended, moreover, by proposing to Germany an

armistice and peace which should be founded on certain clearly-

defined principles which set up a new order of right and justice

If those principles are to be adhered to, Fiume must serve as

the outlet of the commerce, not of Italy, but of the land to the

north and northeast. ... To assign Fiume to Italy would be to

create the feeling that we have deliberately put the port ... in the

hands of a power of which it did not form integral part . . . not . . .

identified with the commercial and industrial life of the regions
which the port must serve. It is for that reason, no doubt, that

Fiume was not included in the Pact of London, but there definitely

assigned to the Croatians [later part of Yugoslavia].

He then recounted the great benefits the Italians had already
received.

... on the north and northeast her natural frontiers are com-

pletely restored, along the whole sweep of the Alps from north-

west to southeast to the very end of the Istrian Peninsula, includ-

ing all the great watershed within which Trieste and Pola lie,

and all the fair regions whose face nature has turned toward

the great peninsula upon which the historic life of the Latin people
has been worked out through centuries of famous story ever

since Rome was first set upon her seven hills.

Her ancient unity is restored. Her lines are extended to the

great walls which are her natural defense.

The President then added an expression of the deep affection

of the American people for the Italian people.
Two entries in Vance McCormick's Diary throw some light on

Mr. Wilson's difficulties over this episode. On April 24 he writes:
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Whole town excited over President Wilson's statement pub-
lished this morning on Italian situation. French Press inclined to

blame President Wilson. Never mentioned that statement had full

approval of Lloyd George and Clemenceau. Always trying to make
the U.S. the goat Many think, however, statement made most
favorable impression and will call the bluff of Italians who have

overplayed their game.

On April 29 he records:

During the discussion the President mentioned to Davis on the
side that both Lloyd George and Clemenceau had promised him to
make a public statement on the Italian question but so far they had
failed him. It has been unfair the way they have pushed him out
into the light to bear the brunt of all unpopular moves. Loucheur,
French Minister of Reclamation, told me today that the propaganda
of the Italians in French papers cost the Italians eight million

francs.

Mrs. Wilson, in her Memoir, gives the best account of this inci-

dent under date of April 19, 1919:

Italy's great grievance was Fiume. Mr. Wilson had steadfastly
refused to give this port to Italy, on the ground that, by right of

nationality, it belonged to the new Jugo-Slav State. France and

England concurred, but let Wilson do most of the fighting. On a

Saturday Orlando, Clemenceau, Balfour and my husband met at

our house for a final discussion. Orlando remained obdurate in his

opposition to the other three. The meeting adjourned with the

understanding that Clemenceau, Balfour and my husband were
each to give to the press a statement of his country's view of the

question.

All Sunday forenoon the President worked on his statement,

for, realizing the seriousness of the matter, he wished to make
things clear not only at home but in Italy as well About lunch-

time, when the draft was ready to be typed, a messenger arrived
from Mr. Balfour saying, as he had not had time to write his

statement, would President Wilson kindly permit him to have
a copy of what he had written to use as an outline. This my
husband did, and on the Wednesday following gave a copy to

the press as agreed.
Next morning the President's statement was on the front

page of every paper at home and abroad, but not one word from
either Balfour or Clemenceau. A deluge of adverse comment came
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from the Italian Commission all directed against my husband. He
was white with anger. When an explanation was asked for, the

smug answer was that, after seeing President Wilson's paper, Mr.

Balfour had conferred with M. Clemenceau, whereupon both felt

that Wilson had made such a fine exposition of the situation nothing

they could add would strengthen die case against Italy: so they
had agreed to make no statement. In other words, knowing it

would be an unpopular decision in Italy, they decided to hide

behind the President and shirk responsibility.

The Italian Delegation withdrew from the Conference on April

25 and on its return to Italy there were many fiery speeches de-

nouncing the President. The Italian people tore down their tributes

to Mr. Wilson and burned him in effigy. However, Prime Minister

Orlando did not engage in criticism of the President. 6

Tumulty had sent a message of approval to the President. In

Mr. Wilson's reply is this sentence: "The difficulties here would have

been incredible to me before I got here."

But the President was to meet with an ordeal even more

serious.

6Vittorio Emanuele Orlando, Discorsi per la guerra e per la pace, F. Campitelli,

FoHgno: 1923.
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THE PRESIDENT'S ORDEAL OF COMPROMISE

Within two weeks after recovery from his illness, President Wil-

son found himself in deep troubles besides those with the Italians.

By their withdrawal from the Conference it was presumed they

would neither sign the Treaty nor join the League.
The Japanese were quick to see the President's difficulties and

demanded immediate agreement to their assumption of the German

rights in Shantung Province in China, which had been arranged in

their secret treaty with the British and French. They implied that

they, too, would withdraw from the Conference if their claims were

not met.

The Germans had been invited by the Big Four to be in Paris

on April 28 presumably to receive the peace terms. The whole world

was expecting the signing of the peace.

In the latter part of April, the President, being faced with pres-

sures from every quarter, began to compromise all along the line for

the best terms he could obtain in order to rescue the League.

Having made up his mind, he acted quickly, The compromises
to which he yielded rather than lose the League sowed the whole

earth with dragon's teeth. But he held the faith that the League
could redeem the world from these evils.

THE JAPANESE COMPKOMISE

As background for the Japanese pressures I may recall that

the Germans, some years previously, had established territorial and

[207]
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economic "rights" for themselves in the province of Shantung. With

the European war in motion, the Japanese had taken these "rights"

from the Germans by force of arms. The British, on February 16,

1917, to induce the Japanese to join them in the war, confirmed these

"rights" and agreed upon a division of the German Pacific islands

between themselves and the Japanese. The American Delegation
became aware of this secret treaty two years later in February 1919

three months after the President arrived in Paris.

The President resisted the Japanese claims as a violation of his

"basis of peace." Paul Mantoux, the official interpreter in the secret

sessions of the Big Four, in his book records that in these discus-

sions the President made a bitter attack on the proposed provisions

in the Treaty confirming these rights.

His press secretary, Ray Stannard Baker, summed up the situa-

tion of what Mr. Wilson did at Paris as follows:

In this crisis Mr. Wilson was face to face with difficult alterna-

tives. If he stood stiffly for immediate justice to China, he would

have to force Great Britain and France to break their pledged word
with Japan. Even if he succeeded in doing this, he still would have

had to face the probability, practically the certainty, that Japan
would withdraw from the Conference and go home. This would
not only keep Japan out of the League, but it would go far toward

eventually disrupting the Peace Conference, already shaken by the

withdrawal of Italy. , . .

Even the ever-devoted Tumulty could not wholly swallow such

a compromise with Japan, and wrote to the President from Wash-

ington on April 24, 1919:

As we see it from this distance, the selfish designs of Japan are

as indefensible as are those of Italy. The two situations appear to

parallel each other in their bearing upon the fate of weak and help-
less nations. Would it not be an opportune time to cast another die,

this one in the direction of Japan, that the whole world may know
once and for all where America stands upon this, the greatest issue

of the peace we are now trying to make? Now is the time to use

your heavy artillery and emphasize the danger of secret treaties

and selfish designs of certain big nations.

On April 25 SecretaryLansing made the followingmemorandum :

Apparently tihe President is going to do this to avoid Japan's
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declining to enter the League of Nations. It is a surrender of the

principle of self-determination, a transfer of millions of Chinese from
one foreign master to another. This is another of those secret ar-

rangements which have riddled the "Fourteen Points" and are wreck-

ing a just peace.
In my opinion it would be better to let Japan stay out of

the League than to abandon China and surrender our prestige in
the Far East for "a mess of 'pottage'" and a mess it is. I fear that
it is too late to do anything to save the situation.

Mr. White, General Bliss, and I, at our meeting that morning
before the plenary session, and later when we conferred as to

what had taken place at the session, were unanimous in our opin-
ions that China's rights should be sustained even if Japan withdrew
from the Peace Conference. We were all indignant at the idea of

submitting to the Japanese demands and agreed that the Presi-

dent should be told of our attitude, because we were unwilling to

have it appear that we in any way approved of acceding to Japan's
claims or even of compromising them. General Bliss volunteered
to write the President a letter on the subject, a course which Mr.
White and I heartily endorsed.

The next morning the General read the following letter to

us and with our entire approval sent it to Mr. Wilson.

April 29
MY DEAK MR. PBESIDENT:

Last Saturday morning you told the American Delegation
that you desired suggestions, although not at that moment, in

regard to the pending matter of certain
conflicting claims between

Japan and China centering about the alleged German rights. My
principal interest in the matter is with sole reference to the

question of the moral right or wrong involved. From this point
of view I discussed the matter this morning with Mr. Lansing
and Mr. White. They concurred with me and requested me to
draft a hasty note to you on the subject.

Since your conference with us last Saturday, I have asked

myself three or four Socratic questions the answers to which make
me, personally, quite sure on which side the moral right lies.

... If it be right for a policeman, who recovers your purse, to

keep the contents and claim that he has fulfilled his duty in

returning the empty purse, then Japan's conduct may be tolerated.

If it be right for Japan to annex the territory of an Ally, then
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it cannot be wrong for Italy to retain Fiume taken from the

enemy. . , .

Frederick Palmer quotes a letter General Bliss had written to

Mrs. Bliss on April 28:

The next thing to find out is Japan's attitude. Their head

delegate, Chinda, says that if we do not recognize all her rights

of conquest in China, she will refuse to sign the treaty and decline

to enter the League of Nations. This makes some of us afraid that

some concession will be made to Japan that will be irreconcilable

with our attitude towards the Italian claims. My advice is to let

them both go, if they want to go. It is time to clear the air to

draw a line on one side of which will stand the robbers and on

the other side will stand the honest men.

Ray Stannard Baker in his American Chronicle confirmed the

attitude of Lansing and Bliss, noting on May 1:

I found that no one of our Commissioners had known about it

[the Japanese dilemma] until I told them. . . . Williams, Hornbeck,

and others of our experts were openly sympathizing with and help-

ing the Chinese. I had a long talk with Secretary Lansing, . . . and

found him quite inconsolable. He said he would not, under any cir-

cumstances, defend the decision. He would not attack it. He would

remain silent. He was for the right of the matter, he said, regard-
less of consequences.

"And break up the Peace Conference?" I asked.

"Even that, if necessary."
Both General Bliss and Henry White sided with Lansing.

Colonel House states that, in a verbal understanding with Mr.

Balfour, the Japanese said that they would surrender the territorial

"rights" in China at some future time but that they would hold the

economic "rights." How far the President believed these Japanese
assurances given to Balfour, I do not know. On April 30 he in-

structed Tumulty how to explain the matter to the American people,
but the instructions did not mention the verbal understanding.

Baker says that on May 3 the Chinese delegates, informed of

this promise, made a public protest that even with this agreement
the Japanese economic "rights'* amounted practically to annexation.

Lansing says this oral undertaking "failed of confirmation in writing
or by formal public declaration/*
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Nevertheless, the President yielded to Japan as part of his com-
promise to save the League.

Swem states that the President, on June 20, instructed Lansing
to secure a written confirmation of this verbal promise. He did not
secure it and the Japanese rights were confirmed in the Treaty.

1

No COMPROMISE WITH THE ITALIANS

Paul Mantoux, in his book records that on April 19 the Treaty
of London, by which Italy entered the war, came up for discussion
and that the President said:

... I do not know whether my French and English colleagues
think that the Treaty of London can be reconciled with the peace
that we want to establish. But, as for me, who am free from any
treaty obligation, I say that it is not. The Treaty of London is one of
those secret treaties which we have declared ourselves to be
against. . . .

I have already said that I do not see tow we can make peace
with Germany according to one principle while we invoke others to
deal with Austria and with the other powers. I am not

criticizing
the Treaty of London; I know in what circumstances it was signed.
But to say that you are going to carry out this treaty would be to

put the Government of the United States in an impossible situation.

Baron Sonnino said:

We are not asking you to subscribe to this treaty*

The President remarked:

No, but you are asking me to accept what it contains.

Colonel House writes in his Diary on May 8:

. . . Clemenceau and George, particularly George, say if the
Italians come back and demand the Treaty of London, they will
have to live tip to their obligations. The President told them that
we would not sign a treaty which recognized the Treaty of London,
and that France and England would have to choose between Italy
and the United States. George and Clemenceau hoped that no such
choice would have to be made, but if it came to that, they would
have to recognize their obligation to the Treaty of London no mat-
ter what the consequences.

iAs a matter of fact, the Chinese rights to Shantung were restored only three
years later at the insistence of the United States Secretary of State Charles E. Hughes.
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The President was disturbed and came immediately to the

Crillon and had a conference with Bliss, White and myself, Lansing

being absent. I tried to stir him from his inflexible position and

made several suggestions regarding a settlement which might be

satisfactory to both sides. . . .

The other members of the delegation also thought there should

be some compromise with Italy. On May 26 they addressed a letter

to the President as follows:

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

We have just been confidentially informed by Colonel House

that the Italians propose demanding, in the Council of Four this

morning, the fulfillment of the Treaty of London in its entirety.

In view of the fact that when we discussed with you a fort-

night ago, or thereabouts, the possibility of such a demand, and

of the further fact that you seemed inclined at that time to inform

the British and French Prime Ministers that the American Delega-
tion would withdraw from the Conference rather than assent to

the recognition of the Treaty of London, we venture to express
the hope that you will not take any final step in the matter

without a further conference with us.

We feel that circumstances, which we shall be glad to explain
to you in conversation, have occurred during the last few weeks

which would not justify our breaking up the Conference now on

account of the Adriatic situation, and that we should not have

the support of our own people in doing so.

Yours very sincerely,

ROBERT LANSING

HENRY WHITE
TASKER H. BLISS

The President never did agree to recognize the Treaty of Lon-

don nor was it confirmed in the Treaty with Germany.
However, immediately after the Armistice, the Italians had ac-

quired most of what they wanted, except Fiume, by fait accompli.
The Orlando Ministry resigned on June 19, and Francesco Nitti

became Prime Minister and arranged for the same delegation under

Orlando to return to Paris and sign the Treaty, including the League
Covenant, on June 28.

THE COMPROMISE WITH FRENCH DEMANDS

Clemenceau, after recovery in early March from the attempted
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assassination, began making demands for specific concessions, most

of which negated the November 4, 1918, agreement on the basis of

peace.
He sought to reduce the military strength of Germany to impo-

tence by dismembering it in both the east and the west. He sought
the annexation of the Rhineland and the Saar to France and to stifle

Germany with reparations.
Tardieu states that President Wilson and Lloyd George, on

March 25, offered him a military guarantee against German aggres-
sion in lieu of these annexations to France. Clemenceau, however,
refused.

CLEMENCEAU'S DISMEMBEBMENT OF GERMANY

A preliminary step to the dismemberment of Germany began
with the insistence that the Treaty prohibit Austria and Germany
from joining together. To this the President agreed. To weaken Old

Austria, France had been chiefly instrumental in transferring 2,000,-

000 Sudeten Germans from Austria to Czechoslovakia. About

1,500,000 Austro-Germans went to Italy under the secret Pact of

London. Thus, Austria was left a truncated state with only 6,000,-

000 people, of whom 2,000,000 were in Vienna without adequate
resources to support such a city.

Actual dismemberment of Germany was accomplished in the

east under the Treaty by establishing the Polish Corridor to the

Baltic, making Danzig a free city, and the annexation of a part of

Upper Silesia to Poland, by which about 1,500,000 Germans in effect

went to Poland. To the west, two small areas were annexed to

Belgium and Denmark. The President agreed to these settlements.

He had advocated in his "Fourteen Points" the justice of the return

of Alsace-Lorraine to France.

At one time, the French hoped that the dismemberment of their

ancient foe would be extended to include the separation of Bavaria

from the Reich. On March 27, I was called to a meeting of the

Council of Ten since my Relief operations were involved. The fol-

lowing are the pertinent paragraphs of the minutes:

M. PICHON explained the political importance of allowing Ba-

varia to get supplies from other directions than the north. At present

all the supplies for Bavaria were sent by the ... [Ebert Govern-

ment], and this tended to increase the political influence of Prussia.
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The best way to obviate this was to enable Bavaria to receive

supplies from the south. . . .

M. SEYDOX thought that the revictualling of Bavaria from the

south could be carried on outside of the decisions taken at Brussels.

He proposed to import into France from Bavaria certain goods

which the French needed and to ship the food into Germany via

France.

MR. LANSING said that the real question involved was one of

policy. Did we want to separate Bavaria from Germany?
MR. HOOVER said that the Allied and Associated . . . [Govern-

ments] had entered into a series of contracts with the German

Central Government, under which the latter had undertaken the

fair distribution of supplies throughout the whole of Germany,

including Bavaria. There was a financial problem involved. The

people with whom the Allied and Associated Powers were deal-

ing drew on the resources of the whole of Germany for pay-
ments. To make a separate financial arrangement would involve

separate means of payment being found for Bavaria. If ... [their]

goods came to France from Bavaria, it was doubtful if France had

food supplies to furnish in return. To replace them, therefore, food

supplies would have to be imported from elsewhere, and dollars or

credits would have to be found. . . .

MR. HOOVER, continuing, said that in any event the supplies

would have to receive access to Bavaria by the Rhine. Otherwise,

they would have to be brought from Bordeaux right across France,

whereas, by using the Rhine, an immediate and easy transport
was available.

MR. LANSING said that if our object was to get rid of Bolshevism

the best way was to ... [sustain] the Berlin Government which was

certainly not Bolshevist* He doubted the expediency of interfering
with the internal affairs of any country.

Paul Mantoux, in his book, records that, when this subject came

up in a meeting of the Big Four, the President agreed to inform me
of the political reasons which had been stated by Clemenceau for

helping the independence movement led by a Dr. Muehlon. While
the President told me the purpose, he certainly did not urge any
separation of food supplies from the Central Government.

However, Clemenceau was not satisfied and again raised this

idea in a letter to President Wilson. The President requested that

I give him a note of my opinion on the whole business, which I did:
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April 3, 1919
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT;

With respect to feeding Bavaria [separately] through Switzer-
land or France, this is totally infeasible in any volume worth consid-

ering, both from a transportation, food and financial point of view.
For your confidential information, the whole of this question

has been repeatedly agitated by the French Minister at Berne, who
is constantly endeavoring to create a Separatist spirit in Bavaria and
who wishes to send a few carloads into Bavaria under the French

flag. The pressure from this quarter became so great in this par-
ticular about ten days ago that it was raised before the Council of

[Ten],...

As quickly as the first German . . . [merchant] ship left the Ger-
man harbors, and before any of the financial arrangements were

completed, I diverted several cargoes intended for other quarters
into German harbors I may add, however, that the situation in

Germany is extremely dangerous (Bavaria is leaning to Commu-
nism) and. ..I am not at all sure that our food supplies have not
arrived sixty days too late. In any event, it is a neck and neck race
as to whether food will maintain stability as against the other forces
that have grown out of hunger in the meantime.

Yours faithfully,

HERBERT HOOVER

Clemenceau pursued the matter no further and the French

plan for detachment of Bavaria as an independent state fell through,
President Wilson especially and my organization in support of

him certainly saved this much of the dismemberment of Germany.
But now Clemenceau made two further demands for dismem-

berment.

SEPARATION OF THE RHINELAND

A major goal of Clemenceaus was in some fashion to

separate tlie Rhineland from the Reich. In February, my Relief

staff reported that the French were conspiring with Rhenish in-

dustrialists to declare the Rhineland an independent state and thus

not subject to reparations.
Colonel House in his Diary confirms these activities, saying in

an entry on March 12, 1919:

... In the afternoon I went to the Quai d'Orsay, where the

air terms were taken up. Lloyd George asked to see me in the
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anteroom. . . . He said he was seriously troubled concerning the

French. In the first place, he could not agree with them upon the

question of the boundary of the Rhine and the creation of a Rhenish

Republic upon the terms they had in mind. . . .

Colonel House also records that Dr. Isaiah Bowman, a member
of the American Delegation, reported a meeting with the President

on this matter on March 28. He said:

Three of us were asked to call at the President's house, and

on the following morning at eleven o'clock we arrived He re-

marked:

"Gentlemen, I am in trouble and I have sent for you to

help me out The matter is this: the French want the whole left

bank of the Rhine. I told M. Clemenceau that I could not consent

to such a solution of the problem. He became very much excited

and then demanded ownership of the Saar Basin. I told him I

could not agree to that either because it would mean giving

300,000 Germans to France I do not know whether I shall

see M. Clemenceau again. I do not know whether he will return

to the meeting this afternoon. In fact, I do not know whether

the Peace Conference will continue. M. Clemenceau called me
a pro-German and abruptly left the room/*

On April 22 the President agreed to a compromise by which

German sovereignty would be maintained over the Rhineland but

Allied Armies would occupy the area and the bridgeheads for fifteen

years, with a neutral zone to be established beyond the bridgeheads.
The French still had lingering hopes of creating an independent

Rhenish state, as shown by a letter from President Poincare ad-

dressed to Mr. Wilson on April 28, urging greater French authority
over the Rhineland. The President replied on May 7:

I do not think it wise to go further than we have gone in the

treaty in respect to the occupation of the Rhine territory.

That they still did not give up hope is shown in a letter from

Mr. Wilson to Clemenceau on May 23, which is recorded in Clemen-

ceau's book:

MY DEAR PRIME MINISTER-.

I have just received a message from the General commanding
our army of occupation, which causes me serious anxiety. It is as

follows:

This morning General Mangin, the general commanding the
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French Army in Mainz, sent a colonel on his Staff to General

Liggett*s headquarters at Coblenz, to ask what our attitude would
be with regard to a political revolution on the left bank of the

Rhine with a view to establishing a free Rhineland republic, inde-

pendent of Germany. He asked what the American attitude would
be toward such a new republic.

"The staff officer assures us that they had fifty deputies ready
to come into the American zone to help to put the revolution in

motion. The meaning of the word deputies in this connection was
not clearly understood, but it was manifest that Frenchmen were
referred to."

General Liggett very properly refused to consider this proposal,
and his attitude has my entire approval. He has been given instruc-

tions to prohibit political agitators from entering our zone, what-
ever orders they may invoke to justify their action, and I feel per-
suaded that these instructions will meet with your own approval.

Cordially and sincerely yours,

WOODKOW WILSON

A pertinent paragraph in the Treaty (Article 429) provided:

If at the end of fifteen years the guarantees against unprovoked
aggression by Germany are not considered sufficient by tie Allied

and Associated Governments, the evacuation by the occupying

troops may be delayed to the extent regarded as necessary for the

purpose of obtaining the required guarantees.

THE SAAB COMPROMISE

The French, also claimed the Saar, a rich but small German
coal district. They rightly urged compensation for the willful de-

struction of their coal mines in Northern France. House describes

a bitter exchange between Clemenceau and the President over this

question, saying:

. . . The President told Clemenceau that the French were bring-

ing up territorial questions that had nothing to do with the war
aims of anybody, and that no one had heard of their intention to

annex the Saar Valley until after the Armistice had been signed.
Clemenceau grew angry at this and said that the President favored

the Germans. The President replied that such a statement was un-

true and that Clemenceau knew that it was.

Clemenceau then stated that if they did not receive the Saar

Valley, he would not sign the Treaty of Peace, To this the President
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replied, "Then if France does not get what she wishes, she will

refuse to act with us. In that event do you wish me to return home?"
Clemenceau answered, *1 do not wish you to go home, but I in-

tend to do so myself," and in a moment he left die house.

When the President's opposition to the Saar annexation became

apparent, various alternatives were discussed and in the end the

President accepted a compromise whereby the coal mines would be

operated by a commission under the League for fifteen years; the

French would receive the whole coal output; but the sovereignty of

Germany would be preserved and a plebiscite taken at the end of

fifteen years.
2

THE COMPROMISES ON THE MILITARY ALLIANCE

Neither the ban on German union with Austria, nor the

separation from Germany of its eastern border areas, nor the

Bhineland and Saar settlements, nor Germany's economic exhaus-

tion by reparations satisfied the Old Tiger that France was safe from
further aggression. With his unfailing recollection of two hideous

invasions and the fact that 60,000,000 Germans still faced 45,000,000

Frenchmen, he did not forget the Lloyd George-Wilson proposal of

a joint military guarantee for France against German aggression in

lieu of his demands as to the Rhineland. Having obtained as much as

he could get on the Rhineland, he now pressed for the military al-

liance. This, of course, was a violation of the President's "basis of

peace," which stipulated there would be no more military alliances

except as implied in the League itself.

This French proposal was described in a note dated March 20
in Secretary Lansing's records:

An instance of the lengths to which these compromises and
makeshifts are going, occurred this morning when [the Delegation
was asked] ... for our opinion [on] the following proposal: That
the United States, Great Britain, and France enter into a formal
alliance to resist any aggressive action by Germany against France
or Belgium, and to employ their military, financial, and economic
resources for this purpose in addition to exerting their moral influ-

ence to prevent such aggression.
We three agreed that, if that agreement was made, the chief

reason for a League of Nations, as now planned, disappeared. So far

2The plebiscite was overwhelmingly for the Saafs return to Germany.
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as France and Belgium were concerned the alliance was all they
needed for their future safety. They might or might not accept
the League. Of course they would if the alliance depended upon
their acceptance. They would do most anything to get such an
alliance. . . .

What impressed me most was that to gain French support for
the League the proposer of the alliance was willing to destroy
the chief feature of the League. . . .

Secretary Lansing expands on this subject in his book:

. . . M. Clemenceau, who naturally favored the idea, continued
to press the President to agree to the plan [the alliance]. What
arguments were employed to persuade him I cannot say. ... It
should be remembered that at the time both the Italians and
Japanese were threatening to make trouble unless their territorial

ambitions were satisfied. With these two Powers disaffected and
showing a disposition to refuse to accept membership in the pro-
posed League of Nations the opposition of France to the Covenant
would have been fatal. It would have been the end of the Presi-
dent's dream of a world organized to maintain peace by an inter-
national guaranty of national boundaries and sovereignties. Whether
France would in the end have insisted on the additional guaranty
of protection I doubt, but it is evident that Mr. Wilson believed
that she would and decided to prevent a disaster to his dreams by
acceding to the wishes of his French colleague.

According to Frederick Palmer, General Bliss penciled a mem-
orandum of comment on March 20:

This draft [of the alliance] is a modification of one proposed by
Mr. House, and which he suggested to meet the French, threat
that they could not accept the League of Nations unless this

promise was made by the United States. Neither Mr. Lansing nor
Mr. White nor I approve of this draft or anything like it. It will

surely kill the League of Nations Covenant.

However, Clemenceau won on May 6. Ray Stannard Baker, in
his Papers, summarizes it as follows:

... In addition to the securities afforded in the Treaty of

Peace, the President of the United States has pledged himself to

propose to the Senate of the United States, and the Prime Minister
of Great Britain has pledged himself to propose to the Parliament
of Great Britain an engagement, subject to the approval of the
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Council of the League of Nations, to come immediately to the

assistance of France in case of unprovoked attack by Germany.

On the morning of June 28, the same day on which the Treaty

of Versailles was signed, the military treaty with France was exe-

cuted at the President's residence by Premier Clemenceau and For-

eign Minister Pichon for the French Republic, by President Wilson

and Secretary Lansing for the United States, and by Prime Minister

Lloyd George and Foreign Minister Balfour for Great Britain.

THE REPARATIONS COMPROMISE

The Armistice Agreement of November 11, 1918, provided that

the enemy should pay all war damages to the Allied and Associated

Governments. A Committee was appointed from the Conference

delegates to report on the amount to be paid by Germany, and the

method of payment.
On February 21, 1919, the American members of the Repara-

tions Committee reported on the progress of the Committee; House

records as to the Allied demands:

The British now put in a tentative total demand on Germany
of one hundred and twenty billion of dollars, and the French think

Germany should pay a total of two hundred billion of dollars. In

other words, the French want Germany to pay two hundred

times as much as the French paid the Germans in 71 and which

the French then claimed to be excessive. They wish the payments
to run for fifty-five years. . . .

Our people think the maximum cannot be over twenty-two
billions of dollars and are inclined to believe that it should be

under that amount.

There was no doubt in the minds of the Americans at Paris that

Germany must pay to the utmost. But realistically, she could not in

the long run pay in cash more than she could earn by the surplus of

exports over imports. In addition, she could pay something more "in

kind" by exporting goods to the Allies if they could absorb them.

Above all, we Americans contended that to induce Germany
to pay, a moderate fixed sum should be set, payable over a term of

years, so that she might have freedom in sight. The President ad-

vocated this course.

But overhanging the Conference were the campaign promises
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of Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Orlando to get back every penny
of damages. The Prime Ministers argued that any fixed sum would

fall short of the expectations of their peoples. In April the President

agreed to their formula of unstated totals.
3

There was one definite sum upon which the Allies did agree.

That was that Germany should pay five billion dollars in cash and

in kind of "liquid" character prior to May 1, 1921, or within two

years. This would take more than all Germany's working capital in

cash, credit or goods and if carried out would destroy her ability to

get production going again. I later discuss my protests, which were

amply justified by subsequent experience.
4

3While the initial "claims" totaled over three hundred and twenty billion dol-

lars, the Reparations Commission subsequently fixed the total at sixty-six billions.

4On May 1, 1921, the Germans claimed that they had delivered over five bil-

lion dollars in cash or in kind, but the Reparations Commission refused to credit them
with more than one billion two hundred million dollars of deliveries.

At an Allied meeting in London in May, 1921, the total debt was reduced to

forty-four billion dollars. This having proved impossible to meet, Germany's currency
crashed in 1922. On October 17 of that year, Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes
suggested a committee of American businessmen to study the situation. On November

30, 1923, the Reparations Commission agreed to such a study. General Charles G.

Dawes, as Chairman, conducted the study. The "Dawes Plan" was evolved, which

provided for a new currency and fixed annuities for reparations of about six hundred

million dollars with supposed elaborate securities for payments under economic control

by an Agent General of reparations.
The Dawes Plan having proved unequal to restoring economic stability, on De-

cember 22, 1928, at a meeting of Allied representatives, another group of experts was

appointed under the chairmanship of an American, Owen D. Young. This committee

began work in February 1929 and reported on June 7, 1929. It reduced the annuities,

abolished the securities and controls of the Dawes Committee, abolished the Agent
General of Reparations and called for the creation of the Bank of International Set-

tlements to handle international payments. The plan was finally adopted on January
20, 1930. It had no effect on the restoration of the European economy.

In June 1931, with the whole world in a gigantic depression resulting from the

economic crash of all Central and Eastern Europe, I (then in the White House) pro-

posed a world moratorium on all intergovernmental debts until June 30, 1932. Even
this did not stay the depression, and I proposed a further measure in July 1931 by
which a standstill agreement was created for all German foreign bank obligations.

Without going into further details, I may point out that Germany, up to March

31, 1937, had paid a total of about five billion three hundred million dollars of

reparations in one form or another, and that was the end.

See United States Department of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations

of the United States [The Paris Peace Conference, 1919], vol. XIII, United States

Government Printing Office, Washington: 1947, pt. VIII. pp. 383-439 passim.
I might add that Hitler's rise to power in 1933 was based upon his promises

and considerable successes-in the reunification of Germany, all of which had to do
with the origins of the Second World War.
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GERMAN WAR CRIMES COMPROMISE

Paul Mantoux records in his book a long debate in the Big
Four over a proposed Treaty provision for punishment of German

crimes. President Wilson stood staunchly for determination of indi-

vidual crimes on an individual basis and by judicial processes. The

President's proposals were adopted as shown by the following pro-

visions (Article 227) in the Treaty:

A special tribunal will be constituted to try the accused, thereby

assuring him the guarantees essential to the right of defence. It will

be composed of five judges, one appointed by each of the following

Powers: namely, the United States of America, Great Britain, France,

Italy and Japan.
... It will be its duty to fix the punishment which it considers

should be imposed.
The Allied and Associated Powers will address a request to the

Government of the Netherlands for the surrender to them of the

ex-Emperor in order that he may be put on trial.

Further articles provided for trial of persons accused of having
committed acts in violation of the laws and customs of war and of

criminal action against any national of the enemy powers. They

required the Germans to furnish documents and information of every
kind in relation to such acts. 5

However, Lloyd George and Clemenceau insisted upon a

Treaty provision for guilt confession by the German people as a

whole. In spite of the President's dissent, it was placed in the Treaty.

THE MANDATES COMPROMISE

Another highly important compromise of much earlier date

should be included here. This one involved the designation of the

mandatories.

Before arriving in Paris the President recognized that the so-

called "backward peoples'* which formerly made up part of the old

empires of Germany, Russia and Turkey must have a transitional

period of guardianship. He proposed that they be placed in trust

with the League of Nations and that mandates for administration of

the trusteeships be given to the small neutral states to prevent them

5The Government of Holland refused to surrender the former Emperor and as war
emotions cooled off, these provisions tapered down to trials by German courts which
produced small results.
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from becoming the basis of further imperial expansion. He made
this proposal to the members of his staff accompanying him on the

George Washington on his first journey to the Peace Conference.

Among these men were Professor Isaiah Bowman of Johns Hopkins
University and Professor Charles Seymour of Yale University.

Professor Bowman states: 6

He [Wilson] thought that the German colonies should be
declared the common property of the League of Nations and
administered by small nations.

Bowman also says:
7

. . . The idea of a trusteeship for backward peoples was not
new. It had been advocated by various writers on colonial problems,
and a year previous it was incorporated in a memorandum on Meso-

potamia written for Colonel House's Inquiry by George Louis Beer
and turned in on January 1, 1918. . . . This memorandum, according
to J. T. Shotwell, "happens to contain the first project for a 'mandate'

in the sense in which that term ultimately was used in the Treaty/'

Seymour reports the President's views:

He argued [at that time] that those territories should be ad-

ministered not by the Great Powers but by smaller States. 8

. . . Such States as Holland or one of the Scandinavian nations. 9

This idea of mandates to small nations fitted neither with the

imperial ambitions of the Allied Governments nor with their secret

treaties, wherein annexations had already been agreed upon. On
January 24, 1919, the leaders of Britain, Australia, South Africa,

France and Italy, meeting in Paris, demanded that such annexa-

tions be divided among them.

Various writers have assumed that the President adopted the

idea of mandates from a pamphlet written by General Smuts. But
this pamphlet was not issued until after the President's arrival in

Europe with the mandate idea already in his mind.

There was an inherent conflict between Smuts' proposals and

6Charles Seymour, The Intimate Papers of Colonel House, vol. IV, Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston: 1926, pp. 281-282.

?Ibid., pp. 283-284.

*Ibid., p. 285.

Charles Seymour,Woodrow Wilson and the World War, Yale University Press,
New Haven, Conn.: 1921, p. 288.
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those of the President. However, General Smuts secured a compro-
mise from the President that the trusteeships of the League should

be administered by mandates to the Allied nations on the grounds

of their past experience.

The President's agreement to this compromise came sometime

during the drafting of the League Covenant. The text of the article

introduced in the Covenant for this purpose was drafted, not by the

subcommittee entrusted with that job, but by the Council of Ten,

which included the Prime Ministers, on January SO.

The provision in Article XIX was:

To those Colonies and territories which as a consequence of

the late war have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States

which formerly governed them and which are inhabited by peoples

not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions

of the modern world, there should be applied the principle that the

well being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of

civilization and that securities for the performance of this trust

should be embodied in the constitution of the League.

The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is

that the tutelage of such peoples should be entrusted to advanced

nations who by reason of their resources, their experience or their

geographical position, can best undertake this responsibility, and

that this tutelage should be exercised by them as mandatories on

behalf of the League. . . .

Whether the President resisted this compromise with Smuts I

do not know. But by this device for all practical purposes the "back-

ward peoples" were annexed to the Allied empires. Also, it extin-

guished in several important areas the aspirations of peoples for

self-government and independence. It was all neatly managed so

as to comply with many of the secret treaties which had divided

these areas prior to the President's arrival in Paris (see Chapter 8).

General Smuts' formula, thus introduced in the Covenant, was

one of the most monumental attainments in the history of Old World

diplomacy, And by this device Smuts was to annex huge areas in

Africa to the Union of South Africa.

No one since has been able to find any practical difference be-

tween these mandated areas and the other British, French, Italian

or Japanese colonies or imperial possessions. Moreover, the people
of Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Palestine, and Lebanon were demanding self-
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government and independence. These aspirations were bottled up
for many years by these peoples being placed under mandates.

I am convinced that the judgment and attitude of the Presi-

dent in these matters were due to his unfamiliarity with Old World

diplomacy and too much confidence in General Smuts when that

statesman's own imperial interests were at stake.

It is my belief that the President, to put it bluntly, was just

fooled. He was certainly under an illusion as to the ultimate effect

of the mandates.

The Swem Papers show that during his visit to Washington two

weeks after the adoption of this provision in the Covenant he made
an off-the-record address to the Democratic National Committee on

February 28, 1919, in which he obviously had not understood its

full effect:

... I was one of the first advocates of the mandatory. I do not

at all believe in handing over any more territory than has already
been handed over to any sovereign. I do not believe in putting the

people of the German territories at the disposition, unsubordinated

disposition, of any great power, and therefore I was a warm advo-

cate of the idea of General Smuts . . . who propounded the theory
that the pieces of the Austro-Hungarian Empires and the pieces

of the Turkish Empire and the German colonies were all political

units or territorial units which ought to be accepted in trust by the

family of nations, and not turned over to any member of the family,

and that therefore the League of Nations would have as one of its

chief functions to act as Trustee for these great areas of dismem-

bered empires. . . .

Yet the embarrassing moment came when they asked if the

United States would be willing to accept a mandatory. The Presi-

dent admitted that the Allies had proposed that the United States

take the mandate for Armenia, as to which he said:
.

I had to say offhand that it would not be willing [I want to

avoid] what I may call without offence Pharisaical cleanliness and

not take anything out of the pile. . . . They said that ... it would

greatly advance the peace of the world and the peace of mind of

Europe if the United States would accept mandatories. I said, I am

perfectly willing to go home and stump the country and see if they

will do it, but I could not truthfully say offhand that they would,

because I did not know.
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The President in the same speech proposed that the United

States accept a mandate over Armenia, Constantinople and the

Dardanelles, saying:

Now what I wanted to suggest is this: Personally, and just

within the limits of this room, I can say very frankly that I think

we ought to. I think there is a very promising beginning in regard
to countries like Armenia. . . ,

He then described the many bonds between the American

people and the Armenians and continued:

But the place where they all want us to accept a mandate most

is at Constantinople. I may say that it seems to be rather the con-

sensus of opinion there that Constantinople ought to be internation-

alized, so that the present idea apparently is to delimit the territory

around Constantinople to include the straits and set up a mandate of

the territory which will make those straits open to the nations of

the world without any conditions and make Constantinople truly

international an internationalized free city and a free port and

America is the only nation in the world that can undertake that

mandate and have the rest of the world believe that it is undertaken

in good faith and that we do not mean to stay there and set up our

own sovereignty. So that it would be a very serious matter for the

confidence of the world in this treaty if the United States did not

accept a mandate for Constantinople.

He urged the members of the National Committee to advocate

that the United States accept this mandate.

The President's participation in the assignment of some of the

mandates is confirmed in a communiqu^ to the public from the Big
Four on May 7, 1919, which read:

The Council . . . [including President Wilson], yesterday de-

cided as to the disposition of the ex-German colonies as follows:

TOGOLAND AND CAMEROONS France and Great Britain shall make a

joint recommendation as to the League of Nations as to their future.

GEKMAN EAST AFBICA The mandate shall be held by Great
Britain.

GEKMAN SOUTH WEST AFRICA The mandate shall be held by the

Union of South Africa.

THE GERMAN SAMOAN ISLANDS The mandate shall be held by
New Zealand.
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THE OTHER GEEMAN PACIFIC POSSESSIONS SOUTH OF THE EQUATOR

excluding the German Samoan Islands and Naura, the mandate shall

be held by Australia.

NAURA The mandate shall be given to the British Empire.

THE GERMAN PACIFIC ISLANDS NORTH OF THE EQUATOR The man-
date shall be held by Japan.

Later rules were established for the government and pro-
tection of the mandated peoples and the mandates were divided

into three classes: the former Turkish possessions, the backward
areas of Africa, and some minor areas to be administered under the

laws of the mandatory.
10

The total territory annexed under the mandate system was about

1,132,000 square miles, or one-third the size of continental United
States.

The mandates were divided as follows:

Mandate

Palestine

Trans-Jordan

Syria and Lebanon

Cameroons

Cameroons

Ruanda-Urundi

Tanganyika

Togoland

Togoland

Islands, North Pacific

Nauru

New Guinea and islands

South-West Africa

Western Samoa

Mandatory

A MANDATES
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
France

B MANDATES
France

United Kingdom
Belgium
United Kingdom
France

United Kingdom
C MANDATES

Japan
British Empire

(Australia acting)
Australia

South Africa

New Zealand

Population

(1931)

1,035,154

305,584

2,656,596

2,186,015

774,585

3,450,000

5,063,660

725,580

293,671

73,027

2,692

392,816

242,290

46,023

Area,

square miles

9,010

15,444

62,163

165,928

34,236

20,541

374,085

20,077

13,240

830

8.

93,000

322,393

1(>Whether these peoples were "trusteeships" or "annexations" is indicated by
their destiny in the Second World War. All that remained of them were then annexed
for good.nUnited States Department of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations

of the United States [Paris Peace Conference, 1919], vol. XIII, United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington: 1943, p. 102.
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Thus, in the name of mandates the sum total of peoples and

territories annexed by the Colonial powers were:

Population Square miles

British Empire 8,156,475 862,549

French Empire 5,568,191 248,168

Belgian Empire 3,450,000 20,541

Japanese Empire 73,027 830

While on this subject, I may point out the further imperial ac-

quisitions which resulted from the treaty making. Japan got special

rights in the Chinese province of Shantung, consisting of 80,000

square miles with 20,000,000 inhabitants, and Italy acquired 23,726

square miles and 1,672,000 inhabitants from the old Austrian Empire.

Closely related to imperialism were the "spheres of influence"

set up in the secret treaties. Thus, by the secret treaty with Russia,

the British held a sphere of influence over Southern Persia,

Mesopotamia and Egypt.
At the moment the Treaty of Versailles was signed, the British,

through mandates and "spheres," controlled all the huge oil re-

sources along the Persian Gulf.

Colonel House, in mid-May, informed me that the Presi-

dent had the United States in mind to be mandatory of Armenia

and Constantinople and that I would be appointed Governor, I was

directing the relief of Armenia and Constantinople at this time

and knew from hard experience much about this part of the world.

I was sure the President knew little of the conditions which had to

be met in undertaking such a mandate.

I told the Colonel that the Armenian state was made up only of

those Armenians who had declared their independence from old

Russia; that while there were probably 1,500,000 original inhabi-

tants, over 400,000 Armenian refugees had now swarmed into Ar-

menia to escape Turkish persecution; and that there were probably
400,000 more still in Turkey. I advised him that Armenia could never

protect herself from her fierce neighbors Turkey and Azerbaijan
without a foreign garrison of at least 150,000 troops. Further, I said

that she could never become self-supporting without including all of

old Turkish Armenia and another piece of Turkey or Kurdistan to

give her agricultural strength. Also, she must have a piece of Georgia
for an outlet to the Black Sea. I suggested that, if these conditions

were complied with, any one of the Allied Governments would be
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glad to take the mandate. With all of this in mind, I proposed to the

Colonel ( and later to the President) that a competent mission be sent

to Armenia to investigate the problem and suggested General James
G. Harbord as chairman. The matter was still unsettled when the

President left Europe in June.
On July 3, 1919, Mr. John Foster Dulles of the State Depart-

ment, then in Paris, joined with me in a cable to the President urg-

ing General Harbord's appointment. He was appointed and I secured

for him as members of his mission William B. Poland, James

McKnight, and Harold W. Clark of my staff. The mission arrived

August 15 and reported its findings late in September. As I had
ended my official job in Europe and had left for the United States,

I did not see the report.
12

THE COMPROMISE ON REIMPOSING THE BLOCKADE
To FORCE GERMAN SIGNATURE ON THE DOTTED LINE

Another compromise was made over the measures to be taken

if Germany refused to "sign on the dotted line/'

General Foch had insisted at all times that a threat to reimpose
the blockade was the way to make the Germans sign the Treaty. On
May 5 the French members of the Superior Blockade Council sub-

mitted plans to the Council to reimpose the blockade if the Germans
showed any hesitation. On May 8 the Big Four asked the repre-
sentatives of the Economic Council to discuss with them reimposing
the blockade.

12The Allies continued to press the United States to undertake this mandate.
On May 24, 1920, at the Allied Conference at San Remo, they specifically requested
the United States to undertake it. The President sent a long message to the Congress,
recommending that the United States take the mandate, but made no mention of the

requirements for assuring a stable state other than the inclusion of some minor dis-

tricts (vilayets) from Turkey.
The President at this time was without experienced advice. Colonel House and

Secretary Lansing had both ceased to advise him. I was not consulted, although I

was still conducting the relief of Armenia through our American Relief Administration.
The Senate rejected the President's recommendations on June 1, 1920.

In any event, the whole question was taken out of the hands of the Allies or the
United States a year later in April 1921, when the Russian Communists took over
their old province of Armenia and made it a Communist satellite.

The outcome was particularly sad to me, for no real effort had been made to
reconstruct a stable and defensible Armenia which could protect all Armenians and
in so doing create a state for which some European government would have been

glad to take the mandate. In addition to urging these measures for Armenia I had,
against great odds, for two years after the Treaty found the finance for, and directed
the relief and reconstruction of, Russian Armenia and its refugees, a more ample
statement of which will be found in Chapter 10.
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McCormick's Diary on May 9 reflects his reaction:

Went to special committee of the Supreme Blockade Council at

the Commerce Department to discuss plans for blockade in the event

of Germany refusing to sign Treaty. We came to agreement. I noti-

fied Council, while approving the plan, that I hoped the Allies

would not use it as it would make more chaos. In my opinion, the

only solution of the question would be military occupation.

However, the Big Four requested a detailed plan for reim-

posing the blockade from the Economic Council. As a member of

this Council I objected to the whole idea, stating that a peace signed
under such pressure would not survive the revulsion of world

opinion. It was proposed that the Economic Council make public its

plan. Both McCormick and I objected in the Council meeting be-

cause neither of us approved.
As I did not like any aspect of reimposing the blockade, I ad-

dressed a protest to the President;

PABIS, 14 May 1919

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

. , . [First I wish to express] , . . my strong view that we should

not be led into joining with the Allies in a food blockade against

Germany as a method of forcing peace. The margins on which the

German people must live from now until next harvest are so small

that any cessation of the stream of food, even for a short time, will

bring the most wholesale loss of life. It might be that the imposition
of a blockade would be effectual in securing the German signature
to the peace. I seriously doubt whether when the world has re-

covered its moral equilibrium that it would consider a peace ob-

tained upon such a device as the starving of women and children

as being binding upon the German people. If the Germans did resist,

it is my impression that it would throw Germany into complete
chaos and military occupation would need to follow in order to

save Europe.

My second point is that I am placed in a serious embarrassment

by the threat of a blockade, because we have a constant stream of

nearly one hundred million dollars worth of food in motion towards

Germany. With all the effort they make, they are scarcely able to

keep pace with their gold and security payments with the actual

arrivals in Germany, so that the total risk of this vast current of food-

stuffs is now falling on my shoulders, If the current were stopped,
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it would mean we would have to pile up large amounts of foodstuffs
in Europe, a large part o which is not of the type at present salable
to the Allied countries. For instance, we are shipping rye, which the
Allies do not eat, and types of fats of which the Allies have ample
supply. We would have to face very great loss and seriously jeopard-
ize the financial

stability of the Food Administration. I have been

willing to take the risk, in the feeling that without it peace and sta-

bility will not be secured, but I seriously doubt whether I have any
right to involve you in the ensuing difficulties if I were to continue
without your approval after I knew the gate to Germany would
probably be closed. ... .

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVER

McCormick's Diary contains this entry for the same day:
Was called to the President's house at 11:00 to submit to Big

Four our plan for blockade in the event of Germany refusing to

sign When we started meeting I handed the President a letter

I had just written him strongly recommending the use of military
occupations instead of blockade in the event of Germany not sign-

ing. ... I told the President this could not be and that the alterna-

tive was starvation and revolution in Germany. Everything would
be lost to the Allies while occupation would save something out of
the wreck. President made this statement to the Big Four and

urged occupation.

McCormick's Diary the next day contains this entry:

At 2:00 went to President's house with Hoover, Davis, and
Baruch to discuss with the President the blockade policy as to food
if Germany refused to sign. Hoover urging food should go to Ger-

many in any event . . . President told him of our conversation with

Big Four yesterday and that he advocated military occupation
rather than starvation methods. President discussed freely his diffi-

culties with his colleagues in Council called them mad men, par-

ticularly Clemenceau. ... He spoke feelingly of his struggles with
Clemenceau and Lloyd George to hold them down to justice
and reason and could not vouch for his being able to convince them
that military occupation was better than the starvation method be-

cause the military occupation would cost more in money. . , .

As shown by his Papers, I discussed the matter with Colonel
House and gave him an account of the suffering which existed due to

the world shortage of food. He agreed with me on the evils of re-
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imposing the blockade. Later, in describing a discussion of the

subject with General Smuts, House records:

We agreed that while public opinion did sustain the Entente

in its blockade of Germany when they were fighting for their lives,

it would not sustain them when they were starving women and

children for the purpose of trying to force the signing of a treaty.

... I sincerely trust that this ordeal will not have to be faced.

I shall not be in favor of starving the people of Germany. At one

time I thought perhaps this would be the only way out in the

event Germany did not sign, but at that stage I did not know
the real conditions in Germany and how much suffering there

was. . . .

On June 13 the Supreme Council communicated its decision to

the Economic Council:

The Council of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers

have . . . decided that the Blockade Council should make every

preparation for the re-imposition of the Blockade but that its actual

enforcement should not be undertaken, even in the event of

the refusal by the Germans to sign the Treaty of Peace, without a

decision from the Council of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers. No actual threat should be made public that the Blockade

is to be reimposed but, short of this, steps should be taken to give
the public impression that preparations are in hand. If practicable,
these steps should include the despatch of destroyers to show them-

selves in the Baltic. /T . , ,,

(Inttld)

W. W.
G. C,

D. L. G.

S. S.

N. M.

McCormick's Diary on June 14 contains this item:

Lunched with [the President's Committee of Economic] ad-

visers in my room General Bliss, Admiral Knapp, Hoover, Baruch,

Davis, B. Palmer present. Hot discussion on treaty and blockade.

Hoover and Bliss think it too hard; Baruch and I think it just and
workable. Hoover says if blockade imposed he will resign. . . .

He might have added that my reason was a refusal to starve

millions of innocent human beings. Also he could have added that

Norman Davis agreed with Bliss and me.
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THE DOTTED LINE

From the European point of view the focal point of the Con-

ference was not the Covenant of the League but the Treaty with

Germany. I have already dealt with President Wilson's triumph in

winning agreement to the Covenant, although at the cost of serious

compromises. Through the Treaty the entire structure of Europe was
to be rebuilt.

The Treaty was formulated by various subcommittees made up
from the different delegations, subject to higher authority originally
the Council of Ten, and later the Big Four. Each subcommittee

cut a piece of the mosaic, but it was not assembled and printed as

a whole until the day before the Germans were to receive it. The
final document comprised about 75,000 words, 4,000 of which were

devoted to the League Covenant.

The German Delegation of more than 100 members headed by
Foreign Minister Count Brockdorff-Rantzau had been waiting in

Versailles since April 29, but the Treaty was not ready until May 7.

After it had been given to them, they were to be allowed a period
in which to propose amendments. After Allied acceptance of any
of the proposed changes, they were to be shown the dotted line.

At four o'clock on the morning of May 7 I was awakened by a

troubled servant, who explained that there was a messenger waiting
with an important document which he would put into no hands

other than mine. It was the printed draft of the Treaty, which was to

be handed to the Germans that day. At once I scanned its important

[233]
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parts. Although I had known the gist of many of the segments, I

had not before had opportunity to envision it as a whole. Aside from

the League Covenant, many provisions had been settled without

considering their effect on others.

I certainly had no admiration for the conduct of the German
militarists. But if the world was to have peace, it had, in my mind,

to choose one of two alternatives: to reduce Germany to such pov-

erty and political degradation that initiative and genius would be

extinguished; or to give her terms that would permit the new rep-
resentative government under President Ebert to live with the hope
that free government might develop the nation as a peaceful mem-
ber of the family of mankind. If this were not done, there would

come either a return of the sullen militarists or the already infectious

Communists both with aggression in their souls.

I was convinced that the terms set up in this draft of the Treaty
would degrade all Europe and that peace for the long run could

not be built on these foundations. I believed the Treaty contained

the seeds of another war. It seemed to me that the economic pro-
visions alone would pull down the whole Continent and, in the end,

injure the United States.

I arose at early daylight and went for a walk in the deserted

streets. Within a few blocks I met General Smuts and John May-
nard Keynes of the British Delegation. We seemed to have come

together by some sort of telepathy. It flashed into all our minds why
each was walking about at that time of morning. Each was greatly
disturbed. We agreed that the consequences of many parts of the

proposed Treaty would ultimately bring destruction. We also agreed
that we would do what we could among our own nationals to point
out the dangers.

General Smuts had full knowledge of Old World diplomacy,
an independent mind and often real statesmanship. Keynes was
the economist for the British Delegation. Lloyd George ap-

parently did not like him and referred to him as the "Puck of

Economics." He had a brilliant mind, powerful in analysis, and
the gift of expression. Like most intellectuals, he was usually grop-

ing for new shapes and forms for the world, rather than for wisdom
in what to do next. That sort of mind has a high place in the world,

although it sometimes gets on the nerves of the fellow who must

keep the machinery of civilization operating in the meantime. How-
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ever, Keynes and I agreed fully on the economic consequences of

the Treaty.
1

Later that morning, I called together the thinking members of

my own organization who were in Paris. These men knew every eco-

nomic and political back alley of Europe better than any one group
of the peacemakers. They could appraise the hard problems of the

political and economic consequences of the proposed Peace Treaty
with objective minds, free from hate and violence.

We sat for hours poring over the document. A summary of

our views is worthy of record. The first question was: "How can

the feeble German Republic endure if the Allies reimpose the food

blockade to force its signature?" At this time our organization was

struggling desperately against the world's shortage of food to pre-
vent acute starvation in Germany. The delay in getting food to the

Germans, by continuing the blockade for four months despite the

promise made at the time of the Armistice, had drained almost the

last remnants of breadstuffs and fats from their farms. The supplies
which we could command with the shipping available were already
below the need, and there was much suffering among the German
workers. The situation was so bad that, in order to save the children

of Germany, we had to channel a considerable part of the food sup-

plies to this pitifully undernourished multitude, which added to the

privation of their elders.

We were in a daily race against the spread of Communism (the

Spartacists ) ,
which was steadily weakening the new German Re-

public under Ebert and Scheidemann, who, while they had no

hesitation in using machine guns, were in fact using the food we

supplied as their major weapon in maintaining order. The Com-
munists had periodically seized various cities and provinces after the

Armistice and had been suppressed in a sea of blood. Only a month

before, the Spartacist Government of the Ruhr had been overthrown

by bloody action. Twice Bavaria had gone Spartacist, and the last

1I at least won his commendation, for in a book published later he remarks:

Mr. Hoover was the only man who emerged from the ordeal of Paris with an en-

hanced reputation. This complex personality, with his habitual air of weary Titan

(or, as others might put it, of exhausted prize fighter), his eyes steadily fixed on the

true and essential facts of the European situation, imported into the Councils of Paris,

when he took part in them, precisely that atmosphere of reality, knowledge, mag-
nanimity and disinterestedness which, if they had been found in the other quarters,
also would have given us the Good Peace.
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time had been only seven days before. Despite all this, the Big
Four had overridden the President and decided to reimpose the

blockade until the Germans signed on the dotted line. My staff and

I asked ourselves how many days of starvation the German Govern-

ment could endure before it went over to Communism or to military

dictatorship.

Even if the German Republic did not succumb to Communism
or militarism, we feared that the separation of segments of the

German people on her east and west borders would make Germany
a poisonous breeding ground for unification movements. The Treaty
would reduce the population from about 90,000,000 to about

60,000,000 under the Reich. We recalled that, in the past,

European statesmen had periodically dismembered Germany and

had lived to see it unified in the explosion of war. 2

We canvassed the consequences of the transfer of segments of

other races to Poland, Czechoslovakia and Rumania. Some of these

nations were already virtually at war over their boundaries.

Along with these doubts, we were completely agreed that

the provisions for monetary and commodity reparations required
from Germany would bring quick disaster. We were certain that

the claims for damages without some fixed sum within her capacity
to pay would stifle her ability and incentive to maintain production.
We believed the initial reparations payment of five billion dollars in

cash, coal, machinery, tools and ships would strip Germany of work-

ing capital. This alone would prevent her from regaining industrial

productivity from which reparations could be paid. Our calculations,

for instance, showed that Germany's possible coal supply would be
cut nearly in half by her loss of Alsace-Lorraine, the Saar and parts
of Silesia. The Germans would have no fuel for household use if they
were to keep their industries going.

We examined the question of mandates and the elements of

positive empire building among the mandatories. We believed the

repression of freedom movements in the Arab States would yield

only trouble. The great injury to China, by assigning the German
titles in the Shantung Province to Japan, would keep Asia in a

turmoil.

2 Hitler's rise with the German people fourteen years after Versailles was largely
due to his crusade for unification, his strength increasing with every step he took in

recreating political unity, until 80,000,000 Germans were incorporated within the
Reich. He became strong enough to repudiate the whole Treaty; then attacked Poland,
France and their Allies.
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We were all staunchly for the Covenant of the League but had
fears of the outcome of Article X and the coercion provisions.

My colleagues and I were of the opinion that the Germans,
when they had their say, would no doubt point out with truth that

the Treaty was far removed from the President's "basis of peace/*

upon which they had surrendered. They would probably indicate

every pinhole in the Treaty with vigor and would no doubt ask for

more than they deserved. Those of my group who knew the members
of the German Ministry were convinced that the Germans could

not sign the Treaty as it stood and survive politically at home.

We believed that, if the Germans did sign without substantial

relaxation in terms, there could be no real recovery in Germany
and the Treaty would sooner or later need to be revised. On the

other hand, we believed that, if they signed on the proposed terms,

the economic degeneration in the rest of the world would be checked.

Its signing should end the killing of men; it would end the blockade

and the black lists; it would restore many technical treaties upon
which international commerce revolved; it would tend to reduce

the vast unemployment over the world; it would bring new hope
to the rest of the world.

However, my colleagues and I concluded that the first thing
to do was to use our influence, however minor, in order to improve
the Treaty.

When the Treaty was presented to the Germans on May 7,

Clemenceau made a short and pointed speech, part of which was as

follows:

... It is neither the time nor the place for superfluous words.

You have before you the accredited plenipotentiaries of all the

Small and Great Powers united to fight together in the war that

has been so cruelly imposed upon them. The time has come when
we must settle our accounts. You have asked for peace. We are

ready to give you peace.
We shall present to you now a book which contains our

conditions. You will be given every facility to examine those

conditions, and the time necessary for it. Everything will be done

with the courtesy that is the privilege of civilized nations.

To give you my thought completely, you will find us ready to

give you any explanation you want, but we must say at the same

time that this Second Treaty of Versailles has cost us too much
not to take on our side all the necessary precautions and guarantees
that this peace shall be a lasting one.
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German Foreign Minister Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau read

a prepared address from which I concluded that his delegation

expected the worst.

The Germans began their replies to Allied demands in a series

of notes beginning on May 10, the first of which read in part:

The German Peace Delegation has finished the first perusal

of the Peace Conditions which have been handed over to them.

They have had to realize that on essential points the basis of the

Peace of Right, agreed upon between the belligerents, has been

abandoned. They were not prepared to find that the promise,

explicitly given to the German People and the whole of man-

kind, is in this way to be rendered illusory.

The draft of the Treaty contains demands which no nation

could endure; moreover, our experts hold that many of them

could not possibly be carried out.

The German Peace Delegation will substantiate these state-

ments in detail and transmit to the Allied and Associated Govern-

ments their observations and their material continuously.

On May 29 the Germans had completed their analysis in the

form of dispatches or protests. They repeatedly pointed out the

entire failure to adhere to the "Fourteen Points and the subsequent
addresses" which they insisted were the basis of their surrender.

They claimed that they were unnecessarily humiliated by the re-

quirements that they admit complete guilt for the war and surrender

the Kaiser and his warmakers for trial by the Allies. They asked

for more amendments than were warranted. But some of their

criticism was sound from the viewpoint of common world interests

and was in accord with the objectives for which Woodrow Wilson
had contended.

Smuts and Keynes at once became active among the British,

urging amendments. They and others on the British Delegation com-
municated their views to the British Cabinet in London. Some of the

leaders of their Government came to Paris to discuss Lloyd George's
handiwork in shocked terms. 3

Lloyd George was easily adaptable.

8Gordon Auchincloss (Colonel House's secretary) on June 2, 1919, records in
his Diary:

. . . The British Cabinet came to Paris on Sunday and told Lloyd George
very plainly that British people were not behind him and would not support the

peace that he had proposed to have Germany sign. Accordingly as soon as the
Germans made their answer, Lloyd George started to run and now wants to
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As time went on, the British shifted sensibly.

I brought about a meeting of Smuts and Keynes with McCor-
mick and myself in order that McCormick might learn our joint

views. Now that Colonel House had faded into the background,
McCormick and Baruch had more personal influence with the

President at this time than any other Americans in Paris. But we
found that McCormick was in favor of the Treaty except that he
wanted a forty billion dollar limit on reparations. He told me and
the others repeatedly that I was wrong; that I exaggerated the con-

sequences. My only reply could be, "Just wait about five years and
see.

The views of my colleagues and myself in the Relief Organiza-
tion as to the dynamite planted in the Treaty were shared by other

responsible men in Paris.

Secretary Lansing, in his book, vows his disbelief that the

Treaty would bring peace. He cites a memorandum which he had

prepared on May 8, the day after the Germans had first been pre-
sented with the Treaty:

. . . for the first time in these days of feverish rush of prepara-
tion there is time to consider the Treaty as a complete document.

The impression made by it is one of disappointment, of regret,

and of depression. The terms of peace appear immeasurably harsh

and humiliating, while many of them seem to me impossible of

performance.
The League of Nations created by the Treaty is relied upon

to preserve the artificial structure which has been erected by com-

promise of the conflicting interests of the Great Powers and to

prevent the germination of the seeds of war which are sown in so

many articles and which under normal conditions would soon bear

fruit. The League might as well attempt to prevent the growth of

plant life in a tropical jungle. Wars will come sooner or later. . . .

He further states:

We have a treaty of peace, but it will not bring permanent

peace because it is founded on the shifting sands of self-interest.

The day following my return from London on May 17, I

make all kinds of concessions. I have very little sympathy for him for he has got
himself into the mess that he is in. The President tried to oppose the peace
terms as finally put up particularly the economic ones but whenever he raised

objections Lloyd George flattened him out or cajoled him into accepting the

British proposals. . . .
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received . . . letters from five of our principal experts protesting

against the terms of peace and stating that they considered them

to be an abandonment of the principles for which Americans had

fought. One of the officials, whose relations with the President

were of a most intimate nature, said that he was in a quandary
about resigning; that he did not think that the conditions in the

Treaty would make for peace because they were too oppressive.

, . . This official was evidently deeply incensed, but in the end he

did not resign, nor did the five experts who sent letters, because

they were told that it would seriously cripple the American Com-
mission in the preparation of the Austrian Treaty if they did not

continue to serve.

Professor Joseph V. Fuller, an important member of the Ameri-

can Delegation, resigned, writing in part to Undersecretary of State

Grew on May 15:

MY DEAR MR. GREW:

. . . We have bartered away our principles in a series of com-

promises with interests of imperialism and revenge, until hardly
a shadow of them remains. Instead of assuring the peace of the

world by a just reconstitution, this treaty seeks guarantees for a

settlement in favor of the victors which reduces the vanquished
to a powerless and indefinite servitude. Such a settlement assures

neither permanence nor tranquility. My earnest conviction is that

our country dishonors itself in adding its signature and guarantee.

If, in view of these opinions, my services should be no longer

desired, I shall be glad to be relieved from my duty with the

Commission.

General Bliss, in Palmer's account, wrote to Mrs. Bliss:

Tuesday [May 6] we had a secret plenary seance to listen to

a stupid exposition of the Peace terms for the benefit of the

smaller Powers. None of us had seen the treaty. I have never seen

such a glaring case of secret diplomacy, notwithstanding all our

protestations. The outrageous yielding to Japan on the Shantung

question could never have happened if it had not been done se-

cretly. The protests of the world would have prevented it. Thank

God, my skirts are clear (or at least my conscience is) of any of

the wrong doing.

Yesterday the Treaty was handed to the Germans.

A month later, on June 6, he wrote to Mrs. Bliss:
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. . . The Council of the Powers is still discussing whether it will

listen to the counter proposals of the Germans. Five years from

now the world will condemn the Conference if it does not listen

to them. The Treaty as it stands Is unworkable. . . .

On June 16 he again wrote:

. . . What a wretched mess it all is! If the rest of the world

will let us alone, I think we had better stay on our own side of

the water and keep alive the spark of civilization to relight the

torch after it is extinguished over here. If I ever had any illusions,

they are all dispelled. The child-nations that we are creating have

fangs and claws in their very cradles and before they can walk

are screaming for knives to cut the throats of those in the neighbor-

ing cradles.

General Bliss informed me that he was asked to sign a state-

ment with other Americans that he "heartily and unreservedly" ap-

proved of all the "provisions of this important document." He said

that his conscience would not permit him to sign, as he had written

a letter to the President against the Shantung concession and be-

cause there were other provisions which he did not approve.
House records in his Diary for May 16:

General Smuts called in the morning to tell me that he and

Botha had almost decided not to sign the Treaty if the Entente

refused to make such changes in it as the Germans suggested,
and which the liberal world would approve. He thought the

Germans would win a decided diplomatic victory by pointing out

the many injustices which the Treaty contained. He also thought
in the event the Entente refused these just demands, and should

then undertake to blockade Germany and starve her people into

submission, it would cause world-wide revulsion.

Ray Stannard Baker, who was in charge of the President's Press

Bureau, records in his American Chronicle:

When I read the first proofs of the Treaty as it was originally

drawn, it seemed to me a terrible document; a dispensation of

retribution with scarcely a parallel in history. I thought the German

delegation, which had then arrived at Versailles, would fall in a

swoon when they saw it. I questioned whether they would sign it.

"If they do," I wrote, "it will be with crossed fingers. I can see no

real peace in it. They have tempered justice with no mercy."
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Even the President said to me, "If I were a German, I think I

should never sign it."

Baker also writes:

This Treaty seems to me, in many particulars, abominable.

How can I go home and support it, support the League of Nations

founded upon it, support Wilson? Yet I cannot commit the folly

of mere empty criticism, harking back to what might have been

done. I know too well the impossible atmosphere of greed, fear,

hatred, he has had to work in. I have felt it myself, every day,

every hour.

Baker, at another point recalled:

The mercurial Lloyd George, especially, was seriously alarmed.

He had Colonel House to lunch with him and told him in so

many words that the liberal and labor criticism in England was

reaching great strength and that he favored making changes, even

considerable changes, in the Treaty. The next morning Clemenceau

told the Colonel that he was against any changes whatever in

the Treaty. He was for forcing it straight through.

On May 30, General Smuts wrote the President, the gist, ac-

cording to the Baker Papers, being:

DEAB PKESIDENT WILSON:

Even at the risk of wearying you I venture to address you
once more.

The German answer to our draft Peace Terms seems to me
to strike the fundamental note which is most dangerous to us, and

which we are bound to consider most carefully. They say in effect

that we are under solemn obligation to them to make a Wilson

Peace a peace in accordance with your Fourteen Points and other

Principles enunciated in 1918. To my mind there is absolutely no
doubt that this is so. ...

... it has been one of our most important war aims to

vindicate international law and the sanctity of international en-

gagements. If the Allies end the war by following the example
of Germany at the beginning, and also confront the world with

a "scrap of paper," the discredit on us will be so great that I

shudder to think of its ultimate effect on public opinion, . . .

I think the Germans make out a good case in regard to a

number of provisions. . . .

There will be a terrible disillusion if the people come to
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think that we are not concluding a Wilson Peace, that we are

not keeping our promises to the world or faith with the public
Yours very sincerely,

J. C. SMUTS

I could have given more credence to this stand of the General
had it not been for his record on the mandates.

Baker records, in his American Chronicle:

When I went up to see the President on the evening of May
31, I raised the urgent problem of possible changes He asked
me what my own opinion was; I could not help saying exactly
what I thought: that it was an unworkable treaty.

"If the economic clauses are enforced, there is no hope of

collecting the reparations. The two clauses are mutually destruc-

tive."

"I told Lloyd George and Clemenceau as much when we had
it under discussion/' he said, "but there was no changing them."

I observed that Lloyd George seemed now inclined to make
modifications.

He asked if I thought our people were interested in the details.

"Not now," I said, "but they will be later. When your enemies
in the Senate, Mr. President, begin to discuss the League of

Nations they will want to examine the basis upon which it rests

and what it is they are guaranteeing and that will mean a close

scrutiny of the Treaty."
I am afraid I pushed the argument too far, for the President

arose abruptly and made an end of the conversation. But I had
at least cleared by own mind and expressed my own doubts.

Norman Davis and I called upon the President and urged that

we take advantage of the British recantation. We pointed out many
provisions in the Treaty which he had opposed.

According to the Baker Papers, Norman Davis wrote to the

President on June 1:

We strongly recommend that a definite amount be fixed,

[apparently 20 billion dollars], that Germany be permitted to retain

her present required working capital, that some arrangement be

made whereby Germany may retain enough of her own mercantile

marine for her own requirements, and that the Repatriation Com-
mission be given more constructive and fewer destructive powers.

NOEMAN H. DAVIS
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General Bliss urged the President to call the leading Americans

on his staff into conference and seek their views. This he agreed to

do. The meeting took place on June 3 with thirty-nine present.

There are fragmented accounts but no complete minutes of what

was said.

Although many present had previously expressed their mis-

givings to me, the only persons who really spoke out were Norman

Davis, General Bliss and myself. Davis urged the necessity of a

moderate, fixed sum of reparations spread over a period of time in

such a way as to inspire German incentive to meet it. General

Bliss protested the Rhineland and other military proposals. I ex-

pressed the belief that there was great danger that the Ebert

Republic might not survive the Treaty. I mentioned various dan-

gerous provisions and cited the effect on German coal supplies as

an example.
The discussion rambled over many immaterial questions,

such as when the Germans might join the League and what the

respective Polish and German populations were in Silesia and which

of them were the first owners of that area hundreds of years ago.
At one point I stated that certain things proposed were not

expedient if we expected the Germans to carry out the Treaty in

good faith.

Vance McCormick in his Diary under the date of June 3 gives
this version of the President's reply:

... It was not a question of expediency but one of being satisfied

in our own consciences that we were doing the just thing and then

stick to our demands whatever the result. . . . The Treaty is a hard

one, but a hard one was needed. . . .

The minutes of the meeting recorded in the Baker Papers
state that I replied:

. . . But we look at expediency in many lights. It may be neces-

sary to change the terms of the reparation in view of getting some-

thing, rather than to lose all. And it is not a question of justice;

justice would require, as I see it, that they pay everything they have

got or hope to get. But in order to obtain something, it may be

expedient to do this, that and the other

The President concluded, according to Baker's book, Woodrow
Wilson and World Settlement:
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Personally I think the thing will solve itself upon the admission

of Germany to the League of Nations. . . , But we cannot arrange
that in the treaty because you cannot fix the date at which Germany
is to be admitted into the League.

Since the debate at this meeting was mostly desultory, I did

not feel that my statement at the time fully expressed my views.

Therefore, on June 4, 1 followed up with this note to Mr. Wilson:

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

In this most critical moment, I know you will not take it amiss

if I express my views somewhat more fully than is possible at such

a conference as that of Tuesday morning. I, of course, have had
no part in the Treaty making, and for this reason and the independ-
ent sources of information which I have enjoyed, I have had perhaps
a useful opportunity in objective observation. I do wish you to

feel that what ever the course you may choose I am, for what I

am worth, prepared to stand by.
I am convinced the Germans will not sign the Treaty without

considerable modification. I do not feel that strict justice is now
in question, for no adequate punishment of German crimes is

possible or is even dealt out in the present draft treaty, although
some points relate to this issue. From an American point of

view, we have been fighting autocracy and militarism and I feel

that the paramount issues now are to secure stability of govern-
ment in Europe, to secure the establishment of democracy in

Germany and of a League of Nations, which may be able to

further correct the international wrongs which have accumulated

over centuries; deter them in the future, and give security to

the many nations that have been re-created.

I feel that even if Germany signed the present terms, we
would not secure stability and that if she refuses we will have

extinguished the possibility of democracy in favor of either Com-
munism or reaction, and that we will have wrecked the very
foundation of the League of Nations.

To secure the signature of the Treaty by blockade or the

bombing of German towns would itself guarantee a later revision

of the Treaty by the moral shock to the world. Military occupa-

tion, I am convinced, will be welcomed by the Germans as an

alternative to the Treaty in its present form, for occupation would

be a guaranty of the survival of the German people at the expense
of the Allies.
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I feel that many issues in the Treaty which prevent its accept-

ance have been pressed into the draft in shapes against what you
and your American colleagues have consistently contended with

farsighted statesmanship. There has been a tendency [of the Amer-

icans] to yield on these points because of the belief that the very
survival of 200 million people revolved around early conclusion of

these negotiations; their return of these populations to production,

and that time and economic forces would remedy the worst phases.

I see in the present British change of heart a tendency to recogni-

tion of the wisdom of your original positions and this fact offers

an opportunity not only to remind them of your original proposals

and to state to them that we are glad that they have come to

a realization and are ready to support important modifications

which affect themselves as well as others. If such modifications do

not secure signature, it will have at least demonstrated our faith-

fulness to your high objectives.

Faithfully yours,

HERBERT HOOVER

The next day Secretary Lansing, who was, as I have indicated

earlier, opposed to parts of the Treaty, and who had seen my letter

to the President, requested that I amplify the subject in a memoran-

dum for him. He sent a copy to the President. The important parts
of the memorandum were as follows:

DEAR MR. SECRETARY:

In any discussion of the draft treaty, I think it must be accepted
as a premise that real justice can never be meted out, for no ade-

quate punishment of German crimes is conceivable or even com-

passed in the present draft treaty. Therefore, if we strip the

subject of questions of punishment and also of all humanitarian

views toward the Germans the impression I get from a study of

the situation is as follows:

A
The objectives [in the Treaty] desired appear to me to be:

I. To take all the economic surplus of Germany for a genera-
tion. This premise necessarily assumes that it is not desired to

claim more than the surplus, for in such case the population will

either (a) die, (b) migrate, or (c) plunge into economic chaos

that will engulf Europe, and in either case yield no surplus.
IL To effect such regime and control as will strip Germany

of the power of political and military offensive. This premise assumes
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that it is desired to establish stable democracy in Germany, for
otherwise she will turn either to Communism or to reaction, and
will thereby become either militarily or politically on the offensive.

III. To secure signature to and acquiescence in the treaty by
the German people. This premise necessitates that the signature
should be obtained without either (a) blockade, (b) bombing of
towns, or (c) military occupation. I assume that a treaty signed
under either blockade or bombing would be revised within twelve
months under the recoil of the moral shock to the world, and I also
assume that military occupation means not only further enormous
sacrifices to the Allies but also developing political entanglements
amongst themselves. Furthermore, it is not at all certain that it

would be unwelcomed by a very large part of Germany as a guaran-
tee of food, industrial recuperation and protection of private proper-
ty; under any occupation the population must be fed and put to pro-
duction, and this will be at least at the initial expense of the Allies.

B
As I weigh the draft treaty on these premises and alternatives,

I am convinced that: (a) the demands made are greater than the
economic surplus; (b) that the regime and controls are such as en-

danger stable democracy in Germany; and (c) that the Germans
will never sign the treaty in its present form. The present Govern-
ment in Germany is the only alternative to either Reactionary or
Communistic Government, and if it fails we have political de-
bacle. . .

C
I am not unaware that criticism is easy, nor am I unaware that

the problem involved is the most difficult that statesmen have been
confronted with, because it resolves itself into the degree with
which all the objectives above can be imposed and still not create
the adverse currents to which I have referred. Nor am I unaware
of the fact that every statesman will have a different view as to
the degree with which these demands can be imposed with success.

The point I would like to make is, however, that many of the
demands in the draft treaty are impossible either of acceptance or,
if accepted, will not obtain the results expected. They have been
included against the protest of the President and his colleagues,
but yielded by them because of their belief that the very survival

of 200 million people revolved around the immediate conclusion
of these negotiations and the return of these populations to

production.
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D
I see in the present British change of heart a tendency to

the recognition o the President's original "propositions," and it

appears to me that it offers an opportunity for the President now to

definitely insist from an American point of view that these modifica-

tions should be carried out.

E
I am not sure how far we ought to sacrifice the United States

to the objectives of the European Allies. To me, from an American

point of view, we have been fighting autocracy and militarism and

it has been destroyed. I feel that the paramount issues are now to

secure stability of government in Europe; to secure the establish-

ment of democracy in Germany; to secure a League of Nations

that may be able to further correct the international wrongs which

have been accumulated over centuries and deter the repetition

of such wrongs in the future; to give security to the many nations

that have been re-created and to secure to the Allies any practicable

reparation.

If tested by this touchstone alone, modifications in the proposed

treaty will not involve or jeopardize these points, whereas the

failure to make immediate stable peace does jeopardize them. These

are the high objectives which the President has held constantly
before him as in the interest of the world as a whole, and I feel

that the opportunity is arriving for the President to absolutely
insist on his original contentions, even at the risk of disruption
of the Conference. I believe this disruption is the least of evils; I

do not believe it will happen. . . .

HEEBERT HOOVER

A few days after the President had received this memorandum,
he requested me to call on him to discuss the Treaty situation. I

was, perhaps, overemphatic that we join with Lloyd George

although I intended no personal criticism of Mr. Wilson. The
President appeared to be a very tired man. He interrupted me

sharply with the startling information that "Lloyd George will not

stand up against Clemenceau despite what he says." I agreed that

if this were the case, and the Germans signed the Treaty, then he
must sign or there would be chaos over the whole earth.

Bernard Baruch later informed me that to satisfy the urgings
of the Americans, the President (accompanied by Baruch) called

upon Lloyd George and stated flatly that the Americans would go
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to any length to accept German amendments which the British

would also accept. But inasmuch as he had in the first place

opposed these very inclusions in the Treaty, which Lloyd George
now proposed to amend, and as the British Prime Minister had sided

with Clemenceau, he (the President) insisted that Lloyd George
first obtain Clemenceau's agreement,

Mr. Wilson has been blamed because he did not get more
revisions in the Peace Treaty when the British recantation gave
him the opportunity. This is obviously unjust.

The Old Tiger refused to budge. On June 10, Tardieu states

in his book, The Truth about the Treaty, that he wrote Colonel

House a letter which constituted a formal notice from Clemenceau
that the French would agree to no substantial changes whatever.

He said:

. . . These public discussions between Allies over the Treaty
drawn up between Allies weaken us more every day in the eyes of

an adversary who respects only firmness. . . .

... a week ago, we ought to have answered the Germans, "We
will change nothing." If we had only made this answer, the Treaty
would be signed to-day

No one has a right to ask France to accept such terms. . . .

The President concluded that the men and forces which

dominated Europe could not be surmounted at this time, that the

world must be saved from chaos by signing the Treaty and that

there was hope that its wrongs could be cured in time by the

League.

Ray Stannard Baker, in his American Chronicle, gives an in-

teresting sidelight on the final draft of the Treaty:

When the Treaty was being finally revised that crowded

Sunday and Monday the French and British experts were there

on the job watching every turn; our own, with the exception of

the conscientious Haskins of Harvard and one other, were not

there. "Jokers" were the result. For example, the French and

British wanted us committed absolutely to permanent membership
in the Reparations Commission; we, however, demanded and got

a provision that any nation might withdraw from the Reparations
Commission on twelve months* notice. . . . When, however, the

Treaty itself appeared, this particular clause was missing. Who
left it out? How was it left out? When the omission was discovered,
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Lament, Davis, and others rushed over to the President and the

whole thing was brought before the Big Four and the earlier

reading restored.

Another "joker" was discovered by the President himself. The
words "for the mother country" had been added to the clause of

the Covenant which provided for raising troops in colonies under

mandatory, making it possible, for example, if France and Britain

should go to war, for each to raise, say Arab troops, for fighting

the other. Thus Arabs would be fighting Arabs for no cause of

their own. When traced down it was found that Clemenceau

himself had added the words though he was not on the League
of Nations Commission and had nothing to do with the Covenant,
which had already been adopted at a plenary session. It took all

the influence of both Lord [Robert] Cecil and Colonel House to get
the French secretariat to make a change in the original text.

Baker also notes:

I made an opportunity in one of my talks with him [the

President], to suggest again that the Treaty itself be released in

America, so that our people could be promptly informed. No one

over there had yet seen anything but our summary. This he

objected to, saying that it would hamper them (the Council of

Four) in making changes. I did not quite see how, for Herbert

Hoover brought me two copies of a German translation of the

Treaty that he bought at Rotterdam for two francs each.

On June 16, the German Delegation was given the Allied

reply to their demands with an ultimatum to sign within five days.
In the Allied reply, a quotation was given from a speech by

Lloyd George on December 14, 1917 :
4

There is no security in any land without the certainty of

punishment. There is no protection to life, property or money in

a state where the criminal is more powerful than the law There

have been, many times in the history of the world, criminal states.

We are dealing with one of them now , . . and the punishment of

international crime becomes too sure to make it attractive.

Certain concessions were made to the Germans, principally as

4 United States Department of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of
the United States [The Paris Peace Conference, 1919], vol. VI, United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington: 1946, p. 928.
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to plebiscites, in the areas designated for transfer to Denmark, Bel-

gium, and Upper Silesia.

The other modifications were minor, and an assurance was
given that with good conduct Germany could become a member of
the League.

On June 16 Premier Clemenceau sent the following note to
Count Brockdorff-Rantzau: 5

SIR:

The Allied and Associated Powers have considered the Note
of the German Delegation of even date, and in view of the
shortness of the time remaining feel it their duty to reply at once.

Of the time within which the German Government must make
their final decision as to the signature of the Treaty, less than

twenty-four hours remain. The Allied and Associated Governments
have given the fullest consideration to all of the representations
hitherto made by the German Government with regard to the

Treaty, have replied with complete frankness, and have made such
concessions as they thought it right to make, and the present Note
of the German Delegation presents no arguments or considerations
not already examined.

The Allied and Associated Powers therefore feel constrained to

say that the time for discussion has passed. They can accept or

acknowledge no qualification or reservation, and must require of

the German representatives an unequivocal decision as to their

purpose to sign and accept as a whole or not to sign and accept
the Treaty as finally formulated.

After the signature the Allied and Associated Powers must
hold Germany responsible for the execution of every stipulation of

the Treaty.

ClJEMENCEATJ

The German Delegation at Versailles refused to sign and took
the train for Weimar to inform the German Ministry. They arrived

in Weimar on June 19. Count Brockdorff-Rantzau recommended
that the Treaty not be signed, saying:

6

If we can "hold out" for two or three months, our enemies will

be at loggerheads over the division of the spoils, and then we shall

6 Karl Friedrich Nowak, Versailles, Payson and Clarke Ltd., New York: 1929,

pp. 279-280.

pp. 264-265.
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get better terms. If we sign now, no one will trouble to ask later

on whether we signed under duress or not; our signature will have

provided them with a formal legal authorization for all their

demands.

If we refuse to sign, we shall be in purgatory for a time, for

two or at most three months. If we sign, it means a lingering dis-

ease, of which the nation will perish.

Chancellor Scheidemann and six members of the Ministry re-

signed on June 20, refusing to be a party to the Treaty. A new and

weak ministry sent two obscure persons to sign. But history has

proved that with the threat of starvation and Foch's army pointed
at them, the Germans signed with the belief that the Treaty would

fall of its own weight, especially if they gave it systematic pushes.
On Saturday, June 28, we all went to the Hall of Mirrors at

Versailles to witness the signing by thirty-two nations. General

Smuts signed the Treaty as a British delegate and at the same time

issued a press statement denouncing it and demanding revision.

I took satisfaction in the great spiritual lift the ceremony gave
to the French people, as it was in this same Hall nearly fifty years

before where they had been ruthlessly humiliated by the Ger-

mans. But I had difficulty in keeping my mind on the ceremony. It

was constantly traveling over the fearful consequences of many of

the paragraphs which these men were signing with such pomp, and

then going back to the high hopes with which I had landed in

Europe eight months before. I did not come away exultant.



16

WOODROW WILSON'S ORDEAL

OF SMOLDERING ENMITY

Before we leave the European scene I should record the un-

friendly and "cynical attitudes of the European leaders toward

Mr. Wilson, his ideals and principles. There can be no doubt that,

despite his efforts to ignore them, these emotions contributed greatly

to his many ordeals and to his final tragedy. The reader must never

lose sight of the fact that Prime Ministers Lloyd George, Clemen-

ceau, and Orlando had accepted the President's proposals on Novem-

ber 4, 1918, which established the "Fourteen Points and the sub-

sequent addresses" as the "basis of peace/'
The minutes of the Allied meetings and the statements made

by the Allied leaders, published years later, reveal clearly the

smoldering enmity toward the President and his "basis of peace/'

PRIME MINISTER LLOYD GEORGE

Lloyd George writes in his War Memoirs:

A few days later President Wilson gave utterance to his famous

Fourteen Points. This declaration, which subsequently played such

an important part at the Armistice and the Peace Conference, was

not regarded by any of the Allies as being at variance on vital mat-

ters, except in respect of Freedom of the Seas, with their own decla-

rations although we never -formally accepted them, and they con-

stituted no part of the official policy of the Alliance. 1

iTJhis is a considerable variation, not only from the Agreement of November 4,

1918, but also from a speech made by Lloyd George himself at a review of the

American troops near Paris, on July 5, 1918, when he said:

[253]
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Lloyd George refers again to the "points'*:

. . . they were in places phrased in the language of vague
idealism which, in the absence of practical application, made them

capable of more than one interpretation.
1 It was not sufficient for

Germany to express readiness to negotiate on the basis of the Four-

teen Points, unless we were in a position to insist on her accepting
our exegesis of the sacred text.

In his book, The Truth about the Peace Treaties, Lloyd George

expresses his personal attitude toward Mr. Wilson, and at the same

time reveals some of Clemenceau's attitudes:

Clemenceau followed his movements [Wilson's] like an old

watchdog keeping an eye on a strange and unwelcome dog who
has visited the farmyard and of whose intentions he is more than

doubtful. . . .

I really think that at first the idealistic President regarded him-

self as a missionary whose function it was to rescue the poor Euro-

pean heathen from their age-long worship of false and fiery gods.

He was apt to address us in that vein, beginning with a few simple
and elementary truths about right being more important than might,
and justice being more eternal than force They [the Allies] were

therefore impatient at having little sermonettes delivered to them,
full of rudimentary sentences about things which they had fought
for years to vindicate when the President was proclaiming that he

was too proud to fight for them

. . . He was the most extraordinary compound I have ever en-

countered of the noble visionary, the implacable and unscrupulous

partisan, the exalted idealist and the man of rather petty personal
rancours.

Other British leaders who were skeptical or downright opposed

. , . What are we here for? Not because we covet a single yard of German
soil. Not because we desire to dispossess Germany of her inheritance. Not be-
cause we desire to deprive the German people of their legitimate rights. We are

fighting -for the great principles laid down by President Wilson.

For full text see The New York Times, July 7, 1918. The "great principles"
referred to by Lloyd George would include the President's addresses of January 8,

1918, February 11, 1918, and July 4, 1918, which altogether would include 30 of his

"points."

Discussing the peace terms in an address at Manchester on September 12, 1918,

Lloyd George said, "President Wilson has stated them [the terms] from time to time
and we stand by them."
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to die President included Mr. Balfour, the Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, Lord Curzon, Walter Long and Winston Churchill-all mem-
bers of the British Cabinet.

Churchill provides an account of a meeting at the Quai d'Orsay
on the afternoon of October 29, 1918, four days prior to the British

acceptance of the President's "basis of peace" (except for the point
on the freedom of the seas). Present at this meeting were Lloyd
George, Clemenceau, Mr. Balfour, Baron Sonnino and Colonel
House. The question was how the Allies should reply to President
Wilson's note asking them formally to confirm his proposals for the
"basis of peace" with Germany. Churchill relates: 2

Mr. Lloyd George said that there were two
closely connected

questions. First there were the actual terms of an armistice. With
this was closely related the question of terms of peace. If the notes
which had passed between President Wilson and Germany were

closely studied, it would be found that an armistice was proposed
on the assumption that the peace would be based on the terms in

President Wilson's speeches. The Germans had actually demanded
an armistice on these conditions; consequently, unless something
definite was said to the contrary, the Allies would be committed to

President Wilson's peace terms. Hence, the first thing to consider
was whether these terms were acceptable. He asked Colonel House

directly whether the German Government were counting on peace
being concluded on the basis of President Wilson's Fourteen Points
and his other speeches. Colonel House said this was undoubtedly so.

Mr. Lloyd George said that unless the Allies made their attitude

clear, they would in accepting the armistice be bound to these terms.

M. Clemenceau asked whether the British Government had
ever been consulted about President Wilson's terms. France had not
been. If he had never been consulted, he did not see how he could
be committed. He asked if the British Government considered
themselves committed. Mr. Lloyd George replied that they were
not committed yet, but if he accepted an armistice without saying

anything to the contrary, he would undoubtedly regard the British

Government as committed to President Wilson's terms. Mr. Balfour

confirmed this. Then said Clemenceau, "I want to hear the Four-

2See also dispatches from Colonel House to President Wilson on October 30,
1918, in United States Department of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Rela-
tions of the United States, 1918 (The World War supplement 1), vol. I, United States
Government Printing Office, Washington: 1933, pp. 421-426.
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teen Points." [The President had submitted the terms which he

had settled with the Germans six days before the meeting on

October 23.]

Lloyd George in his book, The Truth about the Peace Treaties,

gives an account of a meeting of the British Cabinet and the Domin-

ion Premiers to consider President Wilson's terms of peace about

January 2, 1919 two months after they had already agreed to the

President's "basis of peace/' Lloyd George's report includes the in-

teresting opinions of Winston Churchill:

Mr. Churchill considered that the only point of substance was

to induce the United States to let us off the debt we had contracted

with them, and return us the bullion and scrip we had paid over,

on the understanding that we should do the same to the Allies to

whom we had made advances. If President Wilson were prepared
to do that, we might go some way towards meeting his views

For the rest, we should be civil and insist on our essential points.

Lloyd George continues his account of this meeting:

Mr. Hughes [Prime Minister to Australia and a delegate to the

Peace Conference] said that if we were not very careful, we should

find ourselves dragged quite unnecessarily behind the wheels of

President Wilson's chariot. He readily acknowledged the part which

America had played in the war. But it was not such as to entitle

President Wilson to be the god in the machine at the peace settle-

ment, and to lay down the terms on which the world would have to

live in the future. The United States had made no money sacrifice at

all. They had not even exhausted the profits which they had made
in the first two and a half years of the war. In men, their sacrifices

were not even equal to those of Australia. . . . America had neither

given the material nor the moral help which entitled her to come
before France He hoped that Great Britain and France, which

had both sacrificed so much, would defend their own interests, and

not let their future be decided for them by one who had no claim

to speak even for his own country. Mr. Lloyd George had received

an overwhelming vote from his fellow-countrymen. . . . He and M.
Clemenceau could settle the peace of the world as they liked.

They could give America the respect due to a great nation which
had entered the war somewhat late, but had rendered great service.

It was intolerable, however, for President Wilson to dictate to us

how the world was to be governed. If the saving of civilization

had depended on the United States, it would have been in tears
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and chains to-day. As regards the League of Nations, Mr. Hughes
considered that a League of Nations which was to endure and

weather the storms of time would have to be a thing like the

British Empire, framed in accordance with historical associations

and practical needs. President Wilson, however, had no practical
scheme at all, and no proposals that would bear the test of ex-

perience. The League of Nations was to him what a toy was to a

child he would not be happy till he got it. His one idea was to

go back to America and say that he had achieved it, and that

everything else could then be left for the League of Nations to

complete Speaking for Australia, he [Mr. Hughes] wanted to

know what Australia was to get for the sacrifices she had made.

When he had secured what he wanted . . . and reparation and in-

demnities, then he would have no objection to handing over other

matters to a League of Nations He insisted that in any case we
should not commit ourselves to the League of Nations until the

Conference had completed its labours. . . .

Lloyd George continues:

Lord Curzon considered that Mr. Hughes* views were shared

by many members of the Imperial War Cabinet. . . .

Mr. Long agreed cordially with the views expressed by Lord
Curzon. . , ,

Curzon and Long were members of the British Cabinet.

Mr. Churchill, in his book, The Aftermath, is most bitter to-

ward Mr. Wilson, saying:

The American peace argosy wended on across the waters

bearing a man who had not only to encounter the moral obliquity

of Europe, but to produce world salvation in a form acceptable to

political enemies whom he had deeply and newly offended. Upon
him centered the hopes of the world. Before him lay the naughty

entanglements of Paris; and behind him, the sullen veto of the

Senate.

If Mr. Wilson had been either simply an idealist or a caucus

politician, he might have succeeded. His attempt to run the two in

double harness was the cause of his undoing. The spacious philan-

thropy which he exhaled upon Europe stopped quite sharply at the

coasts of his own country.

He did not wish to come to speedy terms with the European
Allies; he did not wish to meet their leading men around a
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table; he saw himself for a prolonged period at the summit of

the world, chastening the Allies, chastising the Germans and

generally giving laws to mankind. He believed himself capable of

appealing to peoples and parliaments over the heads of their own

governments. ... In the Peace Conference to European eyes

President Wilson sought to play a part out of all proportion to

any stake which his country had contributed or intended to

contribute to European affairs He sought to bend the world-

no doubt for its own good to his personal views If President

Wilson had set himself from the beginning to make common cause

with Lloyd George and Clemenceau, the whole force of these

three great men, the heads of the dominant nations, might have

played with plenary and beneficent power over the wide scene

of European tragedy. He consumed his own strength and theirs in

conflicts in which he was always worsted.

MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS BALFOUR

Lloyd George in his book, The Truth about the Peace Treaties,

quotes British Foreign Minister Balfour's explanation at a meet-

ing of the British Delegation on June 1 and 2, 1919, of how they
came to agree to the "Fourteen Points":

. . . The Prime Minister and he suddenly found themselves

faced with the Fourteen Points and the time was too short to

discuss them [11 months had elapsed since Wilson's enunciation].

There was really no question whether there should be an Armistice

or not. There had to be an Armistice. Time was the essence of the

matter. They had no option but to take the Fourteen Points. They
made some corrections in them, and they were supplemented by
some perorations. He agreed that if the Fourteen Points were

pressed from a legal point of view, it was possible to make out

an awkward case, but it was only necessary to read the Fourteen

Points to see that they were incapable of being treated in that

strictly legal manner. For example, one point dealt with Russia,

and by it all the Allies pledged themselves to welcome her into

the League of Free Nations and to give her assistance of any kind

which she might need or desire. It was impossible to interpret
these words literally and to make a contract out of them. The

point dealing with Italy afforded another example. It provided
that a readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected

along recognisable lines of nationality.
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PBEMIER CLEMENCEAX/S VIEWS

Clemenceau in his book, Grandeur and Misery of Victory,
makes a large variety of disparaging statements;

Mr. Wilson, when he sent us the American Army, had put to us
the famous Fourteen Points. Were we prepared to cease fighting on
the day when the Germans accepted these various points? If I had
refused to reply in the affirmative it would have been nothing less

than a breach of faith, and the country would have denounced me
with one voice, while our soldiers would have disowned me, and
with good reason. . . .

Later there comes on the scene President Woodrow Wilson,
armoured in his Fourteen Points, symbolized in as many pointed
wisdom teeth that never let themselves be turned aside from their

duty.

Doubtless he [President Wilson] had too much confidence in
all the talky-talk and super-talky-talk of his "League of Nations/'

. . . England in various guises has gone back to her old policy
of strife on the Continent, and America, prodigiously enriched by
the war, is presenting us with a tradesman's account that does more
honour to her greed than to her self-respect.

President Wilson, the inspired prophet of a noble ideological
venture, . . . had insufficient knowledge of ... Europe It became
incumbent on him to settle the destiny of nations by mixtures of

empiricism and idealism He acted to the very best of his abilities

in circumstances the origins of which had escaped him and whose
ulterior developments lay beyond his ken.

Mr. Wilson had produced a marvellous effort of ideology when
he proposed, systematically, and in accordance with their inter-

dependence, to solve a mass of European problems which had long
been the source of disturbance in the civilized world. At the word
of the President saviour the old injustices were to be redressed.

. , . [The League of Nations] . . . was nothing more than an

epitome of the Parliaments of all nations, to which all historic dis-

agreements, all diplomatic intrigues, all coalitions of national, or

even private, egoisms were to come and concentrate, multiply, in-

tensify, and perhaps sometimes even find some momentary miti-

gation.

Six months after the proclamation of the Fourteen Points Mr.

Wilson, following up his idea without worrying about ways and

means, submitted to American public opinion, in a speech at the
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Independence Day celebrations at Mount Vernon (July [4,] 1918)

the notions for a general peace on which his mind was centered.

This time it was a question of four new points forming a sort of

mystical creed defining the objects to be attained through the

League of Nations, And to realize this work of pure ideology, in

which the orator imperturbably entrenches himself, he concludes

confidently that a simple "organization of peace" will "make this

result certain."

There are probably few examples of such a misreading and

disregarding of political experience in the maelstrom of abstract

thought.

In his book, Lloyd George writes of the French Premier:

... he [Clemenceau] did not believe in the principle of self-

determination, which allowed a man to clutch at your throat the

first time it was convenient to him, and he would not consent to

any limitation of time being placed upon the enforced separation

of the Rhenish Republic from the rest of Germany. . . .

The Prime Minister of Italy, Vittorio Orlando, although deeply
hurt by Mr. Wilson's statement on Fiume, which caused his with-

drawal from the Conference, did not in any of his writings attack

Mr. Wilson. In fact, he was a most loyal supporter of the President's

ideals and purposes among the European statesmen at the Con-

ferenceexcept as to Fiume.

But Francesco Nitti, who succeeded Orlando as Prime Minis-

ter of Italy before the Treaty was signed, had this to say:

. . . President Wilson, by his League of Nations, has been the

most responsible factor in setting up barriers between nations.

Christopher Columbus sailed from Europe hoping to land in

India, whereas he discovered America. President Wilson sailed

from America thinking that he would bring peace to Europe, but

he succeeded in bringing her only confusion and war.

On the other hand, the President on his return to the United

States was most generous about his colleagues at Paris. He may
have been tinder illusions about the feelings of some of them
toward him.

Vance McCormick, in his Diary under date of July 5, 1919, says:

The President sent for Lamont, Davis, Baruch and me with

Dr. Taussig to come to his room [on the George Washington re-
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turning to the United States] after lunch to read us his message to

Congress to get our suggestions and criticisms.

We had few changes to suggest as it was an excellent general

statement of the situation at Paris and the problems that con-

fronted him. We raised the question as to the praise given his col-

leagues and developed from him a real feeling of friendship for

his colleagues whom he said privately were in accord with the

principles we were fighting for but were hampered and restricted

by their own political conditions at home, due to the temper of

their people. He said he was surprised to find they had accepted
the Fourteen Points not for expediency only but because they
believed in them.

He had probably mistaken politeness for friendship or failed to

realize that "Truth is the first fatality of war/*



IT

WHAT WOODROW WILSON SAVED AT PARIS

In spite of failure and tragedy which was to come, it should be
recorded here that Woodrow Wilson made great gains for mankind,
and the influence of his ideals has extended over these many years.

Through his leadership and his sacrifices, he established for

the first time in history a systematic and powerful organization of

nations to maintain peace. Furthermore, he contributed a major
part to the establishment of the Permanent Court of International

Justice at The Hague and he established the International Labor

Organization at Geneva.

Beyond these accomplishments he contributed greatly to estab-

lishing the rights of peoples to political independence and self-

determination. This basis of freedom was not new but had seen
little expression since early Greek and Roman times until it was
reborn in the New World. Truly the great principles of personal
liberty were pioneered in England before the American Revolution,
but the American people expressed, and in some degree expanded,
them in written constitutional law.

Prior to the First World War the fundamental beliefs and
condition of free men had spread to only about 400,000,000 people
80 per cent of the human race was still oppressed.
Woodrow Wilson's expression of his ideals and his eloquent

statements on the "basis of peace'* brought a renewed thrust for
freedom to mankind,

[262]
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The press of every nation in the world carried his demands
that:

There shall be no annexations.

National aspirations must be respected; peoples may now be

dominated, and . . . [may now] be governed only by their own
consent. "Self-determination" is not a mere phrase. It is an impera-
tive principle of action. . . .

Peoples and provinces are not to be bartered about from

sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were mere chattels and pawns
in a game. . . .

Every territorial settlement involved in this war must be made
in the interest and for the benefit of the populations concerned.

Its peace must be planted upon the tested foundations of

political liberty.

After America entered the war in April 1917, under Mr. Wil-
son's banner of freedom, twenty-one races of men threw off their

oppression by revolution. 1

Woodrow Wilson never claimed the credit for this great up-
heaval. But there can be no doubt that his prior declaration of

New World ideals had been a vital stimulant to these peoples to

declare their freedom from oppression. History should record the

role of his great proclamations in the quest for freedom, and the

many acknowledgments from people who attained it.

It should not be forgotten that it was Woodrow Wilson who, at

the time of the Armistice, nurtured and supported the organization
of the greatest battle against famine and pestilence in the history of

the world. Included in this work was the rehabilitation of millions of

children, who otherwise would have brought inexpressible ills upon
the world through their stunted minds and bodies. And it was under

Wilson's leadership that America furnished 95 per cent of the

materials and money for this battle to save Europe. Not only did his

idealism save hundreds of millions of human beings, but he himself

1 Estonia declared its independence on November 28, 1917; Finland on Decem-
ber 6, 1917; Latvia on January 12, 1918; Lithuania on February 26, 1918; Georgia,
Azerbaijan and Russian Armenia on May 26, 1918; Czechoslovakia had given freedom
to three races on October 25, 1918; four Southern Slav races, Croatia, Slovenia, Mon-
tenegro and the Banat, joined with Serbia on October 29, 1918, under a constitutional

monarchy; Poland declared its independence on November 5, 1918; and the Hejaz
(Saudi Arabia) on May 20, 1927. Of the enemy states, Germany established a repub-
lic on November 9, 1918; Hungary on November 16, 1918; Austria on September
10, 1919; Turkey on October 29, 1923.
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refused to stoop to use the powers which American resources offered

him in carrying out his terms of peace.
In my constant relations with the President on these matters, I

learned of his forceful and clear mind, his administrative strength
and his courage. He gave me unfailing support and encouragement
in every position that I served under him and on every problem
that I placed before him.

It is true that the President's compromises with the Allied de-

mands for territorial spoils under the mandates and some of the

secret treaties temporarily extinguished the aspirations to freedom

in parts of Germany, the Middle East and parts of China.

But an enumeration of the "points" which the President lost at

Paris is of little importance to history except as a demonstration of

the hostility of Old World concepts to New World ideals. What
needs to be recorded are the lasting upsurging toward freedom and

the world organization for enduring peace which Woodrow Wilson

brought to a distraught world.



IS

THE PRESIDENTS CRUSADE FOR

RATIFICATION OF THE TREATY

President Wilson finally left France for the United States on

June 28, 1919, and arrived in New York on July 8. I bade Mm
good-by at the station in Paris and had no opportunity to talk with

him again at any length for over two years.

Upon the President's return home, he launched his crusade for

Senate ratification of the Treaty. With an accompanying statement

of great eloquence, he submitted the Treaty to the Senate on July 10

and the French-British-American military alliance on July 29. On

August 19 he conferred with the members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.

By this time, Senators were in a sharp debate over the Treaty
that was fully reflected in the press.

My own return home was delayed for over two months after the

President's departure. The Relief and Reconstruction had to settle

accounts amounting to billions of dollars with about thirty govern-
ments. We had undertaken to replace ourselves with a new volun-

teer organization to carry on the rehabilitation of millions of chil-

dren and other great relief operations. We were still battling the

gigantic typhus epidemic in Eastern Europe. In addition, the Gov-

ernments in that part of the Continent had decided to maintain, at

their own expense, some of the economic missions of our organiza-

tion. This required us to install them in their new posts of railway,

coal, and other economic agencies.
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At the President's request I made a journey through Eastern

Europe which involved meetings with the Austrian, Czechoslovakian

and Polish Governments. Mr. Wilson thought that public appear-
ances by me for purposes of "morale building" would be desirable.

The Supreme Council, on which Frank Polk, Undersecretary
of State, was now substituting for the President, also gave my
organization many missions. These stemmed from the invasion by

Hungary of Czechoslovakia, of Hungary by Rumania, the settle-

ment of little wars between Poland and Germany and between

Poland and the Russian Communists, the uprisings of the Baits in

Latvia and other such problems.

My staff and I in Paris were naturally interested in the events

in Washington. We received cabled texts of the President's state-

ments from the American Embassy and daily columns of news
and comments on the discussions going on back in the States from

the European press.

Although it was a busy time, in our spare moments our chief

topic of conversation was the strategy being used by the President

to obtain ratification. We realized that tactically, with the opposi-
tion the President had to meet in the Senate and from racial groups
of enemy-state origin, he could not admit to his enemies that there

was anything very seriously wrong with the Treaty or the Covenant
if he were to secure ratification.

It was obvious that the opposition in the Senate and the

country to ratification of the Treaty was concentrating mainly on
Article X of the Covenant, which read;

The Members of the League undertake to respect and preserve
as against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing

political independence of all Members of the League. In case of

any such aggression or in case of any threat or danger of such

aggression the Council shall advise upon the means by which this

obligation shall be fulfilled.

The President's statements greatly stressed the inviolability of

this article. To the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on August
19, he said: 1

Article X seems to me to constitute the very backbone of

the whole Covenant. Without it the League would be hardly more
than an influential debating society.

New Yorfc Times, August 20, 1919.
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However, it was the view of my staff and myself that the Cove-

nant would be more effective without Article X. We felt that the

Covenant provided a powerful organization; that its provisions
for determining aggressors, and its authority to use economic and

military sanctions, were ample weapons against aggression. We
felt that the major purpose of the League was to serve as a medium
of pacific settlement of controversies among free nations. We had

grave doubts about guaranteeing the boundaries of all the thirty-

two signatories to the League, as some of them were already at war
over boundary disputes.

Whatever our anxiety over these secondary questions, we
were united on one overriding issue the economic and social degen-
eration of Europe in the war, intensified in the eight months since

the Armistice, was so appalling that Europe had to have peace,
and at once.

In the midst of the discussions at home I was bombarded by
the American press to make a statement on the Treaty. I did so on

July 28, not only out of a sense of loyalty to the President but be-

cause I considered the Treaty an absolute necessity if this war were

to be ended. Moreover, I believed that the League was our one

hope of correcting the dangers in the Treaty.

My statement gives a picture of the situation in Europe at this

time:

There are one or two points in connection with the present

treaty that need careful consideration by the American public. We
need to digest the fact that we have for a century and a half been

advocating democracy not only as a remedy for the internal ills

of all society, but also as the only real safeguard against war. We
have believed and proclaimed, in season and out, that a world in

which there was a free expression and government based on the

will of the majority was essential for the advance of civilization,

and that we have proved its enormous human benefits in our own

country.

We went into the war to destroy autocracy as a menace to

our own and all other democracies. If we had not come into the

war every inch of European soil today would be under autocratic

government. We have imposed our will on the world. Out of this

victory has come the destruction of the four great autocracies in

Germany, Russia, Turkey and Austria and the little autocracy in

Greece. New democracies have sprung into being. . . .
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We have been the living . . . [force] for this last century and a

half from which these ideas have sprung, and we have triumphed.
The world today, except for a comparatively few reactionary and

communistic autocracies, is democratic and we did it. ...

These infant democracies all have political, social and eco-

nomic problems involving their neighbors that are fraught with

the most intense friction. There are no natural boundaries in

Europe. Races are not compact; they blend at every border. They
need railway communication and sea outlets through their neigh-

bor's territory.

Many of these States must for the next few years struggle

almost for bare bones of existence. Every one of them is going to

do its best to protect its own interests, even to the prejudice of

its neighbors.
We in America should realize that democracy, as a stable form

of government as we know it, is possible only with highly educated

. . . [peoples] and a large force of men who are capable of govern-
ment. Few of the men who compose these governments have had

any actual experience at governing and their populations are

woefully illiterate.

They will require a generation of actual national life in peace
to develop free education and skill in government.

Unless these countries have a guiding hand and referees in

their quarrels, a court of appeals for their wrongs, this Europe
will go back to chaos. If there is such an institution, representing
the public opinion of the world, and able to exert its authority,

they will grow into stability. We cannot turn back now. . . ,

Outside of the League of Nations the treaty itself has many
deficiencies. It represents compromises between many men and

between many selfish interests, and these very compromises and

deficiencies are multiplied by the many new nations that have

entered upon its signature and the very safety of the treaty itself

lies in a court of appeal for the remedy of wrongs in the treaty.

One thing is certain. There is no body of human beings so

wise that a treaty could be made that would not develop injustice
and prove to have been wrong in some particulars. As the Covenant

stands to-day there is a place at which redress can be found and

through which the good will of the world can be enforced. The

very machinery by which the treaty is to be executed, and scores

of points yet to be solved, which have been referred to the League
of Nations as a method of securing more mature judgment in a

less heated atmosphere, justifies the creation of the League. . , .
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It would take the exposure of but a few documents at my hand
to prove that I have been the most reluctant of Americans to

become involved in this situation in Europe. But having gone in

with our eyes open and with a determination to free ourselves and

the rest of the world from the dangers that surrounded us, we
cannot now pull back from the job. It is no use to hold a great
revival and then go away. . . .

We wound up our official Relief and Reconstruction organiza-
tion in Europe early in September and installed in its place the

American Relief Administration based upon charity.
I called on Premier Clemenceau on September 3 to express

my appreciation for his undeviating support of my work. In another

memoir, I have recalled:

... He was in a gloomy mood, saying, "There will be another

world war in your time and you will be needed back in Europe/'
2

We would not have agreed on the methods of preventing it, so I

did not pursue the subject. But to lighten the parting, I said, "Do

you remember Captain Gregory's report on the decline and fall

of the Hapsburgs?" He laughed, pulled out a drawer in his desk

and produced the original telegram, saying, "I keep it close by,

for that episode was one of the few flashes of humor that came

into our attempts to make over the world." He was still chuckling
when we parted.

Upon leaving Europe I received generous messages of apprecia-
tion from him and thirty other Presidents or Prime Ministers to-

gether with all the great religious prelates in Europe. I arrived home
on September 13, 1919.

THE PRESIDENT'S CRUSADE

While the President actually began his crusade for Senate

ratification in his statement accompanying submission of the Treaty
to the Senate on July 10, his major effort began on September 4,

when he started west to carry the fight for Treaty ratification to

the country. On this journey he made forty addresses (often two in

a single city), in twenty-seven cities, stretching from Washington
to the Pacific coast.

2The Premier was fairly accurate on both counts. The Second World War

began twenty-one years after the end of the first one. I was back in Europe in 1946
to coordinate world food supplies to meet the second terrible famine, which was in-

evitable from that war.
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He discussed the League at length in almost every address. His

speeches were moving and impressive. He often referred to the

vital relationship of Article X to the entire settlement. He was

adamant against accepting any reservations to the Treaty. He de-

voted much time to explaining the compromise by which Japan was

assigned the German rights in Shantung; he vigorously defended the

mandates; he expounded on the changes made in the original draft

of the Covenant to meet Senatorial concern for the Monroe Doctrine,

to provide the right of withdrawal from the League and to safeguard
our internal affairs. He explained the necessity for compromises on

reparations and other features of the Treaty.

Mostly, the President spoke extemporaneously, and was often

on his feet several hours during a day. This strain, together with

the attendant travel and the necessity for constant contact with in-

dividuals, was greater than any human being should have risked

let alone a man physically weakened by the stresses of the war and

seven months of negotiation in Paris.

The President collapsed after his speech at Pueblo, Colorado,
on September 25. Through no fault of his own Woodrow Wilson's

crusade was over. 3

3When the President collapsed, I felt it my duty, out of loyalty to him and to my
beliefs, to give him public support for Treaty ratification. I spent a week preparing
a speech which I delivered at Stanford University on October 2.

I made addresses to various public meetings and made press statements frequently
about twenty in all on the League and the Treaty from that time until the Presidential

election of 1920.
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WOODROW WILSON'S ORDEAL OF

STROKE AND PARALYSIS

There was so much mystery, misunderstanding and misrepre-
sentation about Mr. Wilson's physical collapse that it is possible

only in retrospect to appraise the facts, some of which were initially

suppressed.
The amount of confusion among the public and even in the

Cabinet as to the character or the degree of the President's illness

was evidenced from many quarters. Colonel House was probably
the best collector of Washington gossip. He writes in his Diary,

under date of October 21, 1919, a month after Pueblo:

The President's condition is such that no one is seeing him

outside of his physician and Mrs. Wilson. Both Burleson and

Lansing have been here to see me. Burleson came at the request
of Secretary Baker. The entire Cabinet are greatly exercised over

the President's inability to transact executive business. . . .

There is much discussion in Washington and elsewhere as to

whether the President has suffered a stroke. McAdoo, who has seen

him, declares Grayson says he has not had one. On the other hand,

when the President became so much worse after he returned to

Washington, Tumulty told Lansing the President had had a stroke

which affected his left side. . . .

On December 27, three months after the stroke, another entry
in the Colonel's Diary records a conversation with Lansing:

He [Lansing] believes the President is much sicker than the

public is led to believe. He does not think the President is writing

[271]
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any of the papers purporting to come from him. Lansing himself

wrote the Thanksgiving Proclamation, and it came back unchanged
with the President's signature, I understood him to say, on the

top instead of at the end. The signature was almost illegible.

David Lawrence has said that the President extracted a promise
from his intimates that his condition would not be made known
while he was President. 1

In any event, the seriousness of the President's illness did not

become generally known to the public until long afterward. The

most important sources of accurate information are the books written

two years after the President's collapse by Joseph P. Tumulty, the

White House Secretary, and the much more ample disclosures of

Mrs. Wilson in her Memoir, published two decades afterwards.

Both Mrs. Wilson and Mr. Tumulty were at the President's side at

all times during this period,

Mrs. Wilson says that Admiral Grayson, the President's doctor,

had advised against the undertaking of his crusade in September,
that severe headaches began early on the journey and that he became

physically exhausted with his address at Pueblo on September 25.

Under Doctor Grayson's orders the remaining speeches were can-

celed and the train was directed to return at once to Washington.
As to whether there was evidence of paralysis on the journey

there is difference of opinion. In any event, on October 2, on arriving
at the White House, the President's left side was completely para-

lyzed. Mrs. Wilson's record of what followed is:

Nurses came and the house was organized as a hospital.
Dr. Francis X. Dercum, the great nerve specialist of Philadelphia,
Dr. Sterling Ruffin and Admiral E. R. Stitt of the Naval Medical

Corps, were summoned.

Mrs. Wilson's account reflects both her devotion and her in-

telligence. She was an effective guardian over him.

. , . For days life hung in the balance. Then the will to live,

to recover and fight on for his League of Nations, almost imper-

ceptibly at first, began to gain ascendency over the forces of

disease, and the President got a little better,

A workable system of handling matters of State had scarcely

iDavid Lawrence, The True Story of Woodrow Wilson, Doubleday & Company,
Inc., New York: 1924, p. 290.
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been evolved when a terrible complication interrupted the prog-
ress of our patient. A stricture occurred, blocking elimination

from the bladder. Its continuance meant death. A consultation of

specialists was called Dr. Hugh Young of Johns Hopkins, Dr. H.
A. Fowler of Washington, Dr. Dereum, Dr. Ruffin, Dr. Stitt and
Dr. Grayson. It was the seventeenth day of October. After an un-
successful attempt to relieve the patient by means of local applica-
tions, the doctors retired to come to a final decision. . . .

. . . Finally the nurse came to say that the President was ask-

ing for me. When I rose to go Dr. Young called after me: "You

understand, Mrs. Wilson, the whole body will become poisoned if

this condition lasts an hour, or at the most two hours, longer. . . ."

The two hours had gone by and we were well into the third

when, suddenly, the tense condition relaxed and Nature again
asserted her power over disease. The temperature receded, and
the weary patient slept. The doctors went home to rest, and again
peace descended upon my spirit.

This crisis proved a serious setback, however, taking much of

my husband's vitality. Patiently we went to work to build him up
again.

Once my husband was out of immediate danger, the burning
question was how Mr. Wilson might best serve the country, pre-
serve his own life and if possible recover. Many people, among
them some I had counted as friends, have written of my over-

whelming ambition to act as President; of rny exclusion of all

advice, and so forth. I am trying here to write as though I had
taken the oath to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth so help me God.

I asked the doctors to be frank with me; that I must know
what the outcome would probably be, so as to be honest with
the people. They all said that as the brain was as clear as ever,
with the progress made in the past few days, there was every
reason to think recovery possible. . . .

But recovery could not be hoped for, they said, unless the

President were released from every disturbing problem during
these days of Nature's effort to repair the damage done.

"How can that be," I asked the doctors, "when everything
that comes to an Executive is a problem? How can I protect him
from problems when the country looks to the President as the

leader?"

Dr. Dereum leaned towards me and said: "Madam, it is a

grave situation, but I think you can solve it. Have everything
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come to you; weigh the importance of each matter, and see if it

is possible by consultations with the respective heads of the

Departments to solve them without the guidance of your husband.

In this way you can save him a great deal. But always keep in mind

that every time you take him a new anxiety or problem to excite

him, you are turning a knife in an open wound. His nerves are

crying out for rest, and any excitement is torture to him."

"Then," I said, "had he better not resign, let Mr. Marshall

succeed to the Presidency and he himself get that complete rest

that is so vital to his life?"

"No,
w
the Doctor said, "not if you feel equal to what I sug-

gested. For Mr. Wilson to resign would have a bad effect on the

country, and a serious effect on our patient. He has staked his

life and made his promise to the world to do all in his power to

get the Treaty ratified and make the League of Nations complete.

If he resigns, the greatest incentive to recovery is gone; and as

his mind is clear as crystal he can still do more with even a

maimed body than any one else. He has the utmost confidence

in you. Dr. Grayson tells me he has always discussed public

affairs with you; so you will not come to them uninformed."

So began my stewardship. I studied every paper, sent from

the different Secretaries or Senators, and tried to digest and

present in tabloid form the things that, despite my vigilance, had

to go to the President. I, myself, never made a single decision

regarding the disposition of public affairs. The only decision that

was mine was what was important and what was not, and the

very important decision of when to present matters to my husband.

He asked thousands of questions, and insisted upon knowing

everything, particularly about the Treaty. He would dictate notes

to me to send to Senator Hitchcock who was leading the fight

for the Treaty in the Senate. Or he would tell me what Senators

to send for, and what suggestions he had to make to them. These

directions I made notes of, so, in transmitting his views, I should

make no mistake; and I would read them to him before going to

the interviews. This method of handling interviews was another

suggestion of the doctors. It is always an excitement for one who
is ill to see people. The physicians said that if I could convey the

messages of Cabinet members and others to the President, he

would escape the nervous drain audiences with these officials

would entail. Even the necessary little courteous personal conversa-

tions that go with an official interview would consume the Presi-

dent's strength.
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As an indication of the strains of the period, Tumulty describes
a call by Secretary Lansing at the White House:

A few days after the President returned from the West and
lay seriously ill at the White House, with physicians and nurses

gathered about his bed, Mr. Lansing sought a private audience
with me in the Cabinet Room. He informed me that he had called

diplomatically to suggest that in view of the incapacity of the
President we should arrange to call in the Vice-President to act
in his stead as soon as possible, reading to me... the following
clause of the United States Constitution:

In case of the removal of the President from office, or his

death, resignation, or inability to discharge the powers and
duties of the said office, the same shall devolve upon the
Vice-President.

Tumulty records his indignation at the proposal but it was
freely discussed in the press. The President probably never saw
these comments.

However, according to Secretary of the Treasury David Hous-
ton, the Cabinet met regularly to transact interdepartmental busi-
ness but had little contact with the President except through
Tumulty, The President was so ill that he was unable to meet with
the Cabinet until April 13, 1920, an interval of more than seven
months.

During this time the accounts of Secretary Tumulty and Mrs.
Wilson record a formal call of the King and Queen of the Belgians
on October 30 and of the Prince of Wales on November 15. On
December 4 the Senate appointed Senator Fall and Senator Hitch-
cock as a committee to inquire about the President's condition. They
reported that his mind was clear and that he was getting better.

Mrs. Wilson also recorded a visit by Bernard Banich and
Senator Hitchcock. But the President's old friends, including Colonel
House and Ray Stannard Baker, were not allowed to see him,

In the midst of this period, on February 11, 1920, a political

explosion was touched off by the President in a letter to Secretary
Lansing, which read in part:

While we were still in Paris, I felt, and have felt
increasingly

ever since, that you accepted my guidance and direction on
questions with regard to which I had to instruct you only with

increasing reluctance....
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.,.1 must say that it would relieve me of embarrassment,

Mr. Secretary, the embarrassment of feeling your reluctance and

divergence of judgment, if you would give your present office up
and afford me an opportunity to select some one whose mind

would more willingly go along with mine.

On the following day, February 12, Lansing resigned as Secre-

ary of State and Bainbridge Colby was appointed to replace him

on February 25.

I held Secretary Lansing in high esteem for his outstanding

capabilities as an international lawyer and a man of keen intellectual

attainments. He had been a great help to me in the Belgian Relief

as early as 1915. He ably supported rny operations in every Allied

meeting in Paris where they were under discussion and always
used his position to help.

The Secretary felt it his duty to advise the President at times

of his disapproval of Presidential policies. His opposition to the

President's going to Europe, his opposition to including the Cove-

nant of the League in the Treaty and his criticism of parts of the

Treaty gradually built up Mr. Wilson's distrust of him. Lansing
did not publicly oppose the President. He signed the Treaty and

supported its ratification by the Senate. I greatly regretted his

break with the President and felt the President's action was that

of a very sick man. 2

In his book, Scretary Houston describes the first meeting of

the Cabinet as follows:

A Cabinet meeting was held in the President's study in the

old Cabinet room in the White House proper on April 13thk This

was the first meeting with the President since August, 1919, the

first meeting since he went on his Western trip. I arrived several

minutes late. The President was already seated behind a desk at

the far end of the room. . . The President looked old, worn, and

haggard. It was enough to make one weep to look at him. One
of his arms was useless. In repose, his face looked very much as

usual, but, when he tried to speak, there were marked evidences

of his trouble. His jaw tended to drop on one side, or seemed to

2In the years after the Secretary left the Cabinet he published a book and depos-
ited his Diary in the Library of Congress, giving an account of all of his frictions

with the President in detail.
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do so. His voice was very weak and strained. I shook hands with

him and sat down. He greeted me as of old. He put up a brave

front and spent several minutes cracking jokes. Then there was

a brief silence. It appeared that he would not take the initiative.

Someone brought up the railroad situation for discussion. The
President seemed at first to have some difficulty in fixing his mind
on what we were discussing. Doctor Grayson looked in the door

several times, as if to warn us not to prolong the discussion unduly
for fear of wearying the President. The discussion dragged on

for more than an hour. Finally Mrs. Wilson came in, looking
rather disturbed, and suggested that we had better go.

While this first meeting after his stroke indicated some recovery,
it is also clear from Houston's statement that the President had not

recovered his full mental and physical vigor. There were some
occasional Cabinet meetings thereafter, but with Mrs. Wilson always
on guard to terminate discussions if it were necessary. He gained
some strength after this, but was not able to take a substantial part
in the Presidential campaign. David Lawrence, an eyewitness, re-

cords in his book the continued impairment of the President's health

as indicated by an incident in December 1920, after the election.

At that time the committee of the Congress came to notify the

President, as was the custom that it was ready for business.

Mr. Lawrence says in his book:

They were received in the Blue Room where they waited for

the door of the Red Room to be opened. An attendant stood beside

the President as the door swung open. . . . The President entered

the Blue Room, leaning on his cane; the attendant stood aside.

. , . As the President spoke, his head was bowed. He did not

stand with the same erectness which had so often characterized his

meetings with people in the White House. His eyes were turned

downward. His voice was not strong, but it was clear. . . .

It is obvious that at least during the seven months from the

time of Hs stroke to his first Cabinet meeting there was a filter

through which all public business functioned. The President, under

this guardianship to prevent "every disturbing problem," certainly

did not have the advantage of personal contacts and information

upon which to form judgments. His mind may have been clear but
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in his seclusion his judgment must have been uncertain as to the

course of action in public affairs,

Tragically the seven vital months of his acute illness covered

the entire time when the battles in the Senate over die ratification

of the Treaty were being waged.



WOODROW WILSON'S BATTLE FOR RATIFICATION

BY THE SENATE

Twice during the seven months of President Wilson's most

acute period o his illness, and his isolation from public participation

in the battle, ratification of the Treaty was voted upon in the Senate.

THE Fmsx BATTLE

The Senate first brought the ratification of the Treaty to a vote

on November 19, 1919. In the preceding months it had voted a

number of amendments into and out of the Treaty. However, on

October 23, the majority report of the Foreign Relations Committee,
under the chairmanship of Senator Lodge, settled on fourteen

amendments, of which ten related to the League Covenant and

four to the Treaty as distinguished from the League.

Shorn of legal verbiage these reservations were:

1. That the United States could withdraw from the League

by resolution of Congress and was to be the sole judge as to whether

all its obligations had been fulfilled.

2. That the United States assumed no obligation to interfere

in controversies between nations as set forth under Article X or to

employ military or naval forces without authority of the Congress.

3. That the United States should accept no mandate for over-

seas territory except by authority of the Congress.

4. That the United States reserved the right to decide what

questions are within its domestic jurisdiction.

[579]
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5. That the United States would not submit to arbitration or

inquiry by the League into matters which the United States con-

sidered covered by the Monroe Doctrine.

6. That the United States withheld approval of Japanese con-

trol of the province of Shantung and reserved full liberty of action

regarding any controversy between China and Japan.

7. That the Congress would provide by law for the appoint-

ment of United States representatives to the League and to com-

missions or committees under the Treaty and that no person should

be selected or appointed without Senate approval.

8. That the Reparations Commission could not regulate import-

export trade between the United States and Germany without the

approval of Congress.

9. That the United States was not to be obligated to contribute

to the expenses of the League or any agencies under the League or

the Treaty unless an appropriation of funds were made by the

Congress.

10. That the United States, if it should join in the limitation

of armaments, reserved the right to increase armaments in the event

or threat of war.

11. That the United States reserved the right to permit nation-

als of Covenant-breaking states who resided in the United States

to continue business relations within the United States.

12. That no part of the Treaty should contravene the rights of

citizens of the United States,

13. That the United States should not be represented on the

Reparations Commission without the approval of Congress.

14. That the United States should not, in case of a dispute

affecting the United States, be bound by any decision where any
nation cast more than one vote (directed at the six votes of the

British Empire).
Ratification of the Treaty without some of these reservations

raised important Constitutional questions. The particular provision
in the Constitution involved was:

This Constitution and the laws of the United States which shall

be made in pursuance thereof and all treaties made, or which shall
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be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the

supreme law of the land. . . .

It was widely contended that reservations 2, 7, 8, 9, and 13

were necessary to safeguard the authority of the Congress to

declare war; to confirm the appointments of important officials; to

control exports and imports; to appropriate all expenditures; and
to approve the creation of high official positions. Altogether the

Treaty provisions appeared in some minds to invade the respon-
sibilities and independence of the legislative branch of the Gov-

ernment.

Whatever the reservations implied, they did not in my mind

destroy the great major functions of the League and except for

Article X they could possibly be modified. And I was convinced that

the European League members were so anxious for American co-

operation in world problems that they would accept the reservations

if their acceptance were necessary.
The President's reaction to the Committee report is clear from

Mrs. Wilson's account in her book:

. . . Friends, including such a valued and persuasive friend as

Mr. Bernard M. Baruch, begged Mr. Wilson to accept a com-

promise, saying "half a loaf is better than no bread." . . .

. . . Senator Hitchcock came to tell me that unless the Adminis-

tration forces accepted them the Treaty would be beaten. ... In

desperation I went to my husband. "For my sake," I said, "won't

you accept these reservations and get this awful thing settled?"

He turned his head on the pillow and stretching out his hand

to take mine answered in a voice I shall never forget: "Little

girl, don't you desert me; that I cannot stand. Can't you see that

I have no moral right to accept any change in a paper I have

signed without giving to every other signatory, even the Germans,

the right to do the same thing? It is not I that will not accept; it is

the Nation's honour that is at stake.

"Better a thousand times to go down fighting than to dip

your colors to dishonourable compromise."
. . . When I went back to the President's room he dictated a

letter to Senator Hitchcock. . . .

The letter was: 1

iHenry Cabot Lodge, The Senate and the League of Nations, Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York: 1925, p. 215.
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THE WHITE HOUSE,
18 November, 1919

MY DEAR SENATOR:

You were good enough to bring me word that the Democratic

Senators supporting the treaty expected to hold a conference

before the final votes on the Lodge resolution of ratification and

that they would be glad to receive a word of counsel from me.

I should hesitate to offer it in any detail but I assume that the

Senators only desire it upon the all-important question of the final

vote on the resolution containing the many reservations of Senator

Lodge. On that I cannot hesitate, for in my opinion the resolution

in that form does not provide for ratification, but rather for the

nullification of the treaty.

I sincerely hope that the friends and supporters of the treaty

will vote against the Lodge resolution of ratification.

I understand that the door will then probably be open for

a genuine resolution of ratification.

I trust that all true friends of the Treaty will refuse to support
the Lodge resolution.

Cordially and sincerely yours,

WOODBOW WILSON

Not being allowed to see the President, I wrote him a

letter on November 19, 1919, prior to the Senate vote, urging the

acceptance of a compromise. However, I do not believe he was well

enough to read this letter. Certainly I received no acknowledg-
ment of it. I wrote:

DEAR MB, PRESIDENT:

I take the liberty of urging xipon you the desirability of accept-

ing the reservations now passed, except for the removal of objec-
tionable provisions in the preamble and in addition with such

other changes in their text as can be obtained by compromise
without running the great dangers of voting the treaty out.

Some of the reservations are constructive particularly in ren-

dering it clear that the war power must be invoked by Congress,
Others are interpretive in line with the original intent of the

Covenant. One arouses the amour propre of a great many Amer-
ican people, the raising of which should not have been inflicted

on us by the British Government, . . * others of the voted reserva-

tions are in part . undesirable^ but taken as a whole they do
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not seem to me to imperil the great principle of the League of

Nations to prevent war.

I have the belief that with the League once in motion it can

within itself and from experience and public education develop
such measures as will make it effective. I am impressed with the

desperate necessity of early ratification.

The delays have already seriously imperiled the economic

recuperation of Europe. In this we are vitally interested from

every point of view. I believe that the Covenant will steadily lose

ground in popular support if it is not put into constructive opera-
tion at once because the American public will not appreciate the

saving values of the Covenant as distinguished from the wrongs

imposed in the Treaty. These wrongs will day by day become more

evident to the entire world and will be confused with the Covenant

itself. For instance, it can only be days until actual starvation

begins in Vienna for which the insistence by England, France and

Italy upon the political isolation of Austria from Germany must

bear the fundamental responsibility.

We must recognize that if Europe is to survive it must import
an enormous quantity of supplies from the United States, that

these supplies can only be found on credit, that already the

existing supplies show exhaustion in many parts of Europe, that

no credit facilities or commercial machinery for meeting this situa-

tion can be erected until ratification is over. . . .

If we have the great misfortune of the Treaty becoming a

political issue in the Presidential election it will become confused

with our own domestic issues, our own racial prejudices, the

constant blame of every difficulty in Europe upon the Treaty. It

will be impossible to secure the clear voice of the American people
on the Covenant itself. Moreover the shades of difference between

Democratic and Republican reservations are too fine for alignment
of public opinion.

My own feeling is therefore that this great constructive effort

is mainly accomplished as it stands and its operation can repair

mistakes in its building and that the world issues are so great as

not to warrant the risks involved in delay of getting it into service

in the hope of securing a few per cent more ideal structures.

Yours sincerely,

HERBERT HOOVER

There were other friends of the President's besides Mr. Barueh

and myself who favored accepting a compromise on the reservations.
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David Hunter Miller, who had a large part in drafting the

Covenant, agreed with me that the President was attaching too much

importance to the reservations. He confirmed this in a later publi-

cation, saying:

... So far as the Lodge reservations made changes in the

League, they were of a wholly minor character, they left its struc-

ture intact, and they would have interfered with its workings not

at all.

THE SENATE VOTE ON NOVEMBER 19, 1919

In the voting on November 19 the Senators quickly rejected

the reservations which related to the Treaty as distinguished from

the Covenant. This was effected by a combination of Republican
and Democratic Senators who favored the League. The voting thus

largely concerned the reservations on the Covenant. The first vote

was upon ratification of the Treaty with the reservations and was

defeated by fifty-five votes. Of those voting against ratification

with reservations, forty-two were Democrats and thirteen were

Republicans. A motion for unconditional ratification, offered by
Senator Oscar W. Underwood of Alabama, failed by seven votes

of the necessary two-thirds of the Senators present.

Somewhat belatedly after the defeat of the Treaty on this

occasion, Colonel House, according to his Diary, wrote to the

President:

NEW YORK, November 24, 1919

DEAR GOVERNOR:

I hesitate to intrude my views upon you at such a time, but I

feel that I would be doing less than my duty if I did not do so, since

so much depends upon your decision in regard to the Treaty, Its

failure would be a disaster not less to civilization than to you*

My suggestion is this: Do not mention the Treaty in your

message to Congress, but return it to the Senate as soon as it con-

venes. In the meantime, send for Senator Hitchcock and tell him
that you feel that you have done your duty and have fulfilled your

every obligation to your colleagues in Paris by rejecting all offers

to alter the document which was formulated there, and you now
turn the Treaty over to the Senate for such action as it may deem
wise to take.

I would advise him to ask the Democratic Senators to vote for
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the Treaty with such reservations as the majority may formulate,

and let the matter then rest with the other signatories of the Treaty.
I would say to Senator Hitchcock that if the Allied and Associated

Powers are willing to accept the reservations which the Senate see

fit to make, you will abide by the result being conscious of having
done your full duty.

The Allies may not take the Treaty with the Lodge Reservations

as they now stand, and this will be your vindication. But even if

they should take them with slight modification, your conscience

will be clear. After agreement is reached, it can easily be shown
that the Covenant in its practical workings in the future will not be

seriously hampered and that time will give us a workable machine.

A great many people, Democrats, Progressives, and Republi-
cans, have talked with me about ratification of the Treaty and they
are all pretty much of one mind regarding the necessity for its pas-

sage with or without reservations. To the ordinary man, the dis-

tance between the Treaty and the reservations is slight
Of course, the arguments are all with the position you have

taken and against that of the Senate, but, unfortunately, no amount
of logic can alter the situation; therefore my advice would be to

make no further argument, but return the Treaty to the Senate

without comment and let Senator Hitchcock know that you expect
it to be ratified in some form, and then let the other signatories
decide for themselves whether they will accept it.

The supreme place which history will give you will be largely

because you personify in yourself the great idealistic conception
of a league of nations. If this conception fails, it will be your fail-

ure. To-day there are millions of helpless people throughout the

world who look to you and you only to make this conception a

realization.

Affectionately yours
E. M. HOUSE

Three days later the Colonel wrote another letter to the Presi-

dent:

NEW YORK, November 27, 1919

DEAR GOVERNOR:

I am wondering if I made myself clear to you in my letter of

the other day.
I wish to emphasize the fact that I do not counsel surrender.

The action advised will in my opinion make your position consistent

and impregnable. Any other way out that now seems possible of

success would be something of a surrender.
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Practically every one, who is in close touch with the situation

admits that the Treaty cannot be ratified without substantial reser-

vations. You must not be a party to those reservations. You stood

for the Treaty as it was made in Paris, but if the Senate refuses to

ratify without reservations, under the circumstances, I would let

the Allies determine whether or not they will accept them.

This does not mean that no effort will be made by those Sena-

tors and others who favor the Treaty as it is to make the reservations

as innocuous as possible. Neither does it mean that the Allies will

accept the Treaty as the Senate majority have desired it.

If you take the stand indicated, it will aid rather than hinder

those working for mild reservations. It will absolutely ensure the

passage of the Treaty and probably in a form acceptable to both

you and the Allies.

I did not make the suggestion until I had checked it up with

some of your friends in whom I felt you had confidence, for the

matter is of such incalculable importance that I did not dare rely

solely upon my own judgment.
In conclusion, let me suggest that Senator Hitchcock be warned

not to make any public statement regarding your views. When the

Treaty is ratified, then I hope you wiU make a statement letting your

position become known.

I feel as certain as I ever did of anything that your attitude

would receive universal approval. On the one hand your loyalty

to our Allies will be commended, and, on the other, your willingness

to accept reservations rather than have the Treaty killed will be

regarded as the act of a great man.

Affectionately yours
E. M. HOUSE

It is unlikely that the Colonel's letters ever reached the Presi-

dent, because of his illness and since House had been out of favor

with both the President and Mrs. Wilson for some months. 2

2To round out this sad event, reference should be made to the President's drop-
ping his old pilot, Colonel House. The beginnings of this may be found at the time the

President returned to Paris on March 15, 1919. Mrs, Wilson's memoir gives ample
evidence. It was at this time the President created the Supreme Council consisting of

himself and the three Prime Ministers the Biff Four, House was not allowed to attend
the meetings except during the few days when the President fell ill in early April
1919. The Colonel, however, as "handy man,*' performed many secondary negotiations.
Prior to the signing of the Treaty in Paris, the President had appointed the Colonel to
an inter-Allied committee to formulate rules for the assignment and management of
the mandates. House remained in Europe on this mission for a period of about three
months.
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Ray Stannard Baker, although one of the President's oldest and

most loyal friends, favored reservations. He was not allowed to

see the President but did see Mrs. Wilson. According to his Amer-
ican Chronicle, he summarized his views in a letter to her on Jan-

uary 25, 1920 as follows:

MY DEAR MRS. WILSON:

Since our talk on Thursday, I have had the present situation

very deeply upon my mind. I have the feeling that all the President

went to France to fight for for which he fought so nobly is being

swept away: that the chance for world reorganization, which is the

President's high purpose, is more and more threatened. And I feel

so strongly that if the President were not ill if he were himself

he could and would save the situation. I believe the people of the

country are just in the mood to respond to the kind of moral appeal
which the President, beyond any other living man, is best able to

Many stories were circulated in the press that the President had broken with the

Colonel. According to the Colonel's Diary, House took note of this and issued a denial

on August 28, 1919. Again on September 4, he expressed his disbelief that his relations

with the President had changed.
On September 21 he takes note of this again and in his Diary, says:

... It looks as if I may have a serious controversy with the President over

my return home. I am so certain that I am right in going home that unless the

President declares his belief that my return may defeat the Treaty, I shall go.

The Colonel arrived in the United States on October 19, 1919. He was not al-

lowed to see the President. An entry in his Diary on January 31, 1920, contains the

following:
There is so much mystery surrounding the President and his condition that

I am wholly at a loss to form an opinion as to the truth. I wish I knew. I am
not writing to him or to Mrs. Wilson for the very good reason that I have had
no replies to my letters of November 24th and 27th. , . .

He recorded that Tumulty had publicly denied there was any "break" but that

Mrs. Wilson refused to deny it.

A good account of what really had happened is given by the Colonel in his

Diary on October 14, 1921 a year after returning home. This he received from

Irving Hoover, who was the chief usher at the White House and had accompanied
the President to Paris as his major servant. In giving this entry in the House Diary,
I have eliminated the secondhand gossip, as it is only Irving Hoover's direct state-

ment that is of importance. The Colonel records:

The most interesting happening of my visit [to Washington] was a call from

Irving Hoover. . , . He remained for more than an hour and told something of

what had occurred during the last two years. He said the President's change of

feeling toward me began at Paris just after his return from the United States in

March. Somewhat to my surprise and much to my regret Hoover laid it chiefly

upon the President himself saying that those around him fanned the flame. . . *

What he told agrees almost wholly with the conclusions I had already reached

without having all the facts upon the subject, that is, there was no particular

incident which caused the cooling of his friendship for me. . . . From that time

it was easy for others to increase this feeling.
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make. The people want the League: they are for the reality the

spirit which lives in the idea: but they are bitterly confused over

the present minor disagreements. Their thoughts go straight to

the heart of the matter which is to get something started quickly,

some going organization to meet the problems of the world, some

group of men sitting in common council. They know that no docu-

ment is or can be final, and that a real League will grow as it begins

to function. . . .

People in the future will forget about the minor disagreements,

if the thing itself comes into being. . . .

Baker later added:

I knew well enough that this letter implied a criticism of the

President's course, especially the references I made to the dis-

agreements as being "minor."

It is also improbable that this letter ever reached the President

because it wouldL have been very disturbing.

THE SECOND BATTLE IN THE SENATE FOR RATIFICATION

During the debate before and after the November 19 vote,

the Senators had gradually aligned themselves into three different

groups. About a dozen Democratic and Republican Senators op-

posed the Treaty in any form the so-called "irreconcilables." Many
of the Democratic Senators would follow only the President's wishes.

Then there were many Republican and Democratic Senators who

earnestly wanted the Treaty ratified but felt that some reservations

were necessary. This group favored some moderate reservations

except as to Article X which they, too, entirely opposed.
But the President's attitude showed little softening. In a state-

ment he sent to the Jackson Day dinner in Washington on January
8, 1920, there were two paragraphs of small comfort to those who
were seeking to find a basis of ratification. They were: 8

I have endeavored to make it plain that if the Senate wishes to

say what the undoubted meaning of the League is I shall have no

objection. There can be no reasonable objection to interpretations

accompanying the act of ratification itself. But when the treaty is

acted upon, I must know whether it means that we have ratified or

rejected it.

We cannot rewrite this treaty. We must take it without changes

*The New York Times, January 9, 1920.
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which alter its meaning, or leave it, and then after the rest of the

world has signed it, we must face the unthinkable task of making
another and separate treaty with Germany. . , .

Under the Treaty, the President was to call the first meeting
of the League. This call was issued on January 12, 1920, and the

League Assembly met on February 11, 1920, without an American
member. Ultimately sixty-three nations joined.

According to Secretary Houston's book, Senator Hitchcock

made a strong effort to obtain a relaxation of the President's attitude

and finally received the following letter from him:

THE WHITE HOUSE,

January 26, 1920

MY DEAR SENATOR HITCHCOCK:

I have greatly appreciated your thoughtful kindness in keep-

ing me informed concerning the conferences you and some of your

colleagues have had with spokesmen of the Republican party con-

cerning the possibility of ratification of the Treaty of Peace, and

send this line in special appreciative acknowledgment of your
letter of the twenty-second. I return the clipping you were kind

enough to inclose.

To the substance of it I, of course, adhere. I am bound to.

Like yourself, I am solemnly sworn to obey and maintain the Cons-

titution of the United States. But I think the form of it very un-

fortunate. Any reservation or resolution stating that "the United

States assumes no obligation under such and such an article unless

or except" would, I am sure, chill our relationship with the nations

with which we expect to be associated in the great enterprise of

maintaining the world's peace.
That association must in any case, my dear Senator, involve

very serious and far-reaching implications of honour and duty
which I am sure we shall never in fact be desirous of ignoring. It

is the more important not to create the impression that we are

trying to escape obligations.

But I realize that negative criticism is not all that is called for

in so serious a matter. I am happy to be able to add, therefore,

that I have once more gone over the reservations proposed by your-

self, the copy of which I return herewith, and am glad to say that

I can accept them as they stand.

I have never seen the slightest reason to doubt the good faith

of our associates in the war, nor ever had the slightest reason to
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fear that any nation would seek to enlarge our obligations under

the Covenant of the League of Nations, or seek to commit us to

lines of action which, under our Constitution, only the Congress
of the United States can in the last analysis decide.

May I suggest that with regard to the possible withdrawal of

the United States it would be wise to give to the President the

right to act upon a resolution of Congress in the matter of with-

drawal? In other words, it would seem to be permissible and ad-

visable that any resolution giving notice of withdrawal should be

a joint rather than a concurrent resolution.

I doubt whether the President can be deprived of his veto

power under the Constitution, even with his own consent. The

use of a joint resolution would permit the President, who is, of

course, charged by the Constitution with the conduct of foreign

policy, to merely exercise a voice in saying whether so important
a step as withdrawal from the League of Nations should be accom-

plished by a majority or by a two thirds vote.

The Constitution itself providing that the legislative body was

to be consulted in treaty making, and having prescribed a two

thirds vote in such cases, it seems to me that there should be no

unnecessary departure from the method there indicated.

I see no objection to a frank statement that the United States

can accept a mandate with regard to any territory under Article

XIII, Part I, or any other provision of the Treaty of Peace, only by
the direct authority and action of the Congress of the United States.

I hope, my dear Senator, that you will never hesitate to call

upon me for any assistance that I can render in this or any other

public matter.

Cordially and sincerely, yours,
Wooraow WILSON

There was considerable confusion in this letter as to how far

it went. Subsequently, Senator Hitchcock introduced into the Senate

a new draft of reservations in accordance with his understanding
of the President's letter.

So far as the fourteen Lodge reservations were concerned, Sena-

tor Hitchcock's proposals and the President's letter might have
solved the questions of the Monroe Doctrine (No. 5), one vote for

the British (No. 14), and no commitment to assume mandates (No.

3).

As I was in Washington by appointment of President Wilson
as Vice-Chairman of the Second Industrial Conference I had many
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opportunities to discuss the Treaty with Senators of both parties.
A large number of Republican Senators informed me that they
would accept some reservations except on Article X of "milder"

character than the Lodge reservation. With the support of Senator

Frank B. Kellogg and Senator Porter J. McCumber, this group
became known as the "mild reservationists." The old League to

Enforce Peace, headed by former President Taft, former Secretary
of State Root, former Attorney General Wickhersham and Charles

Evans Hughes, urged ratification with the "mild" reservations.

On the Democratic side there were also many Senators who
would agree to these "mild" reservations. I was convinced that

among them was Senator Hitchcock, the ranking member and leader

of the Democratic side, who would go along with such a compro-
mise if the President would consent. My understanding was that the

"mild reservationists" would accept the wording of the three

Hitchcock reservations.

On February 7, 1920, the Senate by a combination of Democrats
and the Republicans who genuinely wanted ratification on some
terms voted to reconsider the Treaty.

On February 23, 1920 1 made an address at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, presenting the point of view of the Taft-Root Committee:

The Treaty, as distinguished from the Covenant, was born in

a fire of suffering, a sense of wrong, the passions of revenge and

fear that grew from them. To some of us many of the features of

the Treaty itself were the result of compromises with these forces.

Already many of its signatories are acknowledging it must be re-

vised. Its settlements did not sufficiently recognize the necessity

of economic solidarity between different parts of Europe. . . .

. . . The conflicting groups [in the Senate] over the character of

the reservations have gradually abandoned their extreme ground
and have come closer and closer to a common mind. ... In the

meantime, the world is held in suspense. Infinite misery goes on

accumulating. Forces are set in motion that may yield new con-

flicts

It appears to many of us that the most practical hope of im-

mediate ratification lies in ... accepting the proposals of the "mild

reservationists." The two [groups] combined [Democrats and mild

Reservationists] can pass the Treaty. It also appears to us that,

even from the point of view of the "lesser reservationists," they will

have secured all of the major functions and values of the League.
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If it be put into being and if it prove its living value in the world,

no one can doubt that any necessary changes will be granted to it

by common consent as years go on. The League is not a principle;

it is an organization. Its greatest function is to organize moral

forces. Its major authority will be moral force. For my part, if

the League cannot prove its value under the . . . proposals of the

"mild reservationists" it will never prove them. . . .

. , . The war has brought us many new relationships which we
cannot escape. Our old relations will be expanded, ... by our

vitally enlarged economic and social interest abroad, by the calls

of humanity in the alleviation of misery. We have two extreme views

among our people. . . . Many of us want neither extreme. . . .

On March 18, 1920 I gave an interview to the press which

said in part:

Regardless of what any of us may think should have been the

provisions of either the League or the Treaty, we and the world

should not be kept waiting longer for a settlement. The whole

process of peace has been necessarily one of compromises and so

long as the final form gives us freedom of action and room for con-

structive development of peace, I believe it should be accepted.
The [mild] reservations should satisfy the most timid as to entangle-
ments. . . .

, . . The League is not a document. It is an organization of the

moral sense of the civilized states. . . .

Two years ago . . . [with almost] the entire world aligned against

Germany, our prayer was that we were fighting the last great war
that something better should come to the world in return for the

sacrifice. Today the world is drifting back. . . .

THE VOTE ON MABCH 19, 1920

On March 19, 1920, the Treaty came to a vote in the Senate

again. The only important change made in the Lodge reservations

was in respect to the Japanese-Shantung question and in the inclu-

sion of a cheap political maneuver, the substance of which was:

That in ratifying the treaty, the United States adheres to the

principle of self-determination and declares that when Ireland at-

tains a government of its own choice, it should be admitted to the

League.

The vote was forty-nine in favor of ratification with the Lodge
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reservations and thirty-five against. Those for ratification with the

reservations included twenty-eight Republicans and twenty-one

Democrats; those against included twelve Republicans and twenty-
three Democrats.

Of the total of eighty-four votes cast twelve Senators either

abstained or were absent only seven votes more in favor of ratifi-

cation would have provided the necessary two-thirds for approval
of the Treaty,

The President had accepted far more of "the lesser evils" at

Paris than were implied in the reservations. But Mr. Wilson was

completely isolated from the political currents in motion and from

those personal contacts essential for evolving successful coopera-
tion with the Senate. He was a very ill man. While his mind may
have been clear in the opinion of those around him, his lack of

contact with the people and their leaders separated him from the

reality of which sound compromises are made.

In any event, the Senate's vote on March 19 left the only hope
of ratification to the Presidential election still nearly eight months

distant. And that was still the hope of Woodrow Wilson.



WOODROW WILSON'S BATTLE FOR RATIFICATION

IN THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN OF 1920

The League and the Treaty were inevitably a major issue in the

Presidential campaign of 1920. It was part of the tragedy of

Woodrow Wilson that he was physically unable to take part in the

great national debate.

THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION AND CAMPAIGN

The Democratic Convention met on July 5, at San Francisco.

The speakers and the platform gave full support to President Wilson,
the League and the Treaty. Also, they expressed their repugnance
for Republicans generally.

The Convention witnessed a bitter contest by the President's

son-in-law, William G. McAdoo, for the Presidential nomination.

Finally Governor James M. Cox of Ohio was nominated, with

Franklin D. Roosevelt as the candidate for Vice-President,

The Democratic organization and the candidates made a con-

tinuous and valiant fight for the League and the Treaty without

reservations.

The President received Governor Cox and Mr. Roosevelt on

July 19 and expressed to them his confidence that the people would

support the League.
Mr. Wilson was unable to take an active part in the campaign,

but two vigorous statements were issued from the White House,

1294}
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one on October 3, the other on October 27. They were good cam-

paign documents.

On October 23, a strong group of thirty-one advocates of the

League, including several Republicans, joined in support of the
Democratic candidates under the leadership of President Charles
W. Eliot of Harvard University,

To protect the President from worry, he apparently was not
informed as to the drift of the public mind during the campaign, for

Tumulty records in his book:

It was really touching when one conferred with him to find
him so hopeful of the results. Time and time again he would turn
to me and say, "I do not care what Republican propaganda may
seek to do. I am sure that the hearts of the people are right on this

great issue and that we can confidently look forward to triumph/'
I did not share his enthusiasm, and yet I did not feel like send-

ing reports to him that were in the least touched with pessimism
because of the effect they might have upon his feelings.

THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION AND CAMPAIGN

The Republican Convention met on June 8, at Chicago. Sena-
tor Lodge was named temporary chairman and delivered the

keynote speech of nearly 10,000 words seldom equaled in bitter-

ness. The platform attacked the League but contained words on the

desirability of "an agreement among nations to preserve the peace
of the world." It was a weak attempt at a straddle.

The Convention, on June 12, nominated Senator Warren G.

Harding for President, as a compromise, having discarded two
better men Governor Frank O. Lowden and General Leonard E.

Wood. Calvin Coolidge was nominated for Vice-President

Despite the weak Republican platform, Republican leaders,
former President Taft, former Secretary of State Elihu Root, and
former Presidential candidate Charles Evans Hughes continued their

committee for support of the League and Treaty with the "mild"

reservations. I rejoined my lifelong Republican association after six

years of rigorous nonpartisanship
1 and associated myself with the

Taft Committee.

l Except for the occasion when I supported President Wilson in the Congressional
campaign of 1918.
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Senator Harding had voted for ratification of the Treaty
with reservations in the Senate in November 1919. The Taft Com-

mittee went to work at once to get a statement from him reiter-

ating the support implied in that vote. They obtained this statement

on August 28: 2

There are distinctly two types of international relationship.

One is an offensive and defensive alliance of great powers. . . . The

other type is a society of free nations, or an association of free na-

tions, or a league of free nations, animated by considerations of

right and justice instead of might and self-interest, and not merely

proclaimed an agency in pursuit of peace, but so organized and so

participated in as to make the actual attainment of peace a reason-

able possibility. Such an association I favor with all my heart, and

I would make no fine distinction as to whom credit is due. One need

not care what it is called. Let it be an association, a society or a

league, or what not. Our concern is solely with the substance, not

the form thereof.

On October 14, the Taft Committee issued a statement signed

by thirty-seven important Republicans for ratification with "mild"

reservations. They included, besides Mr. Taft, four former Cabinet

officers and fourteen presidents of colleges and universities. During
the campaign members of this group spoke often and persuasively;
I made five addresses in various parts of the country.

As the campaign wore on, events in Europe sapped the public

support of the Treaty and the League. French armies had occupied
Frankfurt. At one moment came news of British and French sup-

pression of demands of the Arab States for independence from their

overlord mandatories. At another moment came news of the French

expansion of military alliances and the increase in armaments of all

European states except the former enemies. Small wars between

Eastern European states continued, although these nations had

signed the League Covenant.

Little expression of consequence came out of Europe in appre-
ciation of the tremendous American efforts on the battlefields,

our gigantic loans, charitable
gifts,

or our Relief and Reconstruc-

tion activities. On the other hand, there were grumblings in Europe

2 The New York Times, August 28, 1920.
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that we should cancel the war debts. We heard ourselves called

"Uncle ShylocL"
The weaknesses of the Treaty as distinguished from the Coven-

ant were aired by the great groups of Americans of German,

Austrian, Hungarian and Irish descent and the Covenant was vi-

olently attacked by extreme isolationist Senators and Congressmen.
Above all, the American people were tired of the war, the

economic controls, the debt, and the huge taxes they paid during
and after the war. They also were tired of the Peace Conference gen-

erally and its possible consequent "entanglements." They rallied to

Mr. Hoarding's slogan, "Return to normalcy/'
I encountered a token of the change of tide in an address to a

large Republican meeting in Indianapolis on October 9, 1920. That

part of my speech in support of the League was received almost in

silence, although Mr. Wilson had received great applause from the

whole city only the year before. The lady who followed me on the

platform draped her oratory in the American flag and the wickedness

of "entanglements." She won the crowd.

Incidentally I had, as a sacrifice hit, entered the California pri-

maries in opposition to Senator Hiram Johnson, one of the "bitter-

enders'* against the Treaty. I did so for the sole purpose of giving the

voters of that State, which was then considered strongly pro-League,
a chance to express themselves. Johnson won.

THE ELECTION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES TO THE TREATY

The Republicans won the national election by a sweeping

majority.

Mr. Wilson had sufficiently recovered from his illness to main-

tain the tradition whereby the outgoing President accompanies the

President-elect to the inaugural ceremonies at the Capitol. In his

book, Tumulty describes what happened on March 4, 1921:

... he was notified that the President-elect was in the Blue

Room awaiting his arrival. Alone, unaided, grasping his old black-

thorn stick, the faithful companion of many months, his "third leg"

as he playfully called it, slowly he made his way to the elevator. . . ,

He was standing in the Blue Room meeting the President-elect and

greeting him in the most gracious way. No evidence of the trial

of pain he was undergoing in striving to play a modest part in
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the ceremonies was apparent either in his bearing or attitude, as

he greeted the President-elect and the members of the Congres-
sional Inaugural Committee. . . .

. . . The ride to the Capitol was uneventful. From the physical

appearance of the two men seated beside each other in the auto-

mobile, it was plain to the casual observer who was the outgoing
and who the incoming President, On the right sat President Wilson,

gray, haggard, broken. He interpreted the cheering from the crowds

that lined the Avenue as belonging to the President-elect and looked

straight ahead. It was Mr. Harding's day, not his. . . .

Mr. Wilson walked to the reception room in the Capitol, where

he signed some bills. However, as it was obviously painful for him,

President-elect Harding encouraged him not to attend the inaugural
ceremonies. He went directly to the new residence which Mrs.

Wilson had prepared.
Some sentences in Mr. Harding's inaugural address seemed to

indicate support of the League but in reality they were a straddle.

The attitude of the country toward ratification had so degenerated

that, by the time the Senate came into session on March 5, a can-

vass showed that a submission of the Treaty for ratification could

not have won the support of thirty Senators.

The chances for ratification continued to deteriorate even after

that, and finally President Harding, upon the recommendation of

Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes, gave it the coup de grace
in an address to the Congress on April 12, 1921, saying in part;

. . . There is no longer excuse for uncertainties respecting some

phases of our foreign relationship. In the existing League of Nations,

world-governing with its superpowers, this republic will have no

part. There can be no misinterpretation, and there will be no be-

trayal of the deliberate expression of the American people in the

recent election, ... It is only fair to say to the world in general, and
to our associates in war in particular, that the League covenant can

have no sanction by us.

With this policy settled, Secretary of State Hughes negotiated

separate peace treaties with Germany and the other enemy countries,

reserving all rights agreed to in the Treaty of Versailles.

On September 21, 1921, President Harding sent these separate
treaties to the Senate, and they were ratified by large majorities OB
November 11.
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As an indication of the bitter swing of the American mind, early

in 1923, Mr. Harding recommended that the United States should

join the World Court. The Court was entirely independent of the

League of Nations and Elihu Root had taken part in drafting its

statutes. But the proposal to join was defeated by the Senate. 3

In 1922 Secretary of State Hughes called a Conference on Nav-

al Disarmament. It had substantial results in naval reduction. And
at the same Conference he succeeded in securing the return of Shan-

tung to China from Japan and an eleven-power guarantee of Chinese

independence.
In the later Presidential campaigns ratification of the League

Covenant was not an issue of importance.

3 In 1929 from the White House I again submitted to the Senate a renewed pro-

posal that we join in the World Court, but it was defeated by a combination of

Republican and Democratic Senators.

However, by executive action I established systematic cooperation with the

League in all its nonpolitical functions, including its military and naval conferences

on disarmament. In the Japanese-Chinese conflict, I appointed representatives on the

League committee to deal with the Japanese aggression.
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* * *

Woodrow Wilson's ordeal ended on February 3, 1924. He had

never fully recovered from his stroke.

Pericles' oration more than 2000 years ago over the Greeks who
died for their country could weE be the epilogue for Woodrow
Wilson:

So they gave their bodies to the commonwealth and received,

each for his own memory, praise that will never die, and with it

the grandest of all sepulchres, not that in which their mortal bones

are laid, but a home in the minds of men, where their glory remains

fresh to stir to speech or action as the occasion comes by. For the

whole earth is the sepulchre of famous men; and their story is not

graven only on stone over their native earth, but lives on far away,
without visible symbol, woven into the stuff of other men's lives.

For a moment at the time of the Armistice, Mr. Wilson

rose to intellectual domination of most of the civilized world. With
his courage and eloquence, he carried a message of hope for the

independence of nations, the freedom of men and lasting peace.
Never since his time has any man risen to the political and spiritual

heights that came to him. His proclaimed principles of self-govern-
ment and independence aided the spread of freedom to twenty-two
races at the time of the Armistice.

But he was to find that his was a struggle between the concepts
of the New and Old Worlds. European statesmen were dominated

by the forces of hate and revenge of their peoples for grievous

[300]
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wrongs; by the economic prostration of their peoples; and by the

ancient system of imperial spoils, Mr, Wilson was forced to com-

promise with their demands in order to save the League, confident

that it would in time right the wrongs that had been done.

One of his colleagues at Paris, General Jan Smuts, said of him:

At a time of the deepest darkness and despair he had raised

aloft a light to which all eyes had turned. He had spoken divine

words of healing and consolation to a broken humanity. His lofty
moral idealism seemed for a moment to dominate the brutal pas-
sions which had torn the Old World asunder. . , .

. . . Without hesitation he plunged into that inferno of human

passions. . . . There were six months of agonized waiting, during
which the world situation rapidly deteriorated. And then he

emerged with the Peace Treaty. It was not a Wilson peace. . . . This

was a Punic peace. . . .

. . . The Paris peace lost an opportunity as unique as the great
war itself. In destroying the moral idealism born of the sacrifices of

the war it did almost as much as the war itself in shattering the

structure of Western civilization.

... It was not Wilson who failed. ... It was the human spirit

itself that failed at Paris. . . .

. , . The hope, the aspiration for a new world order of peace
and right and justice however deeply and universally felt was still

only feeble and ineffective in comparison with the dominant na-

tional passions which found their expression in the Peace Treaty.
. . . And in the end not only the leaders but the peoples preferred
a bit of booty here, a strategic frontier there, a coal field or an oil

well, an addition to their population or their resources. . . .

What was really saved at Paris was . . . the Covenant of the

League of Nations. . . . The Covenant is Wilson's souvenir to the

future of the world. No one will even deny him that honor.

The honor is very great, indeed, for the Covenant is one of the

great creative documents of human history. The Peace Treaty will

fade into merciful oblivion, and its provisions will be gradually

obliterated by the great human tides sweeping over the world. . .

And the leader who, in spite of apparent failure, succeeded in in-

scribing his name on that banner has achieved the most enviable

and enduring immortality. . . ,
a

Woodrow Wilson lived to see some parts of his defeats at Paris

For full text see The New Jork Times March 3, 1921.
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become victories. He saw his ferment of freedom bring independ-
ence to Iran and Egypt. But he witnessed the Republics of Armenia,

Georgia and Azerbaijan snuffed out by Communist Russia. Above
all he lived to see the League of Nations come into being despite
America's absence. He witnessed the settling of dangerous contro-

versies and the making of many treaties which aided the economy,
health and morals of the world. He lived to see the World Court of

International Justice bring solution to many conflicts and the Inter-

national Labor Organization bring benefits to men who work.

Had Mr. Wilson lived two decades longer, he would have seen

the seeds planted by the Old World statesmen at Versailles bring

another, and even more terrible, World War. He would have seen

the freedom of a dozen nations consumed in the vortex of Commun-
ism. Yet his ferment of freedom still survives in the revolts of their

people armed only with naked hands against machine guns. Also,

he would have seen the Old World of Western Europe moving into

a common ground of concepts of self-government and a common
front against the spread of Communism.

Had he lived, he would have seen the League concept rise

again from this second blood bath of mankind under the name of

the United Nations. The spirit of Woodrow Wilson came to the

world again.
The United Nations' organization except in one particular,

follows very closely the pattern of Woodrow Wilson's League. The

Council, dominated by the Great Powers, each with its veto, the

Assembly, the Secretariat, the machinery for appeal in case of

aggression, the processes of investigation, conciliation, arbitration,

the economic and military sanctions all these were better formu-

lated in the League and with fewer words. But the admission of

aggressive dictatorship to its membership would never have been

accepted by Woodrow Wilson. He conceived the League as an as-

sociation of free nations, not to include men and dictatorships

conspiring for its ruin.

He stated among his principles of peace:

. . , Only free peoples can hold their purpose and their honor

steady to a common end and prefer the interests of mankind to

any narrow interest of their own.

A steadfast concert for peace ean never be maintained except

by a partnership of democratic nations. No autocratic government
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could be trusted to keep faith within it or observe its covenants.

It must be a league of honor. . . .

With his death ended a Greek tragedy, not on the stage of

imagination, but in the lives of nations. And as in the tragedies of old

the inspiring words and deeds of men who failed still live.
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Because of urging over a period of about twenty years by col-

leagues in the First World War, I have prepared some extensive

memoirs relating to those times and the activities in which we were

engaged. They may be published some time.

Those extensive memoirs have required the inspection of some

3,000,000 documents or items and many books. The task would have

been impossible but for the devotion of old friends and my research

assistants, who sifted them down to a few hundred thousand which

were necessary for me to examine personally in order that I might
be accurate. My own files on the First World War exceed 1,500,000

items.

From my familiarity with events and these researches I have

over the years made some speeches and have written a number of

articles on these subjects. In 1953 I published in my memoirs (The
Memoirs of Herbert Hoover) a very brief description of the inci-

dents and actions in various organizations that I directed during the

First World War. In this I included a brief sketch of the peacemak-
ing* But in these writings and speeches I made little attempt to

evaluate the work of Mr. Wilson.

In the course of the work on those projects, however, I was

impressed with the fact that there was a wealth of material much
of it entirely new relating to his conduct of the war and the peace
negotiations.

Therefore, with still further research into the known and several
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new sources made available to me, I have written this book on the

ordeal of Woodrow Wilson.

In preparing this book I have condensed and included some

paragraphs from my published materials, but this book is based upon
a far broader foundation of documentation and records. I have in-

cluded in it only the minimum of documents necessary to carry
conviction. Much more could be added to confirm the conclusions I

have reached.

In order not to distract the reader by a multitude of footnotes

as to the origin of every document or quotation, I have given in the

text the names of persons quoted. The exact page reference to these

books can be obtained by inquiring at the Hoover Institution at

Stanford University. The following are the major books that have
been consulted:

Baker, Ray Stannard. American Chronicle. New York. Charles

Scribner's Sons. 1945.

Baker, Ray Stannard. What Wilson Did at Paris. New York. Double-

day & Company, Inc. 1922.

Baker, Ray Stannard. Woodrow Wilson: Life and Letters. 8 vols.

New York. Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1939.

Baker, Ray Stannard. Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement. 3 vols.

New York. Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1922.

Bonsai, Stephan. Unfinished Business. New York. Doubleday &

Company, Inc. 1944.

Churchill, Winston S. The Aftermath. New York. Charles Scribner's

Sons. 1929.

Clemenceau, Georges. Grandeur and Misery of Victory. New York.

Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc. 1930.

Hoover, Herbert. The Memoirs of Herbert Hoover. New York. The

Macmillan Company. 1953.

House, Edward, and Charles Seymour (eds.). What Really Hap-

pened at Paris. New York. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1921.

Houston, David F. Eight Years with Wilsons Cabinet. 2 vols.

New York. Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1926.

Lane, Anne Wintermute, and Louise Herrick Wall (eds.). The

Letters of Franklin K. Lane. Boston. Houghton Mifflin Com-

pany. 1922.

Lansing, Robert. The Peace Negotiations: A Personal Narrative.

Boston. Houghton Mifflin Company. 1921.
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Lawrence, David. The True Story of Woodrow Wilson. New York.

Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1924.

Lloyd George, David. The Truth about the Peace Treaties. 2 vols.

London. Victor Gollancz, Ltd. 1938.

Lloyd George, David. War Memoirs. 6 vols. Boston. Little, Brown &
Co. 1933-1937.

Lodge, Henry Cabot. The Senate and the League of Nations. New
York. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1925.

Ludendorff, Erich. Ludendorff's Own Story. New York. Harper &
Brothers. 1920.

Mantoux, Paul. Les DSliberations du Conseil des Quatre. 2 vols.

Paris. Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.

1955.

Nitti, Francesco. The Wreck of Europe. Indianapolis. The Bobbs-

Merrill Company, Inc. 1922.

Nowak, Karl Friedrich, Versailles. New York. Payson and Clarke

Ltd. 1929.

Palmer, Frederick. Bliss, Peacemaker. New York. Dodd, Mead &

Company, Inc. 1934.

Pershing, John J. My Experiences in the World War. 2 vols. Phila-

delphia. Frederick A. Stokes Company. 1931.

Seymour, Charles. The Intimate Papers of Colonel House. 4 vols.

Boston. Houghton Mifflin Company. 1926.

Seymour, Charles (ed.). Woodrow Wilson and the World War. New
Haven, Conn. Yale University Press. 1921.

Tardieu, Andr& The Truth about the Treaty. Indianapolis. The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc. 1921.

Tumulty, Joseph P. Woodrow Wilson as I Knew Him. New York,

Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1921.

White, William Allen. Woodrow Wilson. Boston. Houghton Mifflin

Company. 1924.

Wilson, Edith Boiling. My Memoir. Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill

Company, Inc. 1938.

I have used many unpublished documents and materials and

give in the text the names of the authors. The unpublished materials

referred to are as follows:

The Diary of Gordon Auchincloss. Yale University Library.
The unpublished papers of Ray Stannard Baker. Princeton Univer-

sity Library.

The Diary of Hugh Gibson. The Hoover Institution Archives.

Stanford University.
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The Papers of Herbert Hoover, The Hoover Institution Archives.

Stanford University.

The unpublished papers of Colonel E. M. House. Yale University

Library.

The Diary of Robert Lansing. The Library of Congress.
The Diary of Vance McCormick The Hoover Institution. Stanford

University.

The Papers of John J. Pershing. The Library of Congress.
The Papers of Mark Sullivan. The Hoover Institution, Stanford

University.

The Papers of Charles L. Swem. Princeton University Library.

The Papers of Woodrow Wilson. The Library of Congress.
The Woodrow Wilson Collection. Princeton University Library,

Where State Department documents are quoted, they are foot-

noted.

Some of the personal papers and diaries above are under re-

stricted use and permission for students to examine the originals

needs to be given by the authority of the respective institutions.
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Baltic States, 126, 127, 129, 131,

133; blockade problems, 152, 154-

155, 157, 162, 163, 170-172; Dele-

gation to Peace Conference, 233,

237, 238, 250-252; dismemberment

of, 213-218, 236; invasion of Bel-

gium, 75-76; in peace negotiations,

28-41; Reichstag revolution, 29; re-

lief for, 171-173, 235; reparations

payments, 220-221; republic es-

tablished, 58, 263n.; submarine

warfare, 5; war crimes, 222

Gibson, Hugh, 93, 171; diary quoted,

94n., 95

Gilchrist, Col. Harry, 109, 110

Goltz, Gen. Kolmar von der, 127, 131,

133

Goodyear, Col Anson C., 108

Grayson, Adm. Cary T., 198, 272
Great Britain (see Britain)

Green, Capt. Joseph, 142, 143

Gregory, Capt. T. C. C., 135, 137,

139, 140

Gregory, Thomas W., 16, 67

Grew, J. C., 106

Groome, Colonel, 133

Harbord, Gen, James G., 229

Harding, Warren G., 295-299; on in-

ternational relations, 296, 298

Harrington, Lieutenant, 131-133

Haskell, Col. William N. 142, 144-
146

Heath, Maj, Ferry, 126

Heinz, Howard, 142

Hertling, Count von, 23, 29

Hindenburg, Paul von, 41n.

Hitchcock, G, M., 275, 281, 289, 290;
letter to Wilson on League of Na-

tions, 188

Hitler, Adolf, 236n.

Holsti, Rudolf, 126

Holy Alliance, I79n.

Hoover, Herbert, as Chairman of Bel-

gian Relief, 1-2, 4-9; advises Col
House, 2-3; study of European
economic conditions, 7-9; as Food

Administrator, 8-9, 12-13; sup-

ports Wilson's appeal for Demo-
cratic Congress, 17; in peace ne-

gotiations, 36, 37; opposes Wilson's

attendance at Peace Conference,

61; organizes postwar relief, 67;

criticism of, 75; and inter-Allied

agencies, 83; on President's Com-
mittee of Economic Advisers, 84,

146-150; on Supreme Economic

Council, 86, 87; in Relief and Re-

construction of Europe, 87-96, 99-

114; reports to Wilson on Russia,

117-119; and proposed relief for

Russia, 119-123; in relations with

Finland, 124-126; in relations with

Baltic States, 127-134; in relations

with Hungary, 135-140; in rela-

tions with Poland, 141; in Arme-
nian relief, 142-146; in blockade

discussions, 151-156, 158-162, 164-

167, 170-173, 175-178; sugges-
tions on League of Nations, 183-

184; in Peace Conference negotia-

tions, 198, 201-202, 213, 214; pro-

poses moratorium on war debts,
22 In., on mandate for Armenia,
228-229; on reimposing blockade,

230-232; in Treaty negotiations,

233-235, 239, 244-246, 248, 265-

269, 270n.; in Treaty ratification,

290-292; in Presidential campaign
of 1920, 295-297; on World Court,
299n.

LETTEBS, MEMORANDA, ETC.

to Big Four on Hungary, 137

140; constitution of Supreme Eco-
nomic Council, 86-87n.; to J. P.

Cotton on Relief and Reconstruc-

tion of Europe, 92; to Col. Groome
on Latvian revolution, 133; to CoL
House on entry into war, 5-6; to

R. Lansing on Armenia, 144-145;
statement on Treaty, 267-269;

Why We Are Feeding Germany,
172-173

to Wilson: on Armenia, 143, 144;
on Baltic States, 127-128; on Ba-

varia, 215; on blockade, 152-155,
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158, 160-162, 177-178, 230-231;
on commissions created by Treaty,
147; on Finland, 124-125; on Ger-

many, 154-155, 177-178; on Hun-

gary, 135-136; on inter-Allied

agencies, 83-84; on Peace Con-

ference, 202; on Relief and Re-
construction of Europe, 91, 103-

106, 111-112; on Russia, 117-119;
on Treaty, 245-248, 282-283

Hoover, Irving, 287n.

Hope, Adm. G. P. W,, 129, 130

Hope, Walter, 12n.

House, Col. Edward M., Hoover as

adviser to, 2-3, 5; suggests relief

for Russia, 12n.; claims credit for

Fourteen Points, 19n.; delegate to

Peace Conference, 67, 82-83; on
President's Committee of Economic

Advisers, 84; character of, 84-85;
in blockade discussions, 152, 165,

170; in establishment of League
of Nations, 181, 183, 184, 188,

189; in Peace Conference negotia-

tions, 192-193, 195-196, 210; in

Treaty negotiations, 239, 242; Wil-

son's break with, 286-287n.

DIARY

Balfour quoted on secret treaties,

80; on break with Wilson, 287n.;

criticism of Wilson, 13; on Italian

demands, 211-212; on peace nego-
tiations, 39n.; on renewal of block-

ade, 232; on reparations, 220; on

Rhineland separation, 215-216; on
Saar annexation, 217-218; on Trea-

ty, 241; on Wilson at Peace Con-

ference, 199-200; on Wilson's at-

titude toward entering war, 4n.; on

Wilson's paralytic stroke, 271-272

LETTERS, MEMORANDA, ETC.

to Balfour on Relief and Recon-

struction of Europe, 96-99
to Wilson: on acceptance of

peace terms by Allies, 55-56; ad-

vising Wilson to attend Peace Con-

ference, 65-66; on Armistice prep-
arations, 54-55; on Belgian and
Italian objections to peace terms,

51-52; on discussion of Fourteen

Points, 44-49, 51-54; on Relief

and Reconstruction of Europe, 95-

96; on Treaty ratification, 284-286

Houston, David F., 11, 13, 16; op-

poses Wilson's attendance at Peace

Conference, 61; on Senate criticism

of League of Nations, 187; after

Wilson's paralytic stroke, 275-277

Hughes, Charles Evans, 67, 211n.,

221n., 295, 298, 299

Hungary, 108, 263n.; relief for, 135-

137; revolutions in, 134-140; Ru-
manian invasion of, 138-140

Hurley, Edward N., 11, 36, 84, 102-
104

Hymans, Paul, 52

Imperialism, 72-73

Independence, encouragement of, 73,

76, 263
Inter-Allied agencies, 71, 83-84, 86,

174, 178
Inter-Allied Blockade Council, 155

Italy, Austrian territory transferred

to, 213, 228; in blockade, 156, 174;
demands at Peace Conference, 192,

203, 206, 211-212; dispute with

Yugoslavia, 105, 106; objections to

Fourteen Points, 51; relations with

Hungary, 137; in Relief and Re-

construction of Europe, 91, 104,

105, 107; secret treaties, 78, 79

Jadwin, Gen. Edgar, 141

James, Arthur Curtiss, 142

Japan, claims in China, 79, 81, 207-

208, 228; compromise on, 207-211;
relations with Russia, 116; secret

treaties, 79, 81

Jews, persecution of, in Poland, 141

Johnson, Homer, 141

Joseph, Archduke, 138-140

Kellogg, Vernon, 110

Kerensky, A. F., 116
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Keynes, J. M., 165, 234, 235, 238,

239

Klotz, Louis-Lucien, 160, 165, 166,

170

Kolchak, Gen. A. V., 116, 123

Kun, B61a, 135, 137, 138, 140

Lamb, Dr. Albert R., 198

Lamont, Thomas, 171

Lane, Franklin K., 7, 8, 11, 16

Lane, Gertrude B., 12n.

Lansing, Robert, 7, 16, 37, 39n,, 86;

opposes Wilson's attendance at

Peace Conference, 61; delegate to

Peace Conference, 67, 82; in block-

ade discussions, 165, 166; in estab-

lishment of League of Nations, 184n,,

188-190; opposition to League of

Nations, 184n., 191; in Peace Con-

ference negotiations, 210-212, 214,

220; on French proposal for alli-

ance, 218-219; in Treaty negotia-

tions, 246; after Wilson's paralytic

stroke, 271-272, 275-276

LETTERS, MEMORANDA, ETC.

on compromise with Japan, 208,

209; to Germany on changes in

peace terms, 56-57; peace terms

submitted to Allies, 43; on Treaty,

239-240; on Turkish Armistice,

50-51

Latvia, 263n.; blockade of, 174, 175;
revolution in, 123, 126-133

Lawrence, David, on Wilson's para-

lytic stroke, 272, 277

League to Enforce Peace, 180

League of Nations, constitution drafted

by Wilson, 181; Covenant, 181, 183,

184, 187-190, 224, 266, 267; dis-

cussed by Allied leaders, 44-45;

early ideas for, 179n.; establishment

of, 179-190; mandates, 222-224;

plans for, 67-68; proposed by Wil-

son, 22, 25, 26, 180

Legge, Alexander, 12n., I5n.

Lenin, V. I., 122

Libau, 131, 133

Lindley, Curtis H, 12n.

Lipprnan, Walter, 44

Lithuania, 263n.; blockade of, 174,

175; revolution in, 123, 126, 134

Lloyd George, David, 54, 56, 74, 116;

discusses Fourteen Points, 44-46,

48, 52-53; discusses Armistice

terms, 49; proposes financial plans,

148, 149; in blockade discussions,

164-165, 167-168, 170; in Peace

Conference negotiations, 192, 193,

203, 211, 220, 222; memorandum
on treaty with Germany, 197; in

Treaty negotiations, 234, 238, 242,

248-251; attitude toward Wilson,
253-257

Lodge, Henry Cabot, 1-2; on League
to Enforce Peace, 180n.; resolution

against League of Nations, 187; op-

position to Treaty, 279, 295

Logan, Col. James, 126, 131

Long, Walter, 255

London, J., 8n.

Lovett, Robert S., 12n., I5n.

Lowden, Frank O., 295

Ludendorff, Erich F. W., 40~41n.

McAdoo, William G., 11, 294
McCall, Governor, 66, 67

McCormick, Vance M., 11, 36, 37;

opposes Wilson's attendance at

Peace Conference, 61, 64; on Presi-

dent's Committee of Economic Ad-

visers, 84-87; on Supreme Econom-
ic Council and Superior Blockade

Council, 87, 124; in blockade dis-

cussions, 159, 161, 165, 230; in

Treaty negotiations, 239

DIABY, 84, 86, 146, 159n.

on blockade discussions, 162-163,
174-175, 178, 230-232; on Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers, 147-149;
on Treaty, 244; on Wilson at Peace

Conference, 199, 204-205, 260-
261

McKnight, James, 229

Mandates, 222-229, 236

Mantoux, Paul, 208, 211, 214
March, Gen.

Peyton C., 10

Marie, Queen or Rumania, 140
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Max, Prince of Baden, 29, 30, 41n.,

58

Merry del Val, Marquis de, 8n.

Mesopotamia, 78

Miller, David Hunter, 181, 183, 284

Morgenthau, Henry, Sr., 141

Murmansk, 116

Nansen, Fridtjof, in Russian relief

proposals, 119-122
National Security and Defense Fund,

100

Nationalism, 73, 76
Near East, British spheres of influence

in, 228; in secret treaties, 78, 79

Near East Committee, 142

Nitti, Francesco, 212, 260

Orlando, Vittorio Emanuele, 54; dis-

cusses Fourteen Points, 51, 52; in

Peace Conference negotiations, 203,

206, 212; attitude toward Wilson,
260

Pact of London, 78, 192, 203, 210-
211

Paderewski, Ignace, 141

Page, Walter Hines, 1, 4, 7, 8

Peace Conference, American delegates

to, 66, 67, 77; Back Blocs, 115;

committees of, 83; Council of Ten,

82-83, 106, 129, 192, 213; issues

of, 70-81; nations represented at,

70-71; organization of, 82-84; pre-

liminary plans for, 67-68; Superior
Blockade Council, 87, 124, 174,

178, 229, 232; Supreme Allied

Council of Supply and Relief, 159

Supreme Council (Big Four),

82, 109, 266; financial plans, 149;

letter to Nansen on Russian relief,

121-122; negotiations, 196, 203;

in recognition of Finland, 125; in

relations with Hungary, 135, 137-

140

Supreme Economic Council, 86-

87, 101, 108, 124; blockade dis-

cussions, 163, 165-170, 174r-176,

178, 229-232

Supreme War Council, 94
Peace negotiations, 28-41
Peace terms, accepted by Allies, 55-

56; changes in, 56-57; discussion

of, 44-53; presented to Allies, 42-
43

Pericles, oration of, 300

Pershing, John J., 10, 15n., 93; in re-

lief work, 90, 107-110, 113n., 145

Persia, 78

Petrograd, 116

Pichon, S. J. M., 123, 165, 213, 220

Plumer, Cen. H. C., 164

Poland, William B., 229

Poland, 108; declares independence,
58, 263n.; German territory trans-

ferred to, 213; persecution of Jews
in, 141; secret treaties on, 79

Polish Corridor, 213

Polk, Frank, 137, 138, 266
Polo de Bernab6, Luis, 8n.

Presidential campaign of 1920, 294-
299

President's Committee of Economic

Advisers, 83-86, 146-150; members
of, 84-86

Prime Ministers, accept Fourteen
Points with reservations, 47-49;
discuss Fourteen Points, 44-48,

52-53; object to Wilson's attend-

ance at Peace Conference, 65-66;

oppose Wilson at Peace Conference,

192; in Peace Conference organiza-
tion, 82, 87, 101; protest on peace
negotiations, 31-32

Prinkipo, 116

Red Cross Societies, League of, 109
Relief and Reconstruction of Europe,

87-91; Allies wish to control, 91-

95; Director-General of, 96-99,

101; organization of, 91-93; rail-

way transportation for, 104-108;

shipping for, 102-104; telegraphic
communications, 113n.; typhus con-

trol by, 108-111; Wilson's message
on, 96-99
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Reparations payments, 220-221

Republican party, 14-17; Convention

of 1920, 295-296

Republicans appointed by Wilson,

15n.

Requa, Mark L., 12n.

Rhineland, proposed republic of, 192,

215-217

Rickard, Edgar, 12n.

Riga, 128, 129, 131-133

Robinson, Henry M., on President's

Committee of Economic Advisers,

84, 85; on Supreme Economic Coun-

cil, 87, 165; in blockade discussions,

165, 171

Rolph, George, 12n.

Roosevelt, Franklin D., 294

Roosevelt, Theodore, 2

Root, Elihu, 66, 67, 180, 190, 295,

299

Rosenwald, Julius, I5n.

Round Robin, 187, 188

Rumania, 79; invades Hungary, 138-

140

Russia, Allied efforts to confer with,

116; Allies propose attack on, 116-

117; Hoover's report on, 117-119;
relief for, 12n., 119-123; revolution,

7, 12n.; secret treaties, 78-80;
White Armies, 116, 142; Wilson

urges peace with, 60; Wilson's state-

ment on, 150n.

Ryan, Col. T. R., 107

Saar given to France, 79, 217-218

Scheidemann, Philip, 29, 235, 252

Schwab, Charles M., 11, iSn.

Self-determination, 73, 76
Senate (see United States Senate)

Serbia, 100, 263n.

Seymour, Charles, 223

Shaw, Arch W,, 12n.

Siberia, 116

Simmons, F. M., 21n.

Sims, Adm. William S,, 10, 15n.

Smuts, Jan, 181, 183; proposals for

mandates, 223-224; in Treaty ne-

gotiations, 234, 238, 239, 252; let-

ter to Wilson on Treaty, 242-243;
tribute to Wilson, 301

Sonnino, Sidney, Baron, 106, 165;

discusses Fourteen Points, 44, 45,

48

Spartacists, 152, 176, 235

Stettinius, Edward, I5n.

Stoever, Maj. R., 142

Stone, Melville, 2

Strauss, Lewis, 93, 171

Sudeten Germans, 213

Swem, Charles L,, 211; on reasons for

Wilson's attendance at Peace Con-

ference, 64-65; on Wilson's plans
for Peace Conference, 193-195

Papers of, 104, 116, 181, 225

Sykes-Picot Treaty, 78-80

Syria, 78, 192

Taft, Robert A., 12n., 93

Taft, William H., 15n., 67, 180, 189,

190, 295

Tardieu, Andre", 197, 213, 249

Taylor, Alonzo E., 12n.

Taylor, Henry, Sr., 12n.

Thirty-eight points in Wilson's peace
plans, 19-27

Thors, Lieut. John, 130

Treaties, secret, 77-81; separate, 298

Treaty of London (see Pact of Lon-

don)

Treaty of Versailles (see Versailles

Treaty)
Trieste, 105, 107

Tumulty, Joseph P., 16, 67; on Wilson
in campaign of 1920, 295, 297-298;
on Wilson's paralytic stroke, 272,
275

LETTERS, MEMORANDA, ETC.

on compromise with Japan, 208;
to Wilson on Peace Conference,
200-201

Turkey, 263n,; Armistice agreement,
50-51; persecution of Armenians,
142; in secret treaties, 79

Typhus, 90, 108-111

Ulraanis, Karlis, 131, 133, 134
Underwood, Oscar W, 284
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United Nations, 302
United States, alliance with France,

218-220; anti-imperialism, 72; armed

forces, 13; attitude toward Peace

Conference, 71-72, 75-77; declares

war on Germany, 8; supports White

Russians, 116
United States Army, Liquidation Com-

mission, 107; Medical Corps, 109;
in typhus control, 110

United States Food Administration,

12-13; aid to Europe, 88-89, 100,

102, 113, 156; Grain Corporation,
100, 156; heads of divisions, 12n.

United States government, organiza-
tion for war, 10-11, 13; separation
of powers, 77

United States Senate, League of Na-
tions discussed by, 187-188; reser-

vations on Treaty, 279-281; votes

on Treaty, 284, 292-293
United States War Department, 100,

101

Versailles Conference (see Peace Con-

ference)
Versailles Treaty, 179, 233-252; and

Covenant of League of Nations,

188-190; discussion of, 235-237,

244-245, 265-269; Senate reserva-

tions on, 279-281; Senate votes on,

284, 292-293; signing of, 252

ViUalobar, Marquis de, 8n.

War Industries Board, ll-12n.

War Trade Board, 12n.

Wemyss, Adm. Sir Rosslyn, 170, 171

White, Henry, 67, 212; letter to Wil-

son on Peace Conference, 202-203

White, John Beaver, 12n.

Whitlock, Brand, 8n.

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, 12n.

Willard, Daniel, 15n.

Wilson, Woodrow, and administration

of Belgian Relief, 2, 4, 7-9; reluc-

tant to enter war, 4, 7; recalls Am-
bassador from Germany, 5; suggests

study of economic conditions in

Europe, 7, 8; wartime powers, 11;

appeals for election of Democratic

Congress, 14-17; proposes League
of Nations, 22, 25, 26, 180; in peace
negotiations with Germany, 28, 30-

31, 33-35, 37-41; presents peace
terms to Allies, 42, 44, 47, 50; in-

forms Congress of Armistice agree-
ment, 58; proposes peace with

Russia, 60; urged not to attend

Peace Conference, 61-64; reasons

for attending Peace Conference, 64-
66; plans for Peace Conference,

67-68, 193-196; arrives in Paris,

68-69; and issues of Peace Confer-

ence, 71-77; suspicion of his mo-
tives, 75, 76; knowledge of secret

treaties, 79-81; and Relief and Re-
construction of Europe, 87-88, 90-

91, 93, 96-102, 109-110, 113; and
Russian Communist government,
116-117, 150; in relations with Fin-

land, 124-125; in relations with
Baltic States, 127, 129-130, 132; in

relations with Hungary, 135-138;
in relations with Poland, 141; in

Armenian relief, 144, 145; and
Committee of Economic Advisers,

146-150; statement on Commu-
nism, I50n.; and blockade prob-
lems, 151, 152, 156, 158-161, 173,

176-178; establishes League of Na-

tions, 179-186; presents League of

Nations to Congress, 187-188; hears

of "conspiracy" on Covenant, 188-

190; at Peace Conference, 196-206;
illness in Paris, 198-199; plans to

return from Europe, 199-201; re-

sumes Big Four conferences, 203;
in compromise on Japan, 207-211;
on Italian demands, 211-212; on

dismemberment of Germany, 213-

218; on German war crimes, 222;
on mandates, 222-226, 229n.; on re-

newal of blockade, 231; in Treaty

negotiations, 243-245, 248-250;
attitude of European leaders toward,

253-261; achievement at Peace
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Conference, 262-264; campaign for

ratification of Treaty, 265-266,

269-270, 281, 282, 288-290, 293;

paralytic stroke, 270-278; in cam-

paign of 1920, 294-295, 297-298;

death, 300

ADDRESSES

on Armistice, 58; on balance of

power, 27; on Italian demands, 204;

to League to Enforce Peace, 180;

on League o Nations, 181-183,

185-186, 189; on mandates, 225-

226
on peace terms: basis of peace,

18-19; five particulars, 25-27; four

ends, 24-25; four principles,
23-

24; Fourteen Points, 20-23; thirty-

eight points, 19-27

on reasons for attending Peace

Conference, 65; on Russia, 60

LETTERS, MEMORANDA, ETC.

to American Mission against pro-

posed attack on Russia, 116-117; to

Austria-Hungary on peace terms,

34-35; to Balfour on Relief and Re-

construction of Europe, 96-99; to

Clemenceau on Rhineland, 216-

217; to Germany on peace terms,

30-31, 33-34, 36-39; to G. M.
Hitchcock on Treaty ratification,

282, 289-290

to Hoover; acknowledging advice

to Col House, 3n.; on blockade,

161, 178; on commissions created

by Treaty, 148; on Congressional
election of 1918, 17; on Food Ad-

ministration, 12-13; on Poland, 141;
on Relief and Reconstruction of

Europe, 105, 113

to Col. House: on Armistice

terms, 40; on blockade, 152; on
Fourteen Points, 44, 47; on freedom
of the seas, 47, 50; on opposition of

Prime Ministers, 66

to E. N. Hurley on shipping for

relief, 102; to R. Lansing suggesting

resignation, 275-276; to Gen. Per-

shing on typhus control, 109, 110;
to H. Robinson on shipping for re-

lief, 104; to F. M. Simmons on trade

barriers, 2 In.; statement on Con-

gressional election of 1918, 14-15;
statement on Treaty ratification,

288-289

Wilson, Mrs. Woodrow, 189, 191;
after Wilson's paralytic stroke, 272-

275, 277

My Memoir quoted, on Treaty
ratification, 281; on Wilson, at Peace

Conference, 196, 199, 205-206; on
Wilson's paralytic stroke, 272-275

Wood, Gen. Leonard E., 295

Wood, Gen, Robert E., I5n,

Woolley, Clarence M., 12n.

World Court, 299

Wrangcl, Gen. P. N,, 116

Young, Dr. Hugh, 273

Young, Owen D, 221n.

Yudenich, Gen, N. N., 110

Yugoslavia, 108; dispute with Italy,

105, 106; unification, 43
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